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PREFACE
Many talented persons made this Handbook It is
not the creation of any single person. or even of any
single agency or institution.
The United States Department of Education provided the funds. "Citizen Education for Cultural Un-

was a looseleaf notebook designed for frequent and
easy use by a wide variety of persons. from elementary and secondary school teachers to adult learners.
In this format, those who use the Handbock may add
their own pages, and even share portions with other

derstanding"Section 603 of the old National Defense Education Actwas the enabling program.

people.

Program Officer Steven Pappas was helpful and generous with his recommendations throughout the project, as were other professionals and staff in the Division of International Education.

the project, and as the person who made the final
pages ready for the typesetter, I wish to record my

As the person charged with general supervision of
gratitude to those who were involved. Dr. Linda Scatton worked hard and long as Project Director, pulling

The initial idea and inspiration came from Nor-

together a disparate group of persons and an even

man Abramowitz and a group of professionals in the
Bureau of Social Studies Education, New York State
Department of Education. Dr. Donald Bragaw, Chief
of that Bureau, and Dr. Ronald Gerlach, then Director of the La , Youth and Citizenship Project of the
Bureau joined Dr. Janet Gilbert, then of the Division
of General Education Curricult,m in the Department
and Norman Abramowitz to exchange ideas and form
a grant proposal. Dr. Henry Ferguson joined their deliberations at a later stage
Because these social studies professionals believed
that the issues of human rights belong in the curricu-

more disparate collection of resources. She was aided
by Anne O'Brien Carelli, as Research Assistant, and
Wendy J. Millheiser, both students at the State University of Nev York at Albany.

group of local coordinators. The local coordinators
serve still as the conduits for our dissemination efforts. They undertook tasks which were only dimly
understood, helped to define them and carried them
out with rare skill and enthus'asm. Jill Salamcne of
Buffalo, Maurice Tandler of New York City, Joanne

lum, but that previous attempts to introduce them

Dufour of Westchester County, Peter Knapp of Web-

had been static and unmemorable, a unique approach

ster, near Rochester, and Jim Carroll of Syracuse

was conceived. Rather than to teach about instruments and institutions for human rights, it was determined to undertake a comparative study of five
nations, selected for their geographic and cultural

earned the gratitude of the entire project staff.
The so-called teacher education specialists were
far more than that. It was they who had not only to
read every page of the materials assembled by our
scholars, but had to determine what would be suitable for classroom use at different levels. In addition,
they were to become the group leaders or facilitators
at the project's major conference, a week-long training and learning session at Skidmore College, Sara-

Two working groups deserve special praise, the

group of "teacher education specialists" and the

scope. Resource materials and bibliographies would
be collected on Colombia, India, Italy, Nigeria and
the Soviet Union. Strategies for using these resources in elementary and secondary school classrooms
and in community and adult learning groups would
be evolved through two teacher-particiotion workshops. Outreach to public libraries and even museums would form a component part of the coordinated

toga Springs, New York They were Janet Gilbert
(again, and once more to come) of Albany, by now re-

tired from the State Education Department, Corinne
Mastruzzi, an elementary school teacher from Ma-

effort.

e

The intention has been to strengthen Americans'
commitment to their own democratic social ideals by
virtue of knowledge gained about international and
national definitions and practices of human rights
Over one hundred persons helped bring this Handbook into being. Because it was designed to be a util-

maroneck, Corinne Nyquist of the World Studies
Center at the State University College at New Paltz,
Walter Schneller, History Department head at the

Hackley School, Tarrytown, Richard Erbacher of
Levittown and Anne O'Brien Carelli.
Among the academic specialists who gathered the
source materials were C. Sylvester Whitaker, University Professor of Political Science, Rutgers Uni-

itarian affair, this process actually worked well,
though not without difficulties. What was desired
V
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vi

versity (.1igeria 1, Barbara Ellery, Bethlehem Central High School (Nigeria ), Stephen Koff, Professor of
Political Science, Syracuse University ( Italy ), Frank
Femminella, Professor of the Sociology of Education.
State University cf New York at Albany (Italy), Ines

Sanmiguel Ochiai, anthropologist at Interamerican
Indian Institute in Chiapas, Mexico and a citizen of
Colombia (Colombia), Antonio Galvis, Professor of
History, Universidad Javeriana, Bogota, and 197879 Foreign Curriculum Consultant to the Center for
International Programs (Colombia), William Bristol,
Professor Emeritus of History, Union College, Schenectady Colombia), Smt. Sharada Nayak, Director,
Educational Resources Center of the State Education
Department, New Delhi, India (India), Henry Ferguson, Director, Center for Intel national Programs,
State Education Department, Albany (India), Linda
Scatton, Project Director (U.S.S.R.), Pavel Litvino'r,
a Soviet dissident in exile and teacher at the Hackley
School, 'Tarrytown (U.S.S.R), Sophia Lubensky, Professor of Slavic Languages and Literature, State University of New York at Albany (U.S.S.R.), and Sandra Vogelgesang, Bureau of Human Affairs, U.S. Department of State (U.S.A.).

It should be noted in passing that the materials

which appear in the student readings represent
many sides of many issues. The editors and collectors
of these materials do not endorse any particular point
of view. In fact, they are skeptical of some and contemptuous of others. But, in an effort to create a cli-

mate for understanding diverse approaches to human rights and civil liberties, both agreeable and dis-

agreeable materials have been included. Student
skill at recognizing bias or difference of perspective,
we hope, will be one of the more important learnings
Special writing was done by Janet Gilbert on the
Secondary School and Anne O'Brien Carelli on the
Elementary School "Justice Around Lhe World" packets. An unusually creative mind and an understanding of curricular infusion procedures were required,
and were delivered by these two talented associates.
Corinne Nyquist compiled and wrote the "Community Resource Manual," emerging from her experience

as director of the World Studies Center at the Sojourner Truth Library. We are certain that these will
be useful both as part of the Handbook and separately
for their particular purposes.
We thank Joan Ferguson who created the travelling exhibit, putting into tangible form that sublime
abstraction human rights. She, in turn, would like
to thank the Olson Sign Company, Scotia, and Com-

position Corporation, Albany, for the skills they
brought to the exhibit, but especially Thomas Prendergast of the United Nations for his efforts to make
human rights more visible.
We extend thanks to the teachers, librarians, ad-

ministrators and community volunteers who not only
participated in our two workshops, but whose combined efforts really made this project, and especially
this Handbook, take shape.
Norman Abramowitz, Albany
Thuwayba Al-Barwam, Albany
Sister Mary Abroselle, B itavia
Sister Mary Angeline, B iffalo
Florence Ausubel, r Ierrick
Regina Baczynski, Jamaica
Evelyn Becker, Bronx
Agnes Benfey, Liverpool
Lenore Blank, Valley Stream
Marilyn Bliok, Great Neck
Sister Mary Brenda, Long Island
Chrystal A Browne, Buffalo
Cecilia Campoverde, Levittown
Anne Carelli, Albany
James Carroll, Clay
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction and Setting Objectives
Issues of human rights are as old as the human
race itself and just as diverse. Ever since people
have clustered together in communities, they have

This Handbook has grown out of a year-long project, crowned by the concerted effort of more than one

had to decide how to distribute authority, obligations
and resources to community members. It is a mark of
human development that there is always a system for
doing this. Outsiders (or even insiders) may or may
not agree with a given system, but it always exists.
This Handbook is an attempt to focus on such systems
as they exist in five contemporary nations, to present
evidence for how their political, social and cultural
traditions of the past have evolved into the presentday situation, and to allow students the opportunity
to view the practice of human rights in these coun-

specialists from five selected regions of New York
State (New York City, Long Island and Westchester,
Buffalo, Syracuse, Rochester areas) who met and
worked together in July 1980 at the Human Rights
and Citizenship Workshop held under this program
at Skidmore College in Saratoga Springs, N.Y. The
group attempted to set its own learning objectives for
human rights education, to arrive at a consensus definition of human rights, and to evaluate, add to, subtract from and build teaching strategie3 upon a set of
materials and resources collected on human rights

tries from the perspective of a native citizen The
Handbook may be used in any way that suits this
need.

It s the assumption of this Handbook that matters
of human rights may form a parallel stream to any social studies topics being treated in the classroom, and
that human rights issues may be infused into the examination of all cultures (including our own) in a consistent fashion. A focus of this sort allows student and
teacher alike to look at history and civilization, at sociology, economics, anthropology, energy and government from the point of view of the individual: How
did or how does a citizen of X live? What are the outlines of a citizen's political, social, economic and civil

liberties? Detailing the policies of various governments in the observance of their citizens' human
rights forms a challenging exercise for students. At
the same time, it gives the teacher an opportunity to
bring new empt_asis and fresh perspective to material which he or she may have been teaching for
years. By viewing human rights in the fullest sense,
teachers and students will be able to go far beyond
the standard American, knee-jerk response to the
question, "What are human rights?" That is, they
will I 'gin to see that human rights go further and
deeper than the United States Bill of Rights, and that
it may be precisely those social and economic rights
not mentioned in the U S. Constitution which have

been identified in many other nations today as the
most crucial. We may not agree, but it behooves us to
take a close look.

hundred teachers, librarians and adult education

practices in five nations: Colombia, India, Italy,
Nigeria and the U.S.S.R These materials had been
collected and compiled during the year by -1. group of
academic specialists for the countries involved
The most difficult task of the Workshop was to establish a definition of human rights that would guide

discussion, construction of strategies and elaboration of exercises. This should have come as no surprise, for those of us involved in the project for over a

year knew that few specialists have been able to
agrer In a solid definition of human rights which was.
not culture-bound to some extent. What happened in
the Workshop was that participants uncovered their

own personal principles and tested them against
those of others. Some emerged with a new view of
themselves. Almost all gained a new perspective on

human rights in the United States, where citizens
may enjoy more rights than most other of the world's

peoples, but where conditions are still short of the
ideal. Th.; surprise for us was the political and emotional pitch which the deliberations reaches' during
the sessions devoted to defining human rights Obviously, people feel strongly in America about human

rights because they come to the topic with strong
commitments, preconditioning and even prior advocacy positions In short, human rights, even in a na-

tion which prides itself on humanitarianism, is
value-laden to a very considerable extent. However,

while a consensus definition of human rights may
have been hard to reach, some all-important affective
learning was taking place as participants were com-
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palled to examine their own values as such, and the
effect those values had upon their perspectives
It is useful and interesting to report here some of
the definitios which were advanced:

how these rights are defined and practiced elsewhere
Improved citizenship will include also a capacity to
communicate sensitively and effectively to peoples in

Hur an rights are those rights we in the U.S.

rights.
Thus, the overall goals for the present Handbook
on Human Rights and Citizenship are. (1) to help stu-

have come to believe are necessary here and vital to the enjoyment of living everywhere.
Human rights are statements of non-negotiable

respect for other human beings that transcend
the value structures of society.
Human rights are those things we are entitled
to as members of the human race, without control from governments.
Human rights guarantee fulfillment of the bask.s, needs of the individual which foster a sense
of dignity and self-worth

Human rights are those that permit people to

live their lives in dignity, good health, and
peace so they can develop themselves to their

fullest potential, without denying to others
their rights.
What is p 'resented in this Handbook reflects two
closely related issues: this difficulty in defining human rights as described above, and the importance
the project staff attaches to a participatory setting of

learning objectives. Teacher and studentsrather
than a curriculum committee or supervisory staff
must determine specific learning objectives on the
subject of human rights in much the same manner
that the Workshop participants did. Any affective
learning which will emerge from the study of human
rights will be fleeting and unmeasurable unless the
class itself participates in the setting of objectives :n
the first place. And it is precisely affective learning
which is at the heart of human rights education.
In addition to affecting changes of values and attitudes toward other nations and cultures, the study of

numan rights will utilize some higher cognitive
skills often neglected in American education. It will
bD necessary for the student to find a new cultural
context in order to understand and assess the meaning of human rights in another nation. This requires

the student to exercise his or her skill in inductive
thinking, an opportunity all too rare lately in the social studies. The student must be able to craw' inside
the culture under study, to experience it in a vicarious manner, and to process information about hu-

man rights within that culture before evaluating
human rights in that culture or evolving a general
definition of human rights.
Finally, if the learning experience is meaningful,
there will be behavioral charges: we hope that learning about human rights in five foreign nations will
improve citizenship in our own. That improved citizenship will not only include a better understanding
of human rights in the context of the American political and cultural environment, but an appreciation for

other lands just what Americans mean by human

dents learn the cultural contexts in which human
rights are variously defined and practiced and to as-

sess human rights from that perspective; (2) to
sharpen inductive learning skills for learning abou'
cultures that are different from our own, and (3) to
change behavior patterns toward more positive and
thoughtful citizenship

In bringing human rights into the classroom,
teachers will want first to work with their students in
setting learning objectives with regard to this somewhat elusive topic. Obviously, any classroom is a natural setting for discussions of rights and responsibilities and their routine practice, since only a successful
balance of these yields a productive learning environment. The challenge for international human rights
education is to build upon this natural foundation by
adding elements imported from countries and concepts far beyond the U.S. classroom. Teaching and
learning about human rights requires setting objectives each and every time the subject is approached as
a joint activity between students and teacher. These
objectives set the shape of the learning process, which
includes the way in which the subject matter is infused, the content, the strategies and activities and

the feedback. Results of considering human rights
issues in the classroom must be evaluated not only
according to these objectives, but also according to
the process actually carried out.
When setting objectives within the classroom
there are four categories which should emerge

(1) Learning about human rights in other nations facts, figures, illustrations.
(2) Sharpening critical thinking shills, that is, the

capacity to observe another culture with
enough sensitivity to avoid the cultural baggage brought to the inquiry by the student.
(3) Altered attitudes regarding human rights in
other nations and in the international instruments which are sensitive to the political, historical and cultural context from which they
emerged. This should help move away from

uncritical and ethnocentric acceptance of
things as they are.
(4) New behavior in respecting and reacting to the

rights of other individuals, groups, cultures
and nations; new behavior in how to go about
learning from other cultures
The following exercise was used with teachers at a
summer workshop on human rights education and

might be easily adapted for secondary school stu1. 2
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Does someone give us rights?
Do all people have rights?
Do grown-ups have more rights than child-

renor are their rights just different?
Do children have some special rights as
children:.

(b) Have each stud_lit make a list of rights enjoyed at home, in the neighborhood, in the
community, in the nation. How successful this
will be depends upon the nature of the teacher-

class relationship and the grade-level of the
class.
(c) Discuss:
How do others in the class feel when I have

the right to do anything I want to do?
Are others affected by what I do?

What happens when two students in he
class have the same right, such as the right
to talk loudly? the right to be first ill Line:
The notion that rights are shared may emerge
from this discussion.
(4) Setting Learning Objectives
Now, the class should be ready to determine what
it would like to learn about basic or human
rights. Some classes at the upper elementary

level may be able to use the fon.. recommended fur secondary classes. Most elementary grades, however, would be better served
by open class discussion, leading to a list of
three or four objectives for learning about hu-

man rights which is posted in a prominent
place on bulletin board or chalkboard.
Def;ning Human Rights
It seems natural to expect that one of the major
learning objectives which will emerge from the
preceding exercise is the students' desire to find
out just exactly what the term "huma i rig, s" suggests. What are human rights? Although . truly
definitive answer ti this question has yet to appear
anywhere, there are many ways to help your students become aware of "le issues involved. One
way to start is to ask them to define human rights,
as they understand the -,erm. This can be done using Exercise 3, whi,n follows: bi..FINING HU-

EXERCISE 3: Defining Human Rights
LEARNING OBJECTIVES.

(1) To think about and examine individually what
students understand by the term "human
rights."
(2) To find common ground with other students in
defining the term.
(3) To establish a consensus definition of "human
rights" which will guide further inquiry.
TYPE OF GROUP: Grades 6-12; also adult.
TIME REQUIRED 45-60 minutes
MATERIALS:

Standard classroom materials.
HOW TO l'ROCEED:

(1) Pass out Form A. Each person is to fill out a form.
Again, students may wish to cede their forms.

(2) Have class members share their lists of rights

and then pair up or group with other class
members who share the same #1 human right.
Start a discussion by asking around the groups
why they have chosen the right they have named.
Be sure to call on the oddball, too, the person who
found no one else with the same match.

(3) After diminishing returns on Step 2, pass out
Form B (excerpts from various constitutions, unnamed). (Form B is intended for grades 9-12 only.
Elementary level may ignore it.) Ask the groups
that have formed (no fewer than 3 or more than 6
students is the ideal) to use this Form and individual reponses on Form A to arrive at a group
consensus definition of human rights. Have them
write this out as their group consensus.

MAN RIGHTS.
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dents as well. An alternative for elementary school
use follows. Both suggest a good ice-breaking technique to help students get to know each other's views
at the beginning of the school year, or at any other
tire that seems appropriate for starting the infusion
process.

EXERCISE 1: Setting Individual and Group

Learning ObjectivesSecondary Grades
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

(1) Establish a consensus which will govern the
work of the entire course or session
(2) Learn how to set learning objectives for a special
study.

(3) Learn that the learner is the most important individual in learning, not the teacher.
TYPE OF GROUP Grades 9-12
TIME REQUIRED: 30-45 minutes
MATERIALS. Standar-I classroom materials.
HOW TO PROCEED

The strategy '.sere is to work from individual to
group agreement, from what we have brought to
the classroom to what we want to take from it as a
group and as individuals.
(1) Write the following question on the board and
ask the students to write their answers at their

seats. Tell them not to put their names on
their papers Teacher may also answer in writing Allow 5-10 minutes Have students code
their papers for later recognition Give no further instructions
QUESTION: What are the three m 'ot important learning objectives for you as a person,
as a student, and as a citizen with respect to

human rights and citizenship around the
world?
1)

2)
3)

EXERCISE 2: Setting Learning Objectives

Elementary Grades
LEARNING OBJECTIVES.

(1) Learn to identify a discrete subject for special examination.
(2) Learn how to set learning objectives for a special
study.

(3) Learn that the learner is the most important individual in learning, not the teacher
(4) Learn to make an abstract concept come alive for
children.
TYPE OF GROUP K-6
TIME REQUIRED One or two class periods or introduced gradually
MATERIALS:

Standard classroom materials
HOW TO PROCEED.

(1) Introduction

Human rights is such an abstract concept that
most primary students will have great difficulty
grasping it.
Therefore, it most first be demonstrated.
Select a group consisting of about one third of the
entire class. Give this group special privileges
which are clear to the group and to the remainder ofthe class. Dona explain why these special
privileges have been granted.
Continue the special privileges until someone in
either the special group or the main class protests, "Teacher, that's not fair!" or some similar
comment.

(2) Activity
(a) Students should make personal lists of what
isn't fair
Students should make separate lists of things
that are fair.
After each student has made his or her list,

group the class into smaller sections of
three or four students each Ask each group
to come up with a list that all can agree to If

(2) Collect the papers.
(3) Read from randomly selected papers Teacher
may prefer to read from his or her own as well
This process should generate discussion Ask

i,,t.lent teachers or teacher's aides are
available, they may help where necessary
to guide the activity
Each group then writes its fair/unfair lists on

individual authors if they have anything to
add to their statements. Do not proceed in a
regular order, and do not necessarily ask each
student for elaboration.
(4) Return papers to students, and then woi h with
them to establish a class consensus on a set of
three to four objectives which will guide class
work during the entire school year or the individual session.
(5) Have this identified as the class consensus and

the board.
The entire class discusses what has emerged.

(3) Human Rights Discussion

(a) At this roint, it may be possible to isolate
"rights" and "responsibilities." Experience
suggests, curiously, that elementary level students tend to confuse the two, often listing as
"rights" what are clearly duties.
Questions:
What are rights?
Where did they come from?

Display it prominently on chalk or bulletin
board
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FORM A

(use for Exercise 3)
1.

Make a list of the human rights you feel are most important to you as a person. Number them H. rank
order in a Fscending order of importance.

2.

Make a list of those things that you believe no one should have the right to do.

3

Write a one or two sentence definition of Nhat

)u meaii by "Human Rights "

FORM B

While it is manifestly unfair to isolate such brief
items on human rights from their cultural context,
there are listed here some rights which might be expressed by members of each of the five cultures under
study.

These statements are to be taken into consideration
as you try to formulate a definition of human rights
in this Exercise

1 Every person has a right to life, and no one shall be deprived
intentionally of his life, save in execution of the sentence
of a court in respe"t of a criminal offence of which he has
been found guilty
A person shall not be regarded as having been deprived
of his life in contravention of this se/env,/ if he dies as a
result of the use, to such extent and in suci. circumstances
as are permitted by law, of such force as is reasonably necessary
for the defence of any person from unlawful violence
or of the defence of property,
in order to effect a lawful arrest or to prevent the escape of a pers')n lawfully detained, or
for the purpose of suppressing a riot, insurrection or
mutiny

2 The State guarantees freedom ofconscience No one shall be
molested by reason of his religious opinions or compelled
to profess beliefs or observe contrary to his conscience The
freedom of all sects that are not contrary to [this nation's]

morality or to the laws is guaranteed Acts contrary to
[our] morality or subversive of pudic order that may he
committed on the occasion or under the pretext of worship
are subject to the general law

3 Citizens of [this country] are guaranteed freedom of conscience, that is, the right to profess or not to profess any
religion, and to conduct religious worship or athesistic
propaganda Incitement of hostility or hatred on religious
grounds is prohibited In [this country], the church is separated from he state, and the school from the church
4 The press is tree in time of peace. but responsible, under the
law, for attacks on personal honor the social order, or the
public tranquility

5 All minorities, whether based on religion or language, shall
have the right to establish and ad milaster educational institutions of their choice

6 The State shall not, in granting aid to educational institutions, discriminate against any educational institution on
the ground that it is under the management of a minority,
whether based on religion or language
7 All religious denominations are equally free before the law
Religious denominations other than [name of denomination] are entitled to organize themselves according to their
own creed provided that they are not in conflict with [the
named denomination's] juridical organization Their rela* ,ons with the State are regulated by law on the basis of
agreements with their respective representatives
8. Enjoyment by citizens oftheir rights and freedoms must not
be to the detriment of the interests of society or the state,
or infringe the rights of other citizens

9 Citizens' exercise of their rights and freedom, is inseparable from the perfoi mance of their duties and obligations
10 All are entitled to fi eely profess their religious convictions
in any form, individually or in associations. to propagate
them and to celebrate them in public or in pi ivate, so% e in
the case of rites contrary to morality

11 The State shall not discriminate against any citizen on
grounds only of religion, race, caste, sex place of birth or
any of them No citizen shall, on grounds only of religion.
race, caste, sex place of birth or any of them, be subject to
any disability, liability, rest! iction or condition with regard to access to shops, public restaurants, hotels and pla-

ces of public entertainment or the use of wells, tanks.
bathing ghats, roads and places of public resort maintained wholly or partly out of State funds or dedicated to
the use of the general pubic Nothing in this article shall
prevent the State from making any special provision for
women and children Nothing in this article
shall prevent the State from making any special provision for tfie
advancement of any socially and educationally backward
classes of citizens

12 The State shall, within the limits of its economic capacity
and development, make effective provision for securing
the right to w -rk, to education and to public assistance in
cases of unemployment, old age. sickness and disablement, and in other cases of undeserved want

13 Private ownership and other rights acquired under just
title, according to civil law, by natural or juridical persons,

are guaranteed and may not be ignored of disturbed by
subsequent laws When the application r,f a law issued for
reasons of public benefit or social interest results in a conflict between the rights of individuals and the necessity
recognized by that law, the private interest must yield to
the public or social interest Property is a social function
that entails obligations For reasons of public benefit or of
social interest defined by the lawmaker, there may be expropriation by judicial order and after indemnification

14 The personal property of citizens and the right to inherit
it are protected by the state Citizens may be granted the
use of plots of land, in the manner prescribed by law, for
a subsidiary small-holding ) including the keeping of
livestock and poultry), for fruit and vegetable growing
or for building an individual dwelling Citizens are required to make rational use of the land alloted to them
The State and collective farms provide assistance to citizens in working their small-holdings Property owned or
used by citizens shall not sem, e as a means of del n ing unearned income or be employed to the detriment of the interests of society

15 The National ethic shall be Discipline, Self reliance and
Patriotism
16 For the purpose of promoting national integration it shall
be the duty of the State to provide adequate facilities for
and encourage free mobility of people, goods and services
throughout the Federation, secure full residence rights for
every citizen in all parts of the Federation, encourage intermarriage among persons from different places of origin
or of different religious, ethnic or linguists- associations or
ties, and promote or encourage the formation of associa-

tions that cut across ethnic, linguistic, religious or other
sectional barriers
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Defining the Definitions
A Glossary with Exercise

cultare the integrated pattern of human behavior that includes

In any class discussion of human rights, whether
based on specific text or not, there are standard words
and terms which will appear and demand definition

di.,adRntaged lacking in the basic resources or conditions 'as

or redefinition. The Glossary which follows was
developed for just such occasions. In addition to the
Glossary, which is intended for teacher use, there is
an Exercise for students included here which makes
use of the glossary entries as motivation for "Look-up
Teams." ( Exercise 4 )

thought, speech. action, artifacts, arts, beliefs, institutions, and
all other products of human vt ork and thought characteristic of
a community or population

standard housing, medical and educational facilities, and civil
rights) believed to be necessary for an qual position in society

decent appropriate, conforming to current standards of living,
adequate, passable, tolerable
detention the act or fact of detaining, a holding in custody, a holding hack, the state of being detained, especially a period of temporary custody prior to disposition by a court
dignity the quality or state of being worth, honored. or esteemed, a
high rank, office, or position
discrimination the process by which two stimuli differing in some
aspect are responded to differently . differentiation, prejudiced
or prejudicial outlook, action, or treatment
dissident differing with an opinion or a group, differing, dissenting

GLOSSARY
This glossary consists of words that might be used

during class discussions that pertain to the topic of
International Human Rights & Citizenship. THIS
LIST IS NOT TO BE MEMORIZED BY THE STUDENTS. The definitions are to serve as an impetus

for discussion only. When reviewing the Glossary
words, encourage the students to consider the meaning of the word in the context of human rights.
The dictionary definition may not indicate the everyday understanding of the word For example, who
determines if a country is underdeveloped or if a person is disadvantaged? Do the producers of propaganda believe in what they are writing? What are adequate or decent conditions or basic needs? When is
someone safe and secure?
It may be helpful to begin with the Glossary words
perspective, western, and culture so that the students
can see that words mean different things to different
people. Some examples of approaches to discussing
the words are listed below:
adequate barely satisfactory or sufficient, ,awfully and reasonably sufficient, able to satisfy a require-nent, suitable
amnesty the act of an authority as a government) by which pardon is granted to a large group of individuals
assemble to bring or gather together Into a group or whole, to
gather together, congregate
a.syklin an inviolable place of refuge and protection giving shelter
to criminals and debtors, a place of retreat and security, protection from arrest and extradition given especially to political
refugees by a nation or by an embassy or other agency enjoying
diplomatic immunity

authority the right and power to command, enforce laws, exact
obed.ence, determine, or judge, power to Influence or command
thought, opinion, or behavior

basic of, relating to, or forming the base, fundamental, starting
point
choice the act of choosing, selection, the power of choosing options,
a sufficient number and variety to choose among

conscience the sense or consciousness of the moral goodness or
blame-worthiness of one's own conduct, intention, or character
together with a feeling of obligation to do right or be good, sensitive regard for fairness and justice
constitution the basic principles and laws of a nation, state, or social group that determine the powers and duties of the government and guarantee certain rights to the peoples in it, the document on which the system is recorded

doctrine a principle or creed of principles presented for acceptance
or belief, as by a religious, political. scientific. or philosophic
group, a statement of fundamental government policy especially in international relations
equal the same measure, quantity, amount. or number as another,
like in quality, nature or status. regarding or affecting all ob-

jects in the same way, having the same privileges, status, or
rights
exile forced removal from one's native country, voluntary absence
from one's country, a person expelled from hei or his country by
authority, banished expelled
expression an act, process, or Instance of representing in words cr
some other medium, something that manifests, embodies or
symbolizes something else
free having the legal and political rights of a citizen, enjoying civil
and political liberty, not subject to the control or domination of
another, not bound, confined, or detained by force, immune to
arbitrary interference by government or others
fundamental relating to essential structure, function, or facts, of
central importance, principal, basic, having to do with the foundation, major, central key
genocide the committing of certain acts with intent to destroy a
national, ethnic, racial or religious group
government the continuous exercise of authority over and the performance of functions for a political unit, the officials comprising the governing body of a political unit, authoritative direction or control
human relating to, or characteristic of man or mankind, pertaining to or being a man as distinguished from a lower animal, intellectually and morally superior, a person
improve to enhance in value or quality, make better, to ady once or
make progress in what is desirable
inalienable not to be transferred to another
inferior situated at a lower degree of rank of little or less importance, value or merit, low or lower in quality, status, or estimation, inferiority ady erb
information the communication or reception of knowledge or intelligence, the knowledge obtained from my .
study.
or instruction, facts. data
Justice moral rightness, equity, honor, fairness, fair handling, to
treat fairly or adequately, the administration and procedure of
law, due reward or treatmer t
law a binding custom or practice of a community. a rule of conduct
or action prescribed or formally recognized as binding or enforced by a controlling authority. the whole body of such customs. practices, or rules
liberty the quality or state of being free. the power to do as one
pleases, the positive enjoy ment of various social, political, or
economic rights and privileges
limits something that bounds, restrains, or confines, a prescribed
maximum or minimum amount, quantity, or number
need a condition or situation in which something necessary or desirable is required or wanted, a wish for something that is lacking or desired, a condition of poverty or misfortune
opinion a view, judgement, or appraisal formed in the mind about

a particular matter, belief stronger than impression and less
strong than positive knowledge, a generally held view
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opportunity a favorable or advantageous combination of circumstances, favorable time or circumstance
oppression unjust or cruel exercise of authority or power. something that so oppresses, a sense of heaviness or obstruction in
the body or mind
order regWar or harmonious arrangement. the prevailing mode or
arrangement of things. the customary mode of procedure. the
rule of law or proper authority
origin that from which anything derives its existence, a source or
cause, parentage, ancestry, derivation

peace a state of tranquility or quiet as freedom from civil disturbance, a state of security or order within a community provided
for by law or custom
persecute to harass in a manner designed to injure grieve, or afflict, to cause to suffer because of belief, to oppress with ill treatment
perspective subjective evaluation of a relative significance, point
of view

poverty the state of one who lacks a usual or socially acceptable
amount of productive resources, land, food, shelter, clothing.
and other material possessions
power strength or force exerted or capable of being exerted, the
ability or official capacity to exercise control, the might of a nation, political organization or similar group
prejudice- an adverse judgement or opinion beforehand or without
knowledge or examination of the facts, injury ordamage resulting from some judgement or action of another in disregard of
one's rights, an irrational attitude of hostility directed against
an indivich.al, a group, a race or their supposed characteristics
progress to move forward proceed, to develop to a higher, better or
more advanced stage (progressive of, relating to, or characterized by progress)

prohibit- to forbid by authority, to prevent from doing something
propaganda the spreading of ideas, information, or rumor for the
purpose of helping or injuring an institution, a cause, or a
person

property- a possession, something owned, the exclusive right to
possess, enjoy and dispose of a thing, something tangible or
intangible to which its owner has legal title
protect to keep from harm, attack, or injury, to guard
reasonable. rational, within the bounds of common sense, not extreme or excessive, fair, moderate
rebellion opposition to one in authority or dominance, open defiance of or resistance to an established government

refugee one that flees for safety, one who flees to a foreign country
or power to escape danger or persecution

nght(s) the power or privilege to which one is justly entitled,
something that one may properly claim as due, in accordance
with justice, law, morality or another standard
safe. treed fron harm or risk, secure from threat of danger, harm or
loss

secure free from danger, risk, or loss, safe
slavery submission to a dominating influence, the state of being a
slave (servitude, noun the state of subjection to another that
constitutes or resembles slavery or serfdom)

struggle a violent effort or exertion, a strong and strongly motivated attempt, contest. combat, strive, to proceed with difficulty or with great effort
suffrage the right of voting in political matters or the exercise of
such right

suitable. appropriate to a given purpose or occasion

Portions of definitions have been drawn from those dictionaries in
most common scnool use

Does the meaning of the word vary depending
on.

the context?
the culture?
the speaker? listener? writer?
the underlying message?
Is there a hidden meaning to the word when it's
used in certain ways?
Does the dictionary definition always explain
how the word is often used?

6 there agreement/conflict in the interpretation of the word?
Can your interpretation of the meaning change?
How? Why? Under what conditions?
How do' the meaning of the word help to clan
fy/inhibit you when you speak /write?
How does the meaning of the word help to clarify/

inhibit you when you speak/write?
How can the meaning of the word be misunder-

stood? What helps to clarify what you really
mean?
Can ynli invent a aew word that expresses what
you really mean?
How could you use the word to symbolize another meaning?

What are some synonyms or antonyms for the
word? Why would you use one specific word instead of its synonym?
Can the meaning of the word be expressed more
effectively in poetry? music? prose?
Will there ever be a final definition established
for the word?
Is there a need to define the word as you speak/
write?
Is the word no longer used? Why not? Has a word
replaced it? Is the meaning obsolete? Is it unacceptable in certain contexts/cultures?
Is the word a new term developed in the last decade7 Is it a word of the future?

terzyrism the use of terror, violence and intimidation to achieve
an end, fear and subjugation produced by this,
government that uses terror to rule

system of

tyranny a government in which absolute power is vested in a single ruler; arbitrary and despotic government, especially rigorous, cruel, and oppressive government
underdeveloped- failing to realize a potential economic level of in
dustrial production and standard of living
violate disregard; to break (a law or regulation, for example) intentionally or unintentionally, transgress
western of or relating to the non-communist countries of Europe
and America
worth the value of something measured by its qualities or by the
esteem in which it is held, moral or personal value
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EXERCISE 4: Human Rights and Citizenship Glossary/Look-up Teams
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
(1) To prepare students to

deal with issues d .d11language of human rights.
(2) To help students understand how cultural contexts shape definitions.
TYPE OF GROUP: Grades 5-12
TIME REQUIRE): 45-60 minutes
MATERIALS:

Copies of words listed on following pages

Dictionaries for all. N.B.: Use as many different
compiler dictionaries as possible.
HOW TO PROCEED:
(1) Divide cl,s into look-up teams (3-6 per team).

(2) Divide up list of 66 words accordingly, or select
from the list those words you judge most important for your class. Assign 5-10 words per look-up
team.
(3) Ask students to form a composite definition, from

at least 2 dictionaries, for each word. (20 minutes).

(4) Have students reassemble for discussion which

should follow the pattern indicated on the

teacher's annotated Glossary with Exercise.
(5) If possible, follow up with the exercise, "Translating the Universal Declaration of Human Rights."
PROBLEMS TO ANTICIPATE

Students will be content with most familiar definitions and think no further.

Existing Definitions Of Human Rights
Once they have been sensitized to human rights

issues, students should be interested to know
which rights, if any, are officially recognized as
Human Rights. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted by the U.N. General Assembly in 1948, lists 30 rights viewed by almost all of
the countries of the world as the most fundamental. It is included here for your reference. You may,

of course, wish to reproduce it as is for your students, or you may wish to prepare for them a less
wordy, more straight-forward version, geared to
their reading and intellectual level. An alternative classroom use of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights would be for secondary school students to "translate" it themselves into everyday
language, and to provide appropriate examples or
illustrations/case studies from their own knowledge or experience Exercise 5 is one appioach

Dictionary Entries for Look-up Teams
adequate
genocide
aninesty
government
assemble
human
asylum
improve
authority
inalienable
basic
inferior
choice
information
conscience
justice law
constitution
liberty
culture
limits
disadvantaged
need
decent
opinion
detention
opportunity
dignity
oppression
discrimination
order
dissident
origin
doctrine
peace
equal
persecute
exile
perspective
expression
poverty
free
power
fundamental

prejudice
progress
prohibit
propaganda
property
protect
reasonable
rebellion
refugee

rights)
safe
secure
slavery
struggle
suffrage
suitable
terrorism

tyranny
underdeveloped
violate
western
worth
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EXERCISE 5: Translation and Annotation

of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights
LEARNING OBJECTIVES.
(1) To understand the document

(2) To find relevant experience from student's own
knowledge.

down final versions for class presentation (Allow
15-20 minutes for this.) Reassemble as full class.
Have each group present its translations, encour-

aging each group member to give at least one
translation or illustration. Ask for class comments, revisions. (Alternative might be to have
translations written on board by studentsbut

TYPE OF GROUP: Grades 5-12

this might take too much time.) Final version, acceptable to all, would be typed, dittoed and distrib-

TIME REQUIRED: 45-60 minutes

uted to all students for reference, or, students

MATERIALS:

might wish to prepare a poster with their translated version to be displayed in a prominent place in
the classroom (or elsewhere in the school).

"Universal Declaration of Human Rights," Reading C, pp.3-7, for each participant.
HOW TO PROCEED:

There are 30 rights in the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights. Break students up into groups of 3-

8. Assign each student group 4-6 nghts to translate and annotate. They will work together to formulate a plain English statement for each of the
rights assigned to their group. In addition, they
will provide a one- or two-sentence illustration
from their own experience which pertains to each
right assigned to them. Group members will write

PROBLEMS TO ANTICIPATE:

Language of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights may be too difficult for 5-6 graders. Teacher
should be prepared to help groups. Perhaps Human Rights Glossary exercise should precede this
one.
EXTENSION ACTIVITIES:

Have students continue to find illustrations from
their c- , experience and add these statements or
pictures to the bulletin board exhibii..
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CHAPTER TWO

Materials and Resources:
Moving on to Case Studies and Specifics
With the c'ass sufficiently sensitized to issues of
human rights, teachers may now wish to use selec-

the book. Included are. Ten Most Wanted Books on
Human Rights, a basic list of books every school and
public library should own; General Bibliography, a
somewhat longer annotated listing; Periodicals
dealing with human rights lists serials devoted to the
subject (but not articles which, where important, ap-

tively the resources and materials which follow.
These are of several varieties Most important for the

proposed "crawl under the skin" approach of this
Handbook are the articles and documents collected
from and about the five nations involved in the project: Colombia, India, Italy, Nigeria and the U.S.S.R

pear in the other listings); Media Bibliography of

The ones which appear in this volume are here because the teachers who participated in the Human
':fights and Citizenship Workshops in 1980 felt that
hey would be valuable for classroom use. These

STUDENT BIBLIOGRAPHY

films, filmstrips, records and other non-book media.

Elementary Level
Some middle level titles will be found in this list also.
Crowder, W.W. "Social Studies Strategies for
Teaching About Human Rights," Instructor Magi-

teachers chose from a large number of collected mate-

rials, and they constructed classroom strategies and
exercises based on those they judged to be useful. The

compliers of the Handbook have deferred to the

zine. v. 88, no. 3, October 1978, pp. 165-66
Declaration of the Rights of the Child Teacher's Kit.
New York: UNICEF.

teachers' judgment in almost every instance, and the
choice of items listed here reflects this fact. Included
in Chapter Three are the strategies developed by the
Workshop participants on the basis of the materials
they selected from among those presented for their
examination. Although some strategies may be used
without reference to the materials, and conversely,
the materials themselves my be exploited for entirely
different classroom purposes, they are basically in-

Education for International Understanding Examples and Suggestions for Classroom Use. New
York: UNESCO, Unipub.

Epstein, Edna. The United Nations. New York:
Franklin Watts, 1973
Fisher, Aileen and Olive Rabe. Human Rights Day.
New York: Crowell, 1966.
Fisher, Dorothea Canfi,.1d A Fair World for All: The
Meaning ofthe Declaration of Human Rights. New
York McGraw-Hill, 1952. Presents the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights text with interpretation of each article in "everyday language." Each
chapter explains one article, describing what the
right means and the ways in which people suffer
when deprived of the rights.

terdependent. The teacher will be pleased to note
that all of the specific resources necessary for carrying out the strategies appear either in full or in sum-

mary form in the Handbook. In the rare instance
where this is not so, careful documentation is provided as to where and how they may be obtained In
addition, the interests of the elementary and middle
school student are served by condensed and somewhat simplified versions of some of the articles
Two bibliographies of direct use to the teacher and
the precollegiate student follow: Student Bibliography of titles particularly appropriate to readers between grades 5 and 1_2, and for the teacher, Study
Guides and Curriculums, a list of classroom materials selected after thorough review by other
teachers.
The other bibliographies are also appropriate to

International Understanding at School New York.
UNESCO, Unipub
The Legal Rights of the World's Children. New York.
UNICEF
Loescher, Gil and Ann Human Rights. A Global Cri-

sis. New York. Dutton, 1979 What are human
rights? How can they be protected? The authors explain why it is difficult to arrive at a full definition

of human rights and discuss the ways in which

public libraries and the adult learners who they

such rights are systematically abused in four countries the Soviet Union, South Korea, South Africa,
and Brazil. The final two chapters describe the vi-

serve. Because the Community Resource Manual is
made available separately to librarians and community groups, it contains the main hibliovraphies Users of the Handbook will find it included at the end of

tal work of dedicated individuals, organizations
and governments to promote the protection of hu11
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nian rights. Middle school reading level.
Mc Neer, May Y. and Lynd Ward. Armed with Courage. Nashville: Abingdon, 1957

Teaching About the Rights of the Child New York
UNICEF
Walker, B Dancm' Palm Tree and Other Nigeria,:

Nehta, Rama. The Life of Keshav: A Family Story

Meltzer, Milton. The Human Right,- Book New

Folktales New York Parent's Magaz!n2 Press,
1968. Eleven folk tales from Nigeria that entertain and teach

York: Farrar, Straus, Giroux, 1979. Discusses the
evolution of a concept of human rights, how these
rights are defined and interpreted throughout the
world, to what degree they aye observed or violated, and the international institutions and agencies

Webb, Robert N. Simon Bolivar The Liberator. New
York: Franklin Watts, 1966.
Woodhouse, Sara Your Life, My Life London. Writers and Scholars Educational Trust, 1980. Introduces ideas about human rights and responsibilities

responsible for gaining and maintaining these
rights for individuals. Excellent source book for

to children by helping them to identify ways in
which human problems can be solved other than

grades 6-12.
Morton, M., ed. A Harvest of Russian Children's Lit-

by violence and oppression. Presented through ex-

eratureA Treasury for All Ages. Berkeley. University of California Press, 1970. Contains two
children's stories related to human rights: "Van-

through images which link the expel iences from a
child's life to the wider issues that affect mankind.
For 11-14 year olds, but may be adapted for use by
older or younger children. Resources and activities
are geared toward British audience.
Zei, Alki. The Sound ofthe Dragon's Feet New York:

'corn India. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1969.

'ka" by Anton Chekhov and "Mumu" by Ivan Turgenev.

Nigeria in Children's Books and Other Materials.
New York: UNICEF

NigeriaTeaching Plans and Materials for Secondary Teachers and Students. Lexington, Kentucky: Center for Professional Development, University of Kentucky, 1980. Curriculum. Like its
elementary school counterpart, it concerns Niger-

ian life in general, but is useful for insights into
human rights attitudes.

A Nigerian NotebookUnits and Resources for
Teachers and Parents: Early Childhood and Elementary. Lexington, Kentucky: Center for Profes-

sional Development, University of Kentucky,
1980. Curriculum centers on Nigerian customs
and daily life, but contains relevant material on
human rights.
People Have Rights! They Have Responsibilities,
Too. Detroit, MI: Wayne State University, 1980.
Excellent curriculum for elementary and middle
grades.

Primary Education: Some Recent Articles. New
York: UNICEF.

Reardon, Betty. Human Rights. Philadelphia. The
School District of Philadelphia ar d The World Affairs Council of Philadelphia.
Snyder, Gerald S. Human Rights. New York: Franklin Watts, 1980.
Some Suggestions on Teaching about Human Rights.
New York: UNESCO, Unipub.

Sources of Children's Books from Other Countries
New York: UNICEF.

Speiser, Jean. UNICEF and the World. New York:
Day, 1965.

amples from family problems, case studies and

E. P. Dutton, 1979. Ten-year old Sasha in preRevolutionary Russia learns the realities of terror
and injustice in the world. Roughly trans'' ted, but
good depiction of tsarist Russia and Sasha's revolutionary tutor, Mooney.
Secondary Level
Teachers are advised to review the Elementary list
carefully, as there are some most al ,ropriate titles
there, too The following could be used by elementary and middle school students with vocabulary
development and teacher guidance

Fraenkel, Jack The Struggle for Human RightsA
Westion of Values. New York. Random House,
19Th A publication of the Institute for World
Order, this booklet examines the world-wide
struggle for human rights and their relationship to
personal and national values systems. The booklet
includes news stories from around the world as illustrations of the problem; an appendix contains

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
Simply written, high quality study guide.
Human Rights: Bill of rights in Action. Los Angeles
Constitutional Rights Foundation, February,

1980 What do we mean by "human rights," and
what role do they play in international politics9
These 24-page student newsletters address this
issue, including human rights as they involve justice in the Soviet Union, political prisoners and re-

fugees around the world Along with the articles
are student involvement activities, including a

Tankard, Alice. The Human Family, Human Rights
and Peace. Detroit, MI: Wayne State University,

crossword puzzle and a role-play simulation
Available from Social Studies School Service,
10,000 Culver Blvd., Dept. YO, P.O Box 802,

1975. A source book for the study and discussion of
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights; a lay
version for the common man, woman and child.

Culver City, CA 90230.
Meltzer, Milton. The Human Rights Book. See above
under Elementary Grades 6-12
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Prisoners of Conscience in the USSR. Their Treatment and Conditions. London: Amnesty International, 1975. Detail: -lady routine, treatment and
regimes of labor camps, prisons and psychiatric
hospitals used for Soviet prisoners of conscience
New edition in 1980.

teacher background and advanced student independent study.
Human Rights Bill of Rights in Action Los Angeles
Constitutional Rights Foundation, February
1980. What do we mean by "human rights," and
what role do they play in international politics')

These 24-page student newsletters address this

STUDY GUIDES AND CURRICULUMS
Conscience and Human Rights: An Amnesty International Curriculum. Point Arena, CA: Coastal
Ridge Research and Education Center. A joint pro-

ject of Amnesty International and the Coastal
Ridge group, this curriculum addresses the issue of
whypeople may become prisoners of conscience at
home and abroad. Once students understand how
this may come about, they are ready to take action
to lend support to such people, and the curriculum
helps them to do this by suggesting letter-writing

campaigns and other efforts traditional for Amnesty International. For senior high.
Education for International Understanding. Examples and Suggestions for Classroom Use. New
York: Unipub. General approach to international
understanding, with sc Int human rights topics included.

the Pattern: Human Rights in Literature
Ottawa: Amnesty International Canada, 1978
Excellent curriculum which includes selected
passages and summaries from great works of
world literature touching upon issues of conscience and human rights. After each selection,

Flaws

issue, including human rights as they involve Jus-

tice in the Soviet Union, political prisoners and
refugees around the world Plus student involvement activities, with crossword puzzle and roleplay simulation. Available from Social Studies
School Service, 10,000 Culver Blvd , Culver City,
CA 90230.

Human Rights: The Dignity of Man. Dobbs Ferry,
NY Oceana, 1963 A study guide for human rights
and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
Includes discussion suggestions with questions following each chapter.
Human Rights: International Human Rights and US
Policy. Berkeley World Education Center A unit
for high school and junior college classes. Defines
and identifies human rights as these are related to

legal traditions and to the essential needs of all;
examines U.S international human rights policy;
analyzes four critiques of U S. policy; compares
and evaluates different judgments about what
U.S. international human rights policy should be
Human Rights: The Universal Declaration ofHuman
Rights. Philadelphia. World Affairs Council of
Philadelphia, 13th and Market Streets, Philadelphia, PA 19107. Simply written curriculum for elementary and middle grades.

there are thought-provoking questions for discus
sion and essays. One of the best ways to tie in the
study of human rights with literature.

Mehlinger, H. Global Studies for Anrican Schools.

Fraenkel, Jack. The Struggle for Human RightsA
Question of Values. New York Random House,
1975. A publication of the Institute for World
Order, this booklet examines the world-wide

Curriculum with sample lessons on human rights.
Nigeria: Teaching Plans and Materials for Secondary
School Teachers. Lexington: Center for Profession-

struggle for human rights and their relationship to
personal and nal 'anal value systems. It includes
news stories from around the world as illustrations
of the problem; an appendix contains the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Simply written,
high quality study guide.
"Guide to Teaching About the Rights of the Child;"
and "Teaching About Human Rights in an Increas-

ingly Interdependent World." New York: U.S.
Committee for UNICEF School Services. These
two papers include suggested approaches with pri
mary children, in intermediate and upper grades
Excellent free source of information.

Harf, J.E. and B.T. Trout. Global Issues. Human
Rights. Columbus: Ohio State University, Consor-

tium for International Studies Education, 1980
First-rate curriculum designed for college students. Good source of information and ideas for

Washington. National Education Association.

al Development, University of Kentucky, 1980
Curriculum Like its elementary school count,'.
part, it concerns Nigerian life in general, but is
useful for insights into human rights attitudes
Nigerian Notebook: Units and Resources for
Teachers and Parents. Early Childhood and Ele-

mentary. Lexington. Center for Professional
Development, University of Kentucky, 1980 Cur-

riculum centers on Nigerian customs and daily
life, but contains relevant material on human
rights.

People Have Rights' They Have Responsibilities.
Too: A Study Guide for the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights for the Use of Young Citizens.
Detroit- Wayne State University, 1980 Excellent
curriculum for elementary and middle grades

Some Suggestions on Teaching About Human
Rights. New York UNESCO, Uni pub

Switzer, K.A and P T Mulloy. Denver Global

`'3
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Issues: Activities and Resources for the High
School Teacher, 1979 A product of the Center for
Teaching International Relations at the University of Denver, this curriculum is devoted to a vari-

ety or topics, including human rights. Several
pages treat the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights.

Tankard, A.D. The Human Family, Human Rights
and Peace. Detroit: The Center for Teaching About
Peace and War, Wayne State University, 1973 A

source-book for the study and discussion of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, a lay version for the common man, woman and child.
Teaching Law-Related Education in the Senior High
School. Albany: Bureau of Secondary Education
Curriculum Development, New York State Educa-

tion Department, 1974. Law related education
may be used to cross international borders and examine legal systems, promoting, protecting or violating human rights at home and abroad.
Toward Civic Responsibility. Albany. Bureau ofGen-

eral Education Curriculum Development, New
York State Education Department, 1978. While
concentrating exclusively on the U.S. milieu, this
curriculum includes human rights issues which
are applicable anywhere
Ways and Means of Teaching About World Order
New York: World Law Fund. Newsletters sent to
teachers; include sample lesson plans, focus on foreign relations.
Woito, R., ed. International Human Rights Kit. Chicago: World Without War Council, 1977 An introduction for students and concerned citizens See
"Ten Most Wanted" List.
Woodhouse, S. Your Life, My Life: An Introduction to
Human Rights and Responsibilities London

Writers and Scholars Educational Trust. (Available in the U.S. from Fun3 for Free Expression, 205
East 42nd St., New York, NY 10017) Introduces
ideas about human rights and responsibilities to
children by helping them to identify ways in which
human problems can be solved other than by violence and oppression. Presented through examples
from family problems, case studies and through
images which link the experiences from a child's
life to the wider issues that affect mankind. For 1114 year olds, but may be adapted for use by older or

younger children. Resources and activities are
geared toward British audience.

RESOURCE MATERIALS ON
HUMAN RIGHTS

Introduction
The following section includes materials which are
hard to identify or procure, but which are helpful in
learning about human rights Materials are organized into a section containing those :efering to hu-

man rights in the five nations considered in this
Handbook, and a section on international human
rights.
The five nation materials are numbered Reading 1
through Reading 90:
Colombia: Readings 1 through 15
India: Readings 16 through 33.
Italy: Readings 34 through 42
Nigeria: Readings 43 through 58
Soviet Union: Readings 59 through 90.
International human rights materials include the
pamphlet published by the United States Department of State, Human Rights, which contains the
most basic international agreements and protocols,
and Readings listed in alphabetical sequenc , Readings A through G.

Landmarks of the human rights movement in recent times include:
President Franklin Roosevelt's message to Congress of 1941 on the "Four Freedoms" freedom

of speech, freedom of worship, freedom from
want and freedom from fear

Articles 1, 55 and 56 of the United Nations
Charter, October 24, 1945.
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948
U S. Senate, a non-binding declaration of principles

International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights and International Covenant on Economic,

Social and Cultural Rights are binding

agreements, adopted in 1966 and forwarded to
the Senate in 1977, but not yet ratified.
American Declaration of Rights and Duties of
Man, and the European Convention for the Pro-

tection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms are regional agreements.
Helsinki Final Act of 1975, ended World War II
formally, recognized existing international

I-9undaries and called for respect for human
rights
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READING A

thought. It is, indeed, one ,-)f the oldest questions of

Are Human Rights Universal"
Peter L. Berger

Western philosophy, going back to the twin sources of

Western civilization in ancient Israel and ancient
Greece. And the question is just as old in the great religious and philosophical traditions of Asia, as in the
passionate quest for the oneness of reality in the reli-

The current preoccupation with human rights
raises very serious political questions, the most serous of which is whether this new emphasis in American foreign policy signals a turning away from the
Kissinger strategy of orderly retreat, or, on the contrary, serves as a smokescreen for the continuation (if
not actually the acceleration) of that strategy. My
purpose in what follows, however, is not to address
myself to the political side of the human-rights cam-

gious imagination of India, and the (perhaps more
secular) efforts to define the nat'ire of humaneness in
Chinese ethical thought. These sources, Western and

non-Western, are by no means exhausted, and the

When we make statements about human rights, are

issu- ` have raised can still be fruitfully addressed by
drawing from them. In the contemporary world, however, that issue has attained an urgency which I believe is new in human history.
The reason for this is to be sought in one main his-

we simply giving voice to a specific set of biases of our

torical factorthe global process of modernization

own? Or is there some universally valid standard of
morality to which we can appeal in making judgments about countries with different traditions from

The "external" effects of modernization are very clear
and generally acknowledged: there has been a quantum jump in what E nthro pologists call "culture contact," as a result of modern technologies of transportation and communication. This means, quite simply,
that everyone today is rubbing shoulders with everyone else (or nearly everyone else). On a practical lev-

paign but to raise a question of a different order

ours?

Some Americans are morally outraged by the repression and the bribery practiced by the government
of South Korea. Other Americans tend to view these

actions more benignly because of the putatively
greater atrocities practiced by the regime in North

el, therefore, the necessity has arisen of coming to
terms with all sorts of people different from oneself.
This, however, includes the necessity of coming to
terms with them morally as wellthat is, coming to
terms with standards of conduct that are different

Korea. Ho,- .., er one may view the moral condition of

the Korean I-eninsula, it seems to me rather clear
that both varieties of American outrage sharply raise
the question of ethnocentrism: by what right do we
condemn Korean authorities, South orNorth, for not
living up to American standards of political morality? After all, neither bribery nor the harsh treatment

from one's own.

. . .

But the external manifestations of modernization
are not the only manifestations; they are accompanied by profound changes of consciousness One such

of political opponents is a startling innovation of
Asian statecraft, and both liberal democracy and

change is pluralizationthe progressive interpenetration of the worlds of meaningin which human beings live. Through most of history most people lived
in situations that were not only highly integrated in
terms of their governing values and their definitions
of reality, but were also quite effectively protected
against challenges to those values and definitions of
reality. The most effective protection was isolation,
or at least segregation, from all those "others" who
perceived and valued reality differently. Modernization weakens and often shatters the protective walls
around all traditionally integrated worlds of meaning; the "others," once distant strangers, now become
neighbors in a sometimes uncomfortable way.
The discomfort is not only social, but cognitive and
moral as well. For each world of meaning, as it is penetrated by other worlds of meaning, becomes ipso facto relativized. Some three centuries ago Pascal (who,
if there had been international air travel at the time,
would have belonged to the privileged class making

Marxism, the two ideologies in whose terms the respective Korean states stand either accused or legitimated, are very recent Western exports to that part of
the world.
Similarly, some Americans excuse the repressive
policies of left -wing regimes in Asia because these re-

gimes have supposedly established a greater measure of equality, and accuse those taking a different
position of ethnocentrismyet it is hard to think of a
more blatantly Western value than equality. Other
Americans compare left -wing and right-wing regimes in Asia and conclude that the latter, even if
they are repressive, allow for a greater degree of indi-

vidual freedomanother central Western value.
Asian observers mry be pardoned for thinking that
both bodies of opinion are just a new form of cultural

imperialism, and that along with Coca-Cola Americans are now busy exporting ideological biases to
faraway places where they are neither wanted nor
relevant.
The question of the universal validity of moral

use of it) could exclaim, with a sense of discovery, that

what is truth on one side of the Pyrenees is error on
the other. This discovery has by now become com-

judgments is an old one in the history of human

monplace knowledge.
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The consequence for morality is simple but revolutionary. When my neighbors make moral judgments
differ ant from mine, then the question of the universal validity of moral judgments (theirs ur mine) imposes itself urgently. Thus modernization makes reluctant moral philosophers of us all.
Modernity originated in Europe. Its basic institu-

tional embodiments are European inventions
science and technology, bureaucracy, the economic
systems of both capitalism and socialism, political democracy as well as the nation-state. So are the basic
ideologies that legitimate these institutionsincluding our contemporary notions of human rights. Such
statements as the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights of the United Nations are derived, with only
minor me Iffications, from the classical documents
written on the subject in the West since the 18th century. Probably the earliest public declaration of human rights was the one passed by the legislature of
colonial Virginia. Then followed those immensely influential documents originating on both sides of the

Atlantic: the French Declaration of the Rights of
Man, the preamble to the American Declaration of
Independence, and the Bill of Rights in the United
States Constitution.
In other words, contemporary notions of human

rights are historically and intellectually derived
from the Enlightenment, a specifically Western phenomenon. (It goes without saying that this phenomenon has its antecedents in much earlier moments of

Western historyin the Temple of Jerusalem, in the
agora of Athens, in the schools of Jewish rabbis,
among Roman jurists and medieval moral philosophers.) And this in turn points to the fact that, whether one likes it or not, the process of modernization
has everywhere been, at least in part, a process of
Westernization as well. Today, almost without exception, even the goriest Oriental despot pays lip-service

to the values of human rightsin language borrowed
from Thomas Jefferson or Karl Marx.
To be sure, there are exceptions to this interna-

tional Jeffersonian-Marxian consensusthe traditionalists (often called "fundamentalists" in the
Western press) who would restore the classical caste
system in India or replace the modernizing constitutions of Muslim nation-states by the Shari'a Most of
these traditionalists are unsophisticated; even those
who are sophisticated speak in a highly particularistic language which, by its very nature, is opaque to
the outsider. Hence, the traditionalist protest
against modernity is easily dismissed intellectually
(even if it can make a lot of trouble politically). Yet it
should not be so quickly dismissed. Even if one has

neither cultural affinity nor ideological sympathy
with any of the traditionalists' causes, tt.,...s. perception of the world is instructive and important. For it
is the traditionalists, with the sharp eye of hostility,

who see more clearly than anyone else the
linkage of modernization and Westernization.
Most of the political leadership of Asian and African countries, however, and a sizable portion of the
intellectuals in those countries, are not traditionalists in this se:.:e. Rather, they subscribe to the viewpoint of "modernization without Westernization"a
viewpoint that has both right-wing and left-wing expressions. On the Left, this viewpoint is at the heart
of the Maoist rebellion against Soviet ideological hegemony; it is replicated, mutatis mutandis, in other
forms of Asian and African socialism. On the Right, it
has found an eloquent spokesman in the Shah oflran,
who, with some justification aspires to a leading role
among Muslim rulers seeking a path somewhere between Westernizing modernism and de-modernizing
traditionalism; for better or worse, the Shah has been
particularly eloquent of late in rejecting the applicability to Iran of a number of Western notions of human rights. And the same viewpoint is a common element in an otherwise wildly heterogeneous medley

of ideologiesthe neo-Shintoism of the late Yukio
Mishima or the various Third Wo, ld strands of Gandhiism, Arabistn, and Ndgritude.
In regularly dismissing human-rights issues when

they are raised by Westerners as irrelevant to their
own countries, these leaders and intellectuals force
us once again to face the Question of how one may
make moral judgments with a claim to universal validity. Indeed, they raise the even sharper question of

whether the very habit of making universally relevant moral judgments may not be a specifically Western propensity.

Most intellectual problems are carried further toward solution by the making of distinctions, and this
one is no exception. A crucial distinction to be made
here is between those notions of human rights that
emerge exclusively from a Western view of the world,
and which will only be plausible to those sharing this
view, and those notions of human rights that derive
their warrant from a wider consensus. To draw this
distinction fully and conclusively is beyond my abilities. But I believe that steps should be taken toward
such a distinction, and need to be taken, if we are to
gain clarity on this subject. As a first step I would propose separating those rights that derive from the specifically Western values of liberty and equality from
those that pertain to the human condition as such.
The former category undoubtedly includes those
rights that have emerged from the Western develop-

ment of political democracythe ones which in
America are commonly designated as civil liberties
and civil rights. Freedom of speech and of the press,
the inviolability of the electoral process, equal protection of the law, due process (which includes the pe-

culiarly Western value of impersonality in the administration of justice) all these (and the list could
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be easily extended) are rights that find little wart ant
outside the orbit of Western history
To this list must be added the economic rights of
which the Left is so enamored. The notion that eco-

r -me justice demands an ever-greater measure of
equality is as specifically Western as the notion that
liberty is the highest political value; non-Western
man, almost everwhere, has been homo hierstrhicus.
And, needless to say, the same list must include those
rights recently proclaimed by various cultural revo-

lutionaries in the Westwomen's rights, the rights
of children, or the rights of homosexuals and other de-

'iants.
To many non-Westerners, even today, our understanding of political and economy' rights is puzzling
(which is why, for example, it is very difficult indeed
to explain Watergate in Asia); to most non-Westerners, the rights proclaimed by our cultural revolutionaries are symptoms of degeneracy or collective
madness. At any rate, these rights are plausible only
to those who (whether by inheritance or by adoption)
stand within a specifically Weste7.1 view ofthe world.
Yet the grossest cases called violations of human
rights today are of an altogether different kind. Genocide; the massacre of large numbers of innocent people by their own government or by alien conquerors;

the deliberate abandonment of entire sections of a
population to starvation; the systematic use of terror
(including torture) as government policy; the expulsion of large numbers of people from their homes; enslavement through various forms of forced labor; the

forced separation of families (including the taking

Western notions of mot ality ( or, as apologists for
Maoism in the West like to say, of "bourgeois morality"); rather, they are violations of the entire corpus of

ethics of the Chinese tradition, which holds, among
other things. that government should be "humanhearted" and that "filial piety' is one of the highest
moral judgment on a
human goods And if we
Muslim ruler I be it in a left-wing or a right-wing regime) for acts of cruelty, we may do so, not alone in
the name of the Judeo-Christian tradition, but in the
name of the ethical core of Islam itself every call to
prayer, from every minaret from the Maghreb to Java, begins with an invocation of God who is al-rahman al-rahiln, whose nature is to be compassionate
and who has compassion, ariO who commands men to
be compassionate also.
Drawing a distinction of the kind I have suggested

between two sets of rights would, at the very least,
help prevent the sorts of intellectual confusion perpetrated by the press in its reports cn "violations of hu-

man rights," a catch-all category ample enough t3
cover such disparate and disproportionate phenomena as the expulsion of an American journalist from
Nigeria, mass murder in Uganda, election irregularities it Pakistan, genocide in Cambodia, and the inability of women in some Muslim countries to obtain
a passport without the permission of their fathers or
husbands. But more important, a truer understanding of the moral convergence of the human race on
the question of ft 7damental human rights is essen-

tial if Americans Ix.. or out of government) are to
speak credibly on the international scene.

away of children from their parents by actions of gov-

I have argued for a distinction between fundamen-

ernment); the deliberate desecration of religious
symbols and the persecution of those adhering to
them; the destruction of institutions tha embody

tal human rights and rights stemming from specif-

ethnic identity. Each one of these items is routine policy in many countries today.
It is my contention that, in condemning theseas violations of human rights, we can call upon a consensus far wider than that of Western civilization. That
consensus emerges frc .;1 the major world cultures,

tended, in two ways.
There is, first of all, an undeniable empirical correlation, and a high one, between countries that respect

especially :n their religious foundationsand it is a
consensus all (.1:e t lore impressive in view of the vast
(and
sly irreconcilable) differences among the

wor .eligions in their understanding of reality and
of human destiny.
When we condemn the horrors inflicted on the peo-

ple of Cambodia by their present government, we
need not do so by reference to Western values alone
Cambodia is a Buddhist country, and it is Buddhism
that has as its highest moral tenet the "respect for all
sentient beings." Similarly, the atrocities inflicted on

the Chinese people in the course of various Maoist
experiments, such as the physical extermination of
entire classes of the population or the separation of
children from their parents, are not just violations of

ically Western developments, notably political demo-

cracy. This argument needs to be qualified, or ex-

those human rights I have called :andamental and
countries that have institutions of political democracy. Many people in the West would maintain that
this correlation shows the essential equivalence of
the two sets of rights. This, I think, is mistaken. The
correlation is rather to be explained sociologically, in
terms of the peculiar character of the modern state.
In pre-modern societies there existed a variety of
restraints on the arbitrary exercise of pol itical power:
religious authority, custom, kinship and tribe, and
(most important) the sheer t nobility of government to
extend its controls into every remote corner of socin weakens or destroys these reety. Modern.
straints. The modern state (and not just the repressive or the totalitarian version of it) thus exercises
historically unprecedented powerwith the implication that human rights are more than ever before at
the mercy of unrestrained rulers It was, indeed, pre-
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cisely in order to impose restraints upon g wernment-

al power that modern democratic institutions arose
in the West. Consequently, the high empirical correlation between democracy and a respect for human
rights is not surprisingwhich is not the same thing
as saying that it is necessary or complete.
A historical illustration may serve here In ancient
China there was an institution known as the imperial censors. These were Confucian scholars attached
to the court, whose express task it was to criticize the
emperor and his officials for derelictions of duty. It is

not necessary to assume that these worLhy gentlemen were immune to coercion or corruption in order
to say that we have here a classical case of pre-modem restraint on gover nment. We may then ask a sociological question: under modern conditions, what are

the possible functional equivalents of the imperial
censors? The sociological answer is that such equivalents, very broadly speaking, will resemble the basic
institutional arrangements of modern democracy
The second qualification is this. To say, as I have
said, that certain rights are "plausible" only within a
specifically Western view the world is not to say
that any moral judgment emanating from the Western tradition is for that reason deprived of universal
validity. On the contrary, if the moral discoveries of

the Western traditionprominent among them the
ideas of individual liberty and the fundamental
equality of all human beingsare valid for us, they
are valid for all mankind. If we believe in the fundamental unity of the human race, we must also believe
that the liberty that is a good in America would also,
in principle, be a good in Asia.
This, however, is still a long way from the belief

that our own specific social and political arrangements exhaust the possible institutionalizations of
morality, and that we are therefore entitled (if not
mandated) to preach those arrangements to the rest
of the world. Sociological fact is not the same thing as
absolute truth. The difference I would establish here
is not between moral conviction on the one hand and

an attitude of relativistic laissez-faire on the other,
but between ethnocentrism and a respect for the mor-

al scope the remarkably consensual moral scope
of all the great human civilizations. And this dif
ference is not just a matter of theoretical perspective,

it affects the entire manner in which human rights
can be -rgued on the international scene today, and
for that reason has considerable political significance.

The question of ethnocentrism in relation to human rights is a complex one, but this complexity need
not be paralyzing. On the contrary the credibility of

Americans speaking out on human rights will increase if they speak soberly and with a proper sense of

the universal human search for moral truth.
Commentary, v. 64, No. 3, Sept. 1977.

READING B
See opposite page.

READING C

The Department of State Selected DocumentsHuman Rights

READING D
The Helsinki Agreement (1975)
VII. RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND FUN-

DAMENTAL FREEDOMS, INCLUDING THE
FREEDOM OF THOUGHT, CONSCIENCE, RELIGION OR BELIEF
The participating States will respect human rig!Its
and fundamental freedoms, including the freedom of
thought, conscience, religion or belief, for all without
distinction as to race, sex, language or religion.
They will promote and encourage the effective exercise of civil, political, economic, social, cultural and
other rights and freedoms all of which derive from the
inherent dignity of the human person and are essential for his free and full development.

Within this framework the participating States
will recognize and respect the freedom of the indivi,-

ual to profess and practise, alone or in community
with others, religion or belief, acting in accordance
with the dictates of his own conscience.

The participating States on whose territory naright of pertional minorities exist will respect
sons belonging to such minorities to equality before
the law, will aff -4 them the full opportunity for the
actual enjoymen human rights and fundamental
freedoms and will, in this manner, protect their legitimate interests in this sphere.
The participating States recognize the universal
significance of human rights and fundamental freedoms, respect for which is an essential factor for the
peace, justice and well-being necessary to ensure the
development of friendly relations and co-operation
among themselves as among all States.
They will constantly respect these rights and freedoms in their mutual relations and will endeavour
jointly and separately, including in cooperation with
the United Nations, to promote universal and effective respect for them.
They confirm the right of the individual to know
nd act upon his rights and duties in this field.
In the field of human rights and fundamental freedoms, the participating States will act in conformity
with the purposes and principles of the Charter of the
United Nations and with the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights. They will also fulfill their obliga-

tions as set forth in the international declarations
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Continued on Page 21.

STATISTICAL COMPARISONS

Colombia

India

Italy

Nigeria

USSR

USA

Population

22,551,811

548,154,562

53,744,737

55,670,055

241,720,134

203,235,298

Population density/sq mi

22

190

187

72

12

23

Marriage/1,000

3.1

dna

6.1

dna

9.,

8.8

Divorce/1,000

dna

0.2

dna

dna

3.5

5.1

Expectation of life Male

59.2

41.89

68.97

37.2

64

68.7
-...

Expectation of life. Female 62.7

40.55

74.88

36.7

74

76.5

Hospitals

825*

15,265*

2,073

dna

dna

7,271*

Physicians

13,000*

154,000*

dna

4,248

864,0004

348,443

Nurses

dna

96,500*

168,465*

19,607

dna

1,454,000*

No. living in households

16,836,000*

543,280,000*

53,490,000*

dna

dna

199,384,011

Avg. no./household

5.8

5.6

3.3

dna

dna

3.1

No of dwellings

dna

100,213,000

17,434,000

dna

61,658,000est

68,679,000

No occupied dwellings

1,928,000

92,458,000

15,301,000

dna

31,000,000est

63,540,000

Elementary teachers active

128,494

dna

dna

dna

2,500,000

1,293,000

Secondary teachers active

79,742

dna

dna

dna

dna

1,146,000

College teachers active

21,153

dna

41,824

5,019

317,152

670,000

Students enrolled Primary
&Elem. (female in italics)

4,277,096
2,091,913
1,616,111
806,713
186,635

67,975,068
25,002,923

6,530,679

43,197,000
dna

31,378,000
dna

dna
dna

5,058,303
dna

10,950,800
dna

20,355,000
dna

dna

3,198,550
874.590

976,712
380,408

4,889,857
1,954,038
568,303
167,219
32,971
5,114

4,853,958
2,448,551

11,184,859
5,035,862

Unemployment

262,000/9.8%

10,513.000

1,545,000/7.2%

dna/J.5.7%

dna

6,855.000/7'.

Industrial production

136

106

98

dna

105

105

Construction activity

108*

120*

93*

258*

137*

176*

Secondary
College
-...

dna

*Nearest available year
dna=data not available
Colombia does not recognize divorce as such
Source: Statistical Yearbook, 1978 New York: United Nations, 1979.
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READING B
Satisfaction of daily per capita calorie requirements
by country, 1972-1974
The percentages by which the countries are classified were prepared by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations based on the

Over 120%

110-119%

estimated per capita calorie supply of food available
in each country in 1972-1974 divided by the average
daily per capita caloric intake which the FAO calculates as necessary to maintain "moderate activity."
This takes into account the age-sex structure of the
total population, climate, average body weight, and
other factors in each country.

73-89%

90-99%

100-109%

More Developed

Mae Developed

More Developed

More Developed

More Developed

Argentina
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Canada

Cyprus
Finland
Iceland
Sweden
Uruguay

Albania

none

none

Less Developed

Less Developed

Less Developed

CTechoslovakia

Less Developed

Denmark
France
Germany, East
Germany, West
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy

Chile
Costa Rica
Cuba

Japan

Korea, South
Libya
Malaysia

Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Spain

Sw. .erland
United Kingdom
United States
U.S.S.R.
Yugoslavia
Less Developed

Barbados
Israel
Singapore

Fiji
Hong Kong
Ivory Coast

Jamaica
Korea, North

Mexico

Paraguay
Reunion
South Africa
Turkey

Afghanistan
Algeria
Angola
Bangladesh
Colombia
Dominican Republic Benin
Bolivia
Ecuador
Congo
Botswana
Gabon
Egypt
Chad
Gambia
Ghana
El Salvador
Guatemala
Guinea - Bissau
Ethiopia
Haiti
Guyana
Honduras
Grenada
Lebanon
Guinea
Indonesia
Madagascar
India
Iran
Malawi
Liberia
Iraq
Mauritius
Maldives
Jordan
M ngolia
Mali
Kenya
Morocco
Kampuchea
i.auritania
Nicaragua
Ninzambique
(Cambodia)
Panama
Niger
Laos
Rhodesia
Nigeria
Lesotho
Saudi Arabia
Philippines
Nam'bia
Suriname
Somalia
Nepal
Syria
Sudan
Pakistan
Thailand
Trinidad & Tobago Papua-New Guinea Tanzania
Upper Volta
Peru
Vietnam
Yemen, Arab
Rwanda
Y emen, Democratic
Senegal
Zaire
Sierra Leone
Zambia
Sri Lanka
Swaziland
Brazil

Burundi
Cameroon
Central African
Empire

Bhutan
Burma
China

Togo

Tunisia
Uganda
Venezuela
Fourth World Food Survey. Rome: Food and Agriculture Organization, 1977.
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411

and agreements in this field, including inter aka the
International Covenants on Human Rights, by which
they may be bound.
VIII. EQUAL RIGHTS AND SELF-DETERMINATION OF PEOPLES

(a) CONTACTS AND REGULAR MEETINGS
ON THE BASIS OF FAMILY TIES
In order to promote further development of con-

tacts on the basis of family ties the participating
States will favourably consider applications for
travel with the purpose of allowing persons to ent ?,r or leave their territory temporarily, and on a
regular basis if desired, in order to visit members

The participating States will respect the equal
rights of peoples and their right to self-determination, acting at all times in conformity with the pur-

of their families. . . .
(b) REUNIFICATION OF FAMILIES
The participating States will deal in a positive

poses and principles of the Charter of the United Na-

tions and with the relevant norms of international
law, including those relating to territor 1 integrity

and humanitarian spirit with the applications of

of States.
By virtue of the principle of equal rights and selfdetermination of peoples, all peoples always have the
right, in full freedom, to determine, when and as they

persons who wish to be reunited with members of
their family, with special attention being given to

requests of an urgent charactersuch as requests
submitted by persons who are ill or old. . . .
The receiving participating State will take appropriate care with regard to employment for persons from other participating States who take up

wish, their internal and external political status,
without external interference, and to pursue as they
wish their political, economic, social and cultural
develop

t.

permanent residence in that State in connection
with family reunification with its citizens and see
that they are afforded opportunities equal to those

The pal ,,cipating States reaffirm the universal
siiificance of respect for and effective exercise of
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equal rights and self-determination of peoples for the
development of friendly relations among themselves
as among all States; they also recall the importance
of the elimination of any form of violation of this principle. . . .
CO-OPERATION IN HUMANITARIAN
AND OTHER FIELDS
The participating States, . . .
Have adopted the following:
1. Human Contacts
The participating States,
Considering the development of contacts to be an

enjoyed by its own citizens for education, medical
assistance and social security.
(c) MARRIAGE BETWEEN CITIZENS OF DIFFERENT STATES
The participating States will examine favoura-

bly and on the basis of humanitarian considerations requests for exit or entry permits from persons who have decided to marry a citizen from
another participating State. . . .
(d) TRAVEL FOR PERSONAL OR PROFESSIONAL REASONS

The participating States intend to facilitate

important element in the strengthening of friendly
relations and trust among peoples,

wider travel by their citizens for p,.. 3 onal or pro-

fessional reasons and to this end they intend in
particular:
gradually to simplify and to administer flexi-

Affirming, in relation to their present effort to im-

prove conditions in this area, the importance they
attach to humanitarian considerations,

bly the procedures for exit and entry;

Desiring in this spirit to develop, with the continuance of detente, further efforts to achieve continuing
progress in this field,
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to ease regulations concerning movement of
citizens from the other participating States in
their territory, with due regard to security re-

And conscious that the questions relevant hereto
must be gettled by the States concerned under mutually acceptable conditions,
Make it their aim to facilitate freer movement and
contacts, individually and collectively, whether privately or officially, among persons, institutions and
organizations of the participating States, and to contribute to the solution of the humanitarian problems
that arise in that connection,
Declare their readiness to these ends to take measures which they consider appropriate and to conclude
agreements or arrangements among themselves, as
may be needed, and
Express their intention now to proceed to the implementation of the following:

quirements.
They will endeavour gradually to lower, where
necessary, the fees for visas and official travel documents. . . .

They confirm that religious faiths, institutions
and organizations, practising within the constitutional framework of the participating States, and
their representatives can, in the field of their activities, have contacts and meetings among themselves and exchange information.
(e) IMPROVEMENT OF CONDITIONS FOR
TOURISM ON AN INDIVIDUAL OR COLLECTIVE BASIS

The participating States consider that tourism
contributes to a fuller knowledge of the life, cul-
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n
they will develop the possibilities for taking out subscriptions according to the modalities particular to each country,

ture and history of other countries, to the growth of

understanding among peoples, to the improvement of contacts and to the broader use of leisure
They intend to promote the development of tour-

they will improve the opportunities for

In order to expand existing link' and co-operation in the field of sport the participating States
will encourage contacts and exchanges of this
kind, including sports meetings and competitions

reading and borrowing these publications
in large public libraries and their reading
rooms as well as in university libraries;
they intend to improve the possibilities for
acquaintance with bulletins of official information issued by diplomatic missions
and distributed by those missions on the
basis of arrangements acceptable to the interested parties.
(iii) Filmed and Broadcast Information

of all sorts, on the basis of the established inten..-1-

To promote the improvement of the dis-

tional rules, regulations and practice.
(h) EXPANSION OF CONTACTS
By way of further developing contacts among
governmental institutions and non-governmental

semination of filmed and broadcast information. To this end:
they will encourage the wider showing and

ism.
(fl MEETINGS AMONG YOUNG PEOPLE

The parti-_ipating States intend to further the
development of contacts and exchanges among
young people. .
(g) SPORT

. .

broadcasting of a greater variety of recorded and filmed information from the

organizations and associations, including wo-

other participating States, illustrating the
various aspects of life in their countries
and received on the basis of such

men's organizations, the participating States will

facilitate the convening of meetings as well as
travel by delegations, groups and individuals.
2. INFORMATION

agreements or arrangements as may be
necessary between the organizations and

The participating States . . .
Express their intention in particular:
(a) IMPROVEMENT OF THE CIRCULATION

firms directly concerned;

they will facilitate the import by competent organizations and firms of recorded
audio-visual material from the other participating States. . . .

OF, ACCESS TO, AND EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION
( i ) Oral Information

tures and lecture tours by personalities and

(b) CO-OPERATION IN THE FIELD OF INZORMATION
To encourage co-operation in the field of infor-

specialists from the other participating

mation on the basis of short or long term

States, as well as exchanges of opinions at
round table meetings, seminars, .symposia,
summer schools, congresses and other bilateral and multilateral meetings.
( ii) Printed Information
To facilitate the improvement of the dissemination, on their territory, of newspapers

agreements or arrangements. In particular.
they will favour increased co-operation
among mass media organizations;

and printed publications, periodical and non-

corded radio and television programmes, and
through the joint production and the broadcasting and distribution of such programmes;

To facilitate the dissemination of oral information through the encouragement of lec-

they will favour co-operation among public or

private, national or international radio and
television organizations, in particular
through the exchange of both live and re-

periodical, from the other participating
States..
.

they will encourage meetings and contacts
both between journalists' organizations and
between journalists from the participating
States;
they will view favourably the possibilities of
arrangements between periodical publica-

To contribute to the improvement of access
by the public to periodical and non-periodical

printed publications imported on the bases
indicated above. In particular:

they will encourage an increase in the
number of places where these publications
are on sale;
they will facilitate the availability of these
periodical publications during congresses,
conferences, official visits and other inter-

tions as well as between newspapers from the

participating States, for the purpose of exchanging and publishing articles;
they will encourage the exchange of techni-

national events and to tourists during the

cal information as well E s the organization of

season;

joint research and meetings devoted to the
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exchange of experience and views between
experts in the field of the press, radio and

parents, upon men and women as individuals and upon voluntary organizations, local authorities and na-

television.
( c ) IMPROVEMENT OF WORKING CONDITIONS FOR JOURNALISTS
The participating States [desire] to improve the
conditions under which journalists from one participating State exercise their profession in another participating State.. .
The participating States reaffirm that the legit-

tional governments to recognize these rights and
strive for their observance by legislative and other

imate pursuit of their professional activity will
neither render journalists liable to expulsion nor
otherwise penalize them. If an accredited journalist is expelled, he will be informed of the reasons
for this act and may submit an application for reexamination of his case.

READING E
Declaration of the Rights of the Child
Adopted by the United Nations General Assembly at
its 841st plenary meeting held in New York on November 20,1959.
Preamble
Whereas the peoples of the United Nations have, in

the Charter, reaffirmed their faith in fundamental
human rights, and in the dignity and worth of the human person, and have determined to promote social

progress and better standards of life in larger freedom,

Whereas Cie United Nations has, in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, proclaimed that everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set
forth therein, without distinctior of any kind, such as
race, color, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion. national or social origin, property, birth
or other status,
Whereas the child, by reason of his physical and men-

tal immaturity, needs special safeguards and care,
including appropriate legal protection, before as well
as after birth,

Whereas the need for such special safeguards has
been stated in the Geneva Declaration of the Rights
of the Child of 1924, and recognized in the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights and in the statutes of
specialized agencies and international organizations
concerned with the welfare of children.
Whereas mankind owes to the child the best it has to
give,
Now therefore,
The General Assembly
Proclaims this Declaration of the Rights of the Child

measures progressively taken in accordance with the
following principles:
Principle 1

The child shall enjoy all the rights set forth in this

Declaration. All children, without any exception
whatsoever, shall be entitled to these rights, without
distinction or discrimination on account of race, color, sex language, religion, political or other opinion,
national or social origin, property, birth or other status, whether of himself or of his family.
Principle 2

The child shall enjoy special protection, and shall
be given opportunities and facilities, by law and by
other means, to enable him to develop physically,

mentally, morally, spiritually and socially in a
healthy and normal manner and in conditions of free-

dom and dignity. In the enactme t of laws for this
purpose the best interests of the child shall be the
paramount consideration
Principle 3

The child shall be entitled from his birth to a name
and a nationality.
Principle 4

The child shall enjoy the benefits of social security.
He shall be entitled to grow and develop in health; to
this end special care and protection shall be provided

both to him and to his mother, including adequate
pre-natal and post-natal care. The child shall have
the right to adequate nutrition, housing, recreation
and medical rc!rvices.
Principle 5

The child who is physically, mentally or socially
handicapped shall be given the special treatment, education and care required by his particular condition.
Principle 6

The child, for the full and harmonious development of his personality, needs love and understanding. He shall, wherever possible, grow up in the care
and under the responsibility of his parents, and in
any case in an atmosphere of affection and of moral
and material security; a child of tender years shall
not, save in exceptional circumstances, be separated
from his mother. Society and the public authorities
shall have the duty to extend particular care to children without a family and to those without adequate
means of support. Payment of state and other assist-

ance toward the maintenance of cnildren of large
families is desirable.
Principle 7

to the end that he may have a happy childhood and

The child is entitled to receive education, which
shall be free and compulsory, at least in the elemen-

enjoy for his own good and for the good of society the

tary stages. He shall be given an education which

rights and freedoms herein set forth, and calls upon

will promote his general culture, and enable him on a
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basis of equal opportunity to develop his abilities, his
individual judgment, and his sense of moral and social responsibility and to become a useful member of
society.
The best interests of the child shall be the guiding
principle of those respoi.sible for his education and

conventions and recommendations of the United Nations and the specialized agencies designed to eliminate all forms of discrimination and to promote equal
rights for men and women,

guidance; that responsibility lies in the first place
with his parents.

Rights, the International Covenants on Human

Concerned that, despite the Charter of the United
Nations, the Universal Declaration of Human

The child shall have full opportunity for play and
recreation, which should be directed to the same purposes as education; society and the public authorities

Rights and other instruments of the Irniteci Nations
and the specialized agencies and despite the progress
made in the matter of equality of rights, there continues to exist considerable discrimination against

shall endeavor to promote the enjoyment of this

women,

right.

Considering that discrimination against women is

Principle 8

incompatible with human dignity and with welfare of

The child shall in all circumstances be among the
first to receive protection and relief.

the family and of society, prevents their participa-

Principle 9

The child shall be protected against all forms of
neglect, cruelty and exploitation. He shall not be the
subject of traffic, in any form.
The child shall not be admit-..' to employment before an appropriate minimum age, he shall in no case
be caused or permitted to engage in any occupation or
employment which would prejudice his health or education, or interfere with his physical, mental or moral
development.
Principle 10

The child shall be protected from practices which
may foster racial, religious and any other form of discrimination. He shall be brought up in a spirit of un-

derstanding, tolerance, friendship among peoples,
peace and universal brotherhood and in full consciousness that his energy and talents should be devoted to the service of his fellow men.

READING F
Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination
Against Women
Proclaimed by the General Assembly of the United

Nations on 7 November 1967 (resolution 2263
(XXII))

The General Assembly,
Considering that the peoples of the United Nations
have, in the Charter, reaffirmed their faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the

human pers,,n .'nd in the equal rights of men and
women,

Considering that the Universal Declaration on Human Rights asserts the principle of non-discrimination and proclaims that all human Lieings are born
free and equal in dignity and rights and that everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth
therein without distinction of any kind, including
any distinction as to sex,
Taking into account the resolutions, declarations,

tion, on equal terms with men, in the political, social,
economic and cultural life of their countries and is an
obstacle to the full development of the potentialities
of women in the service of their countries and of humanity,

Bearing in mind, the great contribution made by
women to social, political, economic and cultural life
and the part they play in the family and particularly
in the rearing of children,
Convinced that the full and complete development of
a country, the welfare of the world and the cause of
peace require maximum participation of women as
well as men in all fields,
Considering that it is necessary to ensure the universal recognition in law and in fact of the principle of
equality of men and women,
Solemnly proclaims this Declaration.
Article 1

Discrimination against women, denying or limiting as it does their equality of rights with men, is fundamentally unjust and constitutes an offence against
human dignity.
Article 2

All appropriate measures shall be taken to abolish

existing laws, customs, regulations and practices
which are discriminatory against women, and to establish adequate legal protection for equal rights of
men and women in particular:
(a) The principle of equality of rights shall be embodied in the constitution or otherwise guaranteed by
law;

(b) The international instruments of the United Na-

tions and the specialized agencies relating to the
elimination of discrimination against women shall
be ratified or acceded to and fully implemented as
soon as practicable
Article 3

All appropriate measures shall be taken to educate
public opinion and to direct national aspirations towards the eradication of prejudice and the abolition
of customary and all other practices winch are based
on the idea of the inferiority of women.
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Article 4

rights with men in education at all levels, and in particular.
(a) Equal conditions of access to, and study in educational inst:tunens of all types, Incluthng universities and vocational, technical and professional

All appropriate measures shall be taken to ensure
to women on equal terms with men, without any disorimination
(a) The right to vote in all elections and be eligible
for election to all publicly elected bodies;
(b) The right to vote in all public referenda;
(c) The right to hold public office and to exercise all
public functions
Such rights shall be guaranteed by legislation

schools.

(b) The .tame choice of curricula, the same exami-

nations, teaching staff with qualifications of the
same standard, and school premises and equipment of the same quality, whether the institutions

Article 5

are co-educational or not;

Women shall have the same rights as men to acquire, change or retain their nationality. Marriage to
an alien shall not automatically affect the nationality of the wife either by rendering her stateless or by
forcing upon her the nationality of her husband.

(c) Equal opportunities to benefit from scholarships and other study grants;
(d) Equal opportunities for access to programmes
of continuing education, including adult literacy
programmes;
(el Access to educational information to help in
ensuring the health and well-being of families

Article 6

Without prejudice to the safeguarding of the unity
and the hermony of the family, which remains the basic unit of any society, all appropriate measures, par1

Article 10

ticularly legislative measure, shall be taken to ensure to women, arried or unmarried, equal rights

1. All appropriate measures shall be taken to ensure
to women, married or unmarried, equal rights witn
men in the field of economic and social life, and in

with men in the field of civil law, and in particular:

parti ^ul ar:

(a) The right to acquire, administer, enjoy, dis-

(a) The right, without discrimination on grounds
of marital status or any other grounds, to receive
vocational training, to work, to free choice of profession and employment, and to professional and
vocational advancement;
(b) The right to equal remuneration with men and

pose ofand inherit property, including property acquired during marriage;
(b) The right to equality in legal capacity and the
exercise therof;
The aame rights as men with regard to the law
on the movement of persons.
2. All appropriate measures shall be taker to ensure
the principle of equality of status of the husbaad and
wife, and in particular:

to equality of treatment in respect of work of equal
value;

(c) The right to leave with pay, retirement privileges and provision for security in respect of unemployment, sickness, old age or other incapacity to
work;

(a) Women shall have the same right as men to
free choice of a spouse and to enter into marriage
only with their free and full consent;
(b) Women shall have equal rights with men during marriage and at its dissolution. In all cases the
interest of the children shall be paramount;
(c) Parents shall have equal rights and duties in
maters relating to their children. In all cases the
interest of the children shall be paramount.
3. Child marriages and the betrothal of young girls
before puberty shall be prohibited, and effective action, including legislation, shall be taken to specify a
minimum age for marriage and to make the registration of marriages in an official registry compulsory.

(dl The right to receive family allowances on
equal terms with men
2. In order to prevent discrimination against women
on account of marriage or maternity and to ensure
their effective right to work, measures shall be taken
to prevent their dismissal in the event of marriage or
maternity and to provide paid maternity leave, with
the guarantee of returning to former employment,
and to provide the necessary social services, including child care facilities.
3. Measures taken to protect women in certain types
of work, for reasons inherent in their physical nature
shall not he regarded as discriminatory

Article 7

All provisions of penal codes which constitute discrimination against women shall be repealed

Article 11

Article 8

women demand implementation in all States in accordance with the principles of the Charter of the
United Nations and of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights.
2 Governments, non-governmental organizations
and individuals are urged, therefore, to do all in their
power to promote the implementation of the principles contained in this Declaration.

1. The principle of equality of rights of men and

All appropriate measures, including legislation,
shall be taken to ensure to girls taken to combat all
forms of traffic in women and exploitation ofprostitution of women.
Article 9

All appropriate measures shall be taken to ensure

to girls and women, married or unmarried, equal
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READING G

I. Nations That Have Signed Both the Covenant of
Civil and Political Rights and the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.
Barbados 1973
Bulgaria 1970
Byelorussian SSR 1973
Canada 1976
Chile 1972
Colombia 1969
Costa Rica 1968
Cyprus 1969
Czechoslavakia 1975
Denmark 1972
Dominican Republic 1978
Ecuador 1969
Finland 1975
German Democratic Republic 1973
Germany, Federal Republic of 1973
Guinea 1978
Guyana 1977
Hungary 1974
Iran 1975
Iraq 1971
Jamaica 1975
Jordan 1975
Kenya 1972
Lebanon 1972
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 1970
Madagascar 1971
Mali 1974
Mauritius 1973
Mongolia 1974
Norway 1972
Panama 1977
Peru 1978
Poland 1977
Portugal 1978
Romania 1974
Rwanda 1975
Senegal 1978
Spain 1977
Surinam 1976

Sweden 1971
Syrian Arab Republic 1969
'Tunisia 1969
Ukrainian SST: 1973
USSR 1973
United Kingdom 1976
United Republic of Tanzania 1976
Uruguay 1970
Venezuela 1978
Yugoslavia 1971
Zaire 1976

II Current Status of the Covenants in the United
States..
In the United States international treaties have to
be signed by the president and then ratified by twothirds of the Senate before they go into effect. After
ratification by the Senate, they have the force of law
and must be upheld by the courts and can be appealed
to by citizens seeking justice. As law, they take prece-

dence over federal and state laws, but not over the
Constitution itself. In case of conflict with the Consti-

tution, international treaties must yield to the authority of the Constitution.
On October 5, 1977, President Carter signed both
covenants, the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights and the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. On February
23, 1978, he submitted them, together with lengthy
reservations, to the Senate for ratification. The covenants are currently before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, chaired by John Sparks. This comn ttee has agreed to hold public hearings, but no date
has been set as of June, 1979.

The Covenant on Civil and Political Rights ineludes an optional protocol which allows individuals
to appeal to an international human rights committee when their rights have been violated and no re-

dress has been possible within the legal system of
their own country Only nineteen countries have
signed this protocol. President Carter did not sign it
1,..-r submit it to the Senate for ratification. This protocol, when in effect in their country, gives individual

citizens a powerful tool for appealing beyond their
own country for justice.
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READING 1
Political Constitution of Colombia ( 1886)
Preamble
In the name of God, the supreme source of all authority, and for the purpose of strengthening the national unity. one of whose bases is the recognition by
the political parties that the Apostolic and Roman

carrying with it authority or jurisdiction
Women shall have the same political rights as men
( Art. 1, Plebiscite of December 1, 1957)
Title III

peace, the Colombian people, by national plebiscite,
Title 1

Civil Rights and Social Guaranties
Article 16. The authorities of the republic are established to protect the lives, honor, and property of
all persons residing in Colombia and to secure the fulfilment of the social obligations of the state and of individuals.
Article 17. Labor is a social obligation and shall
enjoy the special protection of the state.
Article 18. The right to strike, except in the public
service, is guaranteed The law shall regulate its ex-

The Nation and Its Territory

ercise.

Catholic religion is that of the nation, and that as
such the public powers shall protect it ant: see that it
is respected as an essential element of the social order

end to ensure the benefits of justice, liberty and

Summary. I. The Nation.II. Sovereignty III

Article 19. Public aid is a function of the state. It

Boundaries. General territorial division and how it
may be changed.IV. Other divisions.
Article 1. The Colombian nation is organized as a
unitary republic.

must be given to those who, lacking the means of subsistence and the right to demand it of other persons,
are physically unable to work

Article 2. Sovereignty is essentially and exclusively vested in the nation, and from that source are derived all the public powers, which shall be exercised
within the limits prescribed by this Constitution.
Title II
The Inhabitants: Nationals and Foreigners
Article 8. The following are Colombian nationals.
1) By birth:
a) A native of Colombia, upon one of two condi-

tions: that his father or mother shall have been a
native or national of Colombia, or that, if a child of
foreigners, he be domiciled in the republic;
b) A child born in a foreign country of a Colombian father or mother and afterward domiciled in
the republic
2) By adoption:
a) A foreigner who applies for and obtains a certificate of naturalization;
b) A native-born Spanish American or Brazilian who, with the authorization of the government,

requests registration as a Colombian before the
municipality of his place of residence.

Article 9. Colombian nationality is forfeited by
naturalization and becoming domiciled in a foreign
country; it may be recovered according to law.
Article 10. It is the duty of all nationals and foreigners in Colombia to live in submission to the Constitution and the laws and to respect and obey the authorities.
Article 13. Any Colombian, even though he may
have lost his nationality, who is taken with weapons
in hand in war against Colombia shall be tried and
punished as a traitor.
Article 14. Colombians over twenty-one years of
age are citizens.
Article 15. The status of active citizenship is an indispensable condition pt ecedent to the exercise of the
right to vote and to be elected and hold public office

The law shall determine the manner in which aid
shall be given and the cases in which it must be given
directly by the state.

Article 20. Private persons are answerable to the
authorities only for violations of the Constitution or
the laws. Public officials are answerable for the same
violations, and also for exceeding their powers or for
omissions in the fulfilment of their duties.
Article 22. There shall be no slaves in Colombia.
Any slave who sets foot in the territory of the republic shall thereby be free.
Article 23. No one may be molested in his person or
family, or imprisoned or arrested or det .ned, or have
his domicile searched, except by virtue of a warrant
issued by competent authority, with all legal formalities and for cause previously defined by law.
In no case shall there be detention, Imprisonment,
or arrest for debts or purely civil obligations, except
for judicial bond.
Article 24. An offender who is caught flagrante della° may be arrested and taken before a judge by any
person. If the agents of authority pursue him and he
takes refuge in his own dwelling, they may enter it
for the purpose of apprehending him; and if he seeks
to escape in the dwelling of another person, the consent of the owner or tenant thereof shall first be obtained
Article 25 No one may be compelled in criminal,
correctional, or police proceedings to testify against
himself or against his relatives within the fourth civil degree of consanguinity or the second degree of affinity
Article 26. No one may be tried except in conformity with laws enacted prior to the commission of the offense with which he is charged, by courts having com-

petent jurisdiction, and in accordance with all formalities proper to each case.
In criminal matters, a permissive law or law favorable to the defendant, even if enacted after the com-
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mission of the alleged offense, shall be applied in

welfare, but the general direction of the economy

preference to a restrictive or unfavorable law.
Article 27. The preceding provision shall not prevent the infliction of punishment, without previous
trial, in those cases and within the limits established
by the law, by:
1) Officials exercising authority or jurisdiction,
who shall have the power to punish by fine or imprisonment any person in contempt of their authority
while discharging their official duties;
2) Military chiefs, who may inflict instant punishment in order to subdue insubordination or military
mutiny, or to maintain discipline in the presence of
the enemy;
3) Masters of vessels, who have the same power,

shall be the responsibility of the state
The state shall also intervene, by mandate of the
law, to give full employment to human and natal al
resources, follov ing an income and wage policy according to which the principal objective of economic
development is social justice and the harmonious bett 2rment of the community as a whole, and particularly the working classes

when not in port, to repress crimes committed on

imposed.

board their ships.
Article 25. No person may, even in time of war, be
punished ex post f &cto, and no punishment shall be
inflicted if it is not under a law, order, or decree in
which the act has been previously prohibited and the
punishment for its commission established.
Even in time of peace, if there are serious reasons
to fear a disturbance of the public order, this provision shall not prevent the apprehension and holding
by order of the government, upon previous advice of
the ministers, of persons suspected with good reason
of attempting to disturb the public order.
If ten days have elapsed since the time of the arrest

Article 35. Literary and artistic property shall be
protected as transferable property during the lifetime of the author and for eighty years thereafter

and the detained person has not been set free, the

1 of 1945).

government shall proceed to order his liberty or shall
place him at the disposal of competent judges with
the alleged evidence in order that they may reach a
decision in accordance with the law.
Article 29. In no case may the lawmaker impose
the death penalty.
Article 30. Private ownership and other rights acquired under just title, according to civil law, by natural or juridical persons, are guaranteed and may not

be ignored or disturbed by subsequent laws. When
the application of a law issued for reasons of public
benefit or social interest results in a conflict between

Article 33. In case of war, and solely for purposes of

ensuring the restoration of public order, the need to
expropriate private property may be decreed by authorities who are not vested with judicial power and
without prior indemnifiction.
Article 34. The penalty of confiscation may not be

through the formalities prescribed by law.
Article 38. Correspondence by telegraph and mail
is inviolable. Letters and private papers may not be
intercepted or examined, except by an authority, upon order of a competent official, in such cases and
with such formalities as the law may establish, and
for the sole purpose of seeking legal evidence.

The circulation of printed matter through the
mails may be burdened with taxes, but it may never
be prohibited in time of peace (Art. 5, Legislative Act
Article 39. Everyone is free to choose a profession

or occupation The law may require certificates of
competence and regulate the exercise of the professions.

Article 41. Freedom of education is guaranteed.
The state shall, however, have right to final inspection and supervision of institutions of learning, public and private, in order to ensure the fulfilment of the
social purposes of culture and the best intellectual,
moral, and physical development of the students.

Elementay education shall be free in the state
schools and compulsory to the extent determined by

the rights of individuals and the necessity recognized

law.

by that law, the private interest must yield to the

Beginning January 1, 1958, the national government shall use not less that 10 percent of its gen-

public or social interest.

Property is a social function that entails obligations.

For reasons of public benefit or of social interest
defined by the lawmaker, there may be expropriation
by judicial order and after indemnification.
Nevertheless, the lawmaker, for reasons if equity,
may specify cases in which there shall be no occasion
for indemnification, upon the favorable vote of the
absolute majority of the members of both houses (Art.
10, Legislative Act 1 of 1936).
Article 32. Freedom of enterprise and private initiative are guaranteed within the limits of the common

eral expenditures budget for public education.
Article 42. The press is free in time of peace, but responsible, under the law, for attacks on personal honor, the social order, or the public tranquility

Article 45. Everyone has the right to present respectful petitions to the authorities, on matters of
general or private interest, and to obtain prompt action thereon.
Article 46. Any number of people may meet or assemble peacefully. The authorities may disperse any
assembly that degenerates into disorder or riot, or
that obstructs the public thoroughfares.
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Article 47. Permanent political as3emblies of the
people are prohibited.

Article 48. The government alone may import,
manufacture; and possess arms and munitions of
war.
Title IV

Religion and the Relations Between Church and
State
Article 53. The state guarantees freedom of con-

the internal strife terminated and any special decrees issued shall cease to be in effect
The President and the ministers shall be responsible if they declare the public order to he disturbed in
the absence of foreign war or internal strife, and they
shall likewise be responsible, as shall the other officials, for any abuse they may have committed in the
exercise of the powers referred to in the present article

science.
No one shall be molested by reason of his religious

opinions or compelled to profess beliefs or observe
practices contrary to his co'iscience [C.P., 312]
The freedom of all sects that are not contrary to
Christian morality or to the laws is guaranteed. Acts
contrary to Christian morality or subversive of public
order that may be committed on the occasion or under
the pretext of worship are subject to the general law.
Title XI
The President of the Republic and the Designate

Article 121. In case of foreign war or domestic
strife, the President may, with the signatures of all
the ministers, declare that the public order has been
disturbed and that the whole or part of the republic is
in a state of siege. By that declaration, the government shall have, in addition to its powers conferred

by domestic law, such powers as the Constitution
grants for time of war or of disturbance of the public
order and those which, in accordance with the rules
accepted in the law of nations, exist in time of war between nations.
The decrees the President may issue within these
exact limitations shall be binding if they bear the signatures of all the ministers.
The government may not repeal laws by the said
decrees. Its powers are limited to suspension of those
laws that are incompatible with the state of siege.
In no case does the existence of a state of siege prevent the normal functioning of the Congress. Consequently, the Congress shall meet by its own right for
the regular sessions and at special sessions when the
government convokes it for that purpose.
If the Congress is in session when the declaration
of disturbance of the public order and state of siege is
made, the President shall immediately transmit to it
a statement of reasons for the declaration. If the Congress is not in session, the statement shall be presented to it on the first day of the regular or special session that immediately follows the declaration.
In case of foreign war, in the decree declaring the

public order to be disturbed and the republic in a

READING 2
All-Out War on Crime

BOGOTALike all Latin American countries,
Colombia suffers the whole gambit of crimerang-

ing from petty theft and robbery to drug trafficking, kidnapping and guerrilla activities.
But the government of President Julio Cesar Turbay Ayala has given notice that in Colombia at least
the situation will no longer be tolerated.
Under an executive decree announced by Interior
Minister German Zea Hernandez, penalties for se-

rious crimes are being masssively increased. The
government's targets are clearly those involved in
organized crime and guerrilla warfare.
Among the new penalties revealed by Hernandez
are:
Kidnapping: Those convicted of this crime will
now face a prison term of 12 years. It was previously
eight.
Kidnapping involving injury or torture: The penalty for this is doubledfrom 10 to 20 years in prison.

Rebellions against the government: The prison
sentence goes up from eight to 14 years with a corresponding prohibition of rights and public functions
for the same period.

Criminal association: An increase of five years
from 10 to 15 yearsin [sic] the prison sentence for
this offence, which involves criminal conspiracy to
attack populations, private property, roads or public
paths.
Disturbances of the public order leading to deaths:
The penalty rises from 20 to 25 years imprisonment.
If wounding is caused the penalty will be from one to
10 years. From one to five years in jail will imposed

[sic] if no attempt against other people's lives is
made.

Terrorism. If bombs, detonators, explosives, etc.,
are utilized, those convicted will face prison sentences of between two and six years. If terrorist actions

gress to meet within the next ten days, and if the

lead to the loss of life, the penalty will be 20 to 25
years. If masks or face disguises are employed the

government does not summon it, the Congress may
meet by its own right.
The government shall declare public order to be
reestablished as soon as the foreign war has ceased or

sentence will be raised by a third.
Extortion: Formerly a four-year sentence crime;
now 10 years.
Illegal carrying of arms: Prison for up to a year.

state of siege, the government shall summon the Con-
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The penalty will be from one to three years if the gun
is an Armed Forces weapon.
The Chronicle, Bogota, Colombia, Sep. 13, 1978.
Not even muumuu,
wage in here! Nobody
cares about the human
rights of muggers!
El Tiempo, Oct. 14, 1979.

Our communities have forms of work and holding

of land which have followed for centuries. Even
though recently they at times may have been suddenly snatched away form [sic] us, they continue of [sic]
be an essential element in our world view and have
repercussions upon the content of the struggle which
we are now beginning
For us the concept of community ownership and

work is not a new structure to be learned patiently
but rather a basic component of our accustomed way
of life

READING 3
We Indian People
Even though there are great differences in the eco-

nomic structures and grades of integration in the
dominant economy between the various Indian
groups, it is a fact that almost all Indians are campesinos who cultivate the earth in order to sustain ourselves.
We also have problems and necessities in common

with the non-Indian farmer: first, defense and recuperation of our lands; second, the struggles against
exploitation by the middle-man; third, the necessity
of credit, technical assistance, etc. Our enemies are
the same as those of the rest of the rural population,
namely: the landowners, the businessmen, the usu-

rers, and all the aparatus of the State and Church
which are at their service.
We Indians have become well aware of the broad
bonds which unite us with the rest of the rural popu-

lation and with the exploited class in general. For
this reason our struggle in recent times has been
within the framework of the larger campesino move-

ment. Without a doubt, our place is in ANUC, the
faithful expression of the needs and desires of all the
poor of the rural area.
Along with all the common bonds we have with the
rural population of Colombia, we have others which
are distinct. These arise from the fact that our communities are strongly rooted in their territory, most
often predating the arrival of the Spa ish. Traditions

of centuries translate themselves into charactertistics [sic] which are economic, cultural and political.
These must be taken into special consideration
If we seem to be insisting on our (I' fferences, it is
not to set us apart as a special group, but rather we
are convinced it is more correct to note these diffiren-

ces in characteristics and potentiality of the Indian
communities in order to instill a stronger dynamic into our struggle, also in order to augment our specific
support for the process of liberation of Al the exploited people of Colombia.
We Indians do not consider the land only as the object upon which we work and the source of our food

but rather as the center of our lives, the base of our
lives, the base of our social organization, and the origin of our traditions and customs.

Another important element is our Indian concept
of Nature. Practically all of the Indian communities
have developed peaceful and balanced relationships
between man and Nature which have permitted us to
live and grow through the course of centuries. Lately
the external pressure of "civilization" has forcefully
modified the way of life of some groups but the idea of

the destruction o.. unmerciful exploitation of nature
is repugnant to our way of thinking.
For us the basic concept of culture includes the
whole global framework of our life where the land is
the departure point and where our form of government and social control assure that all of these factors
remain a unit which will permit an evolution towards
the future.

We Indians know we are just a small minority
within the exploited masses of the country and alone
we cannot accomplish anything, not even our own
specific needs.
Our desire is to contribute to the liberation of the
Colombian people struggling shoulder to shoulder
with peasants, workers and other ei.ploi Led people
with their legitimate class organizations.
Latinamerica Press, v. 6 , No. 28, Oct 28, 1979

READING 4
We Denounce and Condemn the Violations ofHuman
Rights in Colombia!
The already deteriorated human rights and democratic freedoms of the Colombian people have been
seriously threatened by the repressive campaign initiated [ sic] last September by the unpopular govern-

ment of the "liberal" President Julio Cesar Turbay
Ayala.
Last September 6, under the pretext of fighting the

growing wave of everyday common crime that was
endangering the country, Turbay announced to the
Colombian people his most complete repressive invention: the so-called "Security Statute". fins law,
which is contained in the Decree #1923 ofthe State of
Seige, introduced measures aimed at blocking and
supressing the continuous advance of the popular
struggles of the Colombian people.
The propagandists of the repressive government of
Turbay insist on presenting this new invention to the
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people as a means of controlling crime, yet in fact only one of its articles refers to common crimes while

NATION, AS YET UNINVESTIGATED, OF 35
POPULAR UNION LEADERS, POLITICIANS AND
STUDENTS; THE TORTURES, SEARCHES, MASSIVE ARRESTS, KIDNAPPINGS AND ALL THE
VIOLATIONS OF THE MOST BASIC DEMOCRATIC RIGHTS that have been committed since the approval of the "Security Statute" the Army, the Police, the B2, the F2, the Brigade of Military Institutes

the rest outlaw actions of popular protest, such as
strikes, demonstrations, etc.
As Article 9th. of the Security Statute makes clear,
the Statute's principal objective is to militarize the
administration of justice in Colombia. This Article
extends the jurisdiction of the military justice system
and the police by establishing that against its decisions there will be no appeals. In this way, ordinary
judges have been displac( d, the right to legal defense
of the convicted is being denied, and any seargent
[sic], mayor or inspector of the police now has the
power to convict without appeal for the crime or"sub-

(BIM), the Administrative Department of Security
(DAS) and all the other repressive organs of the government.
U.S. Committee Against the Violation of Human
Rights and Democratic Liberties in Colombia. Bogota, NJ.

version". Likewise, the Statute estab"shes virtual
censorship of the press by prohibiting the transmission of information "relative to public order work
stoppages, general strikes or notices that incite crime

READING 5
Slow-motion Coup

or apologize for it".
The "Security Statute", passed last October by the

On 6 September 1978, scarcely a month after the
mauguration of President Julio Cesar Turbay Ayala,
a new Security Statute, Decree No. 1923, a. published. Its stated aim is 'to protect the life, virtue and

Supreme Court of Justic" has not been created in
order to fight those who "attempt to take the life,
honor or property of the people", as its propagators
pr ach, but rather to repress the popular struggles. It
is a means for protecting exclusively the security of
the Liberal-Conservative oligarchy that holds power
in Colombia through the terrifying explotation of the

property' of Colombian citizens. An innocuous
sounding objective, perhaps. Yet in the first Eve
months of its existence the statute has led many people to conclude, with Supreme Court Judge Jose Maria Velasco Guerrero, that Colombia is now a 'consti-

Colombian people.

For the government of Turbay which pursues the
repressive policies of previous unpoi ular governments, the daily exploitation under vhich the vast

tutional dictatorship', heading rapidly down the
same slippery slope which was travelled by Uruguay
in ',,he early seventies, towards a hard-line military
government thinly disguised under a puppet civilian
president. This type of slow-motion coup has been
christened `Bordaberrisation', after the President of
Uruguay, Juan Bordaberry.
President Torbay campaigned for the presidency
on a promise to lift the State of Siege. But through the

majority of Colombians suffer is no "ir security". No,

for Turbay's government, a governm rut of the exploiting classes of Colombia which are closely tied to

North American imperialism, "insecurity" is the
dangerous fact that the struggle of the Colombian
masses against their exploitation is intensifying gaily.

Security Statute, his administration is in effect replacing the earlier State of Exception with a permanent body of law, and has extended military power
over new areas of civilian authority. Turl-ly has

It is important to note that the "Security Statute"

is not an iniciative [sic] orig'nating solely in the
government of Colombia. It is part of the strategy
planned by North American imperialism and the

promised action to curb the 'security problen. afflicting the country, including a growing number of kidnappings for political and economic motives, reaching 87 in the year 1977. Several guerrilla organisa-

multi-national corporations, to install repressive regimes throughout Latin America in a desperate attempt to contain the popular movements which are
shaking all corners of the continent. In Brasil [sic]
this strategy surfaced in 1967 as Decree #314 or the
"Nations! Security Law"; in El Salvador it is called
the "Law for the Defense and duarantee of Public
Orckr"; and in Bolivia it is the "Law of F. -ite Security". Similar legislations exist in Chile and Uruguay.
In the name of the Colombian people, who have
lived the past 30 years under constant repression and

tions [sic; are also operating in Colombia, among
them M-19, ELN and FARC, without notable success
so far. In addition illegal economic activities are re-

puted to be a more imp, 'tont source of foreign exchange than above-board commercial transactions,
and corruption flourishes on the same scale as the

marijuana plant. But there is considerable doubt
whether Decree No. 1923 is intended to protect

almost permanent State of Siege, we unmask the

against this type of crime.

false image of a democratic nation that Colombia parades in the rest of the world. As well, we denounce
and condemn before the public opinion THE ASSASI-

The preamble to the Decree refers to 'a general
state of insecurity . . . degen :rating into homicides,
kidnappings, sedition, riot or demonstration, or into
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terrorist practices designed to produce political effects aimed at discrediting the current republican regime'. This wording blurs the distinction between
crimes as such and any form of political protest. New

crimes are created by the statute which are without
precedent in the Colombian Penal Code. For example, Article 7 ofthe Decree states that a sentence of up

to twelve months (without remission) will apply to
those who 'occupy temporarily public places, or those
open to the public, or the offices of public or private
bodies, with the aim of pressuring a decision by the
legitimate authorities'. This denies the right of petition laid down in Article 45 of the Constitution. Any

group of people who visit the authorities, whether
peasants complaining about a lack of drinking water
or trade unionists seeking a solution to an industrial
dispute, will henceforth run the risk of being jailed
for as much as a year for having 'temporarily occupied' an office. There is no need for the use of violence

to be proved. It is also worth noting that this article
contravenes Article 20 of the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights, whose 30th anniversary was celebrated with much self-congratulatory speechifying
in Colombia three months after the Securit3- Statute
came into effect.
Phil Gunson, Index on Censorship, v.. 3, May-June
1979, pp. 58-59.

READING 6
Minister Defends Security
CALIWith criticism mounting again: ae controversial Statute of Security, Minister of Justice Hugo Escobar Sierra has made a fierce defense of the de-

cree here, insisting that it does not pose a threat to
Colombia's democratic traditions.

Attacks on the statute reached a peak recently
when Roman Catholic Church prelates added their
voices, expressing fears that it "left the door open to

alarm the country, said that the Church no longer
had the power that it did 30 years ago, and described
the decree as "a simple act of legitimate defense of the
State."
"Our critics," he said, "have been limited to categorising the Statute of Security as something horrible and dangerous, but they haven't stopped to analyze it deeply."
He said he had not heard "any concrete criticism,
but rather generic vague comments."
The statute merely allowed the goverment to utilize "instruments granted under the National Constitution," he said.
During the recent Medellin summit, he reported

that ministers and governors of the Turbay Ayala

government had agreed that the statute was the
"mcst suitable instrument to press r-vt, the tranquility of the country."
Escobar Sierra pointed to the open criticism of the

Statute in the media as evidence that it posed no
threat to the nation's democratic traditions or the
freedom of expression. "This is a demonstration of the

democratic freedom which lives in Colombia," he
said.
The only people who need fear the Statute were organized criminals and terrorists, he claimed, since it
introduced sharp increases in prison sentences for violent crimes.
He said that what he called "e.:tremists" had used
among their arguments against the decree that of hu-

man rights"a phrase which has become very popular recently."
However, he went on: "It appears that the extremists have the right to forget human rights. They can
kill, insult, and torture, but at the hour ofjudgement
they take to their feet, saying that the Statute is repressive and a crime against human rights."
The Chronicle, Bogota, Colombia, Dec. 13, 1978,
P.7.

official repression."

The der- e represents virtually an all-out war on
organized ..rime and terrorism, but many observers
are concerned by certain articles affecting political
gatherings, strikes, and radio and television.
But during a speech to members of the Colombian-

American Chamber of Commerce in Cali, Escobar
Sierra insisted that most of the attacks on the statute
had come from "extreme Leftists" who sought to
alarm the country, said that the Church no longer
had the power that it did 30 years ago, and described
the decree as "a simple act of legitimate defense of the

State."
But during a speech to members of the Colombian-

American Chamber of Commerce in Cali, Escobar
Sierra insisted that most of the attacks on the statute
had come from "extreme Leftiz,s" who sought to

READING 7
Catholic Church Attacks Security Clamp Down
BOGOTAAs President Julio Cesar Turbay Ayala and his government ended their Medellin summit
conference called to review their first 100 days in office, the Roman Catholic Church warned that the administration's controversial Statute of Security could
lead to official repression.
The decree, which authorizes much tougher sentences for organized crime and terrorism, is one of the
cornerstones of government policy which the President, his Cabinet ministers and governors were analizing during their three-day meeting at Medellin.

Certain features of the statute, particularly those
concerning strikes, political gatherings, and radio
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and television broadcasting, have aroused great debate on both the Right and the Left of the political
spectrum, but President Turbay Ayala has made it
clear through a series of speeches that it is one line of
government policy on which he is not prepared to

In December, 1977, the commanders of the Army,
Navy and Air Force publicly criticised the "conduct of

compromise.

ment "use its emergency powers to decree additional
powers to defend" the honor of its military because
the "classical judicial methods" were insufficient.
In July 1978, the new government ef Julio Cesar
Turbay Ayala satisfied the military's wishes by using

The Church's attack on the Statute was one of the

strongest yet. In an official pronouncement, the
Church said that it "left the door open for official repression which could hit the Colombian people very
strongly."
The Church said that "the right to strike, the right
to protest, and the right to objective information, are
rights which must be safeguarded, because without
them the freedom which Colombians long for plainly
cannot live."
These criticisms of the statute were made by Monseigneurs, Dario Castrillon Hoyos, Bishop of Pereira,

Gregorio Garavito, Bishop of Villavicencio, and
ALrelio Rozo, apostolic prefect of Vichada.

Making their own review of the first 100 days of
the Turbay Ayala government, they expressed their
concern about what they called the "concentration of
powers in only one person and in only one (political)
branch."
In their view democracy was much stronger when
the "possibilities of authoritarianism in one form or
another are counter- -ed."
Later Al--,ro Perez Jives, Secretary General of the

Presidency, insisted that the prelates' criticisms
could only be regarded as the opinions of individuals
and not as the official position of the Church.
The Chronicle, Bogota, Colombia, !sec. 6, 1978,
n.11.

READING 8
Colombia
The government of Colombia tries to propagate the

image, both at home and abroad, of a democracy in
which human rights are respected and the press is
free. In reality, the armed forces have exercised more
and more power in recent years, fundamental human
rights are violated, and the media is often prevented
or intimidated from speaking out. Every means of
communication, from radio to graffiti, is restricted by
legal or violent means . . . .
On September 14, 1977, for instance, a nationwide
general strike divided the country in two. While the
army battled the strikers in the streets throughout
the nation, killing thirty-four persons (the official
figure was seventee- ,), the radio and television sta
tions were silent ab w t the event. Similarly, on January 1, 1979, whey a guerilla group robbed $5 million,
in arms, from a military garrison and the whole country buzzed of the affair, the radio and television uttered not a word . . . .

certain newspapers which freely engage in campaigns of slandei and defamation against persona
and institutions," and demanded that the govern-

his emergency power to issue Decree 1923, better
kr wn as the State of Security The "emergency powers" used were based on the State of Siege which has
reigned in Colombia for the past forty years with only
brief interruptions. The State of Security, in addition
to annulling a large number of constitutional guarantees and thus opening the way for the widespread
violation of human rights in Colombia today, provides, in Article 13, that "while agitation against the

public order exists, radio stations and television
channels shall not transmit news, declarations,
statements or commentaries relating to public order
to slow-downs, work stoppages or illegal strikes or to
news which incites or sympathizes with crime." Articif? 14 empowers the Minister of Education to take
over radio stations when he deems it necessary to reestablish public tranquility. Article 7, which referred
to "subversive propaganda," was declared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court be .:ause it could lead
the press
to "violations of the freedom of opinuni
established in Article 42 (of the Constitution)."
During the first five months of the new decree,
twenty-three radio stations were fined or suspended.
On February 9, 1979, "Journalists' Day," the President, faced with mounting protest over the law and
over the case of three jailed journalists, announced
that Article 13 would be suspended. It was not. The
radio, the most popular source of information in Colombia, remains virtually silenced . . . .
Even graffiti is controlled by the State of Security,
which provides up to a year in prison for those who af-

fix "injurious or subversive writings ar drawings" in
public places.
One of the most shameful acts of the military in
1979 was the arrest of seventy-five-year-old Luis Vidales, one of the most well-known poets in Colombia.
Military commandos came at dawn to his Bogota residence and took him to the Brigade of Military Institutes (B.I.M.) for interrogation about "subversive"
activities. Despite a serious heart ailment, Vidales
was kept blindfolded and incommunicado for twelve
hours at B.I.M until a national outcry secured his release. Says Vidales, "In this country, people should
weep for the living not the dead."
"Latin America: The Freedom to Write," Report by
the Freedom to Write Committee, PEN American
Center, 1980, np.19-21.
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READING 9
Indian Educator Evaluates Guajira Schooling
June Carolyn Er lick
Bogota (LP)When Remedios Fajardo was a child
growing up in Colombia's Guajira desert, she couldn't

understand why the Catholic nuns scolded children
who believed in magic.

For her the magic of her traditional Indian tribe
seemed compatible with what she perceived as the
magic of Jesus Christ which the nuns taught her in
the boarding school where Remedios, at the age of
five, learned Spanish.
Nov

he principal of the normal school for teacher

training in Uribia, Guajira Department, she is extremely concerned with the special problems of her
tribedivided into numerous castes, belonging to
two countries (Colombia any Venezula ) and exposed

to the temptations of many profitable but ille:ai activities.
The Guajira Indians live by subsistence agriculture, animal hearding and contraband. Illiteracy is
estimated at 35 per cent, though functional illiteracy
is much higher. Of some 83,000 Colombian Guajira

Indians, 15,000 have notat least nomirollyadhered to the Catholic Church.
The child crowing up in the Guajira today --just as
when Remedios lean ed Spanish 20 years igc must
attend Catholic school or no schoo' at all. There are
'io native schools, and no seculr r primary ..,!hods in
the Guajira peninsula.
e Concordat, an ?" eement beThe reason lies :
Colombia's government,
tween the Vati
which assigns a
gree of mutuality between
nbia is now the only country
Church and St-ite.
in Latin America which abides by a Concordat.)
Colombia's Ministry of Education has given the
Catholic church total control of the educational system in the Guajire, The Church runs 67 primary and
1,

secondary schools throughout the region, many of
them boarding schools. Just across the border Venezuela has set up that country's first Indian school.
In Colombia, Remedios is the first Guajira to hold
an executive position in any school. But, she points
out, her orders come from above, and while she has
tried to assimilate Guajira culture into her school,
she does not receive government encouragement.
Most of her students are "civilized," as the white Gua-

jira inhabitants have blatantly dubbed themselves.
Because of language differences the Indian students have learning problems. In the Guajira there is
no bilingual education and when Indian children are
taught in Spanish, it is often an unknown language
to them.
Until recently the Church made no attempt to promote bicultural education. The wumen's native manta, a maxi-dress, was prohibited, and the man's loin

"loth was considered even more offensive Children
who spoke Guajiro in school were beaten, Remedios
says. And India!, myths and customs, including polygamy, were disparaged whenever possible.
"The Church is doing us a faver providing education in these isolated areas," Remedios added, "But it
is never going to change its methods."
More optimistic is Father Francisco Montoya, curator of an ethnological museum here. "I think the
Church more and more is taking into consideration
the culture of the people it serves," he stated "To be

sure, the Church has made some mistakes in the
past "
Some of the contradictions in missionary view-

points showed un in a special issue (1976) of the
Church's mission magazine dedicated to work in the
Guajira.
One missionary wro.e, ' The greatest confidence
the Indians can snow us is to give us their daughters
for our boarding schools so they can study and be educated in the faith and customs cf the missionaries."
Another missionary said. however, "Cultures are
not static; they keep on changing. The Indians must

be helped to preserve their own values, but at the
same time assimilate national values; they must be
helped to mature in the process of change from their
culture to a Christian one; the ine7Igenous culture
must never he criticized. Look for the positive values
which favor desired change. Look for methods to help
the Indian desrioe, appreciate and preserve his culture."
Because the Concordat gives the Church responsibility for educzcion in the Guajira this is one of the

most missionary-intensive regions in Colombia.
Nuns teach in the schools; priests are in the churches.
Besides there are 18 Capuchin and many other Catholic missionaries as well as those from Protestant denominations. However Protestant work is primarily
done in Maicao, a smuggling port arid free port, Guajira's largest city, where there is strong international
influence.
The Guajiras are only one of more than 200 tribes
living in Colombia Although the cultural differences

between tribes are crucial, Remedios Fajardo believes a unified solution can be found for the Indi- n
education problem. Her suggestions are the follow
ng:

Thr Colombian Government needs to legalise
instruction in the mother tongue of each tribe
and to respect cultural characteristics;
An indigenous linguistic institute directed by
native professionals must be established on a
tribal level;
An institute to promote and coordinate linguis-

tic study among Indian tribes, run by them,
should be set up on a continental level .. .

.
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In a newspaper article last year entitled "Two
Clashing Cultures: Missionaries and Natives," an

a lack of housing that forces millions to live in `tugurios' (slums);
the death of 260 childt an a day from malnutrition,
brothers in the faith resorting to armed combat in

anthropologist observed, "The schooling brought by
missionaries has totally dislocated the Indian from
native culture. The new knowledge the Indian children acquire hac only resulted in misadaptation, confusion a d ambiguous attitudes. It gives them no solution to problems they face in their environment "
One set of values is handed down from parent to

view of this situation of 'institutionalized violence'."

Within this context, they say, "We live, reflect,
proclaim and celebrate our faith as the seed of a
Church which is born of the People."
Latinamerica Press, v. 10, No. 22, June 1, 1978.

child; another set is imposed in the rigid Catholic
schools. Although no anthropologist Las made a serious study of the phenomenon, Reichel-Domafoffs observation may help to explain why the Guajira Indi-

an adapts so readily to the marginalbut profita-

READING 11

ble--business of contraband.
Latinamerica Press, v. 10, No. 20. May 18, 1978.

Colombia

A. I. Report Exposes Undemocratic Practices in
Joaquin Rubiano

Bogota (LP)Although Colombia's Pres. Julio
Cesar Turbay Ayala has repeatedly said that his

READING 10
Colombian Catholic Groups Speak for the Poor

government is a zealous defender of democracy, Am-

Bogota (LP)A coalition of Catholic Pastoral
1968 and expressing support for the Theology of Liberation. So far, this is the only statement coming out
of Colombia's generally conservative Church to take

nesty International (AI) has recently charged that
"military personnel" have "systematically tortured"
political prisioners and that arrests are made arbitrarily.
The London-based human rights group recommended that the Colombian government "strictly

a position different from that of CELAM General

limit" the powers of the nation's military and police

Secretary Alfonso Lopez Trujillo.
The communique is addressed to those whom "the
common People believe are successors to the Apostles

forces.

Groups issued a communique here early this month
backing the Church's position taken at Medellin in
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The AI charges in the report, which was first delivered to the Colombian government before its release
to the public on April 17, agree with the accusations
of the M-19 guerrillas who took some 60 hostages including 15 ambassadors during a reception in the Dominican Embassy here on February 27 (Cl. LP, Mar.
20, 1980). The M-19 claims that the Turbay regime is

and also to all brethren in the faith in Latin America.

The Pastoral Groups are made up of workers,
nuns, rural
teachers, mothirs and universit" students, who in
priests, missionaries, campesinos,

solidarity with "our suffering People" manifest their
commitment of faith and decision to struggle with
them.
In accordance with their desire to "construct a New

essentially antidemocratic and that it was to make
this fact known abroad that it occupied the embassy.
(Negotiations continued between the guerrillas and
the government until an agreement for the release of
the remaining 18 hostages left the embassy on April

Church of the Poor and exploited people" and to
"struggle for the faith which is costing blood and lives
in building the Kingdom" the clergy and lay Pastoral
Groups comment that the country has been "marked
by a long history of violence."

27.)

The Colombian government in reaction to the AI
report attacked the Nobel Prize winning organization, a worldwide movement which works for the release of mt ii and women who are "prisoners of conscience" provided they have neither used nor advocated violence, in a statement which said Amnesty
International "arrives with halos of social responsibility to respond to the calls of extremists but goes into hiding when those extremists are shown as violators."
The 44-page survey of the human rights situation
in Colombia was the result of the January visit of an
AI team of investigators. The team visited jails and
hospitals and talked to political prisoners ara: exprisoners as well as politicians, union leaders and other

Concerning the present Colombian context, the
Pastoral Groups say, "We are living in a situation
marked by the following:
attacks against the working class;
starvation wages;

denial of the right to labor organizations and
strikes;
the massacre of campesinus and Indians;
an increasingly repressive government, especially
affecting Audents, workers and campesinos;
a frustrated future for young people who cannot
gat work or continue their education;

4)
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Colombians. They also interviewed government officials, including President Turbay.
The team's findings

Accoring to the AI survey. there are 33 centers
"where torture has been reported and approximately
50 methods of torture, ranging from the psychological to beatings, burnings, the _Ise of drugs and electric
shock."
AI said it recognized that there had been acts of violence by some opposition groups in Colombia, which

has been "almost continuously under a state of siege

for 30 years." This has meant a "quasi-permanent
suspension of the human rights guaranteed in Colombia's constitution and in international agreements to which the country is a signatory."
The state of siege had "facilitated indiscriminate
and widespread political arrests, prolonged detention
without trial, torture, summary trials of civilians before military courts, and political murders, especially
in peasant and Indian areas."

The team found that prisoners were frequently
held in military units. It received evidence of
murders since 1973 of 48 members of CRIC (Consejo

Regional Indigena del Cauca). According to the report, doctors, lawyers, priests, educators and journal-

ists are among those who have ben arrested. The
team received documented information showing that
in many cases they were arrested for giving professional help to government opponents.
Amnesty's recommendations

Amnesty's recommendations to the Colombian

On assassinations and disappearances in militarized zones, the team recommended that the govern-

ment strictly delineate the attributes of police and
military personnel in these zones and take steps to
end paramilitary groups.
One the rights and freedom of workers, the organi-

zation called for the release of jailed labor leaders
who are not charged with violence and asked that
those with penal charges be tried impartially and
publicly without delay.
On freedom ofconscience and expression and political and professional rights, AI stated that it is aware
of the existence of guerrilla movements in the country. But at the same time it asked the government to
make a clear definition of the crimes of "subversion"
and "disturbance of the public order" so that political
rights may be uuly protected.
On constitutional reform and a new penal code, the
recommendations call for a revision of the 1979 con-

stitutional reform on administration of justice and
the 1980 penal code, in order to guarantee the independence and impartiality of the courts and the effective protection of human rights in Colombia.

Observers here say that AI's report will make a
very strong impact in Colombia. While the organization does not share the M-19's methods for struggle,
its report corroborates the accusations the guerrilla
members are making of the Turbay regime.
AI coincides with others who have harshly criticized the present government. For ex-President Dario Echandiawhom even the regime considers to be

government include the following:
Regarding effective protection of human rights, it
urged the government to consider lifting the state of

"the country's juridical conscience"in Colombia

siege and abrogating the Security Statutewhich
subjects civilians to trials by military tribunals. It

exists in Colombia is a "monarchy" in which the real
power behind the throne is the military.
Apparent'., the AI report is having an effect, judging from the fact President Turbay sent Amnesty In-

asks for guarantees to protect persons who are in jail,
appealing to Article 28 of the Colombian Constitution which allows detention without charges for up to
10 days only.

On the right of defense in a military tribunal, AI
exhorted that civilians !IL L be tried by military tribunals such as the Consejoa Verbales de Guerra, sum-

there is a dictatorship, not a democracy. Alberto Lle-

ras, another former President, maintains that what

ternational a telegram invitation to be present for
the upcoming trials of political prisoners which will
be held in civilian courts and not military tribunals.
Latinamerica Press, v. 12, No 18, May 1, 1980

mary by nature, where the accusers are also the
judges.
On arrest and detention procedures, Amnesty re-

quested a review of these measures either by the
Council of State or the Supreme Court of Justice.
On torture, the document demands that the widespread use of torture of prisoners cease. It proposes

the creation of independent civilian commissions,
with the participation of medical doctors and lawyers, to investigate torture charges; new instructions
for police and armed forces on interrogation procedures; the opportunity for prisoners ID contact their
lawyers and relatives within 24 hours of arrest and
thereafter; regular medical examinations; and indemnimition for torture victims.

READING 12
Colombian Priests Denounce Security Law'
ED. NOTE: A week after the promulgation of a new
"Security Law" by the Colombian government last
month, the SAL Priests (Sacerdotes para America
Latina) issued an analysis of the law, calling it "an
attack "on the masses of the people. For SAL, a movement made up of priests committed io he poor who do

theological ..reflection on social p-oblems, the law
lends itse.if to the protection of "a K ell-to-do minority
whose wealth is beginning to be threatened by explo-

sive expressions of popular desperation" which are
the result ofmiserable hvi ng conditions generated by
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an unjust "economic and political structure."Following is LP's translation ofthe September 14 statement
entitled "Bourgeois Security and Popular Insecurity.

The promulgation of Decree No. 1923 (Sept. 6,
1978), known as the 'Security Law" compels us to
speak to all people and organizations that are interested in respect for human rightb. Motivated by our
Christian faith we denounce the situation this Law

practice of torture, which is being reported principally by those who are arrested for political reasons.
Search fora new order
To people in such an extreme situation of insecurity there remains the recourse of the legitimate exercise of their political rights in the search for an alternative form of a power which would guarantee an in-

stitutional economic order at the service of the
masses. But if we analyze this aspect we find a

has created, the payoffs it reveals and, pz.radoxically,

number of factors which unmask the apparent Co-

the attack it represents on the "security" of the ma-

lombian "democracy":

jority of Colombians.
For a long time the Colombian people '-ave been
suffering from the constant and progressive deterioration of their security. The rights which the Universal Declaration of Human Rights hypothetically recognizes for all people, such as the right to work and
fair remuneration (art. 23), to education (art. 26) and

to a standard of living adequate to assure health,
food, housing, medical care and social security (art.
25), are progressively denied to a growing number of
Colombians step-by-step with the rise in the cost of
living, the deterioration in the real value of wages,
the increasing une-nployment and the concentration
of land and capital in the hands of a small number of
people.

Dehumanizing factors
Profits in the millions for big corporations, the bureaucratic extravagant use of public funds and the
exorbitant entry of foreign capital clearly show that
the growing insecurity of the people is not caused by
the lack of resources but by the economic and political

structure programmed to enrich a minority at the
price of hunger and dehumanization for the majority.

On account of this we see with amazement how
every kind of delinquency is giddily skyrocketing:
robbery, assault, assassination, kidnapping, prostitution, alcoholism, drug addiction and all the lumpenesque forms of human degradation. Meanwhile,
among the privileged class and public functionaries there is a proliferation of no leis alarming forms
of delinquency: contraband-running, speculation, illicit transactions, gangsterisin, mafias, venality in
the courts, crimes that are committed with no fear
whatsoever of punishment.
In our pastoral work we feel the constant need to
analyze these acts which attack the security of our
people. But there is something that impresses us even more: the insecurity of the poor before judicial
and military authorities and the so-called security
forces. While the jails are filled with innocent people
criminals take possession of the streets and cities due
to the proverbial venality of Colombian "justice."
Thousands of innocent people fill our jails and receive

inhuman treatment for the only crime of not having
money in prove their innocence. To this is added the

the irresponsibility of the parties and political
leaders who are able to make false promises because
there is no one with power to require that they fulfill
the promises;
the pressures of every kind which are exerted on
the people in order to get their votes, mainly by taking advantage of their ignorance and using a political
boss structure promoted and maintained by the ruling class;
the prospect of electoral fraud on the dimensions
of that of 1970 which has been turning even the small
minority that votes away from the polls.
All this leads us to conclude that the basic political

right which the Human Rights Charter affirms
that "the will of the people is the basis of the authority of public power" (art. 21)is not in effect in Colombia.
Insecurity of the common people
This is the insecurity which affects our people:
insecurity produced by the lack of employment or
its fair remuneration;
insecurity for not having access to respectable living conditions;

insecurity against crime in the streets done in
desperation;
no protection before the repressive sectors who
have their highhandedness guaranteed;
insecurity before the degraded torturers in police
stations, jails and judicial investigation centers;
insecurity before mercenary and corrupt officials;

and the fundamental insecur:ty resulting from
the unattainability of political rights.

In this context the so-called "Security Law" is
promulgated. Our question is: What kind of security
does this statute pretend to safeguard?
Whoever analyzes it candidly will only conclude
that it is conceived to protect a very small wet-to-do
minority whose wealth is beginning to be threatened
by explosive expressions of popular desperation.
Denial of basic rights

On looking more closely at certain articles we
must also conclude that the Law seeks to protect the
security of the go verning elite faced with the proliferating symptoms of citizen discontent. Therefore, it
feels compelled to deny such inalienable rights as
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right to protest, to denounce administrative corruption, to have free access to information and the right
to assembly and to publicly manifest political ideas
and projects.
But the Law, which does not examine in any of its
articles the kinds of popular insecurity we have mentioned, instead, strengthens the highhandedness of

repressive agencies and gives them greater legal
footing. Articles 8 to 12 of the Law in question seriously violate the right, now almost annihilated in
the practice of Colombian "justice," which every person has "to be presumed innocent until proved guilty
according to law in a public trial at which he has all

the guarantees necessary for his defense" (art. 11,
Universal Declaration of Human Rights).
Recommendations
Since the Law devotes several of its articles to the
crime of "political rebellion," we think it is opportune
to recall the wisdom of Pope Paul VI, taking up a millenarian tradition of Christian ethics in his encyclical Populorum Progressio, in sayir. g that revolut.3nary insurrection is legitimate "in toe case of mani-

fest, longstanding tyranny which wouid do great
damage to fundamental personal rights and dangerous harm to the common good of the country" (PP.
31).

We are asking all international organizations who

are presently interested in the defense of human
rights to denounce in international forums the progressive deterioration of these rights in Colombia.
We, as Christians and priests, also denounce the
growing strength of the tyranny of a small powerful
class, unjustly possessing wealth, power and arms,
which exercises greater and greater repressive violence upon the majority of the Colombian people.
Sept. 14, 1978, Bogota.
Copies to: Amnesty International, Russell Tribunal,

International Commission of Catholic Jurists, Pontifical "Justice and Peace" Commission, U.N. Commission on Human Rights, Campaign for the abolition of torture (London), International Study Days
for a Sociecy Overcoming Domination, national and
international news agencies, Latin American Bishops Conferences.
Latinamerica Press, v. 10, No. 38, Oct 19, 1978

READING 13
Colombia

From January 15-31, 1980, an Amnesty International fact-finding mission visited Colombia to examine the protection of human rights there under a series of exceptional legal r ieasures implemented by the

government in the last several years. The mission,
which visited the country at the personal invitation
of President Julio Cesar Turbay Ayala, was particu-

larly interested in examining: 1) the exercise of human rights under the state of siege, the recent Statute of Security, and a number of decrees which expand the jurisdiction of the military in the administration ofjustice; 2) alleged abuses of Artie 28 of the
National Constitution whereby persons suspected of
subversive activities can be held for up to 10 days
without formal charges, and 3) allegations of the arrest and torture of prisoners of conscience from a wide
spectrum of society.

During its visit, the mission visited numerous in-

dividuals and organizations including President
Turbay Ayala and other government officials; military authorities; human rights organizations; trade
unions; peasant and Indian organizations; political
party members; medical and legal organizations; religious groups; academic and student organizations;
and members of juridical and social science research
institutions Amnesty also visited 11 prisons, 2 military installations used as jails, and 2 hospitals. It received declarations from 400 political prisoners and
over 30 independent trade unions from throughout
the country.
On April 17, 1980, the AI International Secretariat (10 Southampton St., London WC2E 7HR, U K.)
released a 44 page, Spanish language report (which it
had earlier presented to the Colombian government),

stating that it had found "a pattern of widespread
arbitrary arrests and systematic torture of political
prisoners" and had given the Colombian government
detailed recommendations for ending the abuses.
The following are translated excerpts from the 10

recommendations which appear in the report Amnesty International recommends to the Colombian
government:
1) That it consider as a question of the highest
urgency the lifting of the state of siege which . . has
centributed to the current increase in the violat.on of
human right in Colombia.
2) That it abrogate Decree 1923 of 6 September

1978 (or the Statute of Security), and the Decrees
2193, 2194, 2195 (18 Oct. 1976), 2578 (8 Dec. 1976)
and 0070 (20 Jan. 1978) due to the (act that the application of these decrees constitutes a violation of human rights . . .
3) a) That it rovide the legal counsels of those
persons detained ui.Jer. Article 28 of the Constitution
with the records of the detentions, or make them public, as well as the Government's reasons for ordering
the detentions; b) that it assure that the places in
which persons are detained under Article 28 be those
established for such purpose undercommon law, that
they be pub'icly known, and not be special military

installations. Furthermore, that it respect the right
of cqmmunication established under r_rticle 68 of the
National Police Code, as well as the ordinary guarantees for detained persons protected in Articles 9 and
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14 of the international Covenant on

Recommendation No 7 deals with the establishment of military war zones in cases of internal conflict, calling for: 1) the public delineation of special
military powers in such circumstances and the establishment of civilian monitoring mechanisms to resolve potential abuses of power; 2) the continued protection of habeas corpus in such zones; 3) immediate
government measures against paramilitary organizations operating against the indigenous population
and community leaders, and the prosecution of their
members; and 4) special measures for the protection
of the indigenous population against arrests and assasinations stemming from land disputes.

and Politi-

cal Rights of the UN, and the Standard Minimum
Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners.
4) That it transfer to the competence of the civil
courts (justicia ordinaria I all those legal proceedings
which currently fall under the jurisdiction of the military, against civilians, whether or not they are connected or are thought to be connected with armed opposition movements.
5) That it revise the current proceedings for receiving and resolvmg petitions alleging the violation
of human rights, either by the Council of State or by
the Supreme Coart of Justice, with the end of establishing effective and independent mechanisms ,vith

8) Amnesty International maintains that citi-

full power to investigate the legality in each case.

zens may not be arrested for their political con victions, for their legal political activities or for their
union activities as is stipulated . . . in the UN Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights and the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.
Al therefore recommends and requests that all such
prisoners of conscience be released. In cases where
criminal charges may be brought against these persons, Al recommends that thejudicial proceedings be
public, impartial and expeditious.
9) a) That effective measures be enacted to pro-

The decisions ofsuch bodies should be binding on the
executive power. An independent examination of the
presumed basesjustifying detention is the minimum
requisite to protect an individual against illegal detention.
This signifies that the right habeas corpus must be
guaranteed.

Furthermore, Amnesty International believes
that there must be no discrimination against political prisoners. The rights guaranteed under the Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners
and the Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials of the United Nations must .'e respectea. As a
matter of principle, the investigation of violations of
human rights com 'tted by members of the Armed

tect members of the professional sector (doctors, law-

yers, journalists, educators, priests) from arrest and
harassment for activities directed by their professional and ethical codes, in conformity with Article
240 of the Colombian Code of Penal Procedure, with
Articles 18 and 19 of the International Covenant on
Civil and Poli tical Rights, the Declaration of Tokyo of
1975 ofthe International M3chcal Association, and in
accordance with the rights of legal defenders recognized internationally; b) that the legislative power
provide a clear definition and precise interpretation
of "crimes of subversion" and "disturbance of public
order", in a manner which will permit the effective
protection of those political rights recognized under
the international covenants to which Colombia is a
matory . . ; c) that it guarantee the personal security of foreign citizens seeking political refuge in
Colombia . . .
10) That the 1979 Constitutional reform on the
administration ofjustice, an 'the new Penal Code be

Forces should not be left :n the hands ofthe same military justice. Above all, the effectivejudicial supervi-

sion by the civil courts (justicia ordinaria) must be
guaranteed, as an essential element in the protection
of the fundamental rights of the detained.
6) That it immediately institute public commissions for the investigation of torture and maltreatment ofdetainees in Colombia . . . the final reports of
which should be made public. That it immediately
and publicly instruct military and police officials on
ti:e guidelines established under the recently adopted UN Code of Conduct of Law Enforcement ofri-

ailsparticularly concerning interrogations.
Amnesty here gives a set of general : 3commendations for the elimination of torture, including: 1) the
right of detainees to contact their families and their

revised in conformity with the recommendations

attorneys within 24 hours of detention and afterward; 2) the right to free legal counsel when finan-

above, placing special emphasis on guaranteeing the
best conditions for the independent and impartial operation of thejudicial power, and for the effective protection of human rights in Colombia.
L. S. Wiseberg and H. M. Scoble, eds , HRI Newsletter, v 5., No. 8-9, June-July 1980.

cially necessary, and the sanctity of communications

between council and client; 3) the right to regular
medical examinations; 4) the inadmissability of information elicited under torture in legal proceedings;
5) government remuneration for persons who have
suffered torture; 6) particular care of the sick, pregnant and lactating women.
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READING 14
Colombia's "Democracy" Taking on a Repressive
Cast

READING 15

June Carolyn Er lick

which has been ruled by freely elected governments
for all but five years of the present century The Constitution provides for a popularly-elected President
and Congress and an independent judiciary.

Bogota (LP)"If you're talking about an all-out
military dictatorship, Colombia is certainly not in
the big league," commented a long-time observer of
Colombian affairs. But if you're talking about a democracy, I'd say you are joking."
Human rights activists are concerned that Colombia, one of the two so-called democracies in Hispan.c
South America, may be going the way of military dictatorships so typical in this continent of impoverished economics, as a means of political and economic
oppression.
A "repressive democracy"
But still others are equally concerned that Colombia, with its civilian president assuming power from

an election in which only 30 percent of the eligible
electorate voted, may be providing a role model as a
"repressive democracy."
"As countries such as Brazil to our south and Nicaragua to our north feel compelled both because of inLe.mal and external pressures to begin a democratization process, Colombia seems to show them how they
can have their cake and eat it too," said a university
professor.
Since January, some 2,000 persons have been detained for investigation on subversion charges. Some
have been held up to a month, in many cases blindfolded, fed only agua de panela, (sugar water) and
prohibited contact with the outside world. Approximately 130 persons throughout Colombia now have
formal detention warrants filed against them on subversion charges.
The mass roundupswhich include many reported ransackings of homes, apartments and publishing
housesfollowed the New Year's theft of some 5,000
arms from the military brigades. The theft was attributed to a guerrilla group, th, 19th of April Movement, known as M-19.
When the arrests began, most moderates took the
military action in stride as a ineasure to detain the
"subversive group". But soon reports of physical and
psychological tortures began to emerge. Pedro Mogollon, held for questioning in regard to M-19, gave
detailed declarations as to the use of electric shocks,
submersion in water, and psychological torture. In
another case, Miguel Vega T Tilbe was hospitalized
and operated on for a damag - bladder after being
held for questioning by military authorities.
Latinamefica Press, v. 11, No. 19, April 19, 1979.

Colombia
Colombia is a centralized, presidential democracy,

Two parties, the Liberal and the Conservative,
have dominated politics since the mid-19th century
From 1958 to 1974, under the "National Front," they
alternated in power. The present chief executive is a
Liberal, as was his immediate predecessor. In accordance with the Constitution, the Cabinet includes
opposition party members. Third parties have played
only a minor role. The military in Colombia has a
long tradition of nonintervention in political affairs;
in the present century, the country has experienced
military dictatorship only once (1953-1957).
The Constitution guarantees numerous civil and
political liberties, as well as some social benefits. A
constitutionally authorized state of siege, which permits the curtailment of civil and political liberties, is
currently in effect and has been imposed in varying
degrees for the last 30 years. Since the promulgation
of government decrees 1923 of September 6, 1978,
covering security offenses, and 1244 of October 4,

1978, dealing with air and sea traffic, the state of
mege has had an increased impact on life in Colombia.

For at least the last three decades, Colombia has
had serious problems with politically and non-politically inspired violence Several terrorist and guerrilla groups, with some 2,000 members, now operate in

the countryside and to a lesser extent in the larger
cities. An American Peace Corps volunteer, Richard
Starr, continues t3 be held captive by rural guerrillas. After the January 1, 19's 9, theft from an army arsenal of 5,000 weapons by members of the Movement
of the 19th of April, the government launched a campaign to eliminate this terrorist group. Other terrorist groups, too, have been pursued with increased intensity by the government during the last 12 months
The inc'-ease in anti-terrorist operations at the begin-

ning of 1979 continued for approximately three
months but subsided somewhat during the latter half

of the year During the height of the government's
crackdown a number of charges of human rights violations surfaced

Colombia is an open society where all political
issues including human rights matters are debated
freely. In late 1979, the Congress passed a major judi-

cial reform bill which strengthens certain institutional safeguards for human rights.
Despite rapid economic growth and a strong foreign exchange situation, C 'lombia continues to be
plagued by skewed income distribution and inflation.
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1. Respect for the Integrity Of The Person, Including Freedom From:
a. Torture:

The Constitution states that public officials may
be held legally responsible for abuses of authority
and for acts of omission in the exercise of their authority. Torture is forbidden by law and is contrary to
custom. High-ranking officials have publicly decried
its use.
There have nevertheless been a number of reports
of torture, most of them following the crackdown on

terrorists after the January 1, 1979 arms theft. In
general, the sources of reports of torture have been
the alleged victims themselves or representatives of
opposition groups. The Government has argued that
the accusation of torture is routinely made in order to
embarrass the government. Many of the reports of
torture have been disproven. However, some of them
appear credible. Torture was reportedly inflicted in
the early stages of prisoners' incarceration, especially during interrorgation.
Charges of abuse by military personnel are nor-

mally handled through the military investigation
and judicial system or in some cases by a representative of the Office of the Attorney General. Incidents
involving the police are investigated by the Office of
the Attorney General. In recent months, a number of
policemen and military personnel have been investigated and some have been brought to trial and convicted for abuse of prisoners.
b. Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment:
Reports of inhuman or degrading treatment are
more frequent than reports of torture. Such incidents
reportedly most often occur immediately or shortly
after arrest, while tne prisoner is being interrogated.
There have been no summary executionsthe death
penalty is specifically proscribed by the Constitution

or known deaths as a result of brutal treatment.
Nor have there been any known cases of disappearances. Some detainees suspected of security offenses
have been held in military installations not normally
used as prisons, b., , most are incarcerated in regular
prisons segregated from common criminals.
Normally, prisoners are held in one- or two-person
cells, and have access to open areas containing stores,
cafeterias, barbershops, and recreational facilities
The larger prisons have resident medical and dental
staffs. However, an outbreak of tuberculosis in one of
Bogota's major prisons gave rise to press criticism of
the sy,terr. Prisoners are fed a typically Colombian
diet, and can supplement it with other foods, either
purchased in prison stores or brought in from outside.
Family members are normally allowed to visit prisoners regularly The International Committee of the

Red Cross, between January 14 and February 2,
1979, visited 170 prisoners in Bogota and Tunja. Also, he Ministry of Justice has developed a program of

regular prison visits by Ministry officials
c. Arbitrary Arrest or Imprisonment:
Under the existing state of siege, the government

has broad powers to arrest and detain to preserve
public order. According to the Minister ofJ ustice , 177
persons accused of belonging to subversive organizations were being held in September. The Minister al-

so said that 961 others had been arrested and released. In all, more than 350 persons accused of sub-

versive activities were arraigned or tried in 1979.
The government has repeatediy stated that no one is
arrested simply for holding political beliefs contrary

to those of the government and that all those detained under Article 28 of the Constitution (dealing
with threats to public order) or the Internal Security
Statute of September 6, 1978,have been detained on
suspicion of having committed acts of violence.
Colombian law provides for habeas corpus in most
cases. However, the right of habeas corpus is not applicable to the case of any person detained under Ar-

ticle 28 for the first ten days of his detention. In recent months, some suspected subversives are known
to have been held without formal charges for as long
as 30 days.
d. Denial of Fair Public Trial.
The right to a fair public trial is guaranteed by the

Constitution and generally honored in practice. Pri-

soners may be represented by attorneys of their
choice, but if they have none, the court will designate
one. Court proceedings are closed until investigation
of the circumstances is completed and an indictment
handed down. Owing to an overburdened judicial system, many persons indicted for common crimes never
come to trial but are simply released after serving the

minimum sentence applicable to the crime in question.
In late 1979, the Colombian Congress passed a farreaching reform of the judicial system. The new law
assigns specific responsibility to the Attorney General's office for the protection and defense of civil, eco-

nomic and other human rights in all areas of public

administration and government activities. Under
this law, the Attorney General would no longer be the
principal prosecutor for the Government.

Kidnapping for political purposes, promoting or
leading an armed uprising, committing violent acts
against collective security or integrity, causing public disturbances, damaging property by th -, use of explosives, forcing any person to deliver, send or store
illegal goods, money or documents and crimes
against the military are crimes for which the accused
stand trial in military courts in accordance with decree 1923 of 1978.

Whether tried in civil or military courts, the accused is entitled to counsel, counsel has free access to

the defendant and consultations between the latter
and counsel may be private. Defendants are made
fully aware of the charges brought against them, and
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they and their lawyers may inform themselves of the

evidence on which the charges are based. Uncomfirmed complaints have been made of government
harassment of defense counsel by the government in
recent security statute cases.
The International Commission of Jurists has criticized certain provisions of the Security statute citing, for example, the removal of the right to appeal
conviction to a higher court.
e. Invasion of the Home:
The Constitution requires a legal order before the
authorities can enter a private home, except in case of
the hot pursuit of a person seen committing a crime
who attempts to seek refuge in his own home.
The sanctity of the home is generally respected in

practice, though there have been several press accounts of instances of alleged illegal search in the last
few months. Apparently accurate reports have been

received of patrols damaging houses they had
searched.
2. Government Policies Relating to the Fulfillment
of Such Vital Needs as Food, Shelter, Health Care
and Education:
Colombia has a mixed economy. The Constitution
gives the government the right to set the general direction of the economy and permits it to intervene in

the production, distribution, utilization and consumption of goods and services. Generally, the State
does not openly intervene, but rather exercises selective controls over private enterprise. The private sector is well orgar ized in sectoral interest groups which
often exercise powerful influence over government

policy. Special problems facing the economy are
skewed income distribution, the heavy though decreasing internal migration from the countryside to
the cities, and high rates of inflation.
Urban unemployment is officially 8.5 percent. Emigration has provided an important safety valve for
both urban unemployment and rural underemployment. The middle class is growing. However, extreme
poverty can be found in both urban and rural areas.
Despite land reform efforts, large land holdings coincident with large numbers of landless peasants and
subsistence plots are the pattern in many regions of
Colombia. A notable exception to income maldistribution is in Colombia's important coffee-growing regions, where farms are typically medium- to smallsized. The National Salary Council periodically establishes minimum wage levels for both industry and
agriculture. However, increases in minimum wages
have failed to keep pace with increases in the cost of
living. While a majority of urban workers are paid
above the minimum wage, only an estimated onethird of the urban labor force is subject to the minimum wage directives. The January 1979 minimum
wage increase had already been Inostly eroded Ly mid
year.

While the tax system is a highly progressive one,
the tax reform act of 1974 sets rates that many Colombians feel are confiscatory Thus, tax evasion is
reportedly more widespread than previously.
Most property is privately owned, and the Constitution specifically guarantees the ownership of property by both natural and juridical persons, but adds
that "property is a social function that implies obliga-

tions". Similarly, the Constitution guarantees "the
freedom of business and private initiative within the
limits of the common good".

The Government currently stresses the importance of controlling inflation which is probably about
30% fl_ 1979. The rate of growth of GNP is estimated
at 6% for 1979. Per capita GNP is $986.
Although accurate statistics are not available urban construction for low-income groups does not appear to be keeping up with demand. Industry sources
report that in the first quarter of 1979, construction
in Bogota was down 10 percent and for all urban centers, down 14 percent.
The Turbay Administration has projected a vastly
increased level of public sector investment concen-

trating principally or infrastructure development.
The social welfare programs of the preceding government have been continued. Official statistics suggest
that the literacy rate is between 72 and 75 percert for
persons over 15 years of age. Free and compulsory education is required for the primary grades and most
secondary schools are free or inexpensive The quali-

ty of education provided by most public schools is
mixed. 1975 statistics from the National University
indicate that about 77 percent of all primary schoolage children actually enter school but only 28 percent
of those who enter continue their studies through the
last grade of primary school Of the 28 percent, moreover, only 36 percent enter secondary school and, of
these, only 31 percent graduate.
3. Respect for Civil and Political Liberties, Including:
a. Freedom of Speech, Press, Religion and Assembly:

Despite the state of siege, the pattern of respect for

these Constitutionally-guaranteed rights has remained essentially unchanged. The 1978 Security
Statute gave the Government autherity to control radio and TV broadcasts relating to alleged subversive
activities and other public order questions. Several
stations have been fined for broadcasting reports or

commentaries deemed prejudicial to public order.
This restriction has been removed. Press censorship
does not exist and the press often attacks the govern-

ment and its leaders vigorously. However, in the
government's campaign against guerrilla groups,
a number of journalists representing opposition organizations were arrested and held briefly. The editor of a newspaper strongly critical of the govern-
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ment's anti-guerrilla campaign was sentenced to a
year in prison the day after her arrest for selling an
unregistered firearm to ancther person a year earlier. No newspaper was closed in 1979.

The government has impeded public assembly
when it P. nticipa ted violence. For example, in September on the second anniversary of a bloody general
strike, the government prohibited marches and demonstrations but allowed the labor confederations to
organize peaceful assemblies. A National Forum on
Human Rights in March was attended by representatives of trade unions, civic movements, political parties, peasant and Indian organizations, Catholic bishops, slum dwellers, professional societies, and relatives of prisoners.
b. Freedom of Movement Within the Country,
Foreign Travel and Emigration:
Travel controls within Colombia consist of airport
and highway document checks and inspection for illegal arms. Foreign residents leaving the country must
have an exit permit. Under a special security decree
aimed at drug trafficking the movement of aircraft
and ships is restricted in certain geographic areas.
There are no other restrictions on domestic or foreign
travel or emigration.
c.

Freedom to Participate in the Political Pro-

cess:

The Colombian political system is democratic. For
most of the country's independent existence, two parties, the Liberal and the Conservative, have dominated politics. They encompass sectors with widely divergent political views and other parties exist as
well, including several of the extreme left. Opposi-

tion parties function freely, are allowed to raise
funds, field candidates, hold public meetings and
have access to the media; some groups publish their
own newspapers. Guerrilla organizations that carry
out acts of violence are proscribed by law. The Consti-

tution confers on persons of 18 and over the right to
vote, and this right is respected by the authorities.
National elections are held every four years and local

elections every two years. Elections ale generally
honest. Persons convicted of certain crimes can be
disenfranchised. Public employees are forbidden by
law to participate in political campaigning but can
vote.
While women have equal civil and property rights,

their role in Colombian society has been limited.

With growing urbanization and greater educational
opportunities, however, women are becoming active
participants in politics and leadcrs at all levels of society Although, the present Cabinet is all-male, four
women have served as ministers. The highest ranking women now in government are the Vice Minister
of Communications, a Counselor of State and the

Deputy Attorney General The newly-appointed
Secretary General of the Liberal Party is a woman.
Generally, women are at a distinct disadvantage in
competing with men for professional positions and
are nearly always paid less than men for the same
work (despite the fact that this practice is illegal)
Colombia has an active trade union movement to

which perhaps 25 percent of all workers belong.
Strikes on such issues as wages and working conditions are permitted. Those judged to be politically
motivated are illegal, but nevertheless occur from
time to time and are not repressed by force unless
they become violent.
4. Government Attitude and Record Regarding International and Non-governmental Investigation of
Alleged Violations of Human Rights
High-ranking Colombian Government officials
have often gone on record favoring investigations by
international organizations of alleged violations of
human rights. At the same time, they have cautioned
against undue interference in the internal affairs of
countries.
At the invitation of President Turbay, Amnesty
International sent observers to the military trials of
those accused under the Security Statute, and as noted above representatives of the ICRC visited prisoners in January and February of 1979. Nevertheless,
President Turbay has been quoted as saying that Co-

lombia has its own means of preventing human
rights abuses and that an "international investigation" is therefore not "advisable", and the Defense
Minister reportedly said on April 22 that Colombia
would not agree to charges of torture being investigated by an in
ational organization, because "we
are a nation that has come of age and possesses legal
instruments to prevent abuses".
Colombia was one of the first nations to ratify the
American Convention on Human Rights.
Country Reports on Human Rights Practices for
1979, Department of State. Washington: Superintendent of Documents, 1980
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READING 16

THE CONSTITUTION OF INPIA
WE, THE PEOPLE OF INDIA, having solemnly Preamble,
resolved to constitute India int) a SOVEREIGN

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC and to secure to all
its citizens :

JUSTICE, social, economic and political;
LIBERTY' of thought, expression, belief, faith
and worship;

EQUALITY of status and of opportunity;
and to promote among them all

FRATERNITY assuring the dignity of the
individual and the unity of the Nation;

IN OUR CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY this
twenty-sixth day of November, 1949, ex) HEREBY
ADOPT, ENACT AND GIVE TO OURSELVES
THIS CONSTITUTION.

Part ILLFundamental Rights. Ariz.

4-16.

Right to Equality
14. The State shall not deny to any person equality

before the law or the equal protection of the laws
within the territory of India.
15. (I) The State shall not discriminate against
any citizen on grounds only of religion, race, caste,
sex, place of birth or any of them.
(2) No citizen shall, on grounds only of religion,
race, caste, sex, place of birth or any of them, be
subject to any disability, liability, restriction or con-

dition with regard to

o) aLk.c.,b to soups, put.,Uc restaurants, hotels
and places of public entertainment; or
(b) the use of wells, tanl:s, bathing ghats, roads

and places !of public resort maintained
wholly or partly (.;at of State funds or
dedicated to the use of the general public.
(3) Nothing in this article shall prevent the State

from making any special provision for women and
children.
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(4) Nc "ling in this article or in clause (2) of
article 29 shall prevent the State from making any
special provision for the advancement of any socially and educationally backward classes of citizens or
for the Scheduled Castes and tile Scheduled Tribes.
i6. (1) There shall be equality of opportunity for
all citizens in matters relating to employment or appointment to any office under the State.
(2) No citizen shall, on grounds only of religion,
race, caste, sex, descent, place of birth, residence or
any of them, be ineligible for, or discriminated
against in respect of, any employment or office under
the State.
(4) Nothing in this article shall prevent the State

from making any provision for the reservation of
appointment, or posts in favour of any backward
class of citizens which, in the opinion of the State, is
not adequately represented in the services ur der the
State.

17. "Untouchability" is abolished and its practice-

in any form is forbidden. The enforcement of
any disability a-;sing out of "Untouchability" shall
be an offence punishable in accordance with law.

Right to Frcedom
19. (I) All citizens shall have the right
(a) to freedom of speech and expression;
(b) to assemble peaceably and without arms;
(c) to form associations or unions;
(d) to move freely throughout the territory of
India;
(e) to reside and settle in any part of the territory of India;
(f) to acquire, hold and dispose of pry perty;
and
(g) to practise any profession, or to carry on
any occupation, trade or business.
(2) Nothing in sub-clause (a) of clause (r) shall
affect the operation of any existing law, or prevent
the State from making any law..in sn far as such law
imposes reasonable restrictions on the exercise of the
right conferred by the said sub-clause in the interests

'[the sovereignty and integrity of India,) the
security of the State, friendly relations with foreign
States, public order, decency or morality, or in relaof
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tion to contempt of court, defamation or incitement to
an offence.

(3) Nothing in sub-clause (b) of the said clause
shall affect the operation of any existing law in so
far as it imposes, or prevent the State from making
ail`. Li,

ow

and integrity of India or pithlic order, reasonable
restrictions on the exercise of the right conferred by
the said sub- clause.

(4) Nothing in sub-clause (c) of the said clause
shall affect the operation of any existing law in S3
far as it imposes, or prevent the State from making
an law imposing, in the interests of 24 the sovereignty

and integrity of India or] public order or morality,
easonable restrictions on the exercise of the right
conferred by the said sub-clause.
(5) Nothing in sub-clauses (d), (c) and (f) of the
said clause shall affect the operation of any existing
law in so far as it imposes, or prevent the State from
making any law imposing, reasonable restrictions on
the exercise of any of the rights code' red by the said
sub-clauses either in the interests of the general public
or for the protection of the interests of any Scheduled
Tribe.

20. (1) No person shall be convicted of any
offence except for violation of a law in force at the

time of the commission of the act charged as an
offence, nor be subjected to a penalty greater than
that which might have been inflicted under the law
in force at the time of the commission of the offence.
(2) No person shall be prosecuted and punished
for the same offence more than once.

(3) No person accused of any offence shall be
compelled to be a witness against himself.

21. No person shall be deprived of his life or
personal liberty except according to procedure established by law.
22. (1) No person who is arrested shall be detained
in custody without being informed, as soon as may

Le, of the grounds for such arrest nor shall he be
denied the right to consult, and to be defended by,
a legal practitioner of his choice.
(2) Every person who is arrested and detained in
custody shall be produced before the nearest magis-

irate Nvithin a period of twenty-four flours of such
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arrest excluding the time necessary for the journey
from the place of arrest to the court of the magistrate
and no such person shall he detained in custody
beyond the said period without the authority of a
magistrate.

(3) Nothing in clauses (i) and (2) shall apply
(a) to any person who for the time being is an
enemy alien; or
(b) to any person who is arrested or detained

under any law providing for preventive
detention.

(4) No law providing for preventive detention
shall authorise the detention of a person for a longer
period than three month!: unless
(a) an Advisory Board consisting of persons
who are, or have been, or are qualified to
be appointed as, Judges of a High Court
has reported before the expiration of the
said period of three months that there is
in its opinion sufficient cause for such
detention:
(5) When any person is detained in pursuance of
an order made under any law providing for preventive detention, the authority making the order shall,
as scon as may 'be, communicate to such person the
grounds on which the order has been made and shall
afford him the earliest opportunity of making a representation against the order.
(6) Nothing in clause (5) shall require the autho-

rity making any writ order as is referred to in that
clause to disclose facts which such Puth nri ty considers to be against the public interest to disclose.

(1) Parliament may by law prescribe
(a) the circumstances under which, and the
class or classes of cases in which, a person
may be detained for a period lengeu than

three months under any law Providing for
preventive detention without obtaining
the opinion of an Advisory Board in acr.:ordance with the provisions of sub-clause

(a) of clause (4);
(b) the maximum period for which any person

may in any class or classes of cases be
detained under any law providing for preventive detention; and
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(c) the procedure to be followed by an Advisory Board in an inquiry under suoclause (a) of clause (4).

Right against Exploitatio;i

(z) Traffic in human beings and begar and
(ether similar forms of forced labour are prohibited
and any contravention of this provision shall he an
23.

.etff nce punishable in accordance with law.

24. No child below the age of fourteen years
shall he employed to work in any factory or mine
or engaged in any other hazardous employment.

Right to Freedom of Religion
25. (I) Subject to public order, morality and

health and to the other provisions of this Part, all
persons are equally entitled to freedom of conscience
and the right freely to profess, practise and propagate
religion.

26. Subject to public order, morality and health,
every religious denomination or any section thereof

shall have the right
(a) to establish and maintain institutions for
religious and charitable purposes;
(b) to manage its own affairs in matters of
religion;

(e) to own and acquire movable and immovable property; and
(d) to administer such property in accordance
with law.
Cultural and Educational Rights

29. (I) Any section of the citizens residing in the
te:ritory of India oi any part thereof having a distinct language, script or culture of its own shall have
the right to conserve the same.
(2) No citizen shall be denied admission into any
educational institution .maintained by the State or
receiving aid out of State funds on grounds only of
ieligion, race, caste, language or any of them.
30. (I) All minorities, whether based on religion
01 language, shall have the right to "stablish and administer educational institutions of their choice.
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Right to Properly

'31. (I) No person ,;hall he r-eprived of his propet ty save by authority of law.
Right to Constiktional Remedies
32. (I) The right to move the Supreme Court by
appropriate proceedings for the enforcement of the
rights conferred by this Part is guaranteed.
(2) The Supreme Court shall have power to issue
directions or orders or writs, including writs in the
nature of habeas corpus, mandamus, prohibition.
quo warranto and certiorari, whichever ma' be
appropriate, for the enforcement of any of the rights
conferred by this Part.
34. Notwithstanding anything in the foregoing
provisions of this Part, Parliament may by law

indemnify any person in the service of the Union
or of a State or any other person in respect of any

act done by him in connection with the maintenance or restoration of order in any area within
the territory of India where martial law was in force
or validate any sentence passed, punishment inflicted,

forfeiture ordered or other act done under martial
law in such area.

PART IV
DIRECTIVE PRINCIPLES OF STATE POLICY
38. The State shall strive to promote the welfare
of the people by securing and protecting as effectively as it may a social order in which justice, social.

economic and political, shall inform all the institutions of the national life.
39. The State shall, in particular, direct its policy

towards securing
(a) that the citizens, men and women equally,

have the right to an adequate means of
livelihood ;

(b) that the ownership and control of the
material resources of the community are
so distributed as best to sub.ierve the
common good ;
(c) that the operation of the economic system
does not result in the concentration of

wealth and means of production to the
common detriment ;

so

(d) that there is equal pay for equal work for
both men and women ;
(e) that the healt' and strength of workers
men and women, and the tender age
children are not abused and that citizens
are not forced by economic necessity to
enter avocations unsuited to their age or

j

strength ;
(1)

that childhood and youth are protected
against exploitation and against moral
and material abandonment.

The State shall take steps to organise village
panchayats and endow them with such powers and
40.

authority as inay be necessary to enable them to function as units of self-government.

The State shall, within the limits of its economic capacity and development, make effective provision for securing the right to work, to education and
to public assistance in cases of unemployment, old
age, sickness and disablement, and in other cases of
undeserved want.
41.

The State shall make provision fur securing
just and humane conditions of work and for mater42.

nity relief.
43. The State shall endeavour to secure, by suitable legislation or economic organisation or in any
other way, to all workers, agricultural, industrial or
otherwise, work, a living wage, conditions of work
ensuring a decent standard of life and full enjoyment of leisure and social and cultural opportunities
and, in particular, the State shall endeavour to
promote cottage industries on an individual or cooperative basis in rural areas.
44. The State shall endeavour to secure for the

citizens a r iiiform civil code throughoi, c. the territory
of India.

The State shall endeavour to provide, within
a period of ten years from the commencement of
this Constitution, for free and compulsory education
for all children until they complete the age of fourteen years.
45.
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46. The State shall promote \sill) special care the
educational and economic interests of the weaker
sections of the peccle, a'id, in particular, of the
Scheduled
Aes and the Scheduled Tribes, and
shall protect them from social injustice and all forms
of exploitation.

47. The State shall regard the raising of the level
of nutrition and the standard of living of its people
and the improvement of public health as among its
primary duties and, in particular, the State shall
endeavour to bring about prohibition of the consumption except for medicinal purposes of intoxi.7ating
drinks and of drugs which ale injurious to health.

48. The State shall endeavour to organise agriculture and animal husbanory on modern and scientific lines and shall, in particular, take steps for pieserving and improving the breeds, and prohibiting
the slaughter, of cows and calves and other milch
and draught cattle.
49. It sha" he the obligation of the State to protect
every monument
PART IVA
FUNDAMENTAL DUTIES

51A. Fundamental duties.I; shall
citizen of India

the duty or every

(a) to abide by the Cz.-, (Lotion and.respect its ideals and
institutions, tilc, Ni. )1'1 Fiag and the National Anthem;

(b) to cherish and fohl,k th.e noble ideals which inspired
our national
for freedom;
(c) to urhold and prote:.., the sovere.ignty, unity and integrity of Tndia;

(d) to defend the
aryl render national ::erviee
caned upon to do so;
(e) to promote
hood amongst
relicous.
dies;

3-.1 t!):
1

e

en

brottiero"

711.! rzq.c(val

see,i,;nal diversi-

to rznounc: pr-t czs ci,:73,1atcr, to the dienity

of women;

(f) to value and pre.zer

he rich ;;;ritnz of our co.hpo

site culture;

(g) to motect and irr:.0..2 ,1-.e natural eilvironnl-t including, forests.

compissiol fir 1ir.;1-.: kr.mttires;

life. and to have

temper, humanism and ti,e
(h) to develop tae
pit of inquiry and rehrm;
v!,_12r.c2;
rroi)etv nd tr)
(i) to safeguatd
:n 111 sr het-es of individual
to strive Owards
and collective actl,.it,ell! the nation constantly
-rises to higher levels of endeavour and achievement.

Part XV.Elections.Arts. 326-329.
7326. Elections to the Howe of the Peep!e end to the Legis-

lative Assemblies of States to be on the basis of adult su;Trage.Pie elections to the Hotre of the Pt.op.1.? and to the
Legislative Assembly of eveav State shall be on the hzsis

of

adult suffrage; that is to say, evcr person mho is a citizen of
India and ssho is not less than wen:v-one years r.,f age on such
or uncle; any law
date as may be fix d in that behalf
by the nporourie.te Leg.i,lature any k not ut:
under tl-ds Cc;I:titntiar, or any la;: tr:,:de. by the ap;7Ltlriate,
Legislature on iii; 'rouii of nen- residence. uttscuAdnes; of
mind, crime or corrupt or illegal practice. shall be entitled to
be registered a; a voter at any such election.

PART XVI
SPECIAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO
CERTAIN CLASSES

330. (i) Seats shall be reserved in the House of

the People for
(a) the Scheduled Castes;
(b) the Scheduled Tribes except the Scheduled

Tribes in the tribal areas of Assam; and
(c) the Scheduled Tribes in the autonomous
districts of Assam.

(2) The number of seats reserved in any State
or Union territory for the Scheduled Castes or the
Scheduled Tribes under clause (1) shall bear, as nearly
as may be, the same proportion to the total number
of seats allotted to that Sta to or Union territory ,
in the House of the People as the population of the
Scheduled Castes in the State or Union territory
or of the Scheduled Tribes in the State or Union
territory or part of the State or Union territory 3,
as the case may be, in respect of which seats are au

reserved, bears to the total population of the State
or Union territory .
'331. Notwithstanding anything in article 8i, the
President may, if he is of opinion that the AngloIndian community is not adequately represented in
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the House of the People, nominate not more than
two members of that community to the House of
the People.
3332. (I) Seats shall be reserved for the Scheduled

Castes and the Scheduled Tribes, except the Scheduled
"Tribes in the tribal areas of Assam, in the Legislative
Assembly of every State

Notwithstanding anything in article 17o,
the Governor
of a State may, if he is of opinion
that the Anglo-Indian community needs representa333.

tion in the Legislative Assembly of the State and is
not adequately represented therein, nominate such
number of members of the community to the Assembly as he considers appropriate.
'335.

The claims of the members of the Sche-

duled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes shall be taken
into consideration, consistentiy with the maintenance

of efficiency of administration, in the making of
appointments to set vices and posts in connection with
the affairs of the Union or of a State.
336. (T)

During the first two years after the

commencement of this Constitution, apps intments of
members of the Anglo Indian community to posts in

the railway, customs, postal and telegraph services
of the Union shall be made on the same basis as
immediately before the fifteenth day of August,
1947.

During every succeeding period of two years, the
number of posts reserved for the members of the said
community in the said services shall, as nearly as
possible, be less by ten per cent. than the numbers so
reserved during the immediately preceding period of
two years:

Provided that at the end of ten years from the
commencement of this Constitution all such reservations shall cease.
(2) Nothing in clause (1) shall bar the appointment of members of the Anglo-Indian community to

posts other than, or in addition to, those reserved
tot

chuct 11!,,. t1,111se

111L

are found oirialified for appointment on merit as
compared with the members of other communities.
337. During the first three financial years after
the commencement of this Constitution, the same
grants, if any...shall be made ..)y the Union and by
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each State
for the benefit of the Anglo-Indian
communit: in respect of education as were made in

the fin:mcial year ending on the thirty-first day of
March, 1948.

During every succeeding period of three years
the grants may be less by ten per cent. than those
for the immediately preceding period of three years :

Provided tliat at the end of ten years horn the
commencement of this Constitution such giants, to
the extent to which they are a special concession to
the Anglo-Indian community, shall cease:

Provided further that no educational institution

shall be entitled to receive any grant under this
article unless at least forty per cent. of the annual
admissions therein arc made available to members
of communities other than the Anglo-Indian community.

338. (r) There shall be a Special Officer for the
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes to be appoint-

ed by the President.
(2) It shall be the duty of the Special Officer to
investigate all matters relating to the safeguards
provided for the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled

Tribes under this Constitution end report to the
President upon the working of these safeguards at
such intervals as the President may direct, and the
President shall cause all such reports to be :aid before
each House of Parliament.

(3) In this article references to the Scheduled
Castes and Scheduled Tribes shall be construed as
including references to such other backward clause,

as the President may, on receipt of the report of a
Commission appointed under clause (r) of article
340, by order specify and also to the Anglo-Indian
community.

340. (r) The President may by order appoint a
Commission consisting of such persons as he thinks
fit to investigate the conditions of socially and educa-

tionally batkwak-d classes within the territory of
India and the difficulties under which they labour
and to Make recommendations as to the steps that
should be taken by the Union or any State to remove
such difficulties and to improve their condition and as
to the grants that should be made for the purpose by
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castes, races or tribes or ?,arts of or groups within
castes, races or tribes which shall for the purposes of
this Constitution be deemed to be Scheduled Castes

in relation to that State '[or Un:on territory, as the
case may be].
'342.

(1) The President '[may with respect to

any State '[or Union territory], and where it is a
State 4* * *, after consultation with the Governor
" * * thereof,] by public notifications, specify the
tribes or tribal communities or parts of or groups
within tribes or tribal communities which shall for
the purposes of this Constitution be 0,--.ned to be
Scheduled Tribes in relation to that State '[or Union
territory, as the case may be].
(2) Parliament may by law include in or exclude
from the list of Scheduled Tribes specified in a noti-

fication issued under clause (r) any tribe or tribal
community or part of or group within any tribe or
tribal community, but save as aforesaid a notification

issued under the said clause shall not be varied by
any subsequent notification.

Human Rights

Indian Constitution

Article 45Free and
compulsory elementary
education for all children

Article 26All children
have the right to receive
free eiementary educa-

up to the age of 14

tion.

years.

t) 5
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Human Rights

Article ?3All of

Indian Constitution

us

Article 39Equal pay for

have the right to work

equal work for both men

and to choose a type of
work we desire. We are
entitled to receive .equal
pay for equal work.

and women. The State
shall make effective pro-

vision for securing the
right to work.

Human Rights

Indian Constitution

Article 25Freedom of

Article 18Every human

worship and the right to
practice and propagate
religion.

being has the right to
freedom of religion.

Human Rights

Indian Constitution

Article 27All of
us have the right to
participate freely in
the cultural life of
the community and
to enjoy the arts.

Article 29 (1 )--Right

to conserve one's
own distinct language,

culture.
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Indian l Institution

Human Rights

Article 27All of
us have the right to
participate freely in
the cultural life of
the community and
to enjoy the arts.

Article 29 (1)Right
to conserve one's
own distinct languand

culture.

Human Rights

Article

script

age,

Indian Constitution

--Every human

Article 19Freedom to

being has the right to

move throughout India
and to reside in any part
of the country.

of movement
and to reside within the
freedom
State.

Human Rights

Indian Constitution

Article

32Right

to

the

move courts for the
enforcement of one's
Fundamental Rights given

Rights.

tion

Article 8All of us have
right to effective
remedies against violation of our Fundamental

in the Indian Constitu-

6?
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Human Rights

Article 2Everyone

Indian Constitution

is

entitled to the rights and
freedoms set forth in the
Declaration without distinction of caste, colour,
sex, language, religion,
political opinion, birth or
other status.

to
4rticle 14Right
equality before the law
without any discrimination on grounds of reli-

gion, caste, sex or place
of birth

Human Rights

Indian Constitution

Article 28Everyone is

Article 15The State

entitled to a social and
international order
in
which all Fundamental
Rights can be fully

shall endeavour to promote international peace
and security and foster
respect for international

realised.

law.

Indian Constitution

Human Rights

Article 51A Our Constitution enumerates
10
Fundamental Duties of
every citizen towards the
Constitution, our National
Symbols, and our
National
Ideals
and
Institutions.

Article 29Everyone has
duties to the community
in which alone the free
and full development of
his personality is possible.
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READING 18
FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION

"'he

Goverment hao no intention oi

the tkedom og

he pheA4."
-

"Tae puhpohe

tam tiny oh

annidging

M44 Indirta Gandhi, May 20,

(16 emu/L.411.4 Ls Co heAtoke a

aintate og

tau

1972
t.

Mk4 Indi/z Gandhi in an AIR
Stoadelut on June 27, 1975

One of the freedoms guaranteed in the Constitution is the freedom of
speech and expression, from which is derived the freedom of rr
It should be remembered that the Largest circulated dailies - which are
likely to have the widest inf,uence on the readers - are owned by big

industrial houses. The adverse effect of this on 'news dissemination
we recognized by the Congress which ruled India for 30 years, as
e
lent from a :speech by the late Jawaharlal Nehru at the All India
Newspaper Editors' Conference in New Delhi on September 17, 1952,
wher he said: "Does the freedom of le press ultimately mean freedom
of the rich man to do what he likes with his money through the press?
A poor man or a man with inadequate means, whether he is good or bad,
won't have much of an opportunity to express himself except in.a.very
limited and small way". But ev(,n while recognizing this, Mr Nehru's
government apparently did not do anything to allow the "poor man' to
expre:Ps his ri -sires and aspirations through newspapers, as evader`
again from
findings of the First Press Commission which examined
the news presentation in the big dailies in 1954 and concluued:
most obvlow; .nstance of bias that has been stressed before us in
evidence F that the bulk of the persons who own and publish newspapers
are oersors who believe strongly in the institutions of private property
and who in consequence encourage the expression of views and news
which favour the continuance of the present order, while discouraging
contrary views and blacking out news from the other side
Such a bias has been evident all these years in the newspapers giving
only the industrialists' point of view when covering strikes and blacking
out the workers' version, or while reporting police firings, invariably
carrying the pc-ice version leaving out the point of view of the victims
of such "-Ings.
After Mrs Gandhi came to power, she posed as a champion of press
freedom and said: ''The Government is determined to correct the present
situation of concentration Aric; monopoly in the newspaper industry
Newspapers should r,ot be house magazines for big business. We want
the rress to be an indei;endent industry which is not subservient to

other industries. We want the press to serve the people and be the voice
of the people." (From her sp_lch at a function in Calcutta on May 23,
1972). But during her long regime, she hardly lifted her little finger to
'elink the newspapers from t a control of the industrial houses.
What she did instead, after clamping down the Emergero". was to impose
full-fledged government cont.ol over the press. She lib
d pre-censorship, and all news critical of ner government were black" out . Suppression of truth, propagation of falsehood, artificial creation of opinion
and boycotting of inconvenient facts reached its climax during those
days. She even resorted to cutting off pc.wer on the night of June 25,
1975 to prevent certain newspapers from appearing the next day to
carry the news of the arrest of political opponents on the eve of he
Emergency. Reports of forcible sterilization, the gunning down of
protestors against such coercion in places like Muzaffarnager, the police
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firing on people who protested against the demolition of slums in Turkman
gate in Delhi were prevented from appearing in the new,papers.

But while denouncing these assaults on the rights of the press, we should
also remember that the Indian C.,astitution itself contains the germs of
such aberrations. Although Section 19 (1) (a) guarantees us freedom of
speech and expression, the next clause, number two puts a strong rider
on the operation of the first clause by saying "Nothily in sub-clause
(a) of clause (1) shall affect the operation of any existhiy :ow, or
prevent the state from making any law, in so far as such law Imposes
reasonable restrictions on the exercise of the right conferred to/ the
said sub-clause in the interests of the sovereignty and integrity of
India, the security of the state, friendly relations with foreign states,
public order, th.cency or morality or in relation to contempt of court,
defamation or incitement of any offence". Thus, the government is
empowered to impose censorship on the plea of a wide variety of
developments. The freedom of the Indian press is therefore constantly
threatened by the provisions of the Constitution itself, Just as the
Indian citizens' fundamental rights are rendered inoperative by constitutional provisions wtIch curtail them.
After the tAkeover by the Janta party, it was expected that things
wout change. But the control over the pre__ reverted back to its
original owners - the industrial houses and the rich - creiltjne journalists hardly having any say in the day to day reporting or policies of
the papers. As a result, the readers are never al:owed by these newspapers to hear in time the dispute which leads to a strike or a lockout, but the industrialists are allowed to put their version of the
dispute both in the news columns as well as in the advertisement
columns. During the Janta regime, when the police shot down workers
of the Swadeshl Cotton Mills cwned by the house of the Jaipurias in
Kanpur, not a single big newsolper thought it necessary to undertake
a thorough investigative reporting, to hear the other side of the story Thus, the Indian press remains all through the various regimes, a
captive of the ruling powers - whether the
industrialists or the
ruling politicians - unable to reflect the geii,,ine desire:, and aspirations
of the common people of India.
The osEault on the freed-Nm of expression extends to literature
The practice of banning literature,which was initiated by the British
government continues today. In Andhra Pradesh while the governmer
initiated legal prcc.edures in 1975 against a magazine - SRJANA - for
publishing a poen in support of the railway strike, in Punjab, the

Akali r,ernment banned in 1973 the literature of the Nirankaris, its
religious .Ivals. The 'pan imposed on Telegu poetry and short story
continue to be in force eight years after their proscription.
antholo,-;
India-1.947-79: Six Parliaments and Democratic
Fights. Delhi: People's Union for Civil Liberties
and Democratic Rights, 1979.

READING 19

Rape Case Reversal Infuriates Indian Women's Groups
rime Court reversing the consTiclidiii -dye-and-it took into account informed=
of two policemen who raped a 16-year-old that the Mathura was not a virgin.
Specie, toTM New Yost Times
of a lower caste named Mathum.
Since the case has been hnuen to light
NEW DELHI
A nearly forgotten
The court declared that though the at- "by activist lawyers, marches Ave been
rape of a prior country girl eight years tack took place in a police station there held in many cities. Seminars on rape and
ago has galvanized women's groups 1^ vu no sign that the Girl had actively re- I the law are being organized, letters on

4

By MICHAEL T. KAUFMAN

India as no other imam has.

dieted the policemen, who were drunk. rape are appearing daily in the newspaWhat has brougtit the ince patio.. of The court rejected the arioplent that po- pets and the courts have been directly
thousands of women is a decision b, he Hoe actions in a police station were coer- challenged to re-examine both the cue
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other rape in a remote village. Nor was these commtudtic. mass rapes are really
there any outcry or publicity when the Su- punitive actions b regionally dominant
preme Court revers:, the convictiun two clans or the police authorities, she said.
years ago. It take a long time for court
Sarkar brought the case to
While the courts are still considring decisions to be published and distributed theProfessor
attention of three colleagues, two of
formal applications for a review the here, and it was not until late last year them men. They debated the matter and
cue, the newspapers have give new that Lotika Sarkar, a law professor at the last September wrote an open letter to the
prominence to reports of mass ra :As In University of New Delhi, spotted the case Chief Justice, Y. V. Chandrachud, asking
the countryside. Some half a doze :1 ruch I as she routinely read through the latest that the case be reopened. "A case like
and general attitudes toward sexual offenses.
Assaults on Women Reported

assaults involving local policen.sn or decisions to reach her.
"I wan appalled," Pofes

dominant clans have been publicized.
The focus of the marches and the seminars being organized around the country

this with its cold-blooded legalism snuffs

Sarkar, out all aspirations for the protection of
the first woman on the law facult7, said in human rights of millions of Mathuras in
an interview in which she described the the Indian countryside," they said.
elements of the case that upset her. For
"At first there
very little response

has been rape. Some of the women's

groups have been trying to extend the de- one thing, she said, the court ignored all to our letter," Processor Sarkar said,
bate to such issues as the abolition of the arguments that a sexual advance uyi po- "none at all in Delhi." Then, she went on,
dowry and what they say is a marked in- 1 liceman in a police station was of itself women's groups in Calcutta, Bombay,
crease in "eve-teasing," the common coercive. Second, she said, the court Ahmadabad and Poona seized the issue,
term for the accosting of women, which seemingly Ignored the importaat point- and the debate was increasingly brought
may take the form of obscene remarks on that the woman made a cothplainh and to public attention.
the street or fooling on a crowded bus.
was medically examined.
While some feminists he .*e think that
It is a criminal offense and it is said be
"We know that even in the West rape

iictims often fail to report the crimes the raising of the Mathura case has ad-

more and more common in the Delhi

area, often involving groups of middle- 'and, here, where the prospect dt social osclass college boys. Some feminists have tracism of the victim is greater, even
suggested that both the rapes in the coun- ,fewer reports are made," Professor Sertryside and the eve-teasing in the capital ial explained. "Here the poor woman
are essentially reprisals by men who fear went bough with the complaint."
the emergence of subordinated groups,
. Class and Sexist Prejudice
She said the views of many Indians toAt the time of the Mathura case there ' ward rape showed both class and sexist
She noted that most victims
was no public reaction; it was just an- prejudice.
were members of the poorest groups. In

whether women ur castes.
'I Was Appalled'
-

READING 20

vanced understanding of the isaue, there
has been no determination on the appeal.

Last week a member of the court denounced women's groups that, he said,
were trying to stampede it into taking extraordinary action.

,

INDIA'S

New York Times, April 20, 1980.

cater! documents.

Some people believe that eradication of

WORKING CHILDREN

child labor is neither possible nor desir-

The Patriot, New Deihl, excerpted in World Press

suffering for many children and their

able. They say it would create unbearable

Review, v. 24, No. 12, Dec. 1977.
PRABHU Cl-lAWLA
Lottery lo ge laab'
Bookh tagt hal babaki, boot poltsh tiara lot

papers or polish shoes in the busy shopping centers. Some work as coolies at bus
stands and railway stations. A large num-

ber are employed in domestic servi,
which has become more popular in metro-

The shouts of children plying their
trades form part of the everyday

backdrop in India, where more
than I I million children under age fourteen work for a living Some are orphans.
Others are sent out to supplement their
parents' meager income Still others act as

junior partners in such things as bootlegging, pickporketing, pimping, and

politan areas where a general income
increase has occurred In New De 'ii alone
more than 20,000 children, one-fourth J"
them girls, are working as domestics.
Of all the working children registered,
87 per cent are in rural areas--on farms,
plantations, and fisheries, and in co. -age
industries where the old system of bonded

labor still ties them to their masters On

black marketeering, while an unlucky few
are the slave-children of ki4n2r,ners

the farms children generally help with the

It is largely a matter of economics.

study lot d that, though children may

Among the 40 per cent of the country's

work long hours and in unhygienic conditions, their work is generally light.
Several laws outlaw child labor but ex-

population In ing be'ow subsistence levels,

even the small amount a child can earn
can main. a d.fference. Sending a child to
school does not pay, even though working

deprives him of a chance to dev,lcp h:s
potential. The opportunities educatior,
can provide seem unattainably utopian
In the cities the majority of the working
children sell lottery tickets :nd news-

sowing, weeding, and harvesting. One

ploitation continues nonetheless because

the laws lack teeth and are therefore
ignored. Employers falsify birth certificates and keep children in areas where
they will not be seen by inspectors. And
economic conditions are such that the
child, if questioned, will produce fabri-
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families. It is further argued that dal: the
working children were to go to school the
available facilities could not handle even
one-tenth of the student population.
Given the cl.fficulties in abolishing child
labor, an alternative has been suggested of
planning to minimize hardships. One proposal would allow children to work only in

soeciai classifications and impose penal-

ties for use of children in hazardous or
criminal work. Certain agencies would be
empowered to guarantee safe and healthy

working conditions and to help provide
medical care, housing, and education.
Since a large number of working children are school dropouts, it also has been
recommended that primary and middle

education be reoriented toward the artisan and cottage industries. An "earn
while you learn" scheme can Frevent
children from flezing the schools, while
providing ways for them to contribute to
their families' earnings.
But finally the parents of the working
children must be convinced that education is a worthwhile investment And,
with the help of the mass media, we must
create an environment in which ex:. Ionation of children will not be tolerated.
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READING 21 A. Elementary
Bonded Labor in India: The Story of Arumugam
Aramugam was only eight years old when our story began. His father was a very poor farm worker who
had no land or other things of his own.
One day, Arumugan's father found himself without any money to feed his family. Since he was very
poor, he had nothing to sell.
Arumugam's father went to the local landlord and
asked for some money. The landlord agreed to give
Arumugam's father 100 rupees ($12.00), but only if
he agreed to have Arumugarn work for him until the
money was repaid.

Seventeen years later Arumugam continues to
work for the landlord in order to repay the money. His
daily wage amounts to about 4 cents.
Recently, somebody told Arumugam that the governnlent had legally ended his duty to repay the land-

lord. Bonded labor was now against the law and all
debts were supposed to be forgotten. Gathering courage. Arumugam went to the landlord and asked to be

freed. He alit', asked for more money for his
work

. . .

12 cents per day

The landlord was very surprised and angry. He
warned Arumugam not to ask again. He said the
money Arumugam now needed to repay had risen to

500 rupees with interest.
Arumugam too was angry. He had worke ' so hard
and so long for so ye' nttle. Since there seemed to be
very little hope, Atumugam ran away from the village.

The landlord was frightened. What if other laborers followed Arumugam? How would he collect his
money? How would his crops be harvested? He gave
t!-.em what they had asked for. Now they must be
forced to repay him!!
The landlord and his friends searched far and wide
for Arumugam. They could not allow him to escape!

After several days, Arumugam was found in a
neighboring village. He was forced to return home.
Arumugam was tied to a lamp post for all to see. He
was beaten and left without food and water in the hot
sun for an entire day.
Arumr .tm cried out in pain. He promised never to

run away again. He would honor his father's
agree' lent and work for the landlord until the money
was repaid.
The landlord then ordered Arumugam untied. He
announced to all that Arumugam's daily wage would
now only be 3 cents per day.
Since then Arumugam has been silent. He has given up the struggle. His life is to serve the landlord

Bonded Labor in India
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when Mumma= wee Night yens old, his
father, a landless laborer, mortgaged him to

the local lindlced in auk: to borrow 100

Seventeen years later he was
still a bonded worker. His deity wage r
rupees ($12).

mounted t g7 pole (four. cents); in the peak

Nissan he worked from 5 rm. to 9 p.m.

Somebody told him one day that the 90JITT1-

meat had aim:dished bonded labor and cancelled rural debts
Gathering courage, he
west to his master and asked to be heed from
his bond.- He also demanded a wage increase
to one rupee (12 cents) per day. The landlord
was astounded. He warned Aruniugam not to
repeat such insolence, and said the debt had

in fact risen to 500 rupees with interest.
Among= ran away from the village.

This posed a serious challenge to the landlord's authority. If such defiance was not
dealt with immediately, other bonded labor
ors mart follow suit. So the master launched
a major manbunt, and his cohorts captured
Arumugam at a neighboring village. Arumugame was tied to a lamp post, beaten severely,
and left without food or water in the scorching in for a whole day. He begged for
mercy, promising OMIT to misbehave again.
Hb master untied hurt, informing him that as
a penalty his duly wager would now be reduced t. 32 pain (three cents). Since then
Anunugam has been mute. He has given up
the struggle.

Arumugam's story is only one of many
in a 'report on bonded labor prepared by the
Gandhi Peace Foundatton and India's National Labor Institute. The report estimates that
there an 2.7 million bonded workers in India.
As many as 52% of them workers hen become bonded in the past three years, a devastating comment on the growing pauperisation.

/ the rural means. The mall farmer has
born mortgaging his land and losing it, beccrobsg a landless laborer, borrowing money
which In cannot repay, and ending up as a
debt den. Then are cams where unborn

children have lieen mortgaged by their parants. Entire castes in some tillers are tied in
perpetual serfdom to their masters. Girls
are sometimes sold to brothels.

The report says that 84.3v if all bonded
Laborers are untouchables and tribes, occupy-

ing the lowest run of the social ladder. The
suns they borr.sw are almost always small in 41.3% of cues it is less than 300 rupees
($47). In some states, such as Bihar. monvyienden charge usurious rates of interest but
in most cases mtersat is irrelevant; the bond"'I we/ion has little chance of repaying the
principal.

No villager needs to be warned about
falling into the clutches of a money-lender
But half of the serfs internrved had no opt-

ic

they needed to bona money to keep

body and soul together. A, many as 33.6%,
however, had taken loans to meet sac'-' obli-

gations like celebrating a daughter's e.....ding
Legislator against bonded labor has had
little impact. Some political activists, notably

the communists, have been uming bees4ed
laborer to stand up for their right., but few
have the courags to defy the established social
The gmemment has launched a
order.
scheme to rehabilattabs bonded laborers, but
this will benefit no inory than 6,000 of them
this year.

The problem cannot be solved unless
thee is a big increase in rural employment
opportunities and wages. The fact u that
may landless laborers are actually worse off
than bonded workers, who at least are free
from the fear of imminent starvation. Not

all workers regard their bondage as a form of
exploitation; some of those interviewed felt
they had muck an honorable bargain with the
money -tends and were duty-bound to stick
to it, whatever the law might say. inn is why
the report opens with an old saying from the
rural south:
"One who lends i awry is a Savior."
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READING 22 A. Elementary

A couple of days before the elections Ramu came to
my house on his usual round of collecting and dehver-

The Little World of Ramu

Ramu is a washerman who is about 45 years old.
R 'mu is very thin and frail He looks much older than
he really is, . and acts very tired as he goes about
his work.
As a washerman, Rami. must earn enough money
to support his large family consisting of a wife, his
children, his widowed sister and her children. He has
been serving our family for more than ten years now.
Although Ramu's customers live all over the city,
he tries to keep his word and he prompt with his deliveries. To reach our house, he must ride his bicycle for
more than 21/2 miles.
Ramu also has other problems. The cost of soap and
washing soda is rising. Fewer people need his servic-

es since they wear easy to care for "wash and wear"
clothing.
Without many people demanding his services, Ramu is not able to raise his price-. Instead, he must live
mainly by cutting his own reeds. He must learn to
live on less and less.
I have wondered about Ratnu's understanding of
words like democracy, freedom, and government.
One thing for sure, the meaning we have for those
words is not shared by him.
Ramu has no time to know freedom. All he knows
is that he has to work very hard al: the time to earn a
very, very small living
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a washerman aged
about forty-five. but he looks

Remu

Is _

much older He has a large
family which includes nis widowed sister

and her children. Sickness and other
miseries associated with poverty are
Ramu's daily wor. In spite of all this he

tries to keep his word and is pomp, in
delivering he laundry
His customers are distributed all over

Mysore City To reach our house, he
bicycles aoout 2 5 miles He has been
serving us for more than ten years. and I

observe with dismay his progressively
deteriorating condition
The cost of soap and washing soda
has risen steeply but not his washing

prices, which depend cn bargaining
with people who more and more wear
synthetic fabric clotning Many former

ing laundry.
"Ramu, to whom will you give your vote?" I asked
"Arre Sahib," he said, "when the time comes I will
vote for that person to whom my god directs me."

"Ramu, have you received any money for your
vote?" I asked. "Sahib," Ramu replied, "I did not get
much." So saying, he got up and 1,...de off on his bicycle.

Ramu did not understand the iss,.,:s involved in
that or in any previous election But he knows that
his vote has some value. He knows that he has the
right to use it, and that he can trade it for money.
III.
Ran-u works very, very hard. He spends long hours
at his job as a washerman. Yet he remains totally dependent on his customers or so he is made to think.
If Ramu wished to obtain a fair wage for his work,

the first thing he would have to do would be to demand better wages from his customers. if he did this,
he would probably lose much of his remaining business. Having his freedom but no customers, no money, and no food would be of little help to him!

The caste leaders in Ramu's community are also
there to make sure that Ramu continues to do his
work and does not try to change. Unable to read and
write, Ramu has little hope for finding new work All
he knows and all that is requir ed of him by his peor e
is the work of a washerman.

THE LITTLE WORLD OF RAMU.

P. K. Misra

his traditional profession, as does the

tasted by the middle class, the working
class, -on whose foundation the whole
structure is built, has never known even
a glimmer of what these terms connote
A couple of days before the historic
March, 1977 elections Ramu came to

caste organization of washermen, which
allows no deviation from caste norms

Many Government rr asures to assist the poorer segments of society,
though ,nnounced by the mass media,
do not affect Ramu Though his children
go to school, he is illiterate
In 1975. when the Emergency was
proclaimed. I asked Ramu whether he
had heard about it He showed complete
ignorance have wondered about his
understanding of words like democracy.
freedom, government, and authoritarian
rule Surely the meaning we middleclass intellectuals attach to these words
rs nCt shared by him
Ramu has no time to know freedom.
All he knows is that he has to work very
hard incessantly to earn a bare living I-'e
also knows that once he borrows money

my house on his usual round of collecting and delivering laundry. "Ramu. to
whom will you give your vote?" I asked

"Pre Sahib," he said, when the time
comes I will vote for that person to whom

my god directs me."
"Rarnu, have you received any money

from any election agent?"' I inquired
"Sahib," Ramu finally replied, "I Oa riot
get much." So saying. he got up and
rod off on his bicycle.
Ramu did not understand the issues
revolved in that or in any previous election But he knows that his vote has

s'

To repay his

value, that he has the right to use
it, and that he can trade it for money

that he and his family survive.
He is able to live mainly by cutting his

debt he must work even herder.
When politicians talk of freedom they

'Ere his father and all his relatives As a

needs to a minimum and by taking

try to mobilize support Yet, however
illusory the democracy and freedom

customers have dispensc:..4 with the services of washermen it seems incredible

advances and loans These bind him to

he becomes "bonded
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Ramu was born a washerman, as

member of this subcaste. he has its
norms and taboos instilled in him In my
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house whenever I offer him a chair he

The caste panchayat leaders rigidly
enforce Ramu's caste dis,:ipline. Their
authority is bolstered at election time
when they become spokesmen for their
communities and receive personal benefits in return for services rendered to
the so-called political leaders
Ramu has witnessed dramatic
changes in the status of many clients

insists upon squatting on the floor
Whenever I offer him food he hesitates
to accept it in our vessels
Though he works hard and earns his
livelihood through the sweat of his brow,
Ramu lives on the grace of his patrons,
or so he has been made to think If he

wished to establish equality, the first
thing he would have to do would be to
confribnt

immediate
which he cannot risk.
his

for they are served by elegant laundries
or washing machines in their houses
Whenever I ask Ramu about any if
the nation's new economic programs he
responds with a hearty laugh, raises his_
hands, and looks toward the sky Then
he becomes serious, shrugs his shoulders, and returns to work

He cannot hope to do business with new
establishments or people of high statJs,

employe' s,

Sunday Standard, Bombay, excerpted in World
Press Review, v. 25, No 6, June 1978.

READING 23

THE ORIGIN AND FUNCTIONS OF CASTE..

P.is,ing from the B ihntana to the 1,7,11atriya, three

But in order to protect this universe lie, the most resplent'CIIL
one, assigned separate duties and occupations to rhos,: wIn,

sprang from his mouth, arms, thighs, and 1
To 13r.ihmanas he assigned tcaiiiing and st.idving th
Veda, sacrificing le r their C.W11 benefit and for athers, giviii

and accepting of aims.

The K.d.atriya hi commanded to protect the people, u,
bestow gifts, to ofF.:1- sacrifices, to study the Veda, and tz
abstain from attacling himself to sensual pleasures;
The Vaisya to t 1 cattle, to bestow gifts, to offer sacri-

fices, to study the Veda, to trade, to lend money, and tr.
cultivate land.
One occupation only the lord prescribed to ti.... SUdra,
to serve meekly nen these other there castes.

Man is stand to he purer above the navel than below;
berme the Sclf-cistent has declared the purest part of him
to be his mouth.
:he BrAhmana sprang from Brahman's mouth, as

VI7. teachincumbent on the former
ing, sacrihcing for others, and, thirdly, the acceptance o
gifts.
The same are likewise forbidden to a V:isya, that is
settled rule, for Manu, the lord of creatures, has not prc

scribed them for men of these two castes.
To carry arms for szrilting and for thro'... ing is preset-11w.
for Eshatriyas as a means of subsistence; to ti ade, t» r:a.

cattle, and agriculture for Vaisyas; but their duties arl
liberality, the study of the
and the pi:form:ince t.q.
sacrifices.

G. Buehler, tr. The Laws ofManutin Sacred Books
of the East. Delhi: Motilal, 1969. These "Lawere compiled between 100 and 200 A.D. in India.

he was the first-oorn, and a3 he possesses the Veda, he is by

right the lord of this whole creation.

.

.

.

The seniority or uranmanas is nom sacred knowledge,
that of F.shatrivas from valour, that of Vaisyas from wealth

in grain and other goods, but that of SUitras alone from
age.

-

A Tirlbinana should alwars fear homage as if it were
poison; and constantly desire to suffer scorn as he would
long for nectar.
Having dv..elt mith a teacher during the fourth part of a
man's life, a Br:dinian shall live Airing the second cniartk.:,of his existence in his house, after h.: has wad1:-..1 a
A Briliman:i must seek a means of subs:stence which eitl e:
Causes 110, or at least little pain to others, and live by tin,:
except in times of distress.

For the purpose of gaining bare subsistencs-, let
accumulate property by folltm ing thoqe irrt-woac)...tbk.
occupations %% Lich are prescribed for Ins cas:c, 'thou:
.
unduly fatiguing his hodv. .

Let him never, for the sake of subsistence, follow rl
mays of the %%orb!, let him live the pure, straightfoi N I
.
honest life of a

1

Teaching, stud,' ing, sarrit- ring for ninp.eir, sacrificin
for otheis, making gifts and recLiving them are the s,
acts prescribed for a Brain-liana.

But aalong the six acts ordained for him three are 1.

Indian Exprett

means of subsistence, viz., sacrificiug for others, teach
and accepting gifts from ptue men.
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READING 24
EXTRAORDINARY ACTS, LAWS AND REGULATIONS

"No one 4hatt be

zubjected to atiaitu,ty ahrtat, detention

on

Aktitte 9,

tinivemat Dectanation
Rights

o6 Human

1948.

"No pc/tacit tinctucting a 6oneig Ilex) detained undue this act
4hatt have any night to penaonat tthenty by vintue o6 natukat taw on
cam:on taw, .L any."

Section

18, Maintenance

oS

Intetnat Security Act (1911)
India has the singular achieveme.a: of providing fundamental rights for its
citizens as well as for constitutional acts which make these virtually
inoperative. The Constitution of 1950 gives to the citizens of India civil
and democratic rights, but the very same constitution provides for their
infringement through measures like Emergency, Preventive Detention Act,
MISA, etc.

For the maintenance of ordinary law and order, the existing measures are
quite sufficient,
These give the government and various other authorities far and wide
power to combat activities ranging from smuggling, black marketing to
petty robberies. They are also sufficient in dealing with situations like
riots and conflicts. As a consequence it is pertinent to doubt the
government's argv.nents in enacting Preventive Detention Act or imposing
internal emergency. Not only are the existing laws sufficient to maiatain
law and order, it also wrong to infer that new laws would be morn effective means to maintain peace. On the contrary, these wide ranging
measures have been used diligently and-consi.tently against all those
whopriestion the government, be it a party ...a' an individual. It has been
used against the workers on strike or against peasants and Harijans
fighting for economic rights and social Justice.
The following list traces the history of curbs on our fundamental rights:
In 1997, immediately after Independence, the West Bengal government introduced the West Bengal Security Bill, which allowed the state to
detain anyone without trial.
1.

2.

The Preventive Detention Act was introduced in 1950.

3.

The Constitution of 1950 lists various conditions under which
democratic rights of the citizens can be frozen, and internal emergency
and emergency during external thr.ats can be introdu ed.
9.
The Defence of India Rules was imposed in 1962 in the wake of
India's war with China. (The Ru!,.:s /vere withdrawn in 1977),
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The Pkeventive Detection Act o6 195O expited in 1969. Between
1969 and MI .there went no Auk taul4 - the onty peAtod in our tong
hiztoity without any pneventive detention taw - and that too because
the then Rime AiniAte4 tacked an almotate majoisity in paktiament .to
5.

intuducea such a bat.

6.
The West Bengal government introduced the Prevention of Violent
Activities Act in 1970.
7.

MISA was introduced all over India In 1971.

8.
During the Emergency, MISA was placed In the 9th Schedule of
the Constitution which makes It beyond the purview of law.

Prevents it Detention Acts were imposed In different states after
the withdrawal of the proposed Code of Criminal Procedure (Amendment)

Act, 1977, by the Janata government at the Centre. As a result, In
,ammu and Kashmir, Madhya Praaesh, Bihar and Andhra Pradesh, Preventive Detention Acts were enacted by the state governments ruled by

different political parties.
10.
Special acts like Andhra Pradesh Suppression of Disturbances Act
(Act No. III of 1948) Armed Forces (Special Power) Regulations of 1958,

the Nagaland Security Regulation of 1962, the Assam Maintenance of
Public Order Act of 1953. Under these acts any executive authority can
declare an area 'Jisturbedi and subject the population to checks and
curbs which even inhibit their /ally existence. What is more alarming
is that :hey do not require any .agislative sanction for their executing
decisions. Thus, the Andhra Pradesh Suppression of Disturbances Act
gives powers to even a sub-inspector to wen fire without warning
'upon persons found carrying weapons or things capAble of being used
as weapons" (Article 5). Further, "no prosecution, suit or other legal
proceedings shall be instituted, except with the previous sanction of tho
)rovincial government, against any persons In respect,of anything dons
or purporting to be done In exercise of the powers conferred by section 5.
The Nagaland Security Regulations (1962) gives the power to the author, -

ties to force "all residents or any class of residents"-to be "removed fr)m
the said area to any other area specified by the governor and remain In
that area for such period as may be specified by him." (SA (1)(a) )
11.
The Preventive Detention Ordinance was passed by the Lok Dal
government in 1979, as late as October 15 , 1979

At the time of introduction, most of these acts claimed that they were
meant for anti-social elements and external enemies. But in practice,
they have been directs -i against the political opponents of the government.
In 1947, in West Bengal, the West Bengal Security Bill was introduced to
contain communal riots, but it was used against the peasants of the Tebhaga movement: Similarly, the Preventive Detention Act of 195u was
used against ,,olitical dissenters all over India. In 1962, the Defence of
India Rules, which ware ostensibly imposed in view of the SIno-Indian
war, were used against Leftists inside India. In 1971, MISA was Introduced by Parliament, ostensibly again in view of the situation in the
ther. East Pakistan and the threat posed.from there, but was used in fact
against people who were suspected of being Naxalties. Later, MISA
was used during the Emergency, against the_7very Opposition which
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s.Ipported the Act at the time of Its introduction. At least 60,000 people
from all walks of life, belonging to different political shades were
a,testeti between 1375 and 1977 under MISA. The present laws which
v.ere ostensibly introduced to prevent black marketing are used against
striking engineers in Uttar Pradesh.
The consistency with which preventive detention laws and extraordinary
eegulationz are used against political dissenters brings out the fact that
ambiguities in the Constitution and the consequent 17ws have become a
reapon in the hands of the ruling political parties to scuttle the democratic rights of the people. The ambiguity in the Constitution is bought
out strikingly by the internal Emergency during Indira Gandhi's rule when
the assault on democratic rights could be legitimized by the very ,Constitution which was supposed to protect those democratic rights.
Delhi State People's Union for Civil Liberties
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Toll Climbs to 130 in Indian City as Communal
Fighting Continues
NEW DELHI, Aug 16 New arson attacks, sr.iperfue ard stabbIngs were rexrted ....er.s.,.,ht in tee no:th.rrn city of
No--,e.: .b-s ; s crTainunal !ioting continAled in si-.erai widely separated Ind:an
ei tirs .

-JustliWTheendiary me situation is can,
be seen and sett near the Jama Maspds

Mosque If Old Dan, wbere pc.hcemet
and army units weie qr 'fly deployed
yesterday to strinmoun,

arsc.n and
shooting that flared. shortly after inde-

pendence day observances were held a
the old i,h,Qhal Fr.;:itress th2t looms over
the st,-.; rawl of alle!ziays and lanes

In norn ?! times. thcsif -nc!ert passages
are alive with 1fo!-.e,rns and Hindus living
and workir,i stdety s.e.e. Yesterday tension was t-,:-!larictrg the eiphhorhood intd

tan-,pss en6 the streets were
empty tocl.-,y elce,:it for security forces
mpo,tai
".
Accorr,

the police t'ie trouhle

brc' e o.it when iv the et Hindu and Mosl-to ye.uths t r front'r1 each other during

flagraising

Hindus ,1.0,..t.--(1
tare the inchan
flag an one street v,Pre et-wire:A by Mrs-

let s arr,ir a black flag ard wear.1.7
black armbane., 'n sympathy fox those

they clamkd had heel murdered iri
u..viabad.
Bricks v ere thrown and ots rang cut

from roof), TA. Mobs raced through the
narrow
o people weie killed, a
rickshaw puller and a 6-year -uld girl who
had been fly.ng a kite from a roof garcien
Both had been shot. The offices of twr
Hindu doctors in Moslem street were se!
on fire.

Excerpted from New York Times, Aug 16,1980.
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The Seventh Indian
Arjan Ghosh
'If you were to live

Mull

to my conscience, no, I was schedu-

While playing with other cliiitircn

led caste. Then he said he wc.ld
not rent to me, that he coulti not
overlook the wishes of his friends

he accidentally touches the village

and family'. And this was a doctor,

well. Sioce he is a Mahar by caste

educated in England.

a Bauri day labourer in the
rural outskirts of I3hubaneshwar.
Or take for instance Thorat's case.

the life we live . .
IVe: kicked and spat at for
our piece of bread
You: fetch fidfihnent and
name of the Lord
We: donn-gutter degraders

of ow huitage
You: its sole lepositou
descendants of the sage.
We: rune! have a paica to
scratch our arse

You: the gold,,n cup of
offer;.-gs is your bank
Your bodies flame in sandabtood
Ours you shovel under half-turned
sand

Wouldn't the world change
and fast
If you were forced to hve
at last
this life that's all we've
alitays had.'
Arun K. 'de: The Way We Lye'
from Trusts Wegly, Nov. 25, 1973

PRESENTLY in
Is da,
eve. y
..c..cnth person is a dam (ncaning
scheduled civic and hero prci
to the wind flatrjan v.hich has

it elicits a slap from the son of the
village poll
The same story is
repeated in the case of a young
dalit is' a village in Dhulia district
of Maharashtra. He had happened
to climb the wall which surrounded
the well and ,coped at the water.
'The farmer came up and slapped
me because I was untouc.::able'
.
'One day my
grandfather's brother with whom

we were staying, tool: me with him.

I saw him ')egging and accepting
what was gisen smd I saw that

1

belonged to sonic difIcrent kind of
community and that all were very,
very poor. I asked try grandfather's
brother why he begged. "In Bombay," I said "we never begged". And
he said, "This is our profession. we
have to do
'When I came back here

take the case of Da )a
Powar, a wel!.known dalit writer,
living in a build ng where according

to him most of his neighbours are
middle-class, bourgc.-tis people. this

wife finds out to her chagrin that
the Diwali sweets sent by her to her
high caste neighbours are unacceptable. They are polluted!
Reporting five years after the
enmani incident where 42 dalits
were burnt alke on Christmas Day,

I 96S, Mythily Shivaraman quoted
fi on) the judgement: 'there was
something. astoni,hing about the

ict that

all Ow
itonlicated in the case should he mirasdars. Most of them were rich men

owning last extents of lands and
Gopale Krishna Naidu (the first
accused) possessed a car...it was
difficult to beheNe they would walk

ceitam connotations not favoured

(from EnglandA.G ) I found it
difficnit to rent a house. Fo. the

by some untouchables themselves).

first few months I stayed in a hostel
while looking for a house for myself.

were acquitted by the Madras High

I-Prinking

P.verywherc they would ask my caste

every day
occurrence even for a dalit labourer
tea is

an

and since it necessitates in'eraction
with caste-Hindus, discreet distance
has to be maintained. TI e 'we-they'
boundary echoed in Kan He's poem

has not only to he mai Ita;ned but
reinforced with abuses showererl on

the dalit as we find in the case of

when 1 was renting. I wouldn't he
able to get a place. Then I learned
that a docto in Bangalore had a

went to sec him and
offered 60 rupees rent for a hour.
that normally gets only 45 rupees.
house here.

He wrote out a letter of a grce men t,

it was all ready, and then he asked
me it I was a Lingayat. I said Hue

7S

bodily to the scene and set file
the houses '9 All the 23 accused

Court. On the other hand, Radiinam, a daht w hose entire fami:y
had been killed in the fire, said:
'what can we do if the judges do
not want to believe us? We saw
Naidu's "pleasure" arked in our
.treet and Naidu standing near it
and shooting away at us. And so
many of us told the indees so. Still
they don't want to believe us...
What's the point in asking what we
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,rink of the judgement?

What's

there to think? The landloids have
their fri.-nd: aim relatives everyW ncre in the court, among the
police and in the government. Will
they ev,,r believe us?'")

9fr
-1- he phenomenon ofpac5i/w embodies this experience of marginality
P(:vsnig is an attempt or the pair of
a dad'', to conceal his cash: identity
or to falsify it if necessary to gain
acceptance or at least to avoid
lejeetion.o. For most socially mobile
dalits it is a common experience

In older to ent,r a hostel, acquire
education or socialise among peers,

often one's own caste identity has to
be concealed. Yet there remains a
conflict here: between the conflicting

demands of his secular profession
and personal needs. l le cannot cornnICt;:lv detach himself from his caste

n ates nor can he interact entirely
on an impersonal basis.

S o where lies the individual datil's
future? Is he to forge a new indentity

for himself based upon his new
found class position overstepping
caste boundaries? Or is he to retain
his original caste identity while
stiiving to better himself? Theo-, arc
no simple answers to these complex

Catioic,

at p...ce,12 we ind same intli-

It n thiough a social move-

ent that the new relations of an
individual with
his soLiety is
evolved Foi the Mahars in Maharashtra dining 1955-56, this role
was played by the Neo-lluddhist
mo%ent,:nt led by Dr A mbedkar It
also changed then elf-peri.eplion as

Throat reLcunts. Instead of living

fe, others tin.), began to live for
Cemselves, teeby slowly dismanOng the banieis to individual selfresrzet. This enabled them to relate
to other caste-Ifindus in a ditfient
way. The process required collective
action and an alternative ideclogy.

qggsliwi. Flom

Seminar,No.243,Nov .1979.
her feudal servitude. Its origins
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can be traced to the spread

of

Farm Workers Main Victims of Bondage commercial relations in agriculture.
New Delhi
The reasons for bandage today
are the dependent's of labour on
Slimes News Service
landlords for credit and employment. Indebtedness cannot be
NEW DELHI. Oct 1.
avoided because all
agricultural
Suksa Bhuiya Is a 50-year-old
labour is at the lowest level of
!tertian from China village In
subsistence.
Daltongunj, Bihar. Thirty years
ago. on his marriage, he took two
Today
the returns on debtmaunds of paddy and a pair of
bondage lows are the highest on
dhotis from his landlord, RaghuRs 50 and less. The immediate
nath Tiwari. Since he has neither
annual return is a st"egering 6b0
land nor income barring what the
per cent, going up to apo per
landlord gives Win,
Sukan has
cent over 10 years. Fifteen per
never been able to repay the oricent of Palamau's bonded labour
ginal loan. Until he does, he and
is in this category and the avehis cuccessors will remain bonded
rage loan they took was a paltry
labour.
Its 33.83.
Sukan reports for work at the
About 28.33 per cent are in the
crack of dawn, and carries on
Its 61 to Its 100 categdry making
right through the day without
the average loan Its 76 or 59.
break. At 'unmet he returns to the
:lograms of grain. 'Ilia annual
landlord and is Alvan a meal of
.ate of return on the landlord's
250 grams of pounded pulses (satinitial investment rim from 171
tu) besides 450 grams of uncookper cent in One year to 261 per
ed grain. That is his entire wage,
cent in 10 years.
S'uyama Ohamarj
itarlyan
However, 46.23 per cent have
from
the nearby Hanharganj
borrowed between Rs 101 and Rs
block, borrowed Rs 40 and shortly
300 with an average of Rs 175 or
afterwards Rs 60 from Lariman
136 kilograms of grain. The return
Singh, a Rajput. Shayama Che.mar

got bonded for the original loan

of Rs 40, ana laboured for 14 years.
'Then his son Basudeo took his

place in the bondage contract for
the remaining sum In addition,
Basudeo's 15-year-old son has been

grazing cattle for the Rajput for
several years against the same
debt.
Basudeo explained that he wart-

ed 12 hours every day during the
Ptak fe_14911, W

the workload

in the first year is 17 per cent,

rising to a muscular 107 per cent
by the end or decade.
Even though this type of investment by the landlord is highly

lucrative, there is a doubt abou
its security. Only if the bonded
labour adheres to the harsh, exploitative terms of his contract
will the returns be real. What
prevents a labourer from r tiling it
quits when it is clear that he las

was less it was 10 hours. Total
daily wages were a bowl of gruel
made from abotit 250 grams of
grain, and a little less than two

repaid his debt many times ciieri
has
In actuality, the landlord
nothing to fear.

One of the interesting 'hinge
thrown up by a study of bonded

bonded labour can renege on at
contract short of fleeing the village, The possibility and advan-

kilograms of uncooked grain,

labour in Allman Bihar, by Dr

Sudipto Mundle of the Indian 14stitute of Public Administration, is
that the phenomenon of debt bondage is not a c-ntinuation of ear-

In the

Munar frou Dahp village

in

Palamau district took a loan of

Its 140 from Bbira Sao, a mer-

chant, on his marriage. He was
net 15 years old. From hat day
he was bonded to the Sao family.
Whenever he was reluctant to do

something particularly unpleasant,
or arrived after sunrise. he was
abused and severely beaten.

Soon be fell serially ill and

stopped going to work. Three days
later his landlord came to his hut,

gays him a sound thrilling and
threatened to take away
the
family's only bullock. The landsaid he would be back.
Ten days later tte lanti:lrd met

lOrd

him at the matiot and bee* h m
be returned 'o /Aimee but With
till he was 1117 Joractous . Next day

some others surrounded it, and
forcibly occupied his only acre of
land. Though Munar was formai,ly reileesen from bondage with the
1918 Bonded Labour System

!Mon) ACt, till December 1977 th

landlord still held his land.

The ecuditioning of these sumpl
is another factor in thet
continued exploitation. A sense 0
folk

eehies and justice prevails salon;
fekstimethoie.0:11".011tlibotme171400811P.lbellarilaig"tlivbrill11014e_tiaite.00urii.11:

gati ). White
tmheirt

the oohd
to be 1i

bit

(IV:item: has

Indian Expresq, Oct ,..,1978.

hopelessly unequal ba-

lance of power in the village, says
Dr Mundle's study, there it no way
tages Of such desertion are severely
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Law as an Instrument for Abolition ofBonded Labor:
The Case of Rajasthan
G.B. Sharma
Trafficking in human beings, `begar' and similar
forms of forced labour have been prohibited and declared an offence punishable under Article 23 of the
Indian Constit Aion. Notwithstanding this and sev-

eral legislations enacted by State/Union Territory
administrations, the institution of bonded labour
continues to flourish. Referred to by different nomenclatures in different parts of the country, and affect.

ing different communities to varying degrees, the
most prominent feature of the system is that a man
pledges his person or a member of his family against
a loan. The rlc..dger or his nominee is released only on

its discharge. Until then, the man himself, or the
member of the family, is required to work for his creditor against Ilk: daily meals. Since he gets no money,
he is to depend upon someone in the family to procure
the sum required 'Or his release and this, of course, is

rarely available. The relationship lasts for months
ante sometimes years, occasionally for an entire life-

time and not infrequently follows the male heir"
(Commissioner's Report, 1971-72 & 1972-73: 216).
States and Union Territories did enact legislation of
one kind or the other with a view to effectuating the
intents of Article 23 of the Constitution, but none of

them displayed any serious enthusiasm towards
their effective implementation. In fact, whereas
States and Union Territories administrations, in
their official statements submitted to the Commissioner for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes,
year after year, persistent'y denied the existence of
bonded labour, independent studies carried out by
the Commissioner's organization, researchers, tribal
research institutes and official enquiry panels repeatedly and continuously reaffirmed its existence
(Comn_is:,loner's Reports 1956-57, 1959-60, 1960-61,
1961-62, 1963-63, 1964-65, 1965-66, 1966-P J, 1967-

68, 1969-70, 1970-71, 1971-72, 1972-73, 1973-74
Chapters on Bonded Labour; Report of the Committee on Untouchability etc. 1969: 158-60). Rajasthan

promulgated by the Governor on September 6, 1975
which was repealed well before it could become an
Act, in view of the provisions contained in section 3 of
the Bonded Labour System (Abolition) Ordinance
promulgated by the President of India on Octobcr 24,
1975.

Although the existence of bonded labour cannot be

completely denied among scheduled castes, small
farmers and other economical!), backward communities in State (Study Team, 1975: 125: Committee on

Untouchability, 1969: 159), the problem is more
ac Ite among the scheduled tribes living in isolated
hills and forests. There has been some change in their
social and economic life due to improvement of com-

munication, setting up of new administrative machinery and introduction of welfare schemes under
development programmes. At the same time, with
little spread of education as a group or community,

these people are mostly averse to any outright
change in their mode of life. There is another cate-

gory of tribals who have accepted the inevitable
changes and adapted themselves Lc, innovations and
are anxious to acquire more modern amenities to enjoy a better social status. Both these categories of tribals are in constant need of money to spend in their
own way. But where will the money come from? Here

comes into the picture the usurious moneylender
who operate on the rural backwardness and credulity
of these innocent people. The more they borrow, the

more they get indebted from which they have no
means to absolve themselves. Indebtedness (with
bonded labour as a concomitant) thus becomes a normal aspect of their existence (Commissioner's Report
1970-71: 71) The moneylenders are placed in an advantageous position vis-a-vis the Government credit
agencies primarily on account of the relative flexibility and wide range of items (productive and non-productive) for which loans are advanced by them.

Indian Journal of Public Administration, v 23,
No. 3, July-Sept., 1977.
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being no exception, a legislation known as the Rajasthan Sagri System Abolition Act, 1961, was enacted
with a view to eradicate bonded labour, but to one's
utter dismay not even a single case of bonded labour

seemed to br,-. going

for

1:F4 Indra Gandhi Since her conichat.k
as Pi une \,linmer last December,
and Muslims ha' c t mc.,,tod in the worsi arts
in decade. lila' Cabinet portf,lios have
..-nLzrii,
gone wink:el, and czitras
cl.ar: ad hai
2 h'

was ever registered under the Act during the entire
period of fifteen years for which it remained on the
statute book. It was only in the wake of the 20-point

t tp2 ,our-,7r:,

:(..,sard chaos So

las: eek :lie utivabie stro;.g lads ',ruck
bac',
el 1\ earvn 1% as a draconian preentn e-deteition la 1% crnpov,ering the coy-

programme, of which abolition of bonded labour was
an integral part, that efforts were made by the State
Government for effectively combating bonded labour
and making the State law on the subject more stringent. With this end in view, the Rajasthan Sagri Sys-

ernmeht to tail rabIlle-ro,i,ers, Llact, marketeet s. strisers and just about an one else
for up to a full year %%itiJout a ti al It

conjure up fears of a re:u:n to Gti,dt-ii.
repressive "enierunc)." rule. of 1075-77.

tem Abolition Amendment Ordinance, 1975 was

8
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"It's the same black law LI ilci,sr a new oat b,"

said opposihon !coder Madnu Lima; e

tit .!:, and

Abo.,t

Under the new law anyone
in
ana,ap:
s
r, lust_
a mann zr preind,c_ial" to India can be csies have left me:- 1,0ki
clapped in prison Gandhi loyalists irsisted
lists are active in Kashmir
there eras ro parallel with the lq71
I he northeastern state of Assam, w
tenance of internal Security Act, which
rush the. country's at!, has
Gandhi used tom'. about )00,000 political oft its pipeline Wholespie
:lase nsL

lost her will to govern l op positions in
goN eminent and on the. c"untry's eichteen

high cuuus hat e be.en Lit vacant Tline
are no frihtinie ministers for defense, indusry, 1..,tior, health and family welfare
and Ott,-2: key portfolios And Gandhi functionarics has c ner_hileel w ith the police and

the bureaucracy. Sinned The Statesman.

"It is more than likely that Mrs Gandhi's
.:airst abuse: duction has slipped 5 per cent And sum government will soon realize that extraor-

opponents. This time, the gUNernin,..:it said. 27 3 per cent this y ear v, hue industrial p: o-

there would b

detainees rims' 17 cola ss ii I tit five ct ay s t, by

has clisaprvareo from the she:secInside,.
by merchants until prices rise So some Inpeel
review all cases In a second dians applauded Gandhi's mote The Hillorder issued 24 hours later. the aovernment dastan I Imes praised her for a "deeiqs e
also granted district -anzist: ate.s power to step' to''. and "a strong got ernment
they arc being 'rind; a three-men-ft-et judmal

dinary rowers are not substitutes for constructi s action
The _w decree may be a signal that

Gandhi intends to pull iii ga,ernrnent tIs that Sanjay

gether Part of the prop !

Drift: Critics replisci that the belea- purged many sea,,ened operatis es from the
co-ainunal ill will aid ti:::tened un bail euered Pt 'me 'mister alrods had enough goseno2nt, the.; did before replacing
p-cy-ectite anyone char red w ith sin ring up

pre,edures The gosernmei,. said it needed
the powers to combat "communal ,2:sharmany. caste contlicts, social t,msions and
eisarients who pose a grate challen7e to
the I:oxful aut noin:y inct
,:veil
holo Cie socie:y

power to deal with :he prc,bleras, but ss aunw iIti4.--or unableto use it Since the
death c,f her son Sail; ly in a plane crash
last
Gandhi has seemed to drift. EY en
her supporters admit she has been 1m:icings e. and some hays wondered if she has

regam,

then: y, iin r.:

she is 1.kely to lily..
I,: the ilicaminie. t"

the will to
ho in crisis to
mo

:s hether she ss:'

^

uc

,,I,
.'r

1

i

,:e )1J,,Cs prt.r
onponero-

Newsweek, Oct 6,1980.
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Everywhere in Chains
Inspired by an idealistic faith in the sanctity of hu-

man rights, Amnesty Internationalwhich was
awarded the Nobel peace prize in 1977tends sometimes to forget that the needs of an orderly society de-

mands certain curbs on individual liberty. Rousseau's dictum that "man was born free, and everywhere he is in chains" is more a statement of unavoidable practical reality than an invitation to remove all
res sift. The distinction deserves to be remembered
in view of the organization's last report on Amnesty

International's mission to India last year which has
just been published. It can be no one's case that thy
private Indian without means or influence is assured
of just treatment at the hands of officialdom or before
the law; but to call for unconditional repeal ofpreven-

A change of ruling party does not make too much
difference to this social condition which flows out of
economic disparities and owes much to the power exercised by the police and civil service. Some awareness of this built-in drawback is evident in Amnesty
International's complaint that tl
is "general pattern of police intimidation of s' ..cts following arrest and that there is reason to oelieve that the inci-

dence of severe ill-treatment during interrogation
has not been wholly eliminated." Amnesty International also quite rightly implies scepticism about the
official claim that prison deaths occur during armed
encounters or while prisoners are trying to escape.
These charges are as alid as those relating co inef-

tive detention legislation suggests a certain lack of
familiarity with social and political conditions as

fective legal safeguards, harsh interrogation meNew Delhi's
thods and bestial jail conditions
ratification of the two international human rights

they obtain in this country. This is by no means to uphold the Criminal Procedure Code (Amendment) Bill

covenants and the optional protocol to the covenant
on civil and political rights might further convince

which not only flouted the Janata Party's election

the world that the Janata Party's commitment to
freedom remains undiluted. But far more affluent

pledges but also sought to retain Mrs. Gandhi's
Emergency provisions under another name

.

.

.

.

But

the crux of the matter, which has not sufficiently
been appreciated by Amnesty International, is that
the law as it stands is not itself repugnant. What is
scandalous is the manner in which the law is manipulted and its loopholes exploited to suit the convenience of our rulers. All governments need certain reserve powers to be used in times of crises against enemies from abroad or saboteurs at home; but as Mrs
Gandhi demonstrated, such authority is abused in India to serve immediate political ends.

.

. .

and advanced societies than ours would find it dt
cult to bring prison conditions into line w' di United
Nations regulations or to vest auilm-ity in "effective,
non-official visitors boards Even if attempted in
this country such reforms would serve only a decorative purpose until the underlying individual and collective relationships of Indian society are drastically
revised.
Statesman. Delhi, v 126, No 2797, Jan 13,1979
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Preventive DetentionOld Poison in a New Bottle
The decision of the Janata Government to repeal
MISA but at the same time pass another Preventive
Detention law has rightly aroused a great d al of resentment and indignation throughout the country.
No doubt the Janata does deserve to be severely condemned for this decision, after it had promised less
than a year ago to do away with "all unjust laws." But
few people seem to realize that the "original sin" vis-

a-vis preventive detention was committed by our
founding fathers themselves, by allowing provisions
for it to be incorporated into the Constitution. The basic fault lies with the Constitution, and it will be a
rare government, now or in the future, which will resist the temptation to use the powers entrusted to it
under Article 22.
Section 1 of Article 22 of the Constitution guarantr,es to every detenu the right to be informed about
tne grounds for his arrest and to be allowed to "con-

Criminal Procedure, which grants for arrest of people

on suspicion alone? Section 41 even allows arrest
without a warrant.

There is, however, one snaga person arrested
under t le above sections must be produced before a

Magistrate within 24 hours a oi depending on the
magistrate, either released or sent into judicial custody. The police find this rather inconvenient for it
limits opportunities for torturing prisoners to extract
information . . . .
Raksha. Bombay. Bulletin of the Committee for
the Protection of Democratic Rights, v. 1, No. 6,
Feb. 1978.
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Institutionalizing Detention without Trial
Niloufer Bhagwat

In the general elections held in March 1977

sult and be defended by a legal practitioner of his

the main electoral issue was the restoration to the ci-

choice." Section 2 says moreover that he must be produced before a Magistrate within 24 hours of his arrest. So far, so good. But Section 3 of the same article
removes both these guarantees by stating that "the
above mentioned clauses" (i.e., Sections 1 and 2) shall

tizens of India of their 'civil liberties.' The Janata

not apply to anyone who is an "enemy alien" or who is

"detained under any law providing for preventive
detention."
That is not all. Section 4 specifies that preventive
detention shall not continue for over three months
unless an Advisory Board, after reviewing the case,
permits it. Section 5 lays down that the grounds for
such detention must be disclosed to the detenu "as
soon as may be." But amazingly, Section 6 contradicts whiltever safeguards Section 4 and 5 provide, by

stating that the authority ordering detention need
not "disclose facts as such authority considers to be
versus the public interest to disclose."
Why then is such a hullaballoo being made about
preventive detention now? We ought to have protested in 1950, when the first preventive act was passed!
The reason. the Emergency. The Emergency was the
first time when the draconian preventive detention
law (i.e., MISA) was used against the middle class,

the class that dominates the media. Earlier, only
workers and leftist party cadres had borne the brunt
of this law. If the Emergency taught us anything E.

all, it was that partisan attitudes are dangerousif
an unfair law is used against people you consider
your opponents, you should still protest. For, you never know, it will be used against you tomorrow . .
But is preventive detention necessary to deal with
saboteurs, economic offenders, etc.? The government
keeps insisting that it is. Does it forget the existence
of Sections 41, 107, 108, 144 and 151 of the Code of
.

.

party which was voted to power had held out to the
electorate the promise of repealing the Maintenance
of Internal Security Act, 1971, the Defence of India
Act, and such c*her laws which authorized detention
without trial. the Janata party was indeed the foremost among political parties advocating the repeal of
laws authorizing preventive detention.
As distinguished from the Maintenance of Internal Security Act, 1971 which was a special Act, the
,.. yv bill introduced by the Janata government at the
Centre on December 24, 1977, seeks to make preventive detention or detention without trial a permanent
and integral part of the 'ordinary law of the land' by

including a new 19-clause chapter in the Code of
Criminal Procedure itself. As Chitta Basu, Forward
Bloc MP, stated while opposing the introduction of
the bill, "all the obnoxious provisions of the Maintenance of Internal Security Act were being retained by
the new bill . . . ."
In view of this composition of the constituent as-

sembly it was not surprising that Article 22(3) of
Constituion (one of the articles in the chapter on
"Fundamental Rights") conferred on its citizens the
right to be detained "under any law providing for
preventive detention" without trial. Few people are
aware that it is the Constituion of India which enpowers the government to enact laws for preventive
detention without trial and denies to a citizen arrested under a preventive detention law the safeguards
available to a citizen arrested under the normal law
by virtue of Article 22, clause, (1) and (2).
The implications of these constitutional provisions
are that when a citizen is arrested under the normal
laws, ii, accordance with Article 22, clauses (1) and
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(2), he has to be informed immediately of the grounds

of his arrest, has to be produced aefore the nearest
Magistrate within a period of 24 hours of such arrest,
has to be allowed to consult and be defended by a legal

practitioner of his choice; he cannot also be detained
for m,:sre than 24 hours without authorization by the
court. However Article 22(3) specifically states that
all the above safeguards do not apply to a person de-
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tamed under a law providing for preventive dete .tion. This implies that a person detained under any
preventive detention act is not required to ' produced before a magistrate and his detention can be
continued without sanction from the courts
Economic and Political Weekly, Mar 18,1978, pp.
.

510-12.

India has a vigorous democratic political system, el independent judiciary and a flourishing free press. Funqamental
human rights are guaranteed in the Constitution, and discrimination on the
ounds of religion, race, caste, se,' or
place of birth is prohibited.
India's Constitution mandates the promotion of the education and economic interests of the d sadvan-aged sections
of society. These aims are reflected in economic Policies
which give priority to
developing
India's rural
areas and to increasing employment opportunities.

One of the aims of go ernnent since independence has beer
to promote narmony am°, j and the advancement of .ndia's
diverse peoWes and c.,tes
Through legislation and government pioaras _he negative 2ffects of the traditional
social and economic systeLs have been reduced.
During the
past year, India has been particularly active on human
rights matters in the Un-ted Nations.
1.

Respect for the In' grity of the Person, Including
Freedom L.-an:

Torture

a.

Torture is prohibited by the Indian Penal Code. Meta have
been few reports of major violations of these provisions.
In such cases, the state governments, which hve responsibility for pr,lice administration, generally responc. by
instituting judicial or magisterial commissions of inquiry.
The state Novernments use the findings of these commissions
for subsequent criminal proceed...y., and administrative
action Aolinst the officers involved.
b.

Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment

Such treatment or punishment is proscribed by law. There
are occasional and probably credible press reports of harsh
police treats_ -t toward those invoked or detained f( lowing
demonstrations and civil disturbances.
Judicial inquiries
normally have :aean incti-ated
snch cases by authorities
at th. ntatelevel, and v,en ofzenu.is an be identified,
official action ha
been taken.

The Indian press, parliament and judiciary increasingly
have shown concern about conditions in Indian jails.
A
national conference of Inspectors General of Police in
April 1979 decided to
establish state-level committees to
investigate prisoners' grievances: educate prisoners about
their rights, provide them with legal advice and assist
them in securing bal.; and revise outdated jail regulations
during the coming year.
They also called upon the central
government to allocate adequate financial support for
constructing new jails and improving xisting facilities.
A blue ribbon commission appointed by the Government in
1977 to review police administration recently submitted its
report.
It has not been made public because Parliament,
before which official report., must be tabled, is not in
session.
c.

kelaitrary Arrest or Imprisonment

The Constitution provides that a person detained in custody
must be informed of the grounds for arrest as soon as
possible, and shall 1.-c the right co he represented by

.

.

.
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mu_t be breaybt beiere a magIstrlt2
within 24 hours of arrest and not be detained further
out the magistr .0"- .1.:thority.
Nu information has appeared
during the past year to suggIst that these provisions are
not generally respected in practice.
However, the Constitution also peimits preventive deLen1..1 n
laws to "prevent threats to the public welfare and safeguard national security." It reqi.ires that these laws
provide for certain licits on the length of detention and
for revi.r.4 of such detention.
A move in the Indian Parliament in 1978 by human rights activists to repeal the constitutional authorization for preventive ,-,e''eetion lac,5
however, and there now are two national preventive detention
ordinances -- the Conservation of Foreign Excnange and
Prevention of Smuggling Activities Act and the recentlypromulgated Prevention of Blackmarketing and M intenance of
Supplies of Elsential Commodities Ordinance. The number of
persons being held under the former law as of July 1, 1979
vas 100. The second ordinance, promulgated in October 1979
despite opposition frL.n some state governments, is aimed at
stemming nationwide inflation by striking at suspected
hoarders and profiteers.
It contains a number of procedural
safeguards against misuse for political purposes and provides
for judicial review. Most state governments have announced
they will not use the ordinance.
As of October 1979, no
arrests hag been made under it provisions.

In addition, fair stztr:s have preventive detention laws -Andhra Pradesh, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, and Jammu and
Kashmir.
As of December 15, 1978, there were 14 detainees
No one was under detention in Uttar
in Jammu and Kashmir.
Pradesh as of March 1, 1979. Figures for the other two
states
.e not available.
d.

Denial of Fair Public Trial

The
There is no constitutional guarantee of public trial.
Criminal Procedure Code provides for open trial but also
permits the judi-ciary to close the proceedings in part or
in wl-le.
The Offici,-.. secrets Act also permits proceedings
closed on the pleas that publication of any evioence
to I
or statements would be prejudictai to the safety of the
The Act requires, however, that the passing of
state.
sentence take place in public.

In India, there are effective legal procedures to assure
fair trial. One problem, however, is that of "undertrials,"
the large number of prisoners awaiting trial, in some cases
In many states, the percentage
for as long as ten years.
of undertrials to the jail population varies from 50 to 80
percent.
In March 1979, the Indian Supreme Court ruled
that speedy trial was a fundamental right of the citizen
and ordered two state governments to release all undertrial
prisoners who had been in jail longer than they would have
been had they teen tried and convicted. The Court directed
five other states to furnish details of undertrials held
in their prisons for more than six months.
The Supreme
Court's decision is expected to '-enefit nearly 10,000 of
India's estimated 82,000 undertrials.
e.

Invasion of the Home

The Criminal Procedure Code requires warrants for searches
and seizures, but it also permits the police in the course
of a criminal investigation to institute searches without
..grant if otherwise there u.uuld be undue delay. In such
a case, the officer mast state in writing the grounds for
making the search ,ithout a warrant and specify the object
of the search.
There is no indication that this provision
has been abused in practice.
2.

Governmental Policies Relating to the Fulfillment
of Such Vital Needs as Food, Shel
Health Case
and Education:
,

About 46 pe.rent of India's population, or 29,', million

people, live below tne 5overnment'
overty line.
A significant shift in policy orientation occarred under
the Janata Party administration, in office f:om March 1977
to July 1979, favoring the rural sector.
A policy statement
issued it 1977 placed highest priority on e:eveloping India's
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rural areas, where 60 percent of tne poeelation lives.
This
is reflected in the country's sixth annual five year pl
(1972-83) wnicn allocates well over nalf of all plannec
Investment expenditures in the rural sector.
These inci'de
net only sgricuJ_eral development out suoe. sec___s as rural
electrification, transportation, education and healtn.
Tne
;:cilt link has described the plan's princleal objectives
as:
(1) the reroval of unemployment and significant under
employment; (ii) an appreciaele rise in the standard of
living of the poorest of tne poor; and (iii) the provision
of basic needs to low in:ome groups. Among the specific
ecals of the plan are
e 35 pereene uncreasa in irrigated
areas; higher yields pe. acre and a doubling of the agric.:Itural grewth rate; the creatior. of 49 million new jobs;
increased school atteneance from 69 percent to 9C percent
of all cnildrer. six to fourte,n years; aa extension of rural
health workers, health centers, deinking water facilities,
roads and electrification; and making 68 million more persons literate.
Wnile tne newly elected government in New
Delhi has not had ae occasion to spell out its attitude on
these points in detail, it is likely that the sixth plan
"iii remain, the
frame cry of 'ts Investment and develeprene strateg2. Government programs, initiated in the
past, which provide special assistance to tne economically
aisadvantaged classes also continze. These include slice
e
affirmative actions for designated castes and tribes as
reservation of a percentage of ewucational admi-sions and
public sector ;obs, as well as land redistribe .on.
3.

Respect for Civil and Political Liberties, Including:
a.

Freedom of Speech, Press, Religion
and Assembly

Tne Constitution of India guarantees freedom of speech and,
by extension, press, religio_ and assembly, and these
guarantees are honored in practice. There are no restrictions on the activities of trade unions, which trace their
roots to Mahatma Gandhi and thebegiening of the Indian
independence movement.

In practice, there has been progress since independence in
the economic sonere in a:eliorating the effects of the discrimination inherent in the caste system. Caste-based
social customs in the cities have also broken down to a
considerable extert, primarily because the urban environeent is not a favorable clieate for tie maintenance of
traditional caste customs. De facto discrimination con rinues to exist ttwoughout the society, nowever, in jobs,
education, public accommodations, hoesing and personal
The constitutionally-mandated Commissioner for
relations.
Scheduled Castes ant Zoheduled Tribes in the most recently
published annual report noted that such discrimination is
deeply rooted in the fabric of Indian society, is wide spread. in rural India where 80 percent of the population
resides, and continues despite legal provisions and state
efforts to the contrary. The Commissioner further noted
that the need to enact more stringent civil rights laws
after thirty years of independence bears "apple testimony
of the fact that we continue with our sin of denying basic
human rights to quite a s.zeable sectior of our people "
Stating the nation's ideal, the Constitutiol of India
prohibits disc-nination by the state against any citizen
on the grounds of religion, race, caste, sex or ;lace of
birth. No citizen can be subject on such grounds to any
disapility or restriction with regard to public sneps and
accommodations, public wells and water places, or public
evployment.
The Constitutic
also abolishes "entoucnamility' and fcrbids its practice in any for
:nplenentieg
legisl tion was enacted in 1966
It was further amenced
and strengthened in 1Q76 and renamed the Protection cf
Civil Rights Act. Erforcenent of the law is the responsibility of the state .1:overnments.
The record of redress of
grievances varies frcin state to state and often reflects
the social attitudes of local officials.
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Outbreaks of violence between various ethnic, religious
and caste groups increased during the past year. Accord.:
to the Home Ministry's May 1979 rernrt, there were 230
communal incidents in 1978, compared to 188 in 1977 and
169 in 1976. The number of persons killed and injured
during these disturbances is not known, and no impartial
data aru available.
While the governmLnt has not conconec
this v'Olence, the sporadic inability of the local police
to eii_ar prevent or contain it has become a major political issae in India and was one of the reasons cited for
public dissatisfaction with the Desai Government.

bill introduced in 1978 that would have banned religious
conversions net strong opposition from tne Indian Christian
and Muslim communities. Al_hough individual members of the
then-ruling Janata Party baceed it, it did not receive the
official support of the Government as a whole.
The proposal subseqaently died.
b.

Freedom -f Movement Within the Country, Foreign
Travel and Emigration

There is full freedom of movement within India for all
citizens, except or a long-standing requirement for permits to enter sensitive border areas.
Foreign travel and
emigration are witnout political restrictions.
The rules
for obtaining a passport have been liberalized, new
regional pisrport offices have been opened m-d the procedure regarding the Issue o' passports has been simplified.
Foreign excnange regulations aimed at conserving fofeign
exchange restrict Indian nationals to $500 in foreign
exchange conversion privileges every t.-* years. Some 1.2
million Indians were issued passports in 1978, as against
981,075 in 1917. There are 3 million. Indian citizens
living amroad, and their numoer continues to Increase.
c.

Freedom to Participax.e in the Political
Process

All citizens of India -- regardless of religion, race,
caste, see, or place ): birth -- are free to participate
po"--s) ;roots!. 2n an c_cal basic. :_tre is a
plethora of political par_les ranging from Marxists to
organizations representing religious groups.
Many of
tress have participated .n tne government at the naticnal
and state levels. Popular participation is large and
sntnur,.astic, vith 60 perce_t and more turnout at the
polls the norm.
Access to the nation's political life is symbolized by the
mires leiding contenders for Prime minister during the
par:)amentery elections -- a woman, ar "untouchable"
ind a rural
'4'e cast. leader.
81, law, a certain ntmber of rests in the national and state
legislatures are :eserved for members of designated castes
and tribes.
64, men serve in the legislatures and cabinets at both the
national and state 1...1
4.

Government Attitude a,d Record Regarding International end von-governmenLal Investigation of
Alleged Violations of Human .:- ..his:

Amresty International sent 0 mission to India from
December 31, 1977 to January Is, 1978 "to obtain a firsthand account of the many serioas human rights violationk
during the Emergenc' oeriod" (June 1975-March 1977) and
to acquaint itseif wit: tne measures announced by the new
In
covernment for tne restorat_-, of the rule of 'aw".
report zf :an.ir; 1:, 1379, tze
-.legates
cated that the', "received f-11 cooperat:on trom
officials throughout therr :try"
The Department of State
ma. ...ainec of no interra-ional investigation of the human
rights situation in Indic since that time.
Within India, a fact-finding non - governmental committee
appointed my the People's Union for Civil Liberties in
1979 investigated press reports aileging violations
of civil rignts in a rural district of Bihar.
The Committee found evidence of several cases of violation of civil
rights and stated that it was subjected to harassment by
local officials.

Country Reports on Human Rights Practices for
1979, Department of State. Washington: Superintendent of Documents, 1980.
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READING 34

THE CONSTITUTION OF ITALY
By virtue of the decision of the Constituent Assembly which, on December 22 1947, approved the Constitution of the Italian Republic and;
in consideration of the XVIII Enal Provisions;

Proclaims

the Constitution of the Republic of Italy as follows:
BASIC PRINCIPLES

Art. 1

Italy is a democratic Republic founded on labour. ,

I

Art. 2

The Republic recognizes and guarantees the inviolable rights of man,
both as an individual and as a member of the social groups in which
his personality finds expression,.and imposes the performance of unalterable duties of a political, economic and social nature.
Art. 3

All citizens are invested with equal social status and are equal before
the law, without distinction as to sex, race, languagc, religion, political
opinons and persolial or social conditions.
It is the responsibility of the Republic to remove all obstacles of an
economic and social nature which, by limiting the freedom and equality
of citizens, prevent the full development of the individual and the participation of all workers in the political, economic and social organization
of the country.
Art. 4
The Republic recognizes the right of all citizens to work and promotes
such conditions as wil! make this right effective .
.

Art. 6

The Republic safeguards linguistic minorities by means of special

provisions.

. .

.

Art. 7

The State and the Catholic Chur.h are, each within its own ambit,
indrendent and sovereign.
Art. 8
All religious denominations are equally free before the law.

Religious denominations other than Catholic are e7titled to organize
themselves according to their own creed provided that they are not in
conflict with Italian juridical organization. .
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Art, 10

Italy's legal system conforms with t
of international law.

Generally recognized principles

The legal status of foreigners is regulated by law in conformity .'it
international rules and treaties.

A foreigner to whom the practical exercise in his own country of
democratic freedoms, guaranteed by the Italian Constitution, is precluded, is entitled to the right of asylum within the territory of the Republic,
under conditions laid down by law.

The extraditior of a foreignc. for political miences is not admitted.
Art. 11

Italy condemns war as an instrument of aggression against the liberties
of other peoples and as a means for settling international controversies;
it agrees, on conditions of equality with other states, to such limitation
of sovereignty as may be necessary for a sy, em calculated to ensure
peace and justice between Nations: it promotes and encuarages international organizations having such ends in view. . .
PART ONE

RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF PRIVATE CITIZENS

Title I
CIVIL RELATIONS

Art, 13

Personal liberty is inviolable.
No form of personal detention, inspection or search is permitted, nor

other restrictions on personal lib:rty save by order of the judicial

authority for which the motive mtu-'i be stated, and then only in such
cases and manner as the law provides.
In ex 2ptional cases of necessity and urgency, strictly defined by law,
the police authorities may carry out provisional measures, which must
be communicated within 48 hours to the judicial authorities and which,
if the latter do not ratify them within the next 48 hours, are thereby
revoked and declared null and void.
All acts of physical and moral violence on persons subjected to limitations of freedom are punished.
The law lays down the maximum period of preventive detention.
Art. 14
Personal domicile is inviolable.

Inspection, search and distraint may not be carried out save in cases
and in the manner laid down by law in conformity with guarantees
prescribed for safeguarding personal freedom.

Special laws reguLte verifications and inspections for reasons of

public health and safety, or for economic and fiscal purposes.
Art. 15

The liberty and secrecy of corresnondence and of every form of communication are inviolable.
Limitations upon them may only be enforced by decision, for which
motives must be given, of the judiciat authorit es with the guarantees laid
down by law.
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Art. 16

Every citizen has he right to reside and travel freely in any part of
the metropolitan territory, save for such limitations as the laws may
prescribe in a general way for reasons of health or security. No restrictions may be prescribed for political reasons.
Every citizens i., free to leave the territory of the Republic and re-enter
it, save for suds obligations as are laid down by law (I).
Art. 17

Citizens are entitled to hold meetings peaceably and unarmed.

No previous notice is required for meetings in plac,s to which the
public has access.

.

For meetings in pttblic thoroughfares previous ne'ice must be communicated to the authorities, who may forbid them only for well established reasons of security or public safety.
Art. 18

Citizens are entitled to form associations without authorizat.on for
reasons not forbidden to individuals by criminal law.
Secret associations and those which pursue political aims, even indirectly, by means of organizations of a military character, are forbidden.
(1) Military Servic

znd payment of taxes and dunes are compulsory by law.

Art. 19

All are entitled to freely profess their religious convictions in any form,
individually or in associations, to propagate them and to celebrate them

in public or in private, save in the case of rites contrary to morality.
Art. 20

The religious character and the religious or confessional aims of an
association or institution shall not involve special legal limitations or
special fiscal burdens for its constitution, legz.1 status or any of its
activities.
Art. 21

All are entitled freely to express their thoughts by word of mouth, in
,vriting, and by all other means of communication.
The press may not be subjected to any authority or censorship.
Distraint is allower' only by order of the judicial authorities, for which
motives must be given, in the case of offences definitely laid down by

the press law, or in the case of violation of the provisions which the
saki law prescribes for identifying responsible parties.
In such cases, under conditions of absolute urgency and when th. immediate intervention of the judicial authorities is not possible, distraint
m iy be applied to the periodical press by officers of the judicial police,

who shall communicate the matter to the judicial a :thorities within
24 hot.- s. If the said judicial authorities do .tot ratify the measure
within the next 24 hours, the distraint is withdrawn and is null and void.
The law may prescribe, by means of provisions of a general nature,
that the financial sources of a periodical publication be made known.
Printed publications, performances and all other manifestations con-

trary to morality are forbidden.
The law lays down proper provisions for preventing and repressing all
violations.
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Art. 22

No one may be dew. wed of his legal status, his citizenship, or his
name for political reasons.
Art. 23

No personal service or payment may be forced on anyone, save according to law.
Art. 24

All are entitled to institute legal proceedings for the protection of
their own rights and Yegitimate interests.
Defence is an inalienable right at every stage of legal proceedings.
The indigent are entitled, through special provisions, to proper means
for action or defence at all levels of jurisdiction.
The law lays down Cue conditions and methods for obtaining reparation

for judicial e-rors.
Art. 25

No one may avoid proceedings resulting from offences against legislation in force.
No one may be punished save on the basis of a law which has come into
force before the offence has been committed.
No one may be subjected to security measures save in such cases as
are laid down by law.
Art. 26

The extradition of a citizen is permitted only in cases expressly provided for in international conventions.
Extradition shall never be permitted fc,r political offences.
Art. 27

Criminal responsibil y is personal.
The person accused is not considered guilty until final sentence has
been passed upon him.
Pi nishment must not consist of measures contrary to humne precepts and shall aim at reforming the person upon whom sentence is
passed.

The death penalty is not adimitted save in cases specified by military
laws in time of war.
Art. 28

Officials and employees of the State an-' of public bodies are directly
responsible, according to the criminal, civ' and administrative laws, for
acts committed in violation of rights. In such cases, civil responsibility
extends to the State and to public bodies.

Title II
ETHICAL AND SOCIAL RELATIONS

Art. 29

The State recognizes the family as a natural association founded on
marriage.

Marriage is based on the moral and legal equality of husband and
wife, within the limits laid down by the laws for ensurink, family unity.
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Art. 30

It is the duty and right of parents to support, instruct and educate
their children, even those born out of weulock.
Should the parents prove incapable, the law states the way in whirh
these duties shall be fulfilled.
The law ensures full legal and social protection for children born out
of wedlock consist-nt with the rights of the members of the legitimate
family.

The law lays down rut, and limitations for ascertaining paternity.
Art. 31

Th.!. Republic facilitates, by means of economic and other provisions,
It safeguards maternity, intancy and youth, promoting and encouraging institutions necessary for such purposes.
Art. 32

The Republic provides health safeguards us a basic right of the individual and in the interests of the community, and grants medical assistance to the indigent free of charge. Art. 33

The freedom of art and science and freedom of instruction in them
is affirmed.

The Republic lay.; down general rules for education and establishes
public schools of all kinds and grades.
i'!rt. 34

Education is available to everyone.
Elementary education, imparted for at least eight years, is compulsory
and free.
Capable and deserving pupils, ems if without financial resources, are
entitled to attain the highest grades of learning.
The Republic gives effect to-this privilege by means of sc...iolarships, of

contributions to the families of the pupils, and other provisions, to be
obtained by competitive examination.

Title III
ECONOMIC RELATIONS

Art. 35

The Republic safeguards labour in all its forms and methods of
execution.
Art. 36

An employed person is entitled to wages in proportion to tht 4uantity
and quality of his work. and in any case sufficient to provide hitt. and
his 'Family with a free and dignified existence. .
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Art. 37

Female labour enjoys equal rights and the same wages for the same
work as male labour. Conditions of work must make it possibile for
them to fulfil their essential fi.mily duties and provide for the adequate
protection of mothers and children.
The law prescribes the minimum age for paid labour (1).
The Republic prescribes special measures for safeguarding juvenile
labour and guarantees equal pay for equal work.
Art. 18

Every private citizen unable to work and unprovided with the resources
necessary for existence is entitled to private and social a istance. . . .

Art. 40
The right to strike is exercised within the sphere of the laws concerning
the subject
/0.1. 41

Private economic enterprise is open to all.

It cannot, however, be applied in such a manner as to ae in conflict
with social utility or when it is prejudicial to security, freedom and
human dignity.
The law prescribes sm. planning and controls as may be advisable for
directing and coordinating public and private economic activities towards
social objectives.

Art. 42

Ownership is public or private. Economic commodities belong to the
State, to public bodies or to private personc. .
Title IV
POtIfICAI RELATIONS

Art. 48

All private citizens, max or female, who are of age, are entitled to
vote.

Votes are personal, equal, free and secret. To vote is a civic duty.. ..
Art. 49

All citizens have the right to freely form parties in order to contribute
by democratic means to national policy
Article XII of the Transitory Provisions, however, forbids the reorganization of the

Fascist Party under any fort

Art. 30
All citizens may submit petitions to Parliament demanding legislative
measures or setting forth general needs.
Art. 51

All citizens of either sex are eligible for public office and for elective
positions on conditions of equality, according to the requir_es established by law , -
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Art. 52
The defence of the country is a moral duty of every citizen.

Military service is compulsory, within the limits and in the manner
laid down by law.
Art. 54

All citizens have the duty of feany to the Republic and shall respect
the Constitution and the laws.

Title lif
THE JUDICIARY

Art. 101

Justice is administered in the name of the people.
The judges are subject only to the laws (1).
Art. 102

The duties of the judiciary are carried out by permanent judges
appointed and governed according to the provisions laid dawn in
regulations on legal structure. ,

Art. 104

1 he Judiciary is an independent structure and is not subject to any
ott-,zr authority.

. ..

Art. 107

Judges cannot be removed from office.

,

Art. 108

The rules governing legal structure and every judicial office are
established by law.

Section II - Regulations on Justice
Art. 111

Valid reasons must be provided for all !ego' proceedings.
Art. 112
The Public Prosecutor is responsible for instituting penal proceedings.
Art. 113

Claims for protection of right, in matters of legitimate interest before

the organs of normal or administrative justice are always ally wed

against decisions taken by public administration.

Such jurisdictional protection may not be exclusive or limited to

special claims or to specific decisions.

The law lays down those jurisdictional organs which may ar

1

decisions of public administration according to the provisions established.
Art. 139

The Republican structure is not subject to constitutional amendment.
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READING 35

Enrupean Convention for the Protection of
I-Iuman Rights and Fundamental Freedoms
(1953)
The Governments signatory hereto, being Members of the Council
of Europe,
Considering the Universal Declaration of Human Rights proclaimed
by the General As.embly of the United Nations on to December 1948;
Considering that this Declaration aims at securing the universal and
etiective recognition and observance of the Rights therein declared,
tmil,itlering that the aim of the Council of Europe is the achievement of greater unity between its Members and that one of the mcthods

by which that aim is to i:e pursued is the maintenance and further
realisation of Human Right a.id Fundamental Freedoms;
Reaffirming their profound belief in those Fundamental Freedoms

which arc the foundation of justice and peace in the sorld and are
best ma;-.'ained on the one hand by an effective political democracy
and on the other by a common understarding and observance of the
Human Rights upon which they depend;
Being resolved, as the Governments of European countries which
arc like-minded and have a common heritage of political traditions,

ideals, freedom and the rule of law, to take the nrst steps for he
collective enforcement of certain of the Rights stated in the Universal
Dec12 ration;

Have agreed as follows:
ARTICLE I

The High Contracting Parties shall secure to everyone within their

jurisdiction the rights and freedoms defined in Section I of this
Convention.
ARTICLE.

I. Everyone's right to life shall be protected by law. No one shall be
deprived of his life intentionally MC in the execution of a sentence
of a court following his conviction of a crime for which this penalty
is provided by law.
ARTICLE 3

No one shall be subjected to torture or to i.human or degrading

treatment or punishment.

RTICLE 4

1. No one shall be held in slavery or servitude.
z. No one shall be required to perform forced or compulsory labour.
ARTICLE 5

I. Everyone has tile right to liberty and security of person.
No one shall be deprived of his liberty save in the following cases
and in accordance with a procedure prescribed by law:
a. the lawful detention of a person after conviction by a competent court;
b. the lawful arrest or detention of person for non-compliance
with the lawful order of a court or in order to secure the fulfilment
of any obligation prescribed by law; . .
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ARTICLE 6

i. In the determination of nis civil rights and obligations or of any
criminal charge against him, everyone is entitled to a fair and public
hearing within a reasonable time by an indeper.dent and impartial
tribunal established by law. Judgment shall be pronounced publicly
but the press and public may be excluded from all or part of the trial
in the interests of morals, public order or national security in a democratic society, where the interests of juveniles or the protection of the
private life of the parties so require, or to the extent strictly necessary
in the opinion of the court in special circumstances where publicity
would prejudice the interests of justice.
a. Everyone charged with a criminal offence shall be presumed
innocent until proved guilty according to law.
3. Everyone charged with a criminal offence has the following
minimum rights:
a. to be informed promptly; in a language which he understands
and in detail, of the nature and cause of the accusation against him;
b. to have adequate time and facilities for the preparation of his
defence;
c to defend himself in person or through legal assistance of his
own choosing or, if Li has not sufficiert means to pay for legal assistance, to be given it free when the intcrests of justice so require;

d. to examine or have exanined witnesses against him and to
obtain the attendance and examination of -vitnesses on his behalf
under the same conditions as witnesses against him;
e. to have the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand or speak the language used in court.
ARTICLF S

1. Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life,
his home and his corresponclance.

z. There shall be no interference by a public authority with the
exercise of this right except such as is in accordance with the law and
is necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national security,

public :af-ty or the economic well-being of the country, for the
prevention of disorder or crime, fr'r the protection of health or morals,
or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.
ARTICLE 9

1. Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and
religion; this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief
and freedom, either alone or in community with others and in public

er private, to nanifest his religion cr belief, in worship, =chin::
practice and observance.

a. Freedom to manifest one's religion or beliefs shall be subjec:
only to such limitations as am. prescrib-d lit7 law and are nec,-ssar:
in a democratic society in the interests of public safety, for the pr
tectiou of public order, health or morals, or for the protection of t.
rights and freedoms of others.
ARTICLE 10

1. Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right she
include freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart inform
tion and ideas without interference by public authority and regardle
of frontiers. This Article shall not prevent States from requiring &
licensing of broldcasting, television or cinema enterprises.
a. The exercise of these freedoms, since it carries with it duties an
responsibilities, may be subject to such formalities, conditions, r:
srrictions or penalties as are prescribed by law and are necessary in
democratic society, in the interests of national security, territori:
integrity or public safety, for the prevention of disorder or crime, fc

'ice
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the protection of healti or morals, for the protection of the reputatior

or rights of others, for preventing the disclosure of information
received in confidence, or for maintaining the authority and imparnalitof the judiciary.
ARTICLE I I

I. Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and tc
freedom of association with others, including the right to form anc
to join trade unions for the protection of his interests.
1. No restrictions shall be placed on the exercise of thes-: rights
other than such as are prescribed by Liw and are necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national safety or public safety, for
the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or
morals o, or the protection of the rights and freedoms of others
This Artie shall not prevent the imposition of lawful restri t....ons
the exercise of these rights by members of the armed forces, of the
)olice or of the administration of the State.
ARTICLE I2

Men and women of marriageable age have the right to marry and

o found a family, according to the national laws governing th(
:xercise of this right.
ARTICLE 13

Everycne whose rights and freedoms as set forth in this Conventior
are violated shall have an effective remedy before a national authority

notwithstanding that the violation has been committ c1 by person
acting in an official capacity.

ARTICLE 14

The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in this Convention shall be secured without discrimination on any ground sucl.as sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion
national or social origin, association with a national minority, property,
birth or other status.
ARTICLE

.. In time of war or other public emergency threatening the life of
the nation any High Contracting Party may take measures derogating

from its obligations under this Convention to the extent strictly
required by the exigencies of the situation, provided that such measures

are not inconsistent with its other obligations under international
law.

Aim= 19

To ensure the observance of the engagements undertaken by the
High Contracting Parties in the present Convention, there shall be set
up:

I. A European Commission of Human. Rights, hereinafter referred
to as 'the Commission';
1. A European Court of Human Rights, hereinafter referred to as
'the Court'. . . .
Ratifications

Austria
Belgium
Cyprus
Denmark
Federal Republic of Germany
Greece
Iceland
Ireland .

Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Norway
Saari
Sweden

Turkey
United Kingdom
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READING 36. Elementary
Italy (the Italian Republic)
In the past year there has been a dramatic increase
in violence that is related to political issues "Not only have there been more kidnappings for ransom but
also more frequent street violence, assassinations,
woundings, bombings, abductions, and murder."
In 1978 a bill was passed that contains measures to
protect property and to provide heavier sentences for
kidnapping. The law includes life imprisionment if a
kidnapped person dies.
The law also allows for more police power. People
who are arrested no longer have the right to a lawyer
while the police are questioning them, even though
that information cannot be used as evidence. Also,
anyone can be detained for up to 24 hours or until
they can prove their identity. As a result of the new
law, the police immediately arrested hundreds of people suspected of being involved in terrorist activities.
On March 16, 1978, former Prime Minister Aldo
Moro was kidnapped by an armed group in Rome. All
of the guards in his escort were murdered. The kidnappers identified themselves as members of the Red
Brigadea group planning to overthrow the state by
the use of violence. They later claimed that they had
tried Aldo Moro in a "people's tribunal," that he had

S

been found guilty and had been condemned to death.
Amnesty Internation?1, along with many other organizations, appealed for the life of Aldo Moro The
appeals did not work and Moro's body was discovered
in Rome on May 9, 1978.
Amnesty International continues to be concerned
about the rights of innocent people in Italy and about
poor treatment in specially created security prisons
The Italian government has been willing to join Am-

nesty International in investigating prison conditions.
Amnesty International is also concei :led about the
length of time people in Italy have to stay in prison

before their trial. They wrote, "Giovanni Venture,
. was in detention awaiting trial for over four
years, charged with taking part in 1967 in the bombing in the Piazza Fontana in Milan which killed 16
people." Conscientious objectors (people who refuse
to join the military because they do not believe that it
is ever right to kill) are also jailed because carrying
out military service is a law in Italy. Most conscientious objectors in prison in Italy are Jehovah's Witnesses.
Summarized from:
Amnesty International Report. 1978. London: Amnesty International, 1979. pp 221-2.

READING 36. Secondary
Italy ( the 'whim Republic)

In the pa ,t year in Italy the;

has been a marked iimt:ase in violence. Not only
!tax time been more kidnappings fui lair.oin but also more Irequ.mt Sri( et violence, assassinations, wruir.liii,zs. horn) ingsibductions and mw der for d,!claied
political end by extremist rroups of both 'wilt and left.
In 1978, the Government under the (Mist= Democrat Prim,' Minister. Signor
Giulio Andreotti, introduced new ;1.C:1:31.11LS to Li 1111):It act') Of 'c.rrorisni A thirteen;wide
1::(.1111,. lav III 11,11C1i 1978 CidltalltS 11!..`+WICS to protect pitnierty
:Ind provides for hcasiei sentenccs tor different de;2recs of 1 idnapping. I he law
allows imprisonment foi litr (ergastolo)In the cent of .1 kidnapped person dyinr.
Time are also provisions to eliminate S011ie feattIrC=. of tho secret prehminary
proceedings NAIL h had

1.1.1

iously constrained

eStl"

ma,..istiat es, and to

allow a comidelahle espans:on in police power. People ailested in the act of
committing an offence no longer have the right to 1...,!al :epi.,;intat!on (luring
such wierioptionc cannot br
interrogation, llowevei, information obtaiuC
used as eviienc.1. In addilion. the law stipulates that an,oii: may I,: det.aned and
held for up to 24 Jmurs o1 inlil tlwv Lin prove thei! rclt ntii i he Minister of die
Interim now has nieleasL"I power to request autlioritation
the period of time for \\ och an million/ anon lasts has ken lern,,thned
it is now obli;atory to iepoit the ,,ale ui repting of property :411,1 to toll the pole.:
who the parties involved arc
,,'n 23 M.u.lt ',91S and
These special powers Caine into lore by Deciee
.iies.nzation of
the police immediately 11:,:d them to inert and hold
of having
their identities IniEdieds of leftiNts suspected of being ;awl, ated
knowledge ;4, terrorist aLtiv:ties.

The most recent and inosi serious in a long series of vinl.,lt confrontation,:
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between the Goveinment and extremist pioups took nide.. on 16 M:11:h 1978,
when the lot
Prime Mini3ler and !cadet of the Co!l'a 1.111 De1110t.ratiL Party.
Aldo Moro, was kidnapped :)y, an armed e,,,up in Rome. imi Oh, guilds in his
escort were murdered 1 c kidnappers identified tit, iiK, 'os in .1 stator' n! on
18 March as belonring to the Red Miracles a group committed to the ti,.. of
violence and of a "stlidcry of tensiona:, a rnst step lima; d'. the u\orthow. of the
state h,:. Red Ihigacks
eiI that Farm), NIoro was b..ini! held in a "people's
plison and would go on trial 1), tote a "people's t:ibunal. On 15 Apia die Red
131.1!.ade,.. announced that his int:Irtyaticii \\S 1.111111ed, that 1-. had b:en lonnd
'guilty- and had !Kea ,:ondeotheo to .R.31h.
Amnesty Inteinational is lied a ph's', ielca,e on 17 Apo. apreahT, for the life
of tddo Moro I 111' like ah,..al, fioni many ()dirt ,,,,a.:;,, ws of no avail and las
murdered body was di,CON eted 111 10111e 011 I) May
A11111eity 1111e111.1!. /11 11 erlitumes to be conecined .1! tepoi is and alleg:Ition. 01

in:ltreatment ititi bad con:limn; in 11.1;11111:1so1utions 01 c ,,ntincincnt. it.,ludin,
the nine recently Lie it;c1s0.1.11 'may pi lams. Amnesty. International tlt'rclorc
wrote m May 1978 to I tam o ain,elhii, the tinder Seine( iry H Stale of the
Piesideney of the Ceo.icd. saying that it W11% 4111111,' 10 set lip 'a pi op,.r in est 'gallon

of condmon, in the .pe...7ial--curity prisons. When this letter was sent. Oh iialian
GOVL111111C111 had publi( ly explesscd its own willingness to co- operate hilly in
such an irv,sti,,,ation.

The delays at all stai!os in cases before the Italian courts is another matte' of
coneciii to Amnesty Intel national I he pi,,blem is mote acute in common et munal
1 ac c I
cases since many 01 .e.ein..I
:an:, l'i politically niotk Aid cases ale tried under
1

1

special tapiti penal procedures llow,...vet, dm, is not always so. (,i0 311111 VC111111Zi,

for example, was in detention awaiting trial for over foul y '..is, chav,2ed with

taking rut it l'-'69 in the bombing in the Piwa Fontana is Vidal, which kiltcl
16 people. Ile subsequently male an ipplication to the Luropean Commission
on Human Rights in Strasbourg, clan)inr, that he had been dimwit his rilit to a
fait trial within a teasonable time, as guaranteed by Article 6 o1- the European
Convention on liuman Rights. he Commission at its April 1978 sev.ion accepted
the admis.Coility of his application. Amnesty International white to the N11111steof Justice in 1976, expressim:, collect n at the delas in bringing Giovanni Ventota
to trial.
Amnesty' International groups wolkco for a total of seven vslopled conscientious
objectors during the year 1977 78, fne of whom have now been renewed after
serving an average of 12 months' imprisonment. hose still in pin on. include one
Amnesty Internation.:' adoptec, Franco Pasello, who was sentAlced to 14 ontns'
implisomr,:nt for rclusing to cahy out military service (the usual char'e) and. at a

separate trial, to a luither 12 months' for refusal to register fur military setice

In November 1077. when the filst term of imprisonm:,,i in a inditaly pri,on
e;:pited, Ii" was transferred to a ci\ ihan prison to serve the second sentence All
seven conscientiou s objectors adopted by Amnosty International Aeie "tot.'
resisteiv" to military service in that II. y objected .,-.)r, politica! grounds to both

in .sty and alternative service Most conscientious objeetois in prison in Italy are
J el t ovd li 's Witnesses.

AmnestyLiternational Report. :978. London Amnesty International, 1979 pp 221-2
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READING 37
Suspected Subversives Exiled to Remote Regions
Peter Nichols
ROME, Feb. 19. Support from Britain, France and
other European countries is being sought by opponents of the decision by Rome police to use a form
of internal exile against suspected subversives.
The first extreme left-winger to suffer this
measure is an anarchist, Signor Roberto Mander,

aged 26, who was sent on Tuesday to the tiny island of Limosa, off the southern coast of Sicily

where he will spend the next two years under
strict supervision.
He was seen off at the station by a group of sup-

porters who had heard that the inhabitants of Limosa were protesting against his arrival. Similar
cases brought by the police are coming before F
Rome court this week.

Recourse to this device began in its present
form early this year, and has caused widespread
criticism. In the past, its best known use was against persons suspected of Mafia connexions.
The practice of sending them to distant parts of Italy is frequently said to have helped to spread Mafia activities to areas hitherto free of them.

The measure, which was used by the Fascists
against their opponents, dates from pre-Fascist
days. In 1975 it was extended to cover alleged po-

The Times London, Feb 20, 1978

READING 38
Italian Political Exile Endures Island Banishment
Isle of Linosa, ItalyCrystal clear warm seas, cobalt blue Mediterranean skies, and only the chug of
fishing hunches and clop of donkey's hooves to disturb the quiet.
It socnds like the brochure describing an ideal vacation; and last year nearly 3,000 people flocked to
this remote island to enjoy its climate and scenic
beauty.
But for Roberto Mander, who is being paid a daily
allowance of $3.50 to live here for a year the island is
not a resort.
For Mr. Mander is living here in exile.
He was sent to linosa, half-way between Sicily and

North Africa, under a law which allows the Italian
authorities to make people active in politics leave the
country even when there is no proof of crime.

litical subversives and persons thought likely to

Mr. Mander, who is in his mid-20s, arrived here

commit crimes.
Criticisms of it form part of an increased interest

February 17 in a blaze of publicity and the 400 islanders soon set up a blocl.ade to protest against his presence.
The islanders cut themselves off from the outside

here in civil rights. Other aspects of the penal system which are under attack include the continued
use of criminal lunatic asylums, conditions inside
the new high security prisons and the standard medical treatment to prisoners in all types of prison.
These are the relatively new elements that have

come to the forefront as a nart of the debate on
how the state should be dealing with the growing
problem of political violence.
A case that will come up before a Rome court on
Tuesday is that of Signor Massimo Pieri, a student

leader. The court will decide whether or not to
have him deported to some remote part of the
country. Signor Pieri points out that no criminal
charges are pending against him and his numeous
trials have all ended in acquittal.
Aged 34, he has a degree in physics. Apart fr III
being a student leader, he is also an active opponent of the Government's policy of buil ing nuclear

o

He talks more highly as a convinced revolutionary, of the British system. "I prefer a good bourgeois democracy to a bad dictatorship of the proletariat." fIe says internal exile exists only in Chile
and the Soviet Union apart from Italy.

power stations.
He feels the Communist P arty is responsible for
growing repression. He ccuses the Communists of

among other thin s, supporting the use of exile
against such p rsons as himself.

world and refused service to the ferry which brings
supplies to Sicily.
The islanders, who supplement their meager liv
lihoods from fishing and farming by giving board and
lodging to summer tourists, said visitors would avoid
the island if it became a regular dumping ground for
suspected political activists.
Parliament in Rome is now expected to abolish the
law which allowed the police to banish Mr. Mander
But because of the slow pace of legislation it may be
months before he gets off the island.
M anwhile, I just sit here," says Mr. Mande; who
h s strong left -wing views but uenies charges of involvement with politically violent groups.
Exiles like Mr. Mander are supposed to work in the
community they are sent to. But Mr. Mander sees no

chance of finding a job on this tiny island, which
measures less than 11 miles around. There are already 37 islanders out of work.
The exiles also are supposed to live with the locals.
But Linosans have refused Mr. Mander both board
and lodging and there are no restaurants and hotels.
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"I have to sleep at the police station and buy bread
and tins from a shop," he said.
"No one ever gives me food, so I haven't had a hot
meal since I arrived here," he explained.
Mr. Manders said he came here, instead of refusing
the order and facing arrest, to underline what he calls
the absurdity and injustice of the system of exile in
Italy.

Summarized from Christian Science Monitor,
April 3, 1978.

READING 40
450 Foreign Wives Angered by Curb on Rights in
Italy
Henry Tanner
(Rewritten and Summarized)
The Italian government is insisting on strict enforcement of a 68 year-old law that requires foreign
women marrying Italians to automatically acquire
Italian citizenship. About 450 women employed at
the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (F.A.O. Rome) are affected by the law. They will

lose many benefits that were written into their con-
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tracts when they were hired as international civil

ROME"They're at it again," said a middle-aged
woman whose tone betrayed a mixture of dislike

servants (before they were married). The women will

and grudging admiration.

She was pointing to a young man with a megaphone, a member of Italy's small but active Radical
Party, who stood in Rome's spacious Piazza Navona

energetically exhorting passersby to "sign here if
you want to force Parliament to enact the reforms
our constitution guarantees us, abolish the Concordat with the Vatican, change the military code and
end public financing of political parties."
Nearby, other party workers at hastily set-up
chairs and tables were busy coaxing signatures supporting an eight-point civil-rights referendum.
Volunteers from among the party's 4,000 milit-

ants have collected more than the 500,000 signa-

tures needed for a popular referendum that, by
abolishing eight major Italian laws, could overhaul

totally some basic institutionsand its traditional
relationship with the Roman Catholic Church. The
Radicals are now seeking 700,000 signatures to defeat any effort at mass challenges.
The chief sponsors of the successful Italian divorce drive and the most active supporters of the
continuing abortion fight, the Radicals are confid-

ent that their reliance on direct democracy will
pay off once again.

Their eventual success in completing the petition and in getting out the vote next spring if the
referendum is held, could also confirm some forecasts triat this increasingly anti-Communist group
of highly vocal social reformers will play a growin role in Italy.

.

.

lose their original nationality and fear that they
could not be repatriated in the event of an international crisis. They also point out that the law does not
apply equally to foreign men marrying Italian women.
The Food and Agriculture Organization is currently negotiating a new set of agreements with the Italian government. The women have demanded that the
agreement not be signed unless the law is no longer
enforced. They charge that "by failing to get the Italian government to waive the 1912 law, the U.N. or-

ganization has become an accomplice in depriving
them of their original nationality." The F.A.O. directors recognize the women's original nationality within their agency, but claim that they cannot influence
the Italians to change their laws.
The emphasis on enforcement of the law is due to
Italian authorites reacting to terrorism in Italy. They
are tightening a wide range o" regulations dealing
with law aryl order. For example, a pending bill will
require all Italian citizens to ,irry identity cards
that, when fed into a computer, will giv- extensive
background information on the card carrier. All foreigners are required to carry identity papers at all
times.
The 450 women at F A 0. are primarily British.
Some come from other European countries and the
United States Italian law forbids dual citizenship
and the women have been pressured to give up their
old passports. Double taxation is a potential problem,
and the women would lose the right to have foreign
currency.
"The protesters basic argument is that the F A 0 ,

as a United Nations agency, is morally and legally
Washington Post, June 8, 1977.

bound to protect them against the loss of the material
and moral rights they were enjoying at the time they
consented to become its employees "

Summarized from New York Times, April 29,
1980.
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READING 41
Feminism in Europe. Italy
Elizabeth Pond

"It's the biggest social change in Italy in the past 10 years," asserts one
foreigner, a woman.
"It doesn't go anywhere.
ical chic," disagrees another.

It's just upper middle class, with a lot of rad-

"In these latest years it has spread enormously; it's probably even too big,"
comments a longtime Italian feminist.
"The feminist movement?" ask a half dozen youngltalian women in the Rome YWCA
uncomprehendingly. They refer a questioner to the Woman's House on the Via del Govern° Vecchio as if it ',ere some foreign embassy.
Virtually everycne does agree, however, that it began a decade ago with the
campaign for a new divorce law in Italy.
Fledgling feminists, including many political radicals to the left of the Italian Communist Party, and some Fulbright
scholarship returnees from feminist-consciousAmerica, pressed for a change in the
country's male-dominated society. They drafted a law giving Italian women equal
rights with men in getting divorce for the first time in history.
The feminists shamed the yell-organized wing of the Communist party (and the
smaller, less important Socialist Party) into supporting them. And they persuaded
the perennially dominanat and tradition-minded Christian Democrats to vote for the
divorce law on the condition that a popular referendum be held after passage. The
firm expectation was that the conservative Italians would then defeat the divorce
law in this first use of the referendum in postwar Italy.
The firm expectation was wrong. The Christian Democrats were shocked and the
feminists astounded by the lop-sided 60 per cent of the electorate that approved the
law in 1974. Village women in old-fashioned southern Italy, it turned out, wanted
the right to get divorced-- or at lnast to legalize five-year-old de facto separations, as the cautious new law authorized-- just as much as their middle-class
urban sisters in Rome and Milan. So did the poor women in Rome's outlying slums,
which produced one of the heaviest turnouts for the vote.
The explanation of this surprising support for divorce offered by Alma Sabatini, one of the early feminist leaders, is simple: "The less subtle male superiority is, the clearer it is. Consciousness-raising among women is easier, once it gets
started. They see things more clearly for themselves. I think in other societies it's
more concealed."
Concurring in this judgement, one foreign reporter cites examples of illiterate
peasant women who have developed a strong feminist outlook after brutal beatings by
their husbands.

Whatever the process of "consciousness-raising," its momentum carried through
to the second big feminist issue, abcrtion. Despite the opposition of the Roman
Catholic Church, Roman Catholic Italy passed a law in 1978 that, on paper at last,
legalized abortion.
As with the divorce law, this seemed to be a case of legalizing existing pracEven the most conservative estimates calculate one abortion for every live
birth in Italy.
tice.

In'
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Looking back on the 1970s, Rome University sociologist Franco Ferrarotti
sees the following feminist gains: Beyond divorce and abortion, Italian wnmen have
attained legal equality in employment, a share in family decisions, and nondiscrimination for illegitimate children.
The woman is no longer the sole guilty party in cases of adultery. The sociologist points out ;let "crimes of passion" in which a an kills a wife or sister
who has had sexual relations out of wedlock are now fully punishable as murder and
are not to be dismissed with a light prison sentence.
Furthermore, women have gained unprecedented access to higher education in the
Women have also enpast decade. Ralf of today's university students are women.
tered professional fields that formerly were nlosed to them.
To be sure, their numbers are still tiny in news .nedia and law offices.
Those
Those who become doctors tend to get channeled to specialtiea like gynecology.
who move into university teaching tend to get channeled to "feminine" subjects like
pedagogy or family sociology. But the numbers are increasing.

In addition, in the past decade more husbands have begun to help push the
baby carriages.
Daniela Colombo, a former teacher a-d the current rotating chief editor of
the feminist magazine Effe, agrees that women have made legal gains. She calls the
Italian abortion law one of the best in Europe, and she uescribes Italy's equal-pay,
non-discrimination, maternity-leave, and child-day-center laws as advanced.
She points out that Italian women did not have to fight for an equal-rights
amendment as American women are doing because equality is already guaranteed to women
in the Italian Constitution.
The unfortunate thing, however, is that "laws are not observed in this country- not just laws about women, but 1,nws as a whole," says the Effc editor.

Despite flowery guarantees, women have suffered much more than men from the
recession of the past flint years, from unemployment, from the housing shortage, she
Compulsory maternity benefits now mean that many companies avoid hiring young
says.
women altogether. Many doctors and hospitals refuse to perform legal abortions. Construction of child-care centers has come to a halt for lack of money.

At the no-men-allowed Casa della Donna on the Via del Governo Vecchio some women
have taken it into their own hands to try to improve woman's lot. In the formerly
empty Roman palazzo that they have been squatting in for the past three years (the
Rome government, a partial owner of the building, no longer tries to evict them)
they provide legal and psychological help for abused wome,. and counseling on contraception and abortion.
The women of Casa della Donna also sponsor discussion groups among housewives,
mothers, photographers, Alitalia stewardesses, craftswomen, and others. The rundown
but roomy palazzo, currently being whitewashed and renovated by volunteers also has
space for theater performances and for such activities as violin and guitar lessons.
By far the main current concern of the house is violence against women, including rape and wife beating. The feminist focus on this issue has s :eady brought
much ridden family violence into the open, and the hope is that this acreased public
awareness of the problem will he the first step in diminishing it.
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Eventually the case may become a home for battered women and children who need
a temporary place to stay.

The Italian feminists have made enormous headway in a notoriously male chauvinist society. They have experienced enormous disappointments-- including a stinging
backlash from some men. The feminists now are at the uncomfortable stage where they
have aroused a lot of feminine expectations-- but have not yet roused much masculine
willingness to meet these expectations.
It's a question of attitudes and education, Daniels Colombo maintains.
"The education of girls has charged radically in the past decade," she explains, whele the education of boys has changed hardly at all. "Girls now go to
school. They are taught that they should be independent, ahve a job, be brave and
courageous. But the boys haven't changed. They are afraid of being feminized."
It is in t' .s attitude that Effe editor Colombo sees the next challenge of
the Italian women's movement.

Christian Science Monitor, Sept 14, 1979.

READING 42
ITALY

The Italian constitution recognizes all the basic political
and civil liberties and a number of fundamental economic and
social rights. These rights are generally honored in practice,
even in the face of the terrorist violence occuring in that
country.
1.

Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including
Freedom from:
a.

Torture

Freedom from tortu.e is guaranteed by law and respected in
practice.
b.

Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment

Freedc'n from cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment is guaranteed by law and respected in practice.
c.

Arbitrary Arrest or Imprisonment

Freeden from arbitrary arrest or imprisonment is guaranteed
by law and general
respected in practice.
The Italian Penal Cole-the so-called Rocco Law--was enacted
c.uring the fascist era. Althoveh substantially amended,
it re.,alns tne basis of Italian penal law, and authorizes
certain restrictions on civil liberites.
For example, it
outlaws defamation of state institutions and government,
as hell as foreign ana ecclesiastical officials.
The Peale law which deals with criminal procedures, oas
oassed in 1975 in response to increasing terrorism and was
oc..:irmed by a fablic referendum in 1978. It establishes broad
po.ors of arrest and im,risonment, and is considered by
most political parties to be too stringent and in need of
amendment.
Parliamentary action on draft legislation to
amend the law has been pending since 1977 and was recently
postponed for the fourth time.
d.

Denial of Fair Public Trial

Fair public trial is guaranteed by law and respected in
p'actice.
However, as in some other Western European
countries, a person may be legally imprisoned wie,out
ball for up to two years before his case is referred to a
judge for trial.
In the current yelr, for e:-:amrle, several
alleged terrorists have been arrested and are still
prison without any date fixed fcrAh5 trail.
(1
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e.

Invasion of the Home

Freedom from invasion of the home is guaranteed by law and
respected in practice. Iloevr, several cases of entry
into homes without legal authorization have occurred.

7.

Governmental Policies Relating to the Fulfillment
of Such Vital Needs as Food, Shelter, Health Care
--.nd Education:

Italy has an extensive system of social welfare benefits
covering old age, retirement, health and unemployment. Thaso
programs have experrenced continuing problems or inefficient
administration which have resulted in inequities in some
cases.
The Government recognizes this problem and is
attempting to improve social services.
3.

Respect for Civil and Political Liberties,
Including:
a.

Freedom of Speech, Press, Religion and
Assembly

These freedoms are normally inviolate.
However, one clear
violation of freedom of the press is the regular confrscation
of Male,
_ a weekly newspaper of political satire.
b.

Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign
Travel and Emigration.

There is freedom of movement, foreign travel and emigration.
c.

Freedom to Participate in the Political Process

Political actitity on the part of citizens is universal.
Political parties represent the entire spectrum, horn left
to right.
In a typical parliamentary election, over 90
percent of eligible voters cast ballots.
In some areas, notably the rural south, there remains a
tendency to cast women in traditional roles and to delimit
their freedom of action accordingly.
4.

Government Attitude and Record Regarding International and Nun-governmental Investigation of
Alleged Violations of Libman Rights:

The Italian Government has an excellent record in supporting
human rights throuhout the world. Italy has not been the
subject of investigation of alleged human rights violations.

Country Reports on Human Rights Practices for
1979, U.S Department of State. Washington Superintendent of Documents, 1980.
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Do la and Babi were very close friendsso close,

people thought they were twins. Even after they
grew up, they couldn't bear to be apart. When the
time came for them to marry, they chose two brothers, and went to share the same home.

Now Do la waited very much to have a baby.

She plantec: a kola nut tree in the yard of her new
home, and prayed to the tree's spirit every day to
help her have a child. But animals soon began to

nibble at the little tree's leaves, a-d Dola feared
that her tree would die before it could help her.
When Babi learned of Dola's problem, she knew

1 04
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just what to do. She brcaght out the neck of a large
broken pitcher, and showed Do la how to cover the

tree with it so that animals couldn't reach the
leaves. Do la thanked her friend happily.

The tree grew quickly then. In a few years, it
was full-grown and its nuts were the best in the
village. Do la grew wealthy selling the nuts.
But as Do la grew more wealthy, Babi grew more

and more jealous of her friend's success. One day,
she asked Do la to return the neck of her pitcher.
She knew this couldn't be done without breaking
either the pitcher neck or the tree, for the branches
had grown too wide for the neck to be slipped off.

Do la cried and oegged her friend to change her
mind, but Babi kept insisting she wanted her pitcher neck back unbroken.
The two women went to court, where the judge
ruled that what belonged to Babi should be return-

ed to her. The kola nut tree was cut down. Do la
was heartbroken.
A few months later, Babi had a baby girl. Do la

gave her a beautiful brass ring to put around the
baby's neck. Babi was very pleased.

But exactly ten years later, on the little girl's
birthday, Do la asked Babi to give back the ring.
Babi was terrified, for, just as the kola nut tree's
branches had grown wid than the pitcher's neck,
the child's head had grown bigger than the brass
ring. The only way to take the ring off without
breaking it was Lo cut cff the child's head.
Again, Do la and Babi went to court. After hearing Do la's claim to the ring and remembering his

judgment in favor of Babi in the 2arlier case, the
judge decided that Do la was right: she could have
her ring back without breaking it. What was her's
should be returned to her. He fixed a day for the
child's hea ' to be cut off in front of all the
villagersso that they, too, could learn the danger
of jealousy.

The day came. Everyone gathered in the king's
palace to watch the beheading. As the sword was

raised, the king told the people that, just as the
tree was cut down to return the pitcher neck, the
child would be killed to return the brass ring.
Suddenly, Dola stopped the executioner. She cried
that she didn't want to hurt an innocent child just
because of her mother's jealousy. And she said that

if people kept on returning evil for evil, the evil
would never, ever end. In front of all the villagers,
Dola forgave Babi for what she had :.tone to her
kola nut tree.
The king, the judge and the villagers went home

happily. From that day on, Dola and Babi were
closer friends than ever. And. every time one of
them would become angry with the other, she

vould remember her lessonand return good,
not evil, for evil.
Adapted by Jean Gerbini from an old Nigerian folk
tale as retold by Amos Tutuola.

READING 44
THE CONSTITUTION
OF THE
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF NIGERIA
1979

15. (1) The motto of the Federal Republic of Nigeria shall b laity and Faith, Peace and Progress.
(2) Accordingly, national integration shall be
actively encouraged, whilst discrimination on the
grounds of place of ongin, sex, religion, status,
ethnic or linguistic association or ties shall be prohibited.

(3) For the purpose of promoting national integration it shall be the duty of the State to
(a) provide adequate facilities for and encourage free mobility of people, goods and
services throughout the Federation;
(b) secure full residence rights for every
citizen ill all parts of the Federation.
(c) encourage intermarriage among persons
from different places of origin or of different
religious, ethnic or linguistic associations or
ties, and
(d) promote or encourage the formation
of associations that Lut across ethnic, linguistic, religious or other sectional barriers.
(4) The State shall foster a feeling of belonging and of involvement among the various peoples
of the Federation, to the end that loyalty to the
nation shall overrise sectional loyalties.
(5) The State shall abolish all corrupt practices and abuse of power.
16. (1) The State shall, within the context of the
ideals and objectives for which provisions are made

in this Constitution
(a) control the national economy in such msnner as to secure the maximum welfare, freedom
and happiness of every citizen on the basis of
social justice and equality of status and opportunity;
(b) without prejudice to its right to operate
or participate in areas of the economy other
than the major sectors of the economy, manage
and operate the major sectors of the economy;
(c) without prejudice to the right of any person to participate in areas of the economy within the major sector of the economy, protect the
right of every citizen to engage in any economic
activities outside the major sectors of the economy.
(2) The State shall direct its policy towards

ensuring
(a) the promotion of a planned and balanced
economic development;
(b) that the material resources of the commun-
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ity are harnessed an distributed as best as possible to serve the common good;
(c) that the economic system is not operated
in such a manner as to permit the concentration
of wealth or the means of production and exchange in the hands of few individuals or of a
group; and
(d) that suitable and adequate shelter, suitable
and adequate food, reasonable national minimum
living wage, old age care and pensions, and unemployment and sick benefits are provided for all
citizens. . . .
(c) government actions shall be humane;
(d) exploitation of human or natural resources
in any fonn whatsovever for reasons other than
the good of the community shall be prevented;
(e) the independence, impartiality and integrrity of courts of law, and easy accessibility thereto shall be secured and maintained.
(3) The State shall direct its policy towards en-

suraing that1") all citizens without discrimination on any
ground whatsoever have the opportunity for securing adequate means of livelihood and well as
adequate opportunities to secure suitable employment;
(b) conditions of work are just and humane,
and that there are adequate facilities for leisure
and for social, religious and cultural life;
(c) the health, safety and welfare of all persons
in employment are safeguarded and not endangered or abused;
(d) there are adequate medical and health facilities for all persons;
(e) there is equal pay for equal work without
discrimination on account of sex, or on any
other ground whatsoever;
(f) children, young persons and the aged are
protected against any exploitation whatsoever,
and against moral and material neglect; and
(g) provision is made for public assistance
in deserving cases or other conditions of need.
18. (1) Government shall direct its policy towards ensuring that there are equal and adequate
educational opportunities at all levels.
(2) Government shall promote science and
technology.
(3) Government shall strive to eradicate illiteracy; and to this end Government shall as and when

practicable provide
(a) free, compulsory and universal primary
education;
(b) free secondary education;
(c) free university education; ai1d
(d) free adult literacy programme.
19. The State shall promote Nigerian Unity, as
well as total political, economic, social and cultur-

al liberation of Nigeria and all other forms of international co-operation conducive to the consolidation
of universal peace and mutual respect and f-iendship
among all peoples and States, and shall combat
racial discrimination in all its manifestations.
20. The State shall protect and enhance Nigerian culture.
21. The press, radio, television and other agencies
of the mass media at all times stall be free to uphold the fundamental objectives contained in this
Chapter and uphold the responsibility and accountability of the Government to the people.
22. The national ethic shall be Discipline, Selfreliance and Patriotism. . . .
(10) The Government of the Federation or of a
State shall not adopt any religion as State Religion.
(11) (1) The National Assembly may make laws
for the Federation or any part thereof with respect
to the maintenance and securing of public safety
and public order and providing, maintaining and
securing of such supplies and services as may be designated by the National Assembly as essential supplies and services .

.

.

.

30. (1) Every person has a right to life, and no one
shall be deprived intentionally of his life, save in execution of the sentence of a court in respect of a
criminal offence of which he has been found guilty.
(2) A person shall not be regarded as having
been deprived of his life in contravention of this
section if he dies as a result of the use, to such extent and in such circumstances as are permitted by
law, of such force as is reasonably necessary
(a) for the defence of any person from unlawful violence or for the defence of property;
(b) in order to effect a lawful arrest or to prevent the escape of a person lawfully detained; or
(c) for the purpose of suppressing a riot, insurrection or mutiny.
31. (1) Every individual is entitled to respect for
the dignity of his person, and accordingly
(a) no person shall be subjected to torture or
to inhuman or degrading treatment;
(b) no persons shall 'lie held in slavery or servitude; and
(c) no person shall be required to perform
forced or compulsory labor.
(2) For the purposes of subsection (1) (c) of
this section, "forced or compulsory labor" does

not include
(a) any labor required in consequence of the
sentence or order of court;
(b) any labor required of members of the armed forces of the Federation or the Nigerian Police Force in pursuance of their duties as such or
in the armed forces of the Federation, any labor
required instead of such service;
(c) any labor required which is reasonably
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necessary in the event of any emergency or calamity threatening the life or well-being of the community; or
(d) any labor or service that forms part of
(i) normal communal or other civic obligations for the well-being of the community;
(ii) such compulsory national service in the
armed forces of the Federation as may be prescribed by an Act of the National Assembly; or
(iii) such compuslory national service which
forms part of the education and training of
citizens of Nigeria as may be prescribed by an
Act of the National Assembly. . . .
(2) Any person who is arrested or detained
shall have the right to remain silent or avoid answering any question until after consultation with a legal practitioner or any other person of his own
choice.
(3) Any person itho is arrested or detained
shall be informed in writing within 24 hours (and
in a language that he understands) of the facts and
grounds for his arrest or detention.
(4) Any person who is arrested or detained
in accordance with subsection (1) (c) of this section
shall be brought before a court of law within a
reasonable time, and if he is not tried within a

period of

(a) 2 months from the oate of his arrest or detention in the case of a person who is in custody
or is not entitled to bail; or
(b) 3 months from the date of his arrest or detention in the case of a person who has been released on bail,
he shall (without prejudice to any further proceedings that may be brought against him) be released
either unconditionally or upon such conditions as
are reasonably necessary to ensure that he appears
for trial at a later date.
(5) In subsection (4) of this section the ex-

34. The privacy of citizens, their homes, correspondence, telephone conversations and telegraphic communications is hereby guaranteed and protected.
35. (1) Diery person shall be entitled to freedom
of thought, conscience and religion, including freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom
(either alone cr in community with others, and in
public or in private) to manifest and propagate his
religion or belief in worship, teaching, practice
and observance.
(2) No person attending any place of education shall be required to receive religious instruction or to take part in or attend any religious ceremony or observance if such instruction, ceremony
or observance relates to a religion other than his
own, or a religion not approved by his parents or
guardian.
(3) No religious community or denomination shall be prevented from providing religious
instruction for pupils of that community or denomination in any place of education maintained wholly by that community or denomination.
36. (1) Every person shall be entitled to freedom
of expression, including freedom to hold opinions
and to receive and impart ideas and information
without interference. .. .
(5) Every person who is charged with a criminal offence shall be presumed to be innocent until
he is proved guilty:
Provided that nothing in this section shall invalidate any law by reason only that the law imposes upon any such person the burden of proving particular facts.
(6) Every person who is charged with a crimi-

oression "a reasonable tine" means
(a) in the case of an arrest or detention in any

nal offence shale 'le entitled
(a) to be informed promptly in the language
that he understands and in detail of the nature
of the offence;
(b) to be given adequate time and facilities for
the preparation of his defence;

place where there is a court of competent jurisdiction within a radius of 40 kilometers a period
of one day; and
(b) in any other case, a period of 2 days or
such longer period as in the circumstances may
be considered by the court to be reasonable.
(11) No person who is tried for a criminal offence
shall be compe'led to give evidence at the trial.
(12) Subject as otherwise provided by this Constitution, a person shall not be convicted of a criminal offence unless that offence is defined and the
penalty therefor is prescribed in a written law; and
in this subsection, a written law refers to an Act of
the National Assembly or a Law of a State, any subsidiary legislation or instrument under the provisions
of a law. . . .

(c) to defend himself in person or by legal
practitioners of his own choice;
(d) to examine in person or by his legal practitioners the witnesses called by the prosecution
before any court and to obtain the attendance
and carry out the exami: ation of witnesses to
testify on his behalf before the court on the same
condition as those applying to the witnesses called by the prosecution; and
(e) to have without payment the assistance of
an interpreter if he cannot understand the language used at the trial of the offence. . . .
(7) When any person is tried for any criminal
offence, the court shall keep a record of the proceedings and the accused person or any person authorized by him in that behalf shall be entitled to
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obtain copies of the judgment in the case within 7
days of the conclusion of the case.
(8) No person shall be held guilty of a criminal offence on account of any act of omission that
did not, at the time it t; 3k place, constitute such
an offence; and no penalty shall be imposed for any
criminal offence heavier than the penalty in force
at the time the offence was committed.
(9) No person who shows that he has been
tried by any court of competent jurisdiction for
a criminal offence and either convicted or acquitted shall again be tried for that offence or for a
criminal offence having the same ingredients as
that offence save upon the order of a superior court.
.

.

.

result was that in that constituency, there were
some six to seven thousand Seven Day Adventists

who, because of their religious belief which forbade any form of activity on Saturday, had not

voted in the election held on a Saturday. The
candidate for whom some of them might have
voted was defeated by over twenty thousand votes,

so that the result would have been the same had
they voted. It was contended on their behalf that
their fundmental right to freedom of conscience
(presumably under section 24 of the Constitution)
was violated in that they were subjected to disability or restriction by the holding of thr- election
on a Saturday, especially as their request that the
election date should be changed to Friday, 11 December 1959, had been rejected by the Governor-

General. The Supreme Court held that no fun6amental right of the appellants had been
\violated and that their election petition had

.

(37) Every person shall be entitled to assemble
freely and associate with other persons, and in particular he may form or belong to any political party,
trade union or any other association for the protection of his interests.

Been properly rejected by the High Court at Aba.

Yearbook on Human Rights for 1967 New York:
United Nations, 1969.
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We Do Not Kill a Dog Because It Barks
Hubert Ogunde
We do not kill a dog because it barks.
And we do not kill a ram because it butts.
What have I done that you withhold my daily bread
from me? .
Help me ask from the worthless elder.
Help me ask from the wicked one.

The Duty and Involvement

The evildoer runs away, even when no one pursues
him.
We have made a promise to our God

That we shall tell the truth, even if it is bitter.
If you have not done ill, why did you stop the play?
If :ou are not treacherous, why are you afraid of my
songs?

Otito Koro (riruth is Bitter'), 1964.
Note: The British banned the works of Ogunde, a

Nigerian playwright, as inciting to discorder, a
ban imposed also by the first independent Nigerian government. Index on Censorship, v. 9, No. 3,
June, 1980.
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FREEDOM OF CONSCIENCE AND EXPRESSION

Ojiegbe & Another v. Uhani (C: The Eleciord
Commission (1961) 1 ALL N.L.R. 277
(Decided by the Supreme Court.) The appellants filed an election petition in the I ligh Court
arising out of the general election to the Fedral
House of Representatives in respect of an Aba
constituency which was held in December 1959.
The main ground of objection to the election

of the African Writer
CH1NU A ACHEBE
In Nigeria, the nationalist freedom movement created a
freedom song:
Freedom, freedom
,rrywhere there will be freedom!
Freedom for you and freedom for me
Everywhere there will be freedom

Not much of a song. But we sang it to a swinging, evangelical hymn-tune from Sacred Songs and Solos. And danced

it until our feet gained power beating the hard soil. And
Europe capitulated, or so we thought. In the words of Dr.
Nnamd: Azikiwe, Nigeria was given her freedom "on a
platter of gold." We should have known that freedom
should bti won, not given on a plate. Like the head of
John the Baptist, this gift to Nigeria proved most unlucky.
he British who had done precious little to create a spirit of

common nationality in Nigeria during the fifty years they
were in control, made certain on the eve of their departure
that power went to that conservative clement in the country
which had played no part in the Rtrupgle for indeprntlenco.
Within six years of independence Nigeria was a cesspool
of corruption ano misrule. Public servants helped themselves
freely to the nation's wealth. Elections were blatantly rigged.
The national census was outrageously stagemanaged; judges

and magistrates were manipulated) by the politicians in
power. The politicians themselves were manipulated and
corrupted by foreign business interests.

This was the situation in which I wrote A Man 01 the
People. The irrepressible Wole Soyinka put on the stage a
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devastating satire Before the Africk-out which played to
packed houses right after night in Itadan. The popular
traveling theatre of Hubert 044unde and his many wives be-

gan to stage 4 play clearly directed against thc crooked
premier of Western Nigeria. The theatc group was declared
an unlawful society and banded in Western Nigeria. Things
were coming to a head in that region. Aker an unbelievable
election swindle violence erupted as a result of thc anger and

frustration of Western Nigerians. It was in these circumstances .hat Wolc Soyinka was charged with holding up the

Ibadan radio station and removing the premier's taped
spenh!

Tne point I want io make here is that the creative writer
in independer.t Nigeria found himself with a new terrifying
problem on his hands He found that the independence his
country was supposed to have won was totally without con-

tent The old white master was still in power He had got
himself a bunch of black itooges to do his dirty work for a
commission As long as they did what was expected of them

they would be praised for their sagacity and their country
or its stability
When A Man of the People was published, the wife of a
senior British diplomat in Lagos who had hitherto shown
great admiration for my work, told me quite plainly that
the new book was a great disservice to Nigeria. She made
me understand that it was irresponsible to damage the good
name of a country which had achieved so much ia so short

a time. I failed entirely to persuade her that Nigeria C..:served to be criticized.

Meanwhile the story got around that the military coup
which had been so well received was in fact a sinister plot
by thc ambitious Ibos of the East to seize control of Nige-

ria. In a country in which tribalism was endemic this interpretation began to find acceptance. Before long many people
were persuaded that their spcitancous jubilation in January

had been a mistake. A little later it became a fact that only
the Ibos had rejoiced. A Nigerian poet who had dedicated
a new book "to the heroes of January 1966" had second
thoughts after the countercoup of July and sent a frantic
cable to his publishers to remove the dedication.
The story of the massacre of tiousands of innocent Eastern Nigerians is well known. A few of its salient features
should be recalled. First'it was a carefully planned operation. Secdnd ly it has never been condemned by the Nigerian
government. In short, thirty thousand citizens were slaugh-

tered, hundreds of thousands were wounded, maimed
and violated, their homes and property looted and burned:
and no one asked any questions.

Biafra stands in opposition to the murder and rape of
Africa by s.,..ites and blacks alike because she has tasted
both and found them equally bitter. No government, black
o- -Like, has the right to stigmatize and destroy groups of
its own citizens without undermining the basis e: its own
existence. The go.ernment of Nigeria failed to protect the
fourteen million people of its former Eastern Nigeria from
wanton destruction and rightly lost their allegiance. Secondly Biafra stands for true independence in Africa, for
an end to the four hundred years of shame and humiliaium
which we have s; tiered in an association with Europe Br-...n knows this and is using Nigeria to destroy Biafra. _
Riafran writers are committed to the revolutionary struggle of their pc ,ie for justice and true independence. They

are committed to a new society which will affirm their
validity and accord them an identity as Africans, as people
I believe our cause is right and just. And this is what Hera-

ture in Africa should be about todayright and jut: causes.
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HOW NIGERIA IS GOVERNED
Introduction

In any community, it is necessary to have a goN, nment. The government of a country has
power to make laws. No coulmunity can work well unless it has laws which its members can obey.
These laws help to protect the rights of people in the community.
In any good community, every( e has freedom to do many things; but no one is allowed to use
his freedom to harm other members of the community. For example, stu]ents are free to read in
ttie iibrary; but no one is expected to make a noise.
When everybody can enjoy hiv freedom in such a way that other people are not disturbed, the
community is a peaceful one.
The Constitution
Just as a community must have rules to guide its members, government too must function in
accordance with certain labs. Such laws stop the government from using its power badly and from
acting against the wishes of the people. For example under normal conditions the government of a
country is not expected to arrest anyone and keep him in prison without giving him a fair tr'll.
The laws which control the government are contained in the constitution of the country.

Government in Nigeriapast
Before the

and present

army took over control in January, 1966, Nigeria was a Federal Republic. The

Federation was made up ,-,1- the Western, the Mid-Western, the Eastern ;
and the Federal Territory of Lagns.
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The Regions were divided into smaller units. Western Nigeria, for example, was divided into
provinces, divisions and districts.
At that time, Nigeria practised a democratic system of government. Democracy is a system
of government f-1 which the people themselves elect those who are going to rule them. Thus, elections
were held in order to give the people an opportunity to choose their representatives.
Local Government
Local government is the goveinment of a village, town, or city or district. Before the dcmocratic
system was introduced, each village, town, or city had a head chief who ruled his people with the
advice of lesser chiefs.

When the system of elections was introduced into the country the village or town was divided
into wards. Each ward elected a candidate from a number of candidates who might belong to
different political parties. On election day everybody above the age of 21 who was not a criminal
was qualified to vote. The candidate who had the largest -.rtes in each ward was elected a member
or the council. He is known as a Councillor.
Dlities of local government councils

The duties of local cot ernmcnt in, ludo.
a. the building and running c f schools.

b. theuilding and maintenance of markets.
c. the building and maintenance of maternity centres and dispensaries.

d. the award of scholarships.
e. the construction and maintenance of local motor roads and motor parks.
f. the collection of rates and taxes.
g the super\ ision of forest reserves in their areas of authority.
h. the running of local courts.
Regional Government

Each region had a House of Assembly in the Regional capital. The regional capitals were Ibadan

for Western Nigeria, Enugu for Eastern Nigeria, Kaduna for Northern Nigeria, and Benin for

Mid-Western Nigeria. Laws for use in each Region were made in the Regional Houses of Assembly.
Members of the Regional Houses of Assembly were elected. Before the election, each Region
was divided into small units called regional constituencies. A constituency is an area which elects
a representative into the House of Assembly. A constituency can be large or small. A person so
glee -d become a legislator in the House of Assembly.
In each Region, there were many political parties . . . . Political parties

put forward candidates, but sometimes there were candidates who were not put forward by any
political party. These were called independent candidates. Each political party arranged meetings
where the people were told what the party would do for them if they won the election. On election
day people voted and the candidate who had the highest number of votes in each constituency was
el cted a member of the House of Assembly. The party with the largest number of elected membe
formed the government. The leader of the winning party became the head of the government cal
Premier, and he appointed ministers to help him to govern.
Federal Government

We have seen that Nigeria was divided into five units. Each unit was divided into a number of
Federal Constituencies which elected members to the Federal House of Representatives in Lagos.
These members were elected in the same way as those of the Regional Houses of Assembly. Members
of the Regio,,a1 Houses o Assembly were not allowed to be n embers of the House of Representatives
at the same time. Some of the elected members of the House of Representatives were appointed
Federal Ministers by the Prime Minister.
Laws for the whole Federation were made in the Federal House of Representatives.
The part played by Chiefs and Senators

Along with the elected members of the Houses of Assembly and House of Representatives were
people who did not stand for election.
These were the chiefs and the senators. Important chiefs sat in the Regional Houses of Chiefs.
Laws were passed by both the Houses of Assembly and of Chiefs.
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Apart from the House of Representatives in Lagos there was the Senate. The senators did not
stand for election but were experienced people chosen from the Regions and the Federal Territory
of Lagos.
They sat the Senate to discuss matters forwarded to them from the House of Representatives.
The laws for the Federation were passed by both the House of Representatives and the Senate.
Military Rule
On the 16th of January, 1966, the civilian government handed over power to the Armed Forces
under the Supreme Commander, Major-General J.T.U. Aguiyi-Ironsi. Many changes followed
this take-over. For example, the Regional Houses of Assembly and of Chiefs, the House of Representatives and the Senate were suspended. The posts of President, Prime Minister, and Ministers
were also suspended. In addition, political parties were banned. Thew ork of the Federal Gov ernment was carried on by the Supreme Military Council and the Executive Cour,-il wit% the Head of

the Federal Military Government as the chairman. All the Regional Military Governors were
members of the Supreme Military Council.
Administration in the Regions

Each Region was administered by a Military Governor who was advised by the former civilian
Governor.
The Military-Governors relied entirely on the Civil Service for administrative purposes. During

the second Military Regime under Major General Yakubu Goon, twelve states were created on
May 27, 1967. They are: Lagos, Western, Mid-Western, Rivers, South Eastern, East Central,
Kwara, North Western, North Central, Kano, Benue-Plateau, and the North Eastern States.
(Refer to the Map of States in Unit III section 3). Soon afterwards, civil commissioners were
appointed to the Federal and State Governments. On May 30, 1967, the Military Governor of the
former Eastern Legion, Lt. Col. Odumegu Ojukwu announced the break-aw ay of his Region from
the rest of the Federation. He called the former Eastern Region The Republic of Biafra'. The
action of Ojukwu was as declared illegal by the Federal Military Government. All attempts at peaceful

settlement having failed, the Federal Military Government then decided to crush the rebellion by
the use of force. This was the immediate cause of the civil war which followed.
Arms of Government

The Legislative: This is the body that makes the laws of the country. The various laws are passed
in both the Houses of Assembly and House of Representatives. The houses of Assembly and Chiefs
form the Legislature in the Regions while the House of Representatives and the Senate form the
Legislature for the Federation.

The Executive: The Regional ministers form the Executive Council for the Regions, while the
Federal ministers form the Executive Council for the Federation. They make policies for the smoothrunning of the Regions and of the Federation. They also carry out decisions reached at the Legislative Houses.

The Judiciary (Courts): There are two kinds of courts. The first is the indigenous court. These
indigenous courts are given different names in various parts of the country. In the former Western
and Mid-Western Regions, they are known as cLstomary courts; in the former Eastern Region
they are called district courts, while in the former Norther! Region they are alkali courts.
The second kind is the English Court. There are Magistr oes' Courts, High Courts, and Supreme
Courts.
Armed For .es

The Police: In all parts of the country except the East, there were two types of police, namely the
Local Government or Native Authority police and the Nigeria police. The East uses only the
Nigeria police as it is now the case in all parts of the country. The police are the officers of the
peace. It is their duty to maintain law and order in the country. They also help people to find their
way, help children across busy roads, and prevent people from committing offences or crimes.
The police are friends of the citizens and so we must always go to them to ask for help or advice
when it is necessary. We too must always help them. For example, if a man commits an offence
and the police are looking for him, :t is the duty of a good citizen to cooperate with the police.
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The Army, Navy and the Air Force: These are to protect the country against foreign attack. They
also help to keep the peace in the country in time of trouble, ter example, riots or civil wars.
The Civil Service: Nigeria inherited from Great Britain a relativcly efficient and reliable civil service
system. Each State has its own civil service which consicts of administratnrs,

doctors, clerks and artisans. These people, carry cut the policies of the different governments of
the country because they have expert knowledge of all matters under their care.

Sanitary Inspectors: These officers visit the houses in singes and towns to advise people about
how to keep their houses and compounds clean. People who do not take their advice after several
warnings may be taken to court. They also make sure that only good meat and food are sold to
the people. They are not expected to harass the people.
School Inspectors: These officers go round schools to advise teachers about modern methods of
teaching. They also see that government rules about the running of schools are kept.
Revenue Collectors: These officers collect all lawful taxes, fines, fees, and excise and customs duties

and pay them to the Treasury. The monies collected are used for community services such as
schools, colleges, hospitals, roads, electricity and water supply.

Auditors: These are officers of the Audit Department. They go round to government and local
council offices to check their accounts. This is to make sure that the money collected from the
people is well spent for the purpose for which it ;s meant.
Government servants work for the good of the people. Therefore we must do our best to
cooperate with them. For example, some government servants may require information for the
proper performance of their duties. If we have such information, e should gibe it to them. If we
are passing along the street and we notice a burst water-pipe, we should report to the police or to
the office of the waterworks in the town. In these ways we perform some of our duties as good
citizens.

Nigeria's National and State Capitals

The capital of a country is the seat of its national gosernment. In Nigeria, it is Lagos. Each of
the newly created States has a capital where the state government is carried on. Before the creation
of 12 states, there were Regional Capitals: Ibadan for the West, Kaduna for the North, Benin for
the Mid-West, and Enugu for the East. With the creation of states there are now 12 state capitals.
In the Federal Capital, are: the Federal Parliament, the offices of the various ministries, the
official residence of the Head of the Nation and the Federal Supreme Court.
There are many foreign embassies and the headquarters of businesses and organizations such
as the Red Cross and the Scout Movement. The biggest banks and post-offices are there also.
Many important ceremonies take place in Lagos, and public monuments are set up there. All
these draw the attention of the people to the capital as a symbol of national unity.
The former Regional capitals are similar in many respects to Lagos. In them we can find Houses
of Assembly, Ministries, important law courts and various business houses.
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NIGERIA'S
NEW TOWN
CARL FINGERHUTH

electricity. We had conic to map out a
capital for the new Niger-41N state of Imo.

Today Imo teas 5 million inhabitants,
with some parts of Vie state having the
highest density of any agricultural region
in the world. Owerri is a provincial city of
75,000. Because the Ibo tribe has its roots

in the family and in an agricultural
economy there are no large cities. The
It was night when we arrived in Owerri

last June after a four-hour drive on
flooded roads. A prefabricated camp
had been erected for the nine of usfour
city planners, two architects, two traffic
experts; and a construction engineer.
There was no running water and limited

region is literally a network of villages,
with conc,ntrations of population at vari-

bringing TV sets, air conditioners, and
electric razors. A few found hotel rooms

but the rest had to make do in the
surrounding villages.
When I was first received by the Governor, the desks had not ya arrived and
typewriters were set up on chairs But the
administration functioned surprisingly
well. By the end of May we had signed a
contract to complete our planning within

a year. In most cases a planner must

ous marketing centers.
Early last year Owerri was just one such

recognize future growth early. In the case
of Owerri a base of 200,000 inhabitants

center but virtually overnight, following

was necessary, and they would need
roads, homes, and schools. Within two

creation of the new state, 12,000 government employees were transferred there

months we had to have a preliminary plan
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so the Government could make decisions.

We had to make immediate proposals
about road construction, residential
areas, and water supply. When, at the end

of June, we presented our preliminary
concept to the local planning commission

help in a massive reconstruction project.
There are huge problems for the European experts, especially in dealing with
these who have not gone to school. One
member of the planning commission, a
priest, had difficulty visualizing our aerial

aoise might be disturbing. The quick
rejoinder was that the governor was likely
to be present at major games.
A more elusive problem was that E'-ro-

pean experts were planning a city for
people whose lives still revolved around

I was amazed at the speed of their approal. The Governor asked questions for
s half-hour, then approved the concept.
That afternoon we toured the site with the
local planning chief, who made decisions

photographs. We had to translate our
abstractions into different perspectives
bird's-eye views or three-dimensional

market days. No amount of planning

models. It was only after we had explained

on ti'- lot about buildings to be torn
down and site of main roads Nine

meaningful discussions.

thing fairly close to one of our cities The
real question was how to do this while
preserving the social heritage and cultural
reality of Nigena.

the models that we could embark on

could create a city equivalent to a gigantic
African village. Necessities dictated some-

formed into permanent roads. There will

City planning is Only secondarily technicalstreets, sewage, schools. The first
consideration must be social and economic goals, the needs and desires of the
people. The most important attribute of a
city planneras one note 'member of the
pmfession expressed itis the ability to

be mistakes, given the speed of the project.

listen. To listen correctly you muss under-

Suddenly a main road is 10 degrees off
course, or a contractor starts building a
school on a fr-shly graded roada school

stand the languagenot just the words

that was part of an original plan but

could tell us whether the cemetery should
be next to the cathedral or to the slaugh-

It remains to be seen whether we were
successful. Behind our bungalows we had
laid out a patio roofed over with a hutlike
structure. We were always pleasantly sur-

terhouse, whether the soccer stadium
should be in the city center or on the

prised at how quickly visitors took to this
mid-European transplant. This raised our

outskirts. This question, in fact, triggered
heated discussions. After it was agreed
that the stadium would be the city's main

hopes that it would be possible to link
European city planning and technology

with "native " :,r this case African

building, and that it should be downtown, it was pointed out that the gov-

concepts and needs We foresee a fusion of
the two concepts.

months later thirteen miles of municipal
thoroughfares are under construction.

It is fascinating to return to Owerri
after a month's absence and see lines
committed to paper late at night trans-

should have be, removed.
There are two reasons for the pressure:
the military government, which has

promised to step aside within two years,
wants to make the most of its time, and
after the suffering of the Biafran conflict
the lbo population finally has a chance to

but shades of meaning.

We listened to local authorities who

Our plan was for a linear city, residential areas alternating with places of
work. The 'transports-ion system was so
designed that it would provide the short-

est distance to and lean work for the
greatest nurrber of people. We left lots of

space for future growth. Above al! we
sought to include the "African demerit."

ernor's mansion would be there and the

World Press Review, v. 24, No. 7, July, 1977.
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Nigeria's Born-Again Democracy: Africa's Largest
Nation Returns to Representative Government
Rewrite of interview with Sola Odunfa, editor of
Nigeria's largest independently-owned newsparr,
The Punch, Lagos. Questions are repeated as asked,
responses have been summarized for student use.
Q: The rebirth of democracy in your countryAfrica's largestis a significant event. What brought
it about?
A: We needed a military government in 19E6 because
of a crisis in the country, but we are basically a free
country with democratic institutions. The military
ruler, General Gowan, was overthrown because he

refused to step down. The new military government agreed to hand over the government to democratically elected officials, and it did so on October
1,1979.

Q: What are the roots of Nigeria's tradition of freedom?

A: Before we were a British colony our communities
were ruled by a council of elders composed of the
head of each family.

Q: What is your new president like?
A. President Shagari is a former businessman. He is
a conservative politician and belongs to the strong
National Party. The former military government

reorganized our country into ' 9 states, and Mr.
Shagari appoints one representative from each
state for his Cabinet. Under such a system I think
the "tribal" or ethnic influence will be subdued.
Q: What are the new Government's Economic plans?
A. Nigeria's major economic problem is agricultural.
We have neglected agriculture since we discovered
oil, and now must import food. Mr. Shagari's slo-

gan was "Food and Shelter." Our government is
more open now, and we will watch the government
spending closely.

Q: Is there constitutional protection for such monitoring?
A: There is no constitutional guarantee of press freedom, but in recent years the Nigerian press has
had greater freedom than ever before. The press
will become even bolder in the future
Q. Who owns most Nigerian press organs?
A. The fedei al government owns all TV stations, the
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national radio station, and the "Daily Times," the

pursuit of civil liberties that the backlog in the Lagos

newspaper with the biggest circulation Other

courts is expected to take at least six years to re-

newspapers are tied to political parties, owned by
state governments, or are independently owned.
Our constitution allows independent TV and radio
stations.
Q: Are labor unions influential?
A: LaLor unions are independent and workers are not
forced to join. Strikes were not permitted under the

duce .

. .

Everywhere in Nigeria these days democratic processes seem to be at work. Walls and lampposts are
covered with posters advertising positions adopted by
the five major political parties: the President's National Party of Nigeria, the Nigeria People's Party,

military government, but that may change be-

the Unity Party of Nigeria, the Great Nigeria People's Party and the People's Redemption Party. The

cause of Cite new Constitution. The best. selling
book in Nigeria today is the constitution Everybody wants to practice their new rights.
Q: Will strikes then be likely?

55-year-old President, a light man who always wears
the traditional long robe, is often chancatured, sometimes tastelessly . . . .
The Government s
it wants to avoid repeating

A: No, but inflation is high and the unions want
higher wages.
Q: Where is economic hardship the greatest?
A: Because of our many wars people are leaving the
poor conditions in the country and are overcrowding the cities. Btat city serviceswater, electricity,
health facilities are inadequate. Agriculture is being emphasized so people who are unemployed will
return to the rural areas. We sell our oil at prices
that may seem high but we have to pay for the increased prices of other products.
Q: What do you foresee for North-South economic
relations?
A: Education and the media will help here. The people of the country must support a new international order.
Q: Will Nigeria play a larger role in the Organization
of African Unity?
A. We will continue to support the freedom move-

mistakes and asserts that it will concentrate on
developing agriculture so that Nigeria can reduce the
$1 billion it spent last year to import food.

The Government is also focusing on building
-,choolsonly a fifth of the a million school-age
children can go to schooland on improving communications . . . .
New York Times, Aug. 17, 1980.
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Nigerian Tribune, Feb. 12, 1979.

Chief Akinlide
misfired

PERMIT me some space
In } our daily to exprcsa my
on the political
tole ..:s
aet. ate be:ween the Unity
Parry of Niottria rcq.rzszn-

ment in Africa, but will basically not ally our-

tatie Mr. Sala !:-t and bat
of he National Party of

selves with any specific country
Summarized from World Press Review, v 27, No.
2, Feb. 1980.

Nigeria Chief Akimide which
was trancrnitted by N.T V.
lbacan on January 12
this year. I seize this

Chief Akinpde
come out
to mention that ail Nigerians

who attended the first free
primary Education introduce
by Chief Obafemi Awolowo
are all thieves. :hugs and
armed robbers It is ironical

Chef Akiniide could rot

OP; :"ti:lit 4 to thank the

present any good rilanifLsto

He ought to give us some

to Build a US Style Democracy

rnoJerator of the progrz.rnme :oho u..."-d his in.Vative
to slap the programme half
way
It is embaraasing to hear
from Chief Akin;ide r'at

Pranay B. Gupte

those who attended Chef

jide would be sincere to him-
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Nigeria, a Year Away from Military Rule, Struggles

Lagos, Nigeria . Eleven months after the in.

auguration of President Shehu Shagari and a constitutional system fashioned after the American model,
which ended 13 years of military rule, Nigeria is trying to insure its success as Africa's biggest democracy.

Examples abound. No arrests may be made without warrants, and gene are the days when suspects
could be held for months without charges. The oncefeared Nigerian Security Agency now treads warily
when it comes to detention and interrogation. And so
litigious have lawyers and their clients become in the

Awo owo's first ever free primary education are all
thiev 2s

exampies to substantiate his
allegation that those who
attended Chief Aiwo:owo s

free primary education are
now thieves If Chief Aun-

self he will se clearly that
those ne described a,-;
rogues, thieves are now

Cr:ef Akiniide would he

Medica. Doc:ors. Lawyers.

d,ind himself ana his PAity a
lot of good it ne apu'ing s.fstd

successful businessmen
E en some are Cierc,,n'en

Chie! Awelown and thorn

They hale now beer contr.

benelitted

busing their own quata to the
development of This great
natan of Curs
Chief Akir;.de should ',Ned

Nir1ravylris

from he scheme before it s
too IF to

he reason why the apology is very necessary is that
Chief Akirjide had 'orgctten
lhat his houselcid benelitted
from the introduction of this
free
eoucation
stare '
tho year 1955

1 I_ 4

tight and wc'k :cuards
achieving at lea:: one persit

cent et what Chief Awolc,yc
has achieved
E. ORUNMUYIWA.

Itadan.
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I

SAG-ERE5E

t

MY PARTY IS THE ONL

L

vPA
PARTY
WITH A-

PURPOSE. / PROM /SE TO PROVIDE EVERY
111IGERIAN, DE/ID OR ALIVE, WITH AIR-CON-

DITIONED TOWNS 4ND V/LLAGES
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Visit to Lagos, Nigeria: Nigeria's New, US-Style
Consitution
Harry M. Scoble
On October 1, 1979, Nigeria undertook a sharp departure from both the precedino thirteen }ears of
military rule and also the earlier post-Inoopendence governmental forms of civilian rule. The
military returned power to a new civilian government under a new constitution.
It is relevant to note, however, that the era of
Nigerian military governance comes close to being
unique in modern history, for as victors in a
civil war, the Nigerian military elite pro.ed far
more compassionate than, for example, the U.S.
North at the end of its military victory. And,
compared with the military regines of Argentina,
Brazil and Chile in Latin America, and of Indonesia, the Philippines, South Korea and Taiwan in
Asia, the Nigerian military elite must on all
available evidence be judged to have been far more
devoted to nation-building and a meaningful form
of nationalism, to a goal of modernization going
beyond sheer growth in GNP, to a third-force form
of foreign policy which also advanced international human rights. Illustrations of this are found
in Nigeria's role in the UN Human Rights Commission, its co-leadership of the movement to draft
a pan-African human rights convention, and its

.

use of "the oil weapon" to help cut. do....m Lt. Jerry

Rawlings in neighbouring Ghana. All available
evidence also suggests that the other military
dictatorsnips cited above have been far more brutal than the Nigerian. While it is true that in
the 1966-1979 period, Nigeria witnessed political
exile (with Gowon and Ojukwu the most prominent
cases--but Ojukwu's wife and children reside in
and travel free'y in and out of the country),
and while preventive detention existed om the
books--a legacy of the departing British rasters- and was implemented, there is no evidence of:
torture during (or after) interrogation, of police or paramilitary "death squads," of Argentine
"disappearances" (called "salvaging" in Marcos'
Philippines), of Indonesia's long-term prisonislands (after the slaughter of the real and
imagined PKI) or Taiwan's Green Island prison
camp or the South Korean Special Forces' recent
massacre of the rebellious civilian population in
industrial Kwangju. In short, when compared with
other Third World nations at fairly comparable-or higher--levels of development, the thirteen
years of military dictatorship in Nigeria appear
moderate. And the; me uniquely characterized by
the military - -in partnership with constitutional
law specialists, political scientists expert in
political party and electoral-represen6ticnal
legislation -- having prepared a systematic, intelligeat, and honestly-adnered-to plan and timetable for retirement from power.
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Civen the above background, and also the fact
that there was no Congress (as in Senegal) around
which to conveniently organize my informationgathering, I decided to Locus on the new Nigerian
Constitution of 1979 and dorestic civil rirets/
liberties questions quite as mech as on problems
of international human rights. !'y infoceents were:
three top offtcers of the NIgerian ear As=,ociation (two of whoa I had first mat ani talked wlth
in Dakar); the director of tne federally - funded

Legal Aid Council; the deans of Cie tuo lee
schools in Lagos; the chairman of the political
science deportment at the University of NigeriaYaba (on the eninland); the chief librarian of
the Nigerian Institute of International Aftairs;
and three practicing attorneys.
These were suppleeented with interviews with the SecretaryGeneral of the Nigerian Section of Arnesty International w' ch, :tth the AI sections in the
Ivory Coast, Chnna, and now most recently in
Senegal, are the only AI national units extant
in the 40 black African nations (excluding the
Arabic countries, South Africa and Namibia); with
two political counsellors at the US Embassy, one
US ICA staff person, the assistant to the Ford
Foundation Director in Nigeria. and others I met
mere casually.
The 1979 Nigerian Constitution was the focal
point of much popular interest well before the
October 1, 1979 transition date: so much so that
bookstores, and even street-corner newsvendors,
were selling copies at 1 Natra (i.e., $1.80);
yet by the time of my 'visit in late May, copies
were not to be had at any point on Broad Street
(which is the lawyers' Wall Street of Lagos). The
document--sore 279 sections with six special
schedules, or 120 pages--is unfortunately as detailedly long as a proverbial Leuisiana (state)
Constitution: it equally enobodies much that
American consitutional law experts would term
unnecessary, ordinary legislation and thus (in
their view) violates that rule of generality (or
of ambiguity of poiittcal language) which has
permitted the American counterpart to survive
for 204 years. Whether the implicit dire predictions will be borne cut remains to be seen for
the Nigerians are prime examples of humo pnliticus. and they deeply impressed me as relatively
non-ideological, pragmatic, flexible and innovative. In any event, the Nigerians have a new
constitution which breaks sharply with the British parliamentary model.
They have now opted for a written constitution
with an embedded Bill of Rights; separation of
powers, with a separately elected President, a
National Assembly made up of tie House of Representatives (450 members) and their Senate (with
5 from each state, totalling 95), and a federal
court system with the Supreme Court of Nigeria
at the apex; bicameralism at the national level
but unicameral state Houses of Assembly; and,
of course, federalism. Meanwhile, some of the
peculiarly Nigerian constitutional innovations
arc: includin:!, the Constitution of the states in
the federal constitution; providing for the new
Federal Capital Territory (a la Brasilia, to

dtaw population inland and also to move the national capital eaqtware and away from the influence of the formerly dominant Yoruba to the
five Western states); fusing American and Arabic
court systems (i.e, providine a Sharia Court of
Appeal for anv Mualem State requiring/desiring
one); providing that the national legislative
business be coedected in English and in Hausa,
Ibo and Yoruba when adequate arrangements have
been made therefor "; and, finally, a national
constitutional guaranty of a "system of local
government by democratically elected local
government councile."

Nigeria is only one of three nations in sub-Saharan black Africa providing free legal assistance in any fore: Malawi first ieitiatec the
experiment; the Zarlia, which copied
yet
made its joint public-private legal aid services
program mere progressive and coeTrehensive. A
Nigerian lawyer 1 discussed tuts with - -C. Ucnenna
Osakve--served in Za"hia's prcgeam for five yea's
before asseming the directorship of Nigeria's
governentallyeun Legal Aid Courcil in 1977. In
Nigeria, the program is also less progressive
and co:prehensive than Zambia's because it is
limited to major felonies
ly: even so, Osakwe
was able in three years tc expand his staffing
from 12 to 19 staff offices and to expand their
effective Operational manUate to include workmen's compensatioa and negligence cases.
For the past year, the Nigerian Bar Association
has had a Human Rights Committee, created largely
by the initiative of the l'SA Presic:ent. Unfortunately, following its formation, the Committee
has done little. Nigeria has a section of Amnesty International: however, the Nfaerian AI-aS with all Amnesty groups--does not hanile domestic human rights cases and adopts only prisoners
of conscience in other countries. Yct
as,all nations, has huean rights problems to
deal with on the here front. While in this critleal transition period, there have been many
encouraging signs--most notably, the best efforts
of the newest "Founding Fathers" and of the
Nigerian Federal Electoral Commission, in striving for national political parties anti in reducing 52 claimant 'political parties" down to
a more manageable nu :.her in 1979, and in keeping
tribalism-regionalism in check--there have also
been some disturbing precedents. Anong those
discussed with me during my visit were the following:

- a reporter for the National Concord (opposition newspaper) wrote that no quorum was possible in the National Assembly because the legislators were in a nearby bar drinkirg;
thereupon
the National Assembly voted to bar that reporter
from the legislative premisesthe newspaper did
not sue, the reporter was hLmiliated, and a pad
precedent (similar to the unchallengable Britiehtype parliamentary privilege and contempt power
that have proven so threatening to a leading
lawyer and a major newspaper in Sri Lanka the
past two years) has been set;
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- the Deputy Spealer of the House Assembly of
the State of Lori a (a stronghold of the Great
Nigeria People's tarty but vhat:h ra's a s-all
second within ta, three apaoaiticn partias nationally) I.os riciaa up by tae rational (i.e,,
NPN/NPF controlled: Imaigratioa authorities, put
in a truck, haul..: to :he northeastern boraer

and literally throm into neighbouring Chad with
the epithet: "You're a Chadian!"
- court actions now wcrkina their way tre.,a_a
the federal court system brotq,':t by tha Arch''.-:shop

of the Diosesc of L(aos and nj tile -.trustees of
Corona College (a priate elite college) to forestall the atteaatcd abolition of private-parccial
educational institutions in Nigeria;

- several states, 1979-1980, ordered local aethor;lies to hold their local elections using tie
registraticn roles prepared by the Federal Electoral Comrisgion (1=1..00) in 19/8; but in dair
so would deprive new -young voters of the frarchise
and thus far the stares' high courts in which challenges have been brought have agreed with the deprived plaintiffs;
- several state governments have suspended or
dissolved local ao-ern-ent councils and (in t.I.e
interests ,of stre..!thening the locally-don inaat
party) have substituted partisanly-pure un.:,.-s=ement councils" instead.; thus far only the LL20,
and P,endel State Fign Courts have ruled theEe
UPN m=neuvers unconstitutional; and
- in late February of this Fear, the police
driver of a "blacl: naria" drove his locked load
of mote than 35 prisoners to the local criainal
court. As there was no adjoining jail or holdanetank, he simply parked the van in the cper, sunlit courtyard and left for his morning coffee.
Vhen the van was unlocked, at least 35 prisoners
suffered heat prostration, suffccation, death.
Not deliberate, just incompetent - -but this, too,
constitutes a violation of human rights.
At this juncture in their history, Nigerians are
understandably concernad with exarples of the
sort noted above in the context of their new social
and political experiment. Yet, as several lawyers
acknowledged, what Nigeria lacks is a doaesticallyoriented pressure group on the model of the U.K.'s
National Council on Civil Liberties or the American Civil Liberties Union.
It lacks an organization which can both litigate a'd lobby in defense of civil rights and liberties and which
could also cooperate with the Legal Aid Couat'l
in developing priorities for precedent-settine
class-action suits. (The California Rural Legal
Assistance proaran of the 1965-1972 period is
the most activist exemplar I an familiar wit-.)
There is, indeed, substantial interest in creat-.
ing such an organizaticn and 'e may very well
see its emergence over the coming year.
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Dakar Organizing Congress of the Inter-African
Union ofLawyers, May 21-25, 1980, Resolutions
General Resolution on Hunan Rights

African la:yers, joined in Dakar at a Constitutive Congress of the Inter-African Union of
Lawycis...Pave begun to analyze the human rights
situation in Africa:
Stilciny that:

- human rights are indivisible and cannot be
separated into civil and political rights as
against socio-economic and cultural rights, or
individual rights on the one hand and the collective rights of peoples on the other;
- the diverse proclamations concerning rights
encompassed in positive African law are at
odds with the daily violations perpetrated by
African political authorities;
- in Africa, as elsewhere, certain violations
are so grave that they must be considered as
crimes against humanity, including: torture,
degrading and inhuman treatment, mass crimes,
mercenaries.

Saluting the decision of the Organization of
Africa:; Unity to endow the continent with a
Charter of Hunan Rights and the Rights of
Peoples and with a mechanism for guaranteeing
there rights.
But Fearing
- lest tt.is Charter become a simple profession of faith because of the reticence of certain African states and, from another side,
that certain political authorities might use
human rights as a means of mystification.
The African lawyers draw to the attention
the OAU the necessity of setting up an effective mechanism fcr guaranteeing human rights:
1. b.., creating an Inter-African Commission
cf h ran Pighs that W111 1 .9 totally independent
of states and of governments;
2. writing into the Charter that the ConoisS2011 nay render its conclusions on a case
pubiacly each tine that the concerned state
does rot take action to remedy the violations
deno.rocd; and
a:-e.lding article
of the constitutive
Charter c' the C.fu to per,ilt the creation of
a Ccm-ission of Hum.-!n Rights distinct f cm the
Intcr-African Commission established by the
African Charter of Human Rights.

Der-,2ndin7 from African governments that they amend
their le7islation to briny it into accord with
furda-ental hu,-:an rights, to end all arrests and
detentions trat are not regulated by law aid by
a civil jurisdiction (one jurldiction ordinairie)

and to henceforth cease going against the regular
decisions taken by the courts.

Human Rights Internet Newslette-,v 5, June-July 1980.
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Launching an urgent appeal to the internatioral
oxiviJnity finally to create, under the aegis of
the United :rations, a permanent international tribunal for the suprression of crimes against htr4nity, it being understood that crimes against hunanity are violations ,f the gravest sort against
human rights and the rights of peoples: nass
crimes of governments against their people, the
aggression of mercenaries, etc.
RecoTmendations of the Cc-:mission on
Hunan RigLts to the Inter-African Union of
Lawyers

The Commission on Hunan Rights and the Rights
of Peoples, constituted at the constitutivc Congress of the Inter-African Union of Lawyers...
after a long and deep debate on the question of
the protection of human rights and the rights
of peoples, has formulated...(the following series
of recommendations);
Considering that the question of human rights
and the rights of peoples has a special importance
for the African continent, which is still at a
level of underdevelopment economically and socially and hAich has been dominated by imperialism,
colonialism and neo-colonialism exerted on and
in our countries;
Consideripj the imperative necessity of establishing a Human Rights Institute under tLe InterAfrican Union of Lawyers, with adequate means for
the protection and promotion of human rights and
the rights of peoples;

Makes its recommendations in fcur parts:
1. Instithtions
The Congress recommends to the Union that it
create a Permanent Coanission on Htillin Fights
and the Rights of Peoples that will be an organ
of the instIti.te and :.hose mission will be _o
monitor violations of human rights in all African
countries; to hold press conferences or collngnia
in cnc or another African country on questions
submitted to the Commission by its zections, 6hich
will be established by each Lar or member state
of the Union; to undertake missions of inquiry
in serious cases of violations wLerever possible;
etc.

Invites the Union to encourace the practice
of instituting an AfricanPau_of Solifaritu with
peoples, national minorities, indiiduals, which
are the victims of foul play (Brina,ies), imprisonment, torture, illegal detention, kidnapping,
etc.

Suggests to the Union that it launch an appeal
to the international community and to peaceloving
countries, international organizations (U.N., OAU)
to establish a Permanent Into-rnatioral Tribinal to
Judge Crimes Against Human,ty, a tribunal tnat
can be inspired by the statutes of the Nuremberg

2. Information
Cons.:dering that the right to information
--freedom of the press, written, oral oz televized info:nation--as an integral rart of human
rights:
Considering that the internati,,nal ar;d
national information orcers today are controlled
by large press and state monopolies and, t-:erefore, are inevitably silent about violations of
human rights, or have a specific orientation
toward irformation hearing on rights:
Recommends to the Union the creation of
an African Pulletin on Hu-an Fights and the
Rights of 1,:o.,:es, wnich will lave as its mission
the publication of Inter- African ar.d world violations that are perpetrated in African countries.
This B1lletin should be managed by the Institute
of Human Rights.

3. Legislation
Considering the inadequacies of African
legislation for the protection of human rights;
Invites tt.e Union to assist African states
to become aware of legislative texts guaranteeing
the intangible rights of man and of citizens
in the different phases of criminal procedure,
the rightslof the defense .n the course of preliminary investigation;
Recomr,ends to the Union that it work to secure the total abolition of exceptional jurisdictions [courts and law), especially Courts
of State Security:

4. Internatio7a2 Relations
Considerilg tie stage of development of
our countries a,d our institutions and the
scarce means at our disposition in the first
instance;
Considering the important work already
realized by the OzU, the existence of international organizations for the defense and protection of human rights;
Invites the Institute to establish.collaborative relations, to cootainate with non-yorrnmental organizations devoted to the prcioticn,
protection and dissemination of human rights;
Human rights and tie rights of peoples
should be protected against states, thus, the
African Insitute of Yuman Rights should not
only be a non-governmental organization,
is the concern of the Union, but it should
accept no government or diplomatic persons to
serve as its directors or executives.
The creation of the Inter-i:frican Union
of Lawyers narks an important stage in [the
development] of our continent, enlarging and
guaranteeing the rights of the defense, which
is an inseparable and integral part of human
rights and the rights of peoples.
Men and people with defence are men and
people without rights. Men and people without
rights are men and people with no defense.

Tribunal.

Human Rights Internet Newsletter, v. 5, June-July
1980.
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Nigeria Police Regulations. 1968

READING 57
NIGERIA

Dr ins OF WOMEN POLICk
On October 1, 1979 Nigeria inaugurated its first civilian
government in 13 years. During the period from 1966-1979
several coups and a civil war occurred, but General Murtala
muhammed and his successor Lt. Gen. Clusedun Obasanjo, made
clear their intentions to return Nigeria to civilian rule
and adhered to a schedule to meet this goal.

115. Women police officers shall as a general
rule be employed on duties which are connected
with women and children, and shall be particularly
employed in the following duties:
(a) Investigation of sexual offences against
women and children;
(b) Recording of statements from female wit-

On September 21, 1978, a 12-year state of emergency and ban
on political activity were lifted. National elections were
held during July-August 1979 for a Pres:jent and members of
a National Asserbly, and for state governors and legislators.
In general, the elections were free and fair, and all
persons over 18 were encouraged to register and vote.
The
Federal Electoral Commission declared Alnaji Shehu Snagari
the victor in the Presidential election, but or.e of nis
opponents appealed the decision to the election tribunal and
the Supreme Court, in accordance with established rules.
The
decision was ultimately upheld, and Shagari was peacefully
Inaugurated as scheduled.

nesses and female accused persons and from children;

(c) Attendance when women or children are
being interviewed by male police officers;
(d) The searching, escorting and guarding of
women prisoners in police stations, and the escorting of women prisoners to or from police stations;
(el School-crossing duties;

Chapter IV of the new Nigerian constitution, which was
promulgated on October 1, 1979 contains broad human rights
guarantees.
Chapter :II of the 1963 Constitution, in force
until October 1, also contained broad human rights guarantees, which dere generally observed by the Federal Military
Government (FMG).

0 Crowd control, where women and children
are present in any numbers.
116. Women police officers recruited to the
General Duties Branch of the Force may, in order
to relieve male police officers from these duties,
be employed in any of the following office duties,

Respect for the Integrity of the PersoG, Including
Freedom from

1.

namely

(a) Clerical duties;
(b) Telephone duties;
(c) Office orderly duties.

a.

Torture is prohibited by law and is not condoned. However,
reports have been received indicating that persons suspected of crimes are sometimes beaten for the purpose of
extracting confessions.

WOMEN POLICE MISCELLANEOUS CONDMONS
C." SEFACR

117. A woman police officer shall not be
called upon to drill under arms or to take part

b.

in any baton or riot exercise.
118. A woman police officer who is desirous of
marrying must first apply in writing to the com-

Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punirhrert

Cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment is not
condoned.
Nigeria" etisons lack many modcrn facilities and
tnere are a few reports that some priaaners have been
mistreated. The government is now in the process of
contracting with an American company to build 34 modern
prison facilities. There are no summary executions and the
Department of State ras no knowieoge tnat tnt internatimnal
Committee for the Red Cross has ever been denied access to
detainees.

missioner of police for the area command in
which she is serving, requesting permission to
marry and giving the name, address, and occup-

ation of the person she intends to marry. Permission will be granted for the marriage if the
intended husband is of good. charactcr.

c.

119. A niairicd woman police officer shall not
be granted any special privileges by reason of the

fact that she is married, and shall be subject to
posting and transfer as if she were unmarried

120. A married woman police officer who is
pregnant may be granted maternity leave in
accordance with the provisions of General Orders

121. An unmarried woman police officer who
becomes pregnant shall be discharged from the
Force, and shall not be re-enlisted except with
the approval of the Inspector-General.

Yearbook on Human Rights for 1968. New York
United Nations, 1970, ro. 310-11.

Torture

Aroitracy ;,crest or

Although not common practice, there have be n instances
of arbitrary arrest -hen the government believed an emergency or a threat to internal security existed.
The right
of nabeas corpus exists and has been honored since the end
of tne state of emergency in late 1978.
In February, 1979,
the FMG issued a decree that gave the Tn.rector General of
Police special powers to detain individuals for indefinite
:eriods for acts `prejudicial to public security. The
oecree, issued to give officials authority to quell any
iisturbances or threats to internal stability during the
,tection process, was rescinded on September 30, 1979. On
:erasion the FMG has acted rapioly to detain people
volved in activities that might have led
political
,olence.
Normally they have been released once tne
1-mediate threat of violence passed.
The Department of
.3:ate has no knowledge of any political prisoners currently
doing held clandestinely in Nigeria.
d.

Denial of Fair Public. Tri.11

:air public trials are the norm, and the ordinary
:gerian receives justice from the courts under both
traditional and statutory law. The Public Officers
Special Provisions) Decree of Macon 2, 1976, denies
lismissed public officials the right to seek redress in
:Duct.

1

3oth the new and tne old constitutions provide tnar
sr accused individual is entitled to a fair public trial
tllems oovernment officials can satisfy the court tnat it
.luld not be in the public interest :or tnt matters
`sand
Id be publicly discussed. Prisoners niast be advised ot rte
:urges against them, haie access to legal counsel, be
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Informed of the evidence on which charges are based, ano be
;ive' adequate time and facilities for the preparation of a
These rights seem to be honored 1- practice and
defense.
the Department of State is not aware of any incidents of
harassment of defense counsel by the government. The
judiciary is Independent of military or executive control,
and individuals nave the Light of redress to a hign court.
The Department of State is not aware of any civilians oeIng
tried by military courts, nor is it aware of any special
courts to deal with political or security matters.
e.

Invasion of the Home

The right to be free from invasion of the home has
been protected by FMG policy and is guaranteed in the
;i1dIcial warrants are required
new constitution.
before a home can be entered. The Deoartment of State
is not aware of any violations of this right.

2.

Government Policies Relating t' the Fulfillment
of Such Vital Needs as Food, Shelter, Health Care
and Education:

Nigeria has a mixed econopy with some government ownership
but with ownership of most businesses in private hands.
The government nas introduced programs designed to fulfill
basic needs for food, shelter, improved health care, and
The new government has announced that the deeducation.
There are
velopment of agriculture dill be a top priority.
extremes in the distribution of income and wealth, with most
of the resources concentrated in the hands of a small minori
ty.
Nigeria has a progressive tax structure. A primary qoa
of the 1975-80 development plan and the current annual budge
:5 to accelerate economic growth and improve the living
conditions of the poor. One feature of the development

wnollv owned by tne government, and the new constitution
proscribes the ownership of TV and raoio stations by
private individuals unless authorized by the President.
In addition to federal and state government newspapers,
t1erc are a nwhber of pr)vatmly owned dailies, weeklies a
magazines.

III

"11 of the media are frequently critical of the federal
anc state government polictes. The government is attentive
to such criticism and public reaction to it. Journalists
..re sometimes detained by FMG for short periods of
..-c, but the Department of State is not aware of
1.y currently under detent:on.
the old and new constitutions provide for freedom
,: speech, press, religion and assemoly.
Nigerians are
':et to practice the religion of their choice and no
:tiigious groups are discriminated against.
Freedom of novemet within cne .i'ountry, Foreign
Travel and Emigtation.

D.

nese freedoms are guaranteed by law and are respected.

ereedca to Participate in the Political Process

c.

:,ring the July-August 1979 elections, all citizens
La years of age and older were allowed and en couraged
vot
The ban or political activity had been lifted in
Deptemoer, 197d. Shortly thereafter the Federal Elector11 Commts."on granted poll:::al party status to give of
:ne 52 political associations that suosequently sprang
.p on tne basis of tneir being able to prove they had
organizations in at least 13 of the 19 states.
In contest:ng tne elections all five parties functioned freely, had
access to the media and conducted puolic meetings.
The
plan is to provide free primary and secondary education to eerformance of the five parties during the elections stood
all Nigerian children. The success of the Universal Priman :n narked, contrast to tne elections during the early 1960's
Education program has been limited by tne unavailability of under tne First Republic, when politicians used coercion
census data and the shortage of schools and taained teachertand tnuggery.
Nigeria's literacy rate is estimated to be about 25 percent.
women in Nigeria are entitled to all rights guaranteed
The Land Use Decree No. 6 of 1978 provides that land
under the Nigerian constitution and can challenge anyone
wno attempts to interfere witn the exercise of those
in Nigeria cannot be owned by private individuals, but
:lints.
Under .tacucory and customary law as well as
is instead held in trust by the governors of the various
custom, there are many areas In which they do not enjoy the
Customary right of occupancy is granted rent-free
states.
by the local governments when the land is used for agricul- status and conditions of men.
An unmarried woman, who is
21 or above, has cne legal capacity to sue and be sued, to
Rent is charged for statutory occupancy,
tural purposes.
ouy and sell property, to engage in ousiness or a profession
but fees can be waived or reduced if a state governor
and to choose her own residence. However, married women
determines that it would be in the public interest to do
cannot control their own property, cannot enter into loan
so.
Adequate snelter continues to oe a problem. Health
or purchase agreements and cannot obtain a passport or
care is generally available, but is limited by the lack of
travel outside the country without their husbands' consent.
trained personnel and adequate medical facilities. The
extension of health care is one of the goals of the 1975-80
Further examples of discrimination against women
development plan.
include an aosence under customary law of rights to
roc:
needed
Husbands' property or income, apart from the right of
Private and public resources are diverted
development projects because of corruption which remains an support, and limitations on the right of divorced women
to remarry.
There is Teo law against a married woman's
endemic social and political problem. Tht government,
however, has condemned and taken legal action to discourage working, but, except in govern -en[ service, there is no
guarantee of equal pay for equal worn.
Traditional
corruption,
education for :women is limited to homemaking skills.
women, make up only a small portion of the top levels of
the business, government and academic communities,
Respect for Civil and Political Liberties, lnclud3.
although their roles in these areas have grown over the
ing:
years.
The federal and state governments and women's
groups, such as the National Council of Women, are
Freedom of Speech, Press, Religion and
a.
actively working on domen's proolems and rights.
Assembly
Several of the candidates In the re:ent elections were
In February, 1979, the FMG published Public Order Decree
women, and there were more registered women than men
No. 5 which prevents assemolies that threaten public order
One woman has been appointed a minister, and
and requires potential assemblies to obtain a license from voters.
another a deputy minister; three women were elected to
the !tate military administratot. The new constitution
tne National Asse-bly.
prohibits membership in secret societies.

Censorship of the press has been minimal and infrequent;
the government banned one periodical in 1978, allegedly for
exacerbating tribal and religious tensions. In December,
1978, the FMG enacted the Nigerian Press Council Decree No.
31 whit: es-"" --"'s a code of conduct for journalists,
provides for their registration, and imposes penalties on
The
those who do not follow the decree's code of conduct.
FMG occasionally suspended or called In for quest'oning
journalists who published stories or cartoons on political
developments which the government found inaccurate or
Inopportune. All TV and radio broadcast organizations are

.

There are 42 industrial unions and one labor federation, tne Nigeria Labor Congress (NLC), to which all
the unions belong. The NLC was founded on March lf
1976 and has a membership of more than three million.
During the past year the NLC and the industrial unions
have Peen more preoccupied with establishing branches
at tne state level tnan dealing wtth workers' issues.
However, in May, 1979, the NLC began to flex Its musc:as
en4 issued an ultimatum to the FMG demanding, inter aliAl
Unions, with
a lifting of tne wage freeze within 21 days.
tne exception of those involved in 'essential services'
such as port operations and transport, have the right to
organize, bargain collectively and strike.
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4.

Government Attitude and Record Regarding International and Non-governmental Investigation of
Alleged Violations of Human Rights:

Country Reports on Human Right,: Practices for
1979, U.S. Department of State. Washington. Superintendent of Documents, 1980

The Departmert of State ts not aware of any recent request
by an international or non-governmental institution to
The
naman rignts conoitions in Nigeria.
Nigerians have maintained a hign interest in human rights
violations througnout Africa and have been willing to
consider violations in otner countries. Nigeria supported
-unan rights issues which arose during the 1979 OAU and NAM
noetIngs and tae Nigerian Bar Association crea:ed a Human
Rights Committee to monitor the newly elected civilian government's implementation of human rights provisions in the constItution.

READING 58
Statement of C Sylvester Whitaker
.
Nigeria has taken a very significant forward
step in the new framework of government it has introduced. [I shall try] to relate the justification for
such a relatively sanguine point of view to the turbu.

lent Nigerian politics of the past. There is no question

that its history has been very difficult, marked by
breakdowns of civil order, of coups d'etat, and a succession of different versions of a military regime, and
indeed none of the various regimes over the past 20
years have had an easy time of it, to say the least . .
Contrary to a lot of impressions of Nigerian politics, [however], there are a number of things that are
commonly thought to lie at the base of conflicts within Nigeria that . on reflection are at best superficial and maybe downright misleading . .
One can begin an analysis such as this by saying
what are not the past sources of Nigerian crisis. I believe that neither economic nor political ideology nor
.

.

religion nor external State relations nor tribalism,
which . . . really means, if it means anything informative, a natural predisposition to hostilities, none
of these, on close examination, can really be held responsible for what happened in Nigeria .
One of the helpful perspectives to have about Ni
geria is that the political system was negotiated not
only under the auspices of a colonial power, but in circumstances that put a great deal of pressure on the
leaders of the time to accept the least line of resistance to colonial terms for withdrawal.
In doing that, . they were also very inclined to
.

.

.

.

feel that they should impress the world with their
willingness to operate within the framework of pure

Western parliamentary forms, and
they have
paid a very heavy price for that particular contest
.

.

.

of that price on the one hand, and on the other, to
draw attention to the fact that . . in Nigeria to.

day . the present leaders have had the courage and
boldness to depart from any emulative path of political management. [They have said], we are going to
.

.

diversity, over 250-some separate, discrete ethnic
groups.
It has problems of religious cleavage. It has prob-

lems of profoundly different degrees of preparation
for the modern world, but they said . . . by giving free
reign to conflicts rather than trying to contain or suppress them, you will establish a foundation in the
very free play of conflict that will ultimately knit
Nigeria together and provide it with stability . .
.

It is easy to have hindsight, [of course], but it
seems to me that this was a profound misconstruence

of the Nigerian situation. The notion that the more
pluralism you have, the more democracy you have is,
as far as Nigeria is conserned, . . an unwarranted
extrapolation from the Western experience Nothing
.

I am saying suggests, however, that the nature of
Nigerian pluralism is such that then e is no possibility
of Nigerians living within a common framework
Not only do I think [the Nigerians] can do that, but
.

.

I think they are about to show they can do so in a
much improved fashion. However, . if this is so, it
is going to be despite the easy assumptions of the applicability of the Western experience to Nigeria.
.

.

What free party competition really meant in Ni-

.

with the colonial power and with world opinion.
So, in [the following] analysis . . I have been particularly concerned to try to spell out the implications

.

make our central point of reference for the construction of this new second chance for democracy Nigerian experience, and to try to construct institutions accordingly.
One of the costs, . . is the whole assumption that
underlay the way in which political parties were envisaged in the original i959 or 1960 independence
constitution. The most useful picture of that expectation is contained in the British-appointed Willnik or
Minorities Commission report of 1957 which said, in
effect, yes. Nigeria has these enormous problems of

geria in the period up to the events of 1966 which in-

troduced the military regime was that the system
placed a great premium on the degree to which social

entities in Nigeria, particularly political parties,
could mobilize support by any means necessary. The
most ready to hand means of mobilizing political support in the circumstances of Nigeria i n 1960indeed,
what clearly constituted a political embowelment in
terms of political force and legitimacy--was the eth-
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nic communities of Nigeria
The system . . . of introducing competitive institutions without any particular attention to those realities, or at least noc enough to justify departing from
Western forms, had the effect not only of pitting the
ethnic groups as units of competition in political cam-

to break the logjam of the destructive combination of
regionalism, political party competition, and federalism, [this has been done] in a number of ways, [pa rtly,
but not solely through the new constitution) .

paigns, but also of encouraging Nigerian parties to
build garrisons of political support that other parties
could not penetrate. The more they emphasized ethnic particularity, the more assured they became of
defeating rivals and capitalizing on their own advantage in terms of ethnic identity with the group . . .
To achieve national power, it was desirable to
somehow effect the penetration of the ethnic homelands of the other parties. If a party succeeded in doing that, it, of course, threatened the normalcy of the

of competition without restraint, but to try to as a

rival party, and forced -hem into a frame of mind, not

merely of winner take all, but of loser forfeits all,
which is a much deeper level of apprehension.

If they succeeded in penetrating the other areas,
then, among other things, they took on an added
burden of representing ethnic interests, therefore
placing this consideration still further forward on the
priority of issues in the political system . . . .
Beginning with the period . . . of the late Gen. Murala Mohamad, . . . there has been a conserted effort

The new approach of the new Nigerian political
framework is not to rely on the spontaneous interplay
matter of conscious direction and decision to limit the
depth and extent and arena of competition. They do it
in a variety of ways. The first is to require parties to

be interregional internally; parties must reflect a
certain ethnic balance. They furthermore undertake
the burden of financing campaigns as a governmental function. They prohibit certain kinds of uses of
symbols, language, and conduct generally.
(They are resolved] not to rely on the historic optimism or idealization of others about their emerience to determine how Nigeria is going to approach
its problems. [I believe] that this approach really represents. [firstly], the introduction of Nigerian approval and legitimacy of their own arrangement, and
secondly, more than the devices themselves, is the at-

mosphere of introducing political consciousness
about the difficulties of the past and the need to prevent them. [In my opinion, this] is the most significant aspect of what has been done.
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READING 59

CONSTITUTION
(FUNDAMTINTAL LAW)
OF TIIE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
Adopted by the lth Extraordinary Session
the Supreme Sot let of the USSR
(9111 Convocation), October 7, 1977

In the. USSR a developed socialist society has been built. Al this
stage, when socialism is developing on its own foin:datioos, the creatixe
forces of the new system and the advzhilages of the socialist way of life
are becoming increasingly evident, and the working people are more and

more videly enjoing the fruits of their great revolutionary gains.
It is a society in witch powerful prnductie forces :mil rogrs-,Nive
science and culture have licLo created, in whi:11 the ..,eli-being of the
people is constantly rising, and mine and more favourable «ifulitions
are being provided for the allround developmeni of the rndi ideal.

II is a society of mature socialist social relations, in which, on the
basis of the dra :ng together of all classes and social strata and of the
juridical and factual equalit of all its nations and nationalities and
their fraternal cooperation. a new historical community of people has
been formedthe Soviet people.

It is a society of high organisational capacity, ideological commitment,
and consciousness of the working people, who are palliols and inter-

nationalists.

It is a society in which the law of life is concern of all for the good

of each and concern of each for the goad of all.

It is a society of true democracy, the political system of which er,sures effective management of all public
eve) more active participation of the working people in public life, and the combining of citizens real rights and fieodoms with their obligalim; aml responsinility
to society.

Developed socia,, society is a in-aural, logical stage on the road to
supreme Foal or. the Soiel slate is the bidding of a classless
con. .,.illy! :,ociet!, hi which there will be public, omnitniist si.11-govutilment. The main
of the people's socialist state ate. to lay the material ?Ill technic :11 1.),iiiiht.191; of coilimunt,Itt, to crfeet
sock,'
relalions
tran,sfoi m win into ro,,in1oni-1
mould the
of communist ')...te, to 111.1: the piool't,
:aid ctd!;nal
standdrds, to satcgti..id
diRt to twine, tne (Oilsolt(1,,tto,t

7 lid ti ' ,f.lopotent tt

The Sovid. peop,
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guided by the ideas of scientific communism and hue to their ievolittionary tradition,

relying on the great social, economic, and political gains of socialism,

striving for the further development of socialist denioeracl

,

taking into aecount the international position of the USSR as part
of the world system of sociaiism, and conscious of their internationalist
responsibility,

preserving continuity of the ides and pi inciples of the first Soviet
Constitution of 1918, the 1921 Constitution of the USSR and the 1936
Coni,litution of the USSR,
hereby
the pcinciples of the social structure and policy of the
USSR, and define the rights, freedoms and obligations of citizens, and
the principle:: of the organisation of the socialist state of the whole
people, and its aims, and pioclaim these in this Constitution.

Chapter 1.
THE POLITICAL SYSTEM
Article 1. The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics is a socialist state
of the whole people, eNpressing the will and interests of the workers,
peasants, and intelligentsia, the woe king people of all the nations and
nationalities of the country.
Aliefe 2. All power in the USSR belongs to the people.
The people exercise state power through Soviets of People's Deputies,

which constitute the political foundation of the USSR.
All other slate bodies are under the control of, and accountable to, the
Soviets of People's Deputies.

,

Article 4. The Soviet state and all its bodies function on the basis of
socialist law, ensure the maintenance of law and older, and safeguard
the interests of solid), and the rights and ileedonis of citizens.
Stale organisations, public organisations and officials shall ob. -ve
the Constitution of the USSR and Soviet laws.

Article 0. The leading and guiding force of Soviet society and the
nucleus of its political system, of all stale organisations and public organisations, is the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. The CPSU

exists for the people and serves the people.

The Communist Party, armed with Mai \ismLeninism, determines the
general perspectives of the development of society and tl,e course of the
home and foreign policy of the USSR, du Lets the gi cat constructive woik
of the Soviet people, and imparts a planned, systematic and theoretic.illy

substantiated character to their struggle for the victory of communi,mi.
All party organisations shall function within the framework of the
Constitution of the USSR.

Chapter 2.
THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM
Article 10. The found; limn of the cronon,:c Ny,leftl of the USSR i3
rro
socialist owrie,sfilp of Ilk' means of inorfnct.on in the form of
petty (hdon;:ing to all the people), an 1 coliecike farnaand-couiw,itiNe
property.
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Article 11. Yale pioperty,
C
the common property of llie soviet
people, is the principal form of sociJist propert).
I

The land, its inerals, waters, and forests :ire the e\clUke poperty
of the state. T',e state as ns the basic means 01 production in indeAry,
construction, a .d apiculture; mean:, of traiispoi I and communication.
the banks; the proper() of state-run Ii role organisations and public utilities, and other state-run undertakings; most urban housing; and other
property necessary for state purposes. .

.

.

Article 13. Earned income forms the basis of the personal property
of Soviet citizens. The peisoual property of citizens of the USSR may
include articles of everyday use, personal consumption and convenience.
the implements and other objects of a small-holding, a house, and earned

savings. The personal properly of citizens and the right to inherit it are
protected by the state.

Citizens may be granted the use of plots of land, in the manner prescribed by law, for a subsidiary smallholding (including the keeping of
livestock and poultry;, for fruit and vegetable growing or for building
an individual dwelling. Citizens are required to make rational use of the
land piloted to them. The state, and collective farms provide assistance
to citizens in working their small-holdings.

Property owned or used by citizens shall not serve as a means of
deriving unearned income or be employed to the detriment of the biterests of society.

Article It 'the source of the growth of social wealth and of the wellbeing of the people, and of each individual, is the labour, free from exploitation, of Soviet people.

The state exercises control over the measure of labour and of consumption in accoi dance with the principle of socialism: "From each ac-

cording to his ability, to each according to his work." It fixes the rate
of taxation on taxable income.

Socially useful woi I: and its results determine a person's status in
society. 13y combining material and moral incentives and encom acing
innovation and a creative attitude to work, the state helps transform
labour into the prime vital heed of every Soviet citizen.

Article 17. In the USSR, the law permits individual labour in handicrafts, farming, the provision of services for the public, and other forms
of activity based exclusively on the personal work of individual citizens
and members of their families. The state makes regulations for such
work to ensure that it serves the interests of society.

Chapter 3.
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT AND CULTURE
Article 19. The social basis of the USSR is the unbreakable alliace of
the workers, peasants, and intelligentsia.
The state helps enhance the social homogeneity of society, n:!iely the

elimination of class differences and of the essential distinctions betwten
town and country and between mental and physical lalann; and the allround development and drawing together of all the nations and nationalities of the USSR.
Article 23. Th2 state pursues a teady policy of raising people's pay
levels and real incornis throegh increase iii productivity.
In order to satisfy the needs of Soviet people more folly social consumption funds are created. he state, with the blond participation of
public organisations and work collectives, ensures the growth and Just
distribution of these funds.
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Article 24. In the USSR, state systems of health protection, social security, trade and public catering, communal services and amenities, and
public utilities, operate and ale be rig extcadcu.

The slate encourages cooperatives and other public organisations to
provide all types of services for the poolation. It encourages the development of mass physical culture and sport.

Article 25. In the USSR share is a uniform system of public education,
which is being constantly improved, that provides general education and
vocational training for citizens, serves he conummist education and
intellectual and physical development of the youth, and trains them for
work and social activity.

Chapter 6.
CITIZENSHIP OF TILE USSR.

EQUALITY or CITIZENS' RIGHTS

Article I1.
7ens of the USSR are equal before the law, without
distinction of origin, social or property status, race or nationality, sex,
education, language, attitude to religion, type and nature of occupation,
domicile, or other status.

The equal rights of citizens of the USSR are guaranteed in all fields
of economic, political, social, arid cultural life.
Article 35. Women and men have equal rights in the USSR.
Exercise of these rirlits is ensured by according women equal access
with men to education and vocational and professional training. equal
nortunitic.,s in emploment, remuneration, and piomotion, and in social

and political, and cultural activity, and by special lAour and

health

protection measures for women; by providing conditions enabling moth-

ers to wok: by legal protection, and material and moral support for
mothers and children, including paid leaves a id other benefits for expectant mothers and mothers, and gradua' eduction of corking time for
mother:- \kith small children.

Article 30. Citizens of the I.,,;SR of differon races and nationalities
Dave equal rights

Exercise of these lights is ensured by a policy of all-round development and drawing together of all the nations and nationalities of the
USSR, by educating citizens in the spirit of Soviet patriotism and socialist internationalism, and by the possibility to use their native language
and the languages of other peoples of the USSR.

Chapter 7.
THE BASIC RIGHTS, FItIrDOMS,
AND DUTIES OF CITIZENS DI' THE USSR
Article 39. Citizens of the USSR enjoy in full the social, economic.
political and personal rights and freedoms proclaimed and guaranteed
by the Constitution of UK. USSR and by Soviet laws.
Enjoyment by citizens of their rights and fieedoms must not he to the
detriment of the interests of society or the state, or infringe the rights of
other citizens.

Article 40. Citizens of the USSR have the right to work (that is, to
guaranteed employment and pay in accordance with the quantity and
quality of their boric, and riot below the stateezNiablished mionninni, in-

cluding the right to choose their trade or profession, type of job and
work in accordance with their inclinations, abilities. training and educa
lion, with due account of the needs of society.
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Article 41. Citizens of the USSR have the iiolit to test and leisure.
Article 42. Citizens of the USSR have the i iglil lo health protection.
This right is ensured by free, qualified medical care piov:ded by state
health institutions._

Article 43. Citizens of the USSR have the right to iiiaintehaiac in
old age. in sickness, and in the event of complete Of partial disabdity or
loss of the breadwinner.

Article 44. C,it;zens of the USSR ' ave the right to housing.
Article 45. Citizens of the USSR have the right 1-, education.
This tight is ensured by free provision of all forms of education, by
the institution of universal, compulsory secondary education, and broad
development of vocational, specialised secondary, and higher education,
in which instruction is oriented toward practical activity and production;
by the development of extramural, correspondence and evening courses;
by the erovision of state scholarships and grants and privileges for sindents;
the free issue of school testhooks; by the opportunity to attend
a school where teaching is in the native language; and by the provision
!acidities for selfedocation.

Article 46. Citizens of the USSR have the right to enjoy cultural
benefits.

Article 47. Citizens of the USSR, in accordance with the aims of building communism, are guaranteed freedom of scientific, technical, and artistic work.

Article 48. Citizens of the USSR have the right to tope part in the
management rind achiltilhi ;Won of stale and r
s and in the
disco...sire)

significance

.ind adoption of 1:iws :Inc measures of Allkoon and kcal

Article 49. r.vcry citizen of the USSR has the right to submit pioposals to stale bodies end public organisations lei impro mg loco ectioty,
(-aid to criticise skortconiings in their work.

Officials are obliged, within established lisle liusit,, to examine emit
lens' proposals :old requests, to reply to them, and to tale appropi tote
action.

Persecution fin crilieisin is prohibited. Poisons guilty of such persecution shall be called to account.
Article 50. In zecordance with the interests of the people and in order
to strengthen and ,evelop the socialist syAcio, citizens of the USSR ate
guaranteed freedom of speech, of the press, and of assembly, meetings,
street processions and demonstrations,

Article 51. In accordance with lhe aims of building communism, citizens of the USSR have the right to associate in public c ganisations that
promote their political activity and initiative and satisfaction of their
various ioleiests.
Article 52. Citizens of the USSR arc guaranteed freedoms of conscience, that is, the might to profess or not to profess any religion, and to conduct religious worship or atheistic propaganda Incitement of hostility or
haired on religions grounds is prohibited.
In the USSR, the church is separated from the state, and the school
trout the church.
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Article 53. Tle-_ family enjoys the protection of the stale.

Marriage is based on the free consent of the woman and the man;
the spouses are completely equal in (lick family relations.
had sy'Mc state helps the family by pro,,Uling and devdopwg
stem of childcare institutions, by organising and unprovim coinintin,11
serices and public Cate. Mg, by paying giants on the birth of a child,
by providing children's allowarices and benefits for large families, :red
other forms of family allowances and assistance.

Article 54. Citizens of the USSR are guaranteed inviolability of the
person. No one may be arrested except by a court decision of ou the
warrant of a procurator.
Article 55. Citizens of the USSR are guaranteed inviolability of the
home. No one may, without lawful grounds, enter a home against the
will of those iesiduig in it.
Article 56. The privacy of citizens, and of their correspondence, tele
phone conversations, and telegraphic communications i., protected by
law.

Article 57. Respect for the individual and protection of the rights and
freedoms of citizens are the duly of all state bodies, public organisations,
and officials.

Citizens of the USSR !lace the right to protection by the courts against encroachments on their honour ;old reputation, life and health, and
personal freedom and property.

Article 58. Citizens of the USSR have the right to lodge a complaint
against the actions of olfwials, slate bodies and public bodies. Complaints stoill be eamined according to the procedure and within the tnne
limit established by law.
Actions by officials that contravene the law or exceed their powers,
and infringe the right, of citizens, may Le apFeale,1 against in a cowl
Mid by law.
in the roomer pro
titi/ens of the ISSR have tl.e right to compensatioo for danoige resulting from uno i ii a,:tom by ci tie organ's; tiom, and roblic organ:satiow, ur by officials in the lief fionnmee of their cloties.
Article 59. Citizens' exercise of their rights and freedoms is inseparable from the performance of their duties and obligations.

Citizens of the USSR are obliged to observe the Constitution of the
USSR and Soviet laws, comply with the standards of socialist conduct,
and uphold the honour and dignity of Soviet citizenship.

Article 60. It is the duty of, and a matter of honour for, every ablebodied citizen of the USSR to work conscientiously to his chosen, socially useful occupation, and strictly to observe tabour discipline. Evasion

of socially useful work is incompatible with the principles of socialist
society.

Article 61. Citizens of the USSR are obliged to pre,erve and protect
socialist property. It is the duty of a cili7en of the USSR to combat misappropriation and squandering of slate and sociallyowned properly and
to make thrifty use of the people's
Persons encroaching in any way on socialist properly shall be punished according to the law.

Article 62. Citizens of the USSR are obliged to safeguard the in. rests
of the Soviet state, and to enhance its power and prestige.
Defence of the Socialist Motherland is the sacred duty of every citizen of the USSR.

Betrayal of 'he Motherland

is

the gravest of crimes

people
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Article 63. Military service in the ranks of the firmed Forces of the
USSR is an honourable duly of So% jet citizens.

Article 64. It is the duty of ever, citizen of (lie USSR to respect the
national cbgnity of other citizens, and to strengil,en b lendship o: the
nations and initionalitws of the multinational Soviet state.
Article 65. A citizen of the USSR is obliged to respect the rights and
lawful interests of other persons, to be uncompromising towards Maisocial behaviour, and to help maintain public order.

Article 66. Citizen-, of the USSR arc obliged to concern themselves

with the upbringing of children, to train them for socially meld work,
and to raise them as worthy members of socialist swiely. Children arc
obliged to care for their patents and help them.

Article 67. Citizens of the USSR are obliged to protect nature and
conserve its riches.

Article 68. Concern for the preservation of historical monuments and
other cultural values is a duty and obligation of citizens of the USSR.

Article 69. It is the internationalist duty of citizens of the USSR to
friendship and cooperation with peoples of other lands and

promote

help maintain and strengthen world peace.

Chapter 20.
COURTS AND ARBITRATION

Article 151. In (lie USSR justice is administered only by the courts.
In the USSR there ate the following em.rts: the Supreme Court of the
USSR, the Supreme Courts of Union Rcpubbes, the Supreme Courts of
Autonomous Republics, Territorial, Regional, and city courts, courts 61
Antonumous Regions, courts of Autonomous Areas, district (city) people's
courts, and military tribunals in the Armed Forces.
Article 152. All cotn is in the tr,SR shall be hrnied on the principle of
the electiveness of judges and people's assessors.

Article 156. Justice is administered in the USSR on the principle of
the equality of citizens before the law and the court.

Article 157. Proceedings in all courts shall be open to the public.
Ilearings in camera are only allowed in cases provided for by law, with
observance of all the rules of judicial procedure.

Article 158. A defendant in a criminal action is guaranteed the right
to legal assistance.

Article 159. Judicial proccednigs shall be conducted in the language of
the Union Republic, Autonomous Republic, Autonomous Region, oi Autonomous Alea, or in the lani;uage spoken by the majority of the people in
the locality. Persons participating in court proceedirgs, who do not know
the language in which they are lenng conducted, shall be ensured the right
to become fully acquainted with the materials in the case; the services cr!
an interpreter dining (1w proceedings; and the right to address the court
in their own languatte.

Article 160. No one ritly be a.ljudged guilty of a crime and subjected
to punishment as a criminal exctpt by the sentence of a court and in conformity with the law.
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Chapter 8.
THE USSRA FEDERAL STATE

Article 70. Tire Limon of Soviet Socialist Republics is au integral,
ederal, multinational state formed on the principle of socia I kt fedei al.:an as a result of the free self-del ermina lion of nations and the volunary assoziation of eqiiid Soviet Socialist Republics.
11

The USSR embodies the stay: unity of the Soviet people and draws
its nations and nationalities together for the purpose of jointly build-

.ng communism.

Article 72. Each U: iota Republic shall retain the right freely to secede from the USSR.

READING 60
On tbo Draft Constitution (Fundamental La w) of the
Union, ofSoviet Socialist Republics and the Results of
Its Nationwide Discussion: Report by Leonid Brezhnev to the Session of the U.S.S.R. Supreme Soviet,
October 4, 1977.
Esteemed Comrade Deputies,
The present session of the Supreme Soviet has be-

fore it a task that is historic in the full sense of the
word: the adoption of a new Constitution of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics.
We are about to adopt the Constitution on the eve
of the 60th Anniversary of the Great October Socialist Revolution. This is not a mere coincidence in time
of two major events in the life of our country. The con-

nection between them goes much deeper. The new
Constitution, one might say, epitomizes the whole
sixty years' development of the Soviet state. It is

striking evidence of the fact that the ideas proclaimed by the October Revolution and Lenin's precepts are being successfully put into practice .. . .

The discussion of the Draft Constitution by the
whole people has been the crucial test of the quality of
all the preparatory work. It took place over a period of

nearly four months and was nation-wide in the true

sense of the word. Altogether it involved over
140,000,000 men and women, that is, more than
eighty per cent of the adult population of the country.
Never before has our countr y known active participation by the public on such a scale.
The main political result of the nation-wide discussion consists in the fact that the Soviet people have
said: yes, this is the Fundamental Law we looked forward to. It truly reflects our gains and our aspirations

Let us recall that soon after the victory of the October Revolution, Lenin said that the explotative system had left us a legacy of deep distrust on the part of
the masses for anything that had to do with the state.
"It is very difficult to overcome this, and only a Soviet
government can do it," he said . . . .
The Soviet government has coped with this task.

The most striking confirmation of this is the tremendous extent of the active participation of the
working people in discussing the Draft of the new
Constitution. We can say with confidence and pride
that it is the whole Soviet people who have in fact become true creators of the Fundamental Law of their
state . . . .
The Constitution Commission reports that the nation-wide discussion has made it possible to improve
the Draft Constitution significantly and to write into

it a number of useful additions, clarifications and
amendments.

Altogether some 400,000 proposals for amendments to individual articles have been made for the
purpose of clarifying, improving and supplementing

the wording of the Draft. Having made a careful
study of these proposalsmany of which, of course,
recurthe Constitution Commission recommends
that 110 articles of the Draft should be amended and
one new article added . . . .
[The] greatest number of proposals that have come
in bear on the vital question of the role of labour under socialism. The comrades suggest that the character of our society as a society of working people should
be described in much more explicit terms in the Constitution . . .
The comrades have also proposed the more precise
wording of the article dealing with the foundation of
the economic system of the U.S.S.R., in order to make
clearer the fact that this foundation consists of state
.

and hopes, and correctly defines our rights and duties. While formalizing what has been achieved, it
opens up prospects for further advance in the build-

property and collective-farm-cooperative proper-

ing of communism.

ty .

The Draft was discussed at some one and a half
million meetings of working people at enterprises

Thousands of proposals have been received suggesting that the Constitution state that any evasion
of socially useful labour is incompatible with the
principles of socialist society. Our people want stric-

and collective farms, in military units and in residen-

tial areas

. . . .

.

.

.
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ter penalties for absenteeism and for those who seek
unearned income. One cannot but support these just
observations.
Very many comrades have written to say that the
Constitution should lay special emphasis on the duty
of citizens to take proper care ofpubiic wealth, our socialist property, which is the product of the people's
collective labour and the foundation for the develop-

ment of our society as a whole. The Constitution
Commission shares the working people's view on this
matter and proposes that an addition should be made
to the relevant article of the Fundamental Law.
[It] is proposed to clarify the wording of some other
articles in the section entitled "The State and the InGividual." Thus, in response to the wishes of many
people the article on the right to housing states that it
shall be the duty of citizens to take proper care of the

housing allocated to them. The article dealing with
the citizen's duty to attend to the upbringing of children now states that children are also obligated to care
f o r t h e i r parents and h e l p them .

.

.

.

[Many] believe that the articles on the procedures

governing the consideration o: deputies' inquiries
and citizens' proposals, and on the responsibility of
officials for breaches of the law and for taking an incorrect attitude to criticisms voiced by the working
people should be formulated more specifically. The
Commission feels that this can be taken care of in the
relevant articles of the Constitution . . . .
A number of Western newspapers have pointed out
that the new Fundamental Law of the U.S.S.R. signifies further development of democracy in the Soviet
Union, broader rights for citizens and public organi-

zations, and an increase in their influence on state
policy. The American Baltimore Sun has frankly acknowledged that the Draft guarantees Soviet citizens
broader rights as compared with any Western constitution: the right to work, rest, choice of occupation,

social security, housing, education, free medical
aid

. .

. .

The masterminds of imperialist propaganda, however, obviously became worried when the discussion
of the Draft Constitution assumed a broad international sc, 1e .

. . .

Hence the tendency not so much to give information about the new Soviet Constitution as to misrepresent its content, minimize its importance and,
whenever possible, ignore its major provisions altogether.
The clauses on the rights, freedoms and duties of
Soviet citizens have been attacked with especial vehemence.
This has, of course, its own logic: indeed, it is pre-

cisely the idea of "concern" for human rights that
prominent leaders of the capitalist world have lately
chosen as the main thrust of their ideological crusade
against the socialist countries. The critics of the So-

viet Constitution, however, have found themselves in
an unenviable position. They cannot escape the fact
that the Soviet Draft Constitution defines the social,
economic and political rights and freedoms of citizens
and the specific guarantees of these rights more wide-

ly, clearly and fully than has ever been done anywhere else before.

What, indeed, can the apologists of the capitalist
system oppose to these real achievements of developed socialism? What real rights and freedoms are
guaranteed to the masses in present-day imperialist
society?

The "right" of tens of millions to unemployment?
Or the "right" of sick people to do without medical
aid, the cost of which is enormous? Or the "right" of
ethnic minorities to humiliating discrimination in
employment and education, in political and everyday
life? Or is it the "right" to live in perpetual fear of the
omnipotent underworld of organized crime and to see
how the press, cinema, TV and radio services are going out of their way to educate the younger generation in a spirit of selfishness, cruelty and violence?
Propagandists and ideologists of capitalism cannot
deny that socialism has long since cured these social
sores. They have resorted, therefore, to another manoeuvre. They have concentrated fleir attacks on the
constitutional provisions which say that the exercise
by citizens of their rights and freedoms must not in-

jure the interests of society and the state, or the
rights of other citizens and that the exercise of one's
rights and freedoms is inseparable from the performance of one's duties and obligations.
According to the Draft Constitution, the rights of
citizens may not be used to the detriment of socialist
society and the state, and that means, says the Austrian newspaper Salzburger Volksblatt, that "Soviet
citizens have no rights at all." That is logic for you!
The Italian Corriere della Sera does not like the
fact that the Draft speaks of the duty of Soviet citizens to observe: the U.S.S.R. Constitution and Soviet
laws, and the riles of socialist behaviour in everyday
life. "All these restrictions," this mouthpiece of the
Italian monopolies declares, "in effect nullify civil
rights, at any rate as we understand them." It follows
that the exercise of civil rights in the U.S.S.R. must
consist in violations of the law . . . .
Our "critics" pretend to be unaware of the fact that

the clauses in the Draft Constitution which evoke
their dissatisfaction fully conform to fundamental in-

ternational documents. Let us remind them of this

fact: the U.N. Universal Declaration of Human
Rights clearly states that "everyone had duties to the
community in which alone the free and full development of his personality is possible," and that the exercise of rights and freedoms by citizens requires "due
recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms of
others and meeting the just requirements of morali-
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ty, public order and the general welfare in a demo-

adjectival sense, such as "hooligan motives"

cratic society."
This is the principle of life in a democratic society
recognized throughout the world. It is that principle
and no other that is contained in the provisions of the
new Constitution of the U.S.S.R. which have aroused
the hypocritical indignation of our "critics."

(e.g. att. 102 point a. of the RSFSR Criminal Code). It connotes behaviour opposed
to what is prilichno (proper) or kill'hirno
(cultured). It embraces a great diversity of

Highly objectionable to most bourgeois analysts
are also the provisions defining the role of the CPSU

in the life of Soviet society. They shout from the
house-tops that this amounts to "proclamation of the
dictatorship of the Communist Party," "the primacy
of the Party over the State," "a dangerous intertwining of the Party and government institutions," "the
obliteration of the boundaries between the Party and
the state."
What can one say on this score? The motives for
this attack are clear enough. The Communist Party
is the vanguard of the Soviet people, their most con-

scious and progressive section inseparably united
with the people as a whole. The Party has no interests
other than the interests of the people. To try to coun-

terpose the Party to the people by talking about the
"dictatorship of the Party" is tantamount to trying to
separate, say, the heart from the whole of the body.
In countries which already have highly developed
productive forces at the time of their victorious socialist revolution the situation will be different. But

activities, which have as a comroon element
a more or !ess offensive disturbance of the
peace.

The present law of hooliganism is based
primarily on a decree of the USSR Supreme
Soviet of July 26, 1966, "On increasing the

responsibility for hooliganism". The main
change brought about by this decree was
the introduction of compulsory minimum
sentences for all forms of hooliganism. The
decree (tikaz) was followed by an explanatory decree (postanovlenie) of the same
date by the same body. The Union republics

enacted legislation in 1966 to conform to
the new Union laws. There are considerable
differences among the Union republics in the
definitions of hooliganism and in procedural
details.

According to the commentaries, the first
part of the hooliganism definition (gross
violation of public order) implies a violation
of the rules of socialist community life (q.v.)

or of public interests. The second part of

tions which grossly violate public °Ater and
express art obi. ions disrespect towaids socie-

the definition is said to refer to violations of
socialist morality or the interests of groups
(collectives) or individuals. The definition in
art. 206 requires both elements to be present
if there is to be question of hooliganism; it
seems, however, that the rules of socialist
community life and the requirements of socialist morality overlap to a large extent. The
result of the definitional vagueness of the
hooliganism concept is that hooliganism
serves as a kind of residual offence in many
instances where a more clear-cut offence
would be more difficult to prove; e.g. assault, threats, resisting an officer of the law,
etc. The most typical case of hooliganism
seems to be offensive behaviour in public by
drunks; according to all available statistics

ty". The definition i3 sweeping enough to

drunkenness occurs in more than 90% of

explain the fact that hooliganism is the most

all cases of hooliganism.
Art 20o yrs\ i k s ho special forms of 11(.01petty hoolisssai-m.
-i1001VDISM is defined as hooli-

they too will have to solve such complicated problems

in the building of mature socialism as mastering the
difficult art of organizing the entire life of society
along socialist lines, and in particular, the science of
planning and -oanaging the national economy, and
developing the socialist consciousness of their citizens.
New Times, Moscow, No. 41, 1977.

READING 61
HOOLIGANISM

is dcitned in aft. 206 of the
ItSFSR Criminal Code as 'intentional acHooii1;srusrn

frequently committed crime in the Soviet
Union. Hooliganism as a crime was included
in the previous Criminal Code (of 1926, art.
74), but was not in any way circumscribed.

Hooliganism, in far, is more tlian a crime,
it is a type of behaviour which perhaps is

ganiFin "cliaraeterincl in its nature by its

a

exceptioral cynicism cr special offer si\ eness,
or ct,n,i.eted with resistance to a repri..sentativt. of authority- cr of the public [referring
to members of the voluntary people's guards

straight borrowing from English "hooliganism". The word is used in law also with an

ant..:Nna, q.v.] cam, ing out their duties
with repard to the maintenance of public

characteristic of one aspect of Russian social

life; the Russian term kludigansivo is
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order. or aeainst oti:r citizens v.ho aie

rained by a person who has been punished
for petty hooliganism within the preceding
year is considered to be common hooliganism (art. 206. par. 1).
Common hooliganism entails deprivation cf
liberty for fioin -ix months to one year, or
corrective labour for the same duration, or a

counteracting hooligar acti-,itiesmd, furthermore. hooliganism committed by a person v. ith a previous conviction for hooliganisin".

Petty hooliganism is defined in the 1966
decree as "bad language (lit. reisenzurhaia

bran'uncensored

sweanT1 in public
places, offensive molestation of citizens and

fine of from thirty to fifty roubles. Malicious

other similar actions and violating public
order and the peace of citizens, provided

for from one to five years. Common or

hooliganism entails deprivation of liberty
malieious hooliganism, accompanied by the
use of (or the attempt to use) arms or instruments specially adapted to inflict physical
injury, entails deprivation of liberty for from
three to seven years ;art. 206, last par.).

these actions accordivz to their character do

not entail the application of criminal penalties".

Petty hooliganism is r n administrative offence, punishable by aetention for from ten
to fifteen clays, or by corrective labour of
from one to two months with a mandatory

The stepping-up of the campaign against
hooliganism in 1966 also brought a new
chapter to the I2SFSR Codc of Criminal
Procedure (ch. 34, arts. 414-429), aiming

deduction of twenty per cent of the offender's

primarily at speedier trials in cases of hool-

wages, or by a fine cf from ten to thirty

iganism.

roubles The penalty, is imp used by the
people's judge; the fire may also be imposed
by the local police chief. The decree provides
further for speedy and summary proeeedings;

Encyclopedia of Soviet Law, F.J.M. Feldbrugge,
ed. Dobbs Ferry, N.Y.: Oceana Publications, 1973.

there is no appeal. Petty hooliganism corn-

READING 62
ARTICLES OF SOVIET CRIMINAL LAW WHICH RESTRICT

THE EXERCISE OF FUNDAMENTAL HUMAN RIGHTS
Most Soviet prisoners of conscience arc imprisoned for violations of six
articles of Soviet criminal law.

Article 64: 1 his defines as an act of treason "flight abroad or refusal to return
1E0111 abroad to the USSR".

Article 70: Anti-Soviet Agitation and Propaganda. Agitation or propaganda
carried on for the purpose of subverting or weakening the Soviet regime
or of committing particular, especially dangerous conies against the
state, or the circulation, for the same purpose, of slanderous fabrications which defame the Soviet stale and social system, or the circulation or preparation or keeping, for the same purpose, of literature of
such content, shall he punished by deprivation of freedom for a term
of (1 months to 7 years, with or without additional exile for a term of
2 In 5 years, or by exile for a term of 2 to 5 years.
Mc same actions committed by a person previously convicted of
especially dangerous crimes against the stale or committed in wartime
shall be punished by deprivation of freedom for a term of 3 to 10
years. with or without additional exile for a term of 2 to 5 years.

Article 72: Of Filirational Activity Directed to Commission of Especially
Datigons Crimes against the Stale and also Participation in AntiSoviet Organirations. Organliational activity directed to the preparation or commission of especially dangerous crimes against the state,
or In the creation of an organization which has as its purpose the
commission of such crimes, or participation in an anti-Soviet organization, skill be punished in accordance with Articles 64-71 of the present
code.

:1 (1
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Article 1 .2. Violation of Laws on Separation of Church and Stale and of Church
and School. The violation of laws on the separation of church and state
and of school and church shall be punished by correctional tasks for a
term not exceeding one year or by a fine not exceeding 50 roubles.
The same nels committed by a person previously convicted of
violation of laws on the separation of church and state and of school
and church, as well as organizational activity directed to the comnosmon of such acts, shall he punished by deprivation of freedom for
a term not exceeding 3 years.
Article 190-1: Circulation of Fabrications known to be Fake which Defame Soviet
State and Social System. 1 he systematic circulation in an oral form of
fabrications known to he fat A: which defame the Soviet state and social
system and, likewise, the preparation or circulation in written, printed
or any other form of works of such content shall he punished by deprivation of freedom for a feint not exceeding 3 years, or by correctional
tasks for a term not exceeding one year, or by a fine not exceeding
100 roubles.

Article 190-3: Organizstion of or Active Participation in, Group Actions Which
Violate Public Order. The organization of, and, likewise, the active
participation in, group actions which violate public order in a coarse
manner or which are attended by clear disobedience of the legal demands of representatives of authority or which entail the violation of
the work of transport or of state and social institutions or enterprises
shall be punished by deprivation of freedom for a term not exceeding
3 years, or by correctional tasks fora term not exceeding one year,
or by a fine not exceeding 100 roubles.' 7
Article 227: Infringement of Person and Rights of Citizens under Appearance
of Performing Religious Ceremonies. T1,, organizing or directing of a
group, the activity of which. carried on under the appearance of preaching religious beliefs and performing religious ceremonies, is connected
with the causing of harm to citizens' health or with any other infringements of the person or rights of citizens, or with the inducing of
citizens to reluse social activity or performance of civic duties, or with
the drawing of minors into such gimps, shall be punished by deprivation of Ireedom for a term not exceeding 5 years or by exile for a
similar term with or without confiscation of property.
The active participation in the act iNity of a pimp specified in pa, agraph one of the present article, or the systeaialic propaganda directed
at the commission of acts specified therein, shall be punished by deprivation of freedoni for a term not exceeding 3 yeais, or by exile for
the same feint, or by correciional tasks for a term not exceeding one
year.
Note: If the acts of persons stated in paragraph 2 of the present
article, and the persons themselves, do not represent a peat social
danger, measures of social pressure may be applied to them.

Prisoners of Conscience in the U.S.S.R.: Their
Treatment and Conditions London: Amnesty International, 1975.
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READING 63
USSR.-100 Questions and Answers
(Excerpts)

sible time. And this means that we shall never turn housing
into a commercial enterprise, which rnal.es it
ailrftle to

sonic people and pets it be! and the reach of oli:crs. We
shall not abandon the fair principle of
c,f flats

Illkan you openly pray to God in your country?

and we shall also he( p rents at then pi esent low level. We
shall not cut back badget allocations for hou.:1Ig developIn accordance with the USSR Constitution all citizens ment: in 1976,.; they st---1 at about 1no,n. tl ml.':on rot:b.
of the USSR "are guaranteed freedom of concne..ce, that ks, wh:ch sung \-uuld be quite s.uffl'::c:14,
is, the right to profess or not to profess any religion. and to hydropov.er stations, each %% ith a capac t equal to that of

conduct religious worlitp or atheistic propaganda."

the morld's bigger at Krasnoarsk.
Soviet lass give adult bdievers the light jointly to saIn other mints, the inclusion ut this article in the text
tisfy their religious rieds. For this they form religious soci- of the new Constitution is an additional guarantee against
eties or ,group... Forming a community, belkeeis may per- any undesirable changes in our housing policy.
form religions rites, hold prayer meetings and conduct receremonies.

Believers have the right to elect or int ,te ministers of
,religion, to '..se and mana;c a prayer house and religious
property, to collect voluntary contributions in the prayer
house for its nniintenanc and to spend other stuns on the
religious need, of believers. Church funds consisting of voluntary contributions from believers ate not taxed.
In Soviet 1::;islation special rules of law protect believers, religiou, hoches and min:stirs of religion from any
infringement of their itgil rights, These rules envisage res-

pon.,ibility for ensuring the unhindered prformance of
religious rites it they do n)l. disturb public order or lead to
infringement of citizens' rights, All discrimination against
believers and the forcing of conscience is categorically forbidden.

How much do Soviet citizens pay in rent?

By far the greater proportion of Soviet citizens live in
flats and houses provided by the state, the rent for which,
together with the charges for electricity, gas, central heating and %tater, does not exceed an aterage 4-5 per cent of

the family budget. For half a century since 1928it has
not changed, although housing has been much impro%ed.
Eighty-set en flats in 100 have running water, 80 ha\ e central heating, 86 have
toilets, 74 hne bathrooms and
88 haw gas laid on in their kitchens. Not many countries
have such a high percentage of homes equipped %%itii all
modern conveniences. And the rate of gasifieation about
five million flats a yearis more than tw ice as high as the
rate of housing construction.

Who publishes religious literature?

What legal basis is there for prosecuting dissidents?

Religious literature is published by the religious organi.
, the
.0;COW Patrizations of many faiths. Thus, in 'WIC,
archy put out another edition of the Bible, including both
the Old and New Testaments. To be published shortly are
the first volume of the writing of Patriarch Millen, a number of theological treatises and other ecclesiastical litera-

we are using. If by "dissidents" you mean people who differ

First of all we must agree on the meaning of the terms

from the great majority of Soviet citizens only in their

way of thinking, then no legal basis for prosecuting them
exists. And nobody in our country is prosecuting such people. It is quite another matter if a "dissident" is a person
commiting iilon;a1 acts, breaking the law. \o one is allowture. The periodical, Wirna! cf the Masai:: Patriarchy, ed to do thi,. Such a person is tried in court only for speciwhich not only covers ecclesiastical affairs, but also con- fic acts stated to be illegal to the relet ant documents.
tainssermons. theological osays and other material, enjoys
a rather large circulation.
Soviet psychiatrists are accused in the West of using mental
The All-Union Council of the Evangelical Christianhospitals for political ends against dissidents. What truth
Baptists also regularly re-issues editions of the Bible and
is there in these accusations?
pracrbooks, calendars and by mnals,
the Gospel, as veil
None whatsoever. Soviet psychiatrists make their diagwhile its periodical, Ti Broti:erly Herald, comes out in
nosis after thorough examination of the patient and at
several other ;la:lona! I:wdage: besides Russian.
As for the Moslem Religious Board of Central Asia and least three psythiatristsalway; hae to take part in a conKazakhstan, in recent )cars it bar put out six editions of sultation before a patient is sent or compulsory treatment.
" ; \1.Jami'al-Sahill" and It should be noted that many "mentally sound dissidents"
the Koran, linam
"Al-Adab al ndrad" hadiths, as well as !sinail Mahmoud received psychiatric treatment in their childhood long beSatticv's history of the Koran by Othman ibn AlTan, fore any manifestation of dissidence and they were already
which is Nesened in Tashhent. It also publishes a maga- under ob:.-ernation a SO\ ;Et pschlati;c clinic:. But for
zine called, Akslems of the Soviet East.
sonic reason nobody at that time \\ as campilgo,rig fcr their
release from the

Your new Constitution guarantees the right of citizens of the
We Ite always thought and we still consider public
USSR to housing. What does this mean in practical terms? discussion of case histories in the mass circulation press to

After all, this constitutional right does not increase the be a violation of medical ethics. I hat is why we have not

sought to refute Western slanders by produein:: medical
evidence, extracts from case histories and expert firdings,
Article 44 of the USSR Constitution is a commitment But foreign psychiatrists. to \\ horn the doors of Sc x iet

number of flats in your country.

by the Soviet state to use all available resources to pros ide mental hospitals hat e alttaxs been open, haze been able to
quality housing for all Soviet families in the shortest pus- study this material on numerous occasions. Many of the
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"victiirs of psychiatric intimidation" who figured in be founded on rights and duties, abote ail duties to chil-

sensational campaigns have again found themselves in
mental hospitals on emigrating from the USSR, but this
time in We-tern--not Soy iethopitals. For ,'.hat "dissidence" were they beine put into hcspital now?
But where do the charge ley elled ega inst Soviet doctors

originate? I he "indisputable et idence of malpractices in
Sot let psychiatry" turns out to be... assertive, by pcenle
well-known for their hostile activities agamit the LSSR
and statements by patiene, theinselyes. You do not
e to
be a psyelliatr\t to know that
mental patients think
themscit es sane.

You don't need to be a doctor to realize that only

a

specialist is competent to diagnose an illness or refute a
diagnosis. Ni o does it call for great perspicacity to s'e

that a campaign based on the opinions of r...2r,le remote
from medicine has nothing in common v.ith a desire to
establish the truth.

Who is "head of the family" in the USSRthe husband or
the wife?

dren. But most of us woold nose the citlet,On that way.
The family should be st,ddees, one ha, a duty to children yes. but the main thing is that each partner should
need the other.

We recognize that extramarital relations and illegitimate children pose
rroblems. Soviet law protects single mothers and their children. But public opinion
often roiindlt censures extramarital relations, regarding
the family as the oniy decant form of relations between two
people who love each ()tiler.
There are plenty of re-017'erns, of course. Too many to
mention. But in tackling theni we adhere to these general

principles' the nead for tact in dealing with people and
their feelings. and the categorical reiccdon of hypocrisy,
cruelty and material gain.
You say that in your country equality of the sexes is law.
What is actually done to assure the equality of women?

Equality of the sews as laid down in the USSR Constitntion, is guaranteed b) the relet ant legislation and

The concept of "hea,S of the family" c'oes eot exist in material facilities, and is strictly obierYed.
Soviet law and use of tee title confers it( material or lePercentagewise, women with a secondary and higher
gal riyileges. For this Reson many cot plc:, reter even education constitute a greater proportion in this country
bother to ask theme...Ives vlio is mote important in the than nen. Because of the tremendous wartime losses. women account for 51 per cent of the entire workforce, earning,
of course, equal pay for equal stork. Note that n,ost
The latest (1970) census of the Soviet population
showed that almost one family in four was headed fly a wo- women employees are engaged on intellectuel and mechaman. But sociologists say the percentage is in fact higher. nized jobs; thus, they comprise foul of eyery five hteithOur demographers are interested in a further question: care workers, the absolute majority of those eel-Ling in the
how many married women claim to be head of the family field of education, two oat to et ery three workers in th
and how many of their hesbends agree. Special surt eys radio electronics industry, etc. More than four thousan
resealed that the riercentage of eoieen (15-30 per cent) women manage industrial plants and head administrative
considering thenisely es to he or claiming to be the head of offices, while more than 200,000 supervise factory shops
the family was almost ten times higher than the pereeetage and sections or laboratories.
Soviet women play a major role in the country's poliof husbands (2-4 per cent) who agreed with them.
Another aspect of the question rtes noted by our de- tical and public affairs, in the effort to strengtnen v:ace
mographers. Almost all the men said ")es- when ;elect if and international co-operation and in the international
in general they aanottled:;ed that a woman could be head women's movement. Women complise 31 per cent of the
of the family. But when they were asked if this could be deputies to the USSR Supreme Soy let, 35 per cent to the
SO in their own family they were less amenable.

Union-republic Supreme Soy lets, and y8 per cent to the local Soviets. For the sake of comparison one !night note that

Is there a sex revolution in your country?

in the USA women compree only live per cent of lhose

Yes, one started long ago, if by this you ni,an that
marital relations between the sexes hate been put r i a hu-

holding jobs in federal and local government.
lhe experience of our country and ether socialist countries shows that women can Mahe a valuable contribution

mane basis, have been freed from eyery thing that degrades in many useful jobs as well as in the running of the gova person, hypocrisy, pos sess,teness, material dependence, ernment. To he more en phatic, we regard ll,crr participa-

slavery and compulsion. We regard this great ads

tion as indispensable for economic and sccial progress

achieved through argument and discussion and in slruggle general ly.
against outworn %kw's and habits, as a lekotutiocary adThe polls conducted among women t-,how that most of
vance and we welcome it. We favour a stable family, a them prefer to work primarily for prestige reasons and ironl
voluntary union with a deep emotional bast..., a family satisfaction, and also because of financial considerations.
that satisfies all its members. We are opposed to sexual
Though our aelnevemenk cannot be contested,
emancipation from the family, to irresponsibility and dis lems still remain. These are regarded as a matter ofprobutsoluteness.
most importance by the :'arty and State. The CPSU ProThis is, of course, a general statement of our position. gramme specifically states that any Nestiges of the unequal
In real life situations arise in which it is very hard to give status of women in eter)day life nuist be completely
di-Am
a simple answer. We do discuss relations between the se- unmated.
xes and problems of maimed life, particularly in newspaWhat is being done to this end? Over the past twenty"'
pers and magazines. Widely differing views are often heard years the yolume of public services has increased
soulin these discussions. Some people want toiteher laws to fold, and today leindergartens and crechis accommodate
guarantee family stability. They think marriage should twice the immi.,er of children as before. The numb,er of
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such domestic aids as acutim cleaners and washing machines has trebled over the past tcn cars. while the number

Ale refrigerators has increased i%fold, Still, it must be said
MINIM in families with children the women have to do twice
as much house %cork as men.
The tenth five-year plan has placed on the agenda a
new far-reaching prograinme for lightening; women's work,
not only on the job but also at home. The two chambers of
the Soviet parliament, the Soviet of the 091011 and the Soviet of Nationalities ha% e set up special standing commissions to deal with questions concerning %cornett's working,
!trine and general conditions and mother and child
INCH though during the tent h 11% e- ear-plan period
coin; 4o predominate in the vsorkfoice
male emploNcto w

i)r the lust hi: e since the vett of the %%or. fereate Ia1i t
w ill he done
Kill Lotlt kale to play a significant mit_
to helitn their woik. Of the 1.155 ha.ac tra.les. some 1200.

hazardoust%to the llci I t ioi calling for
tod 11.1t`

list

is C011111111,illy

special section in th USSR's economic do clop wen t
prOttra in nle ea% ',ago further iniprosenient
the workinto
living and general conditions tor female ernploes,ss
are to tie cwitled to a parhall paid ceive to taise care Of
babies op to the age of one yea: and ale to he allowed to
work a shorter day or week, or work at honks
Further efforts will be !flack to ea)e house', old chores
for omen. "I he volume of pul;lie ser ices is to iitereice by
-care schools will doub- their accent inoila48 per cent,
iltiOn. while 1..ndergartens and creches will be aide to take

cular. permits restriction of the right to tease one's country

for another if It
neccssar to prottct national security,
public order tordre public). publte health or morals or the
rights and freedoms of others."

Are very man: people affected b the temporary withholding of perniission to lea% e" Let us examine this question

as it affects Jew:. who for historical reasons are the most
numerous group of persons appling to lease. More than
140.00u Soviet citizens of .Jewish nationality or descent.
including children. left the USSR in the period from 1945
to the midnle of 1977. according to official figures. Exit
Visas %%ere granted to 981 out of every thousand who applied to lease. Thus 98.4 per cent of those applying, leave the
USSR without hindrance.
after the signing of the Helsinki agreements the procedure for submitting applications to lease and the prepzring
of trawl documents have been simplified to the maximum.
Nc... for instance. a refusal may be reconsidered at the
applicant's request eery sixth months and no state tax is
le% ied for seoond or sol,c.iiierll application.
The temeorar) nature of such refusals may be clearly
ofi.cial figures: in 1966-77, for inseen from the io:lok
stance. permission to lea e was granted to 2.078 citizcns
whose regdests h ii boon
t.irrh down. In the
first tw months oi 1978 a further 98 sudi persuas recei%
perinis:lon to lea% c.

USSR-100 Questions and Ansuers.

Moscow:

Novosti Press Agency, 1978.

approximately 2 8 million more children. This distinctly
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shows how "feminized" is the social programme of the tent:t

Some Philosophical ProblQms about P.1ghts

five-ear plan, which will make new strides

towa,cls

achie% mg real equality for the sexes both on a social and
domestic lose;.
Why are p,ople refused permission to leave the USSR?
As a rule Soviet citizer, who ask foi permission to lease
the country are grantee{ it ansi lease without hindro-nee.

But it should be noted that ri latkely few people wish to
leave the Sox iet Union. 1 he main reason for lea% rig is in
order to be reunited with families and relate' 's. Those
leaving the Soviet Union with this atm are ma,,.1) Jews,
Germ: Ls, Armenians, Greeks and Spaniards. as well as
some So-iet citizens married to foreigners.
At the same time there are cases where permission for a

particular person to lea.e is temporarily withheld. What
sort of cases are these? Permission to lease may be with-

held until, for instance. the members of a familythose
leaving and those remaining hale settled their mutual
relations. particularly. material gueFtions. Pe-mission

Christopher R. Hill
SINESTY devotes itself to very .ipecific objects - reminding the
world of what most governments do to those of their citizens who
step out of line on rutters of cons(-lence, Ending out wh a are being
held as prisoners of conscience, and trying to do something to in.
prove their let. Its task is, in other VtOrC, to tell us that there are
certain rights which ail human beings have, and work towards the
restoration of those rights to citizens who have been deprived of
them.
7. DISRUPTION OF FUNERAL SERVICES

V. I. Butenko, who lived at 24 Shimatskaia St, Jiirgorod, Pokava
Oblast, made a dying request to his wife and sor that they bury
him as a believer. During the funeral procession the mil:ria intervened, thrus: the widow of tl,e deceased aside, and did not give her

the body for burial. This } appmed en 26 March 107
IButenko had been a communist ..

to lease is also withheld for a certain period %%hen people

POLICE BRUTALITY OUTSIDE THE PR'S INS AND CI.MPS

from the nature of their emplo went possess informatiot.
which constitutes a state secret, or when people hae recently undergone specialist militar training of particular
importance. Permission to leave is. of course, refused to
Aft persons under idicial examination or serving a term of pu-

Brutality in this category has been applied - police stations and
public places - especially to those Baptist and Orthodox groups
rho have resisted vomit of the more ,..icious forms of religious per-

nishment imposed b a court. Such a practice is in full
accordance 'with the Intanationai Cmenant on Cis it and
Political Rights adopted by the United Nations General
Assembly on December 16, 1966. This Co\ enant, in parti-

13'

secution and di,.c.imination. The uno'crgrctinci literaturz from
these groups available outside the U.S.S.R., much of it relentlessly documenting the new persecution begun in 1958-9, new
amounts 19 all to se% eral hundred thouA Inds word . Document
4 exemplifles the genre, while the following Orthodox account
conveys the violent flavour of the -nti-religious drive in the
northern Ukraine:
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Belt:: and Gordeev with their squad of militiamen and volunteer
police, continued their on-stop efforts to track down %orshippers
check up on Christians in Pochiev. On the evening of 12 June 1954
they came to the Louse of Anastasia Re liga. made a search and for ..1
Marfa ir. the at tie.. Bzlik gam orders to dial out such maltreatment
s'..e would never agrin want to worship in Pocbaev. The rathriarn:r,
brutall grabbed Marfa and threw het down from the attic. Tfvni ther
dragged her out of the ::case after intim:dentin the hous:swife. Th.nc.::ged Math into the garden, taped her and pulled her out onto the
mid half dead and left her there. The follow in day Marfa was seem br
residents and carried off to hospital; she 3S already unconscious and
died shortly afterwards in hospital. ... In similar fashion they hat:;,;
in Pocbacv, Lidia Tokmakova of Lipovaya Street ... girls were raped,
money taken away a.-,d people beaten until they lost consciousness

And so they roamed round the Larra, all night through, like wild
beasts, showing no respect e% en for old age: they robbed and rap ;d
Maria And, cevna Mcrozova, an aged nun, rcsienig at Moscow
Nizhnaya Pervornaiskava, 21, apt..}. Maria Gerasimchuk and Yustlia
Korolenl.o

man to Kiev, Korcleriko 15 (the polize-station), when they had
searched his pockets and seized his pers,cnal things, they sent
him home, saying, 'Warn your friends that the same fate awaits
them.'
Inasmuch as we have seen N. P. Shelestun beaten and ill and
have questioned a witness, and have heard rid seen the exercis .2 of
an
arbitrary justice by c,111,ials, and also have in hand a report

eyewitness of lus beating issued in the dispensary cf

No. 2247, we communicate to you that these act:ons constaute

continuing ph} sical struggle and violence against religious
cora ic nns.
13- co,nmlfs:on of the Vies/ ell ire:. or
400 peo; le.

mnsisting

Christopher R. Hill, ed., Rights and wrongs
Some Essays on Human Rights. Baltimore: Penguin, 1969.

5. MANIFESTATION OF TORTURE OF BELIEVERS
Urgent communique to the Government from the Kiev cangregation
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of Baptists

With deep sorrow we advise you that on Thursday, 3o March
1967, in the house of our fellow belies er Nikolai Pavlovich
Shelestun, 36 Ostrovskoye St., Novaia Boiarka, Kiev Oblast,
where we were gathered for a worship meeting (it was his turn),
at 20.3o hrs., a district lieutenant of the police, in uniform, arrived
with : ,:ven men in civilian clothes, disrupting the meeting. One of
them vas the chief of the Boiarsk G.O.M. [ordinary police), two

men introduced themselves as from the I.7.0.0.P. [Directorate
fcr the Preservation of Public Order] of Kiev, and the remainder
we do not know.
Trying to note down all those present, they seized the passport

of the owner of the house and said, 'You will pay for this,' and
ordcr:d him to appear at the Boi.rsk police-station.

On 2 April 1967 at )6.45 his he appeared at the &laic!:
police-station. At 17.00 hrs he was summoned to the office of the

chief of police, with whom were the procurator and district
officials. When N. P. Shelestun, the father of two children, had

been seated on a chair not far froth the table and was asking
him his nanae, the chief of police, coning up behird him, said,
'You have tormented us, now we will torrent you,' and struck
him on the head with his fist. Sitting by the table, the procurator
also began to strike him on the head, face, back of the neck, and
stion, why are you doing this
ears from the other side. To the
to me, they, using uncensored WOI

ans we re d, Well beat the guts

out of you and we won't be call'yl to account.' Then tie chief of
police fell to his knees in front of the b-wised [prisoner], folded his

hands, ania sneered, 'Now ask Goo to save y ou from us.' N. P.
Shelestun fell from the chair to the for from the blows, losing
consciousness. After the first beatings they sat him on the chair by
the hair, brought an official report w ith a I:lank space and ordered
him to sign. For his refusal to sign they again began to beat him,
saying, 'Sign!' In the official report which they gave him to sign
there was written, 'At the religious meeting in the house of N. P.

Shelestun anti-Soviet leeets were read.' For refusal to sign this
falsehood they again subjected him to beating. Whe:.
;lad
fallen on the floor unconscious, the policemen continued to kick
him. As blood was flowing from him, the chief of police said to
him, 'Wipe off the blood!' The chief of police took away two
handkerchiefs soaked with the blood s `rich was flowing ft...11111:s

mouth and nose. At 19.00 hrs, threatening to deliver the be:ten

Ki,n7

Oblast Bureau of Judicial Medical Inve:,:iaation on 3 April 19'57,

Summary of 'Moscow Continuing to Seize U.S.
Books" from the New York Times, Sept. 4, 1979.
In early September, 1979, the Third Moscow International Book Fair was held in that city.
The official purpose of the annual Book Fair is to
foster "international book exchange" and consolidate
mutually beneficial business ties between publishers
of different countries.
The books brought for exhibit by non-Soviet publishing houses must be screened by the State Publishing Committee before they are displayed to the pub1.
Almost 30 books put out by U.S. publishers were

confiscated and refused permission to be exhibited.
They are listed below.
The chairman of the State Publishing Committee,
Boris I. Stukalin, defended the confiscation if these
books as follows: "We have legislation forbidding certain books. We ban books propagandizing war and racism, books of an anti-Soviet character, pornography
and books insulting the dignity cf participating coun-

tries.
The great majority is observing these conditions.
There are only a row who have brought in books that

contradict our legislation. Under our law, these
books are not going to be allowed.
It is not correct to say that this is a violation of freedom of speech. It is the highest affirmation of freedom
of speech, since freedom to propagandize fascism is
the kind of freedom that, all b3nest people in our country and in other countries must oppose.
Books of that nature do not bring people closer together and do not serve the cause of detente. Instead,
they stir up hostility between people and hamper the
process of detente."

Alliluyeva, Svetlana (Stalin's daughter). Twenty
Letters to a Friend and Only One Year. Harper
and Row, 1967 and 1969.
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Baryshnikov, Mikhail. Baryshnikov at Work, Random House, 1978.

Begin, Menachem (Prime Minister of Israel). White
Nights.
Berger, John. Art in Revolution. Pantheon, 1969
Bradley, John. The Illustrated History of the Third
Reich. Grosset & Dunlap, 1978.
Brooks, Charles, ed. Best Editorial Cartoons of the
Year (five bocks for the years 1972, 1975, 1976,
1977 and 1978). Pelican.
Chesnaux, Jean, et. al. China. Random House, 1977
and 1978 (2 volumes).
Cohen, Stephin F. Bukharin and the Bolshevik Revolution: A Political Biography, 1888-1938. Random
House, 1974.
Emerson, Thomas I. The System of Free Expression.
Random House, 1971.

Fest, Joachim C. The Face of the Third Reich. Pantheon, 1977.
Fest, Joachim C. Hitler. Random House, 1975.
Foreign Policy Association, eds. A Carbon History of
U.S. Foreign Policy, 1776-1976. Morrow, 1975.
Grayson, 3enson L., ed. The American Image ofRussia, 1917-1977 Frederick Ungar, 1978.

Identity: Adventures in Living Jr._ :ism. (Further
identification unavailable.)

Lemond, Alan and Grace Shaw. Bravo Baryshmkov
Grosset & Dunlap, 1978.
Levine, David. The Arts ofDavid Levrne(a collection
of political cartoons.)
Manvell, Roger. The SS and the Gestapo: Rule by
Terror. Random House, 1976.
Milton, Nancy and David, eds. People's China: Social
Experimentation, Politics, Entry Onto the World
Scene, 1966-1972. Random House, 1974.
Orwell, George. Animal Farm. New American Library, 1974.
Pares, Bernard. A History ofRussia. Random House,
1965.

Payne, Charles, et. al. American Ballet Theater.
Random House, 1978.
Riese, Hans-Peter, ed. Since the Prague Spring. Random House, 1979.

Solzhenitsyn, Aleksandr I. The First Circle Bantam, 1976.
Solzhenitsyn, Aleksandr I. The Gulag Archipelago,
Volumes 1, 2 and 3. Harper and Row.
Solzhenitsyn, Aleksaudr I. "A World Split Apart,"
Commencement Address at Harvard, June 1978.
Harper & Row, 1979.
Ziemke, Earl F. Battle for Berlin. Random House.

Sakharov, Andrei D. My Country and the Work'
Random House, 1975.
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RESOLUTION OF A PUBLIC MEETING IN MOSCOW
ON HUMAN RIGHTS DAY
WE, representatives of the working people of the Soviet

capital engaged in different trades and occupations
workers in science, culture and the arts, members of trade
unions and women's, youth and other mass organizations
assembled in Moscow on Human Rights Day, point with
pride to the tact that in our country the primary concern of
the Soviet state is to extqnd democracy and political, social
and economic rights of people which are reliably guaranteed
by the fundamental law, the Constitution of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics.
All power in the USSR belongs to the people, who exercise it through the Soviets of People s Deputies, the political
toundatior, of our state. The Constitution of the USSR and
the constitutions of the union and autonomous republics
guarar.,ee the full equality of citizens in all spheres of life
and ensure the further comprehensive extension of democracy
and the freedom of the individual. The emergence of socialism, a new social system, has for the first time ever made one of the fundamental human rightsthe right to dignified
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existence without uxploitationa reality. Socialism alone
ensures conditions for the all-round development of the iniividual. The Soviet Constitution, a constitution of developed
socialism, really guarantees for the Soviet people social,
sconomic, political and individual rights and freedoms in
heir entirety. The rights and freedoms include the equality

of people of all nationalities and races, freedom of conscience, the right to associate in mass organizations and
the rights to work, to rest and leisure, to education, to medi:al care, to housing and to security in old age and in case
of disability.
The laws on People's Control, on the Supreme Court, on
he procurator's office, on the legal profession and on state

arbitration in the USSR that were passed by the second
session of the USSR Supreme Soviet last November are a
fresh and vivid manifestation of the concern displayed by
our state for the protection of the rights and freedoms of the
Soviet citizen.
The history of .Jur state and our reality as a wnole forcefully prove that the banner of human rights and freedoms is
the banner of socialism.
The So,,iet state energetically advocated both the drafting
of international legal norms of human rights and their practical and unreserved implementation. The USSR was the first
Great power to ratify the International Covene.nts CA Human
Rights. It was on its initiative 7'1at many major documents

for the protection of the rights of the peoples and human
rights were drafted and adopted.

The Soviet People appreciete tne contribution made by
tho United Nations to the protection and extension of human
rights a!! over the world.
Soviet Life, Feb. 1980.
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The Human Rights Movement in the USSR
course, that certain problems are insoluble, but
at least their existence is acknowledged and the
Pavel Litvinov
correct questions are posed.

I would like to approach my theme somewhat
indirectly by referring to a well-known comparison. People have often remarked on the startling
differences between the press in the West and the
press in the Soviet Union, and row that I live in
America, I have had a chance to experience this
for myself. When I turn on my television set or
open a newspaper, I am inundated with troubles:
I learn of all sorts of national, social and personal
problems and also hear various suggestions about
how tl cure them. I cannot say that it is pleasant
to see certain television programmes about the
more disgusting varieties of crime, but it is right

that I should not hide from this. Now, like any
other person in the free world, I am forced to
think about possible means for solving th %la?'
complex problems that exist, or to consider
whether they can be solved at all. It may be, of

If you open a Soviet newspaper, however, or
turn on your television set in Lhe ussr, you will

be told that life in the Soviet Union is rather
placid, except for so-called minor shortcomings
and temporary difficulties. And t1 ese are al iys
successfully

overcome, because Soviet society

possesses the best possible instrument that exists

for solving various problems, namely the best
possible socio-political system.
Does this mean that these problems are actually
non-existent, or that all of them h:bve been solved,

or, at least, that there is a strong trend towards
their solution in the very near future? Of course
not. If we look at life in the Soviet Union during
the last decade, without going too far back in
history at this point, we can see. that there has
been a plethora of social, national and other tensior.s in the USSR.
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In the first place, there are the national problems, and one can hardly find a single country
in the world where these problems are as acute

untied in the foreseeable future. Nevertheless, the
possibility of is le discussion is a necessary condi-

tion for solving the problem. When, after the
death of Stalin in 1953, the Soviet government

as in the Soviet Union. Then, of course, there are
the problems of the various social minorities. You
can take any similar problem existing in such a
socially imperfect stet. as, say, America, and be

stopped trying to solve problems by, as it were,
liquidating them root and branch, people began
to think about their condition and discuss it. For
the ten .years from 1954 to 1964, under Khrushchev, timid attempts were made to discuss certain
problems in the official Soviet press. The draconian ideological censorship was bewildered and,
partly for this reason, slightly lifted the lid off the
real situation in the country's social life. But then
it took fright and siarruned the lid back on again.
But even in that short period of time, the people
managed to acquire a taste for the free word.

certain ,hat the same problem is to be found in
some form or other in the Soviet Union, and in
many instances it is far more complicated.
One of the reasons why these problems are more
complicated is that many of them appeared a very

long time ago and no serious steps were taken
to solve the problems of the various minorities. be
they national, religious or social. Those steps that

were taken, moreover, were notable for their
enviable simplicity: a sizeable proportion of any
given minority was simply exterminated, sent to

As early as the mid-fifties the phenomenon of
samizdat came into being, that is the copying of

prisons and labour camps and banished or deported, so that the remaining members of the
minority left at liberty would try to forget their

forbidden texts on typewriters and the passing of
these copies from hand to hand in order to evade

grievances and keep quiet.

censorship. These texts, at the beginning, were

This all-purpose remedy really did work at the
time. One might even say that the progress of the
disease was each time arrested, hut, of course, this
was not treatment the disease was simply driven

mostly literary works that could not be published
in the official press. They were by dead authors
such as Osip Mandelstam, who perished in one
of Stalin's labour camps, and Anna Akhmatova,
who was expelled in 1943 from the Soviet Writers'
Union and subjected to a campaign of slander and
denunciations. Then, gradually, the works of living
autho-s began to appear in samizdat and some

inside the body.

Fortunately, those methods can no longer be
fully applied (although I have not the time today

to touch upon the question why they are now
inapplicable). Nevertheless, preference is still given

of them found their way abroad and were pub.
lisped in book form there. The Soviet authonties
perceived that this deselopment posed a threat to
their ideological monopoly and decided to make

to solving problems by administrative measures.
And if this approach does not produce the desired
results (and the long history of humanity tells us

that most of the world's problems cannot be

an example of two of these authors, Andrei

solved in this manner). then the very discussion
of a problem is forbidden. Let us imagine that a
man crying ' Fire' comes running into this room
where I am delivering this lecture, and instead Jr

Sinyaysky and Yuli Daniel, in order to intimidate
the rest.

But now the customary mechanism of terror
failed to work. The trial of Sinyaysky and Daniel
in 1966 led to a worldwide outcry and paradoxically had the effect of attracting new authors into
samizdat. A number of similar trials followed and
in 1968 the trial of Yuri Galanskov and Alexander
Ginzburg provoked a flood of protests both in and
out of the Soviet Union, mainly directed against

escaping or trying to put out the fire, that is,
Instead of taking steps to liquidate the fire and its
consequences and avoid human suffering, we fall
upon the mart and tear him to pieces because he
brought us unpleasant news and interfered with
our enjoyment.

the violations of their cwn laws by the Soviet

If I tried to name only those soda; problems of
the Soviet Union that people in this room are
familiar w, i, this would prolong our discussion
for at least several days. And these are pressing,
urgent problems which should have been solved
long ago, because the primary condition, at any
rate, the necessary, if not sufficient, condition for
solving them is to be able to discuss them freely.
Of coup':, I do not believe that free discussion
is in itself a panacea, and a jrarantee that everything will be solved. Here in England you
obviously have complete freedom to discuss the
problem of Northern Ireland, but still it is not
clear whether this Gordian knot is going to be

judicial authorities. These protests passed in turn
into samizdar found their way abroad and were
broadcast back into the country by foreign radio
stations. At the same time. the people who signed
these various protests began to be dismissed from
their jobs, -..nich is the most widespread measure
of repression commonly employed by the Soviet
authorities and is usually most effective in a
country where the state is the sole employer. But

the surprising result was that each new act of
judicial or administrative persecution, especially
when accompanied by an orchestrated campaign of
vilification in the Soviet press, merely brought

mor and more protests, and at the same time
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drew public attention to the whole problem of
the lack of basic human rights in our country. It
was then that the question of legal guarantees for

the rights of the individual began to become
uppermost in people's minds and led to the beginnings of the movemeit for human nous. One may
say that before 1966-68

most problems were

regarded by dissenters in the light of the regime's
stability or instability, but after this date, the
issue of human rights became paramount

Here, however, 7 would like to make a brief
digression. The whole sad course of Russian history, reinforced tenfold by decades of mass terror,
has taught the population to consider every
problem in binary terms of black and white, the
way a computer does: yes-no, good bad, useful to
the state-harmful to the state. Practically any
problem from fixing a leaking roof to a husband
divorcing his wife, has come to be considered in

these general terms. The regime has managed
completely to politicise the minds of both its allies
and its adversaries, allowing no autonomous

approach to any problem. At the same time, the
regime has the external trappings of a state based

on law and never tires of proclaiming that it
possesses the most democratic legislation in the
world. The population, of course, has never taken
these words seriously and anyone who has tried to

do so has paid dearly for it. But the result of
this has been that those who were unhappy aoaut
the actual situation in the country (and the Soviet
Union has always had many who are unhappy)

could only hope that some force would appear
that was able to oppose the mightiest arm* and
the mightiest total system of aontrolling the
thoughts and words of man that exists anywhere
in the whole world.

Thus the present regime has had no trouble in
putting into the heads of its adversaries the idea

that there is no reality in the world but naked
force and, accordingly, that it can only be opposed

by force. I remember a friend of mine who was
an active distributor of samizdat, being asked by
his father, who was very much afraid on his behaii

and was familiar with all the things the regime
could do: 'How many tanks do you have? ' The
son answered laughingly that they had none.
'Then what do you hope for? ' the father cried.
Similarly, I have been told a thousand times by
people from all walks of society: ' You know, I'd

love to have a machinegun and shoot them all,
all those big shots, etc, etc.' This is the natural and

normal reaction of people who do not know of
any legal procedures. There are so many people
in the country who have written hundreds, even
thousands of complaints, asking for things which
-night seem trifles at first sight, and who have
never achieved arnrthing except, on many occasions, trouble for themselves. Naturally, therefore,

there have been reasons for despair, reasons to
think that only a physical liquidation of this Lniust
regime could lead to change. And the regime, too,

found it easy to understand this kind of protest.
The authorities' thinking was: ' Well, the man is
offended, he was treated unfairly, which often
happens, so he has become our enemy. . . .' But
suddenly the ultimately politicised mind was confronted by something altogether different. For the
first time it heard voices saying: ' Let us take all
the formal democratic procedures existing in our
society seriously, no matter how imperfect they
may be. Let us demand that the authorities observe

their own laws, honour their own constitution.
and fulfil the international obligations to defend
human rights that they freely assumed by signing
international covenants.'

It should be noted that this approach was incom-

prehensible not only to the authorities in the
Soviet Union, but also to the majority of the
population. The low :evel of respect for and under-

standiug of the law in Tsarist Russia has been
remarked upon by many observers, and the lawlessness of the Soviet regime has served to lower
it still further.
What is more surprising 1; a somewhat similar

attitude to this problem that is met with in the
West. Valery Chalidze, in his book Human
Rights in the USSR, has noted the bewilderment
caused certain people in America by his adherence

to a legalistic position even after he had been
deprived of his citizenship by the Soviet authorities. Since he was no longer threatened, they said,
why did he not sharpen his crilicim of the Soviet
regime? I too nave heard similar opinions
expressed by people who cornader discussions of
human rights in the van as nothing but a tactical
means of carrying en the struggle against Soviet
power. Strangely enough, this is exactly the line
taken by the ieGis investigators when pursuing par-

ticipants in the movement for human rights.
The best answer to critics of this approach was
provided recently by Alexander Ycsenin-Volpin,
the mathematician, poet and \veil-known dissenter:
' Sovie power exists - that is to say a power based
on the Soviet constitution and that has signed the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and a
Sov.et gang exists that is violating all of this. It
is against this gang that we have to struggle by
legal methods, the methods of Soviet power.'
Despite the paradoxical nature of this formula,
it strikes me as highly apt.

Opponents of this approach often refer to the
illegitimate and forcible dissolution of the Constituent Assembly by the Bolsheviks in 1918 and
take this to indicate the illegitimacy of Soviet
power in general. There can be no doubt that this
act was illegitimate, but how many states in the
West can boast that their initial establishment was
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entirely legit:mate? On the other hand, the Nazi
regime in Germany was established in 1933 by
wholly legitimate and democratic means, yet few
critics would deplore the coliAp)e of the Nazi
regime. Therefore It seems urul ise to me to pro-

World public opinion, of course, is an essential
the effectiveness of the human rights
movement in the USSR. When Andrei Amalrik

nounce on the legitimacy of a regime on the

in 1967 and 1963, this was an urtheardof step
among dissenters at the time and seemed full of
risks and dangers, yet it proved itself to be one

element

and I decided to make a regular practice of
approaching Western correspondents in Moscow

basis of the illegitimacy of its origins.
Many people also allude to the artificial character of democratic institutions in the Soviet Union,
as for instance the system of elections to government office. They refer to the defects of the Soviet
constitution. the existence of antidemocratic laws
and a host of other things of this kind. 1 would not
quarrel with these assertions, but they still dc not
invalidate the legalistic approach. The whole history of mankind teaches us that democratic institutions acquire real content and anti-democratic
laws are repealed only as a result of pressure
from below, from the people, and the movement

of the most valuable methods of mobilising public

opinion abroad and since then has become
commonplace. Similarly, when Larisa Bogoraz*
rind I issued our appeal to world public opinion
over the violations of Soviet law committed during
the trial of Yuri Galacskov and Alexander Ginz-

burg in January 1968, it was the Reuter news
agency that carried this appeal to the four corners
of the globe and in so doing immensely
strengthened our protest. And I should not need

to remind this audience that it was Stephen

for human rights in the USSR is concerned to

switch of emphasis when it came. They were used
to their adversaries forming underground circles,

Spender's response to this appeal that lcd to the
establishment of the Writers and Scholars Educabowl Trust and Index on Censorship. I cannot
over-emphasise to you how crusially important
it is to our struggle for human rights to have this
active and continuing support from abroad. Nor

writing political programmes, trying to set up

should it be forgotten that any diminution of

underground prirng shops, writing something like
a code and trying to recruit new members. They
were always ready to handle a political enterprise
of that sort. The whole police apparatus is tuned
to catch those who are hiding, the way a dog will

interest on the part of public opinion in the West
is immediately noted by the Soviet authorities and
provides a severe setback to the movement for
human rights in its struggle against repression.

instinctively pursue a running man. But now

Finally, let me say a few words about what the

nobody wa', running, people began to sign their
own nam-s and were prepared to defend a viewchanges, to modify their habitual strategy and even

movement is. What do T mean by the expression,
' Movement for Human Rights in the Lissa? ' Our
movement is a non-political movement. Its principal aim is not to engage in a direct struggle with
the state ideology as such, or to oppose it with an

to try to develop an individual approach to each

alternative ideology, but rather to enlarge the

mobilise just such pressure.

The Soviet authorities were taken aback by this

point that they openly yoked.

The authorities were forced to make urgent

of the new protesters. It was clear that it was
impossible to persecute and try people directly
for what they were saying and doing. Indirect
ways had to be sought, provocations had to be
engineered, etc. It was at that time, around

area of political debate by creating publicity and
giving the people an opportunity to voice their
political views and engage in discussion. What it

is trying to do, if you like, is create the prerequisites for normal political life to exist in the
Soviet Union and follow normal channels. At thc,
same time of course, the movement's members
categorically reject those elements of intolerance,

1968-9, that they began to apply the method of
sending especially active dissidents to mental hospitals on a large scale. This method subsequently
aroused the disgust of the whole civilised world
and led to new exposures of the lawlessness practised in the USSR. Today the authorities seem to
prefer activists of the human rights movement to
go abroad. Of course, this does not mean that they
have given up their old familiar ways of persecution: prisons, labour camps, mental hospitals,

hatred and violence that are so sedulously ropagated by the state ideology.

Perhaps I should emphasise that this does not
mean that the participants in the movement do
not have political views. On the contrary, most of
them have strong views, in many cases views that
contradict one another. This has been shown by,

banishment. In fact, the regime in the prisons,
labour camps and penal psychiatric hospitals in
the Soviet Union is at the moment being made

among other things, the debate that is presently

in progress over the Letter to Soviet Leaders
by Solzhenitsyn, in which he sets out certain theses

harsher and more punitive. Nevertheless, there is
a clear desire, caused by the attention of world
public opinion, to t"-r to avoid the more scandalous outrages and ayuses.

for the future development of our society. What
concerns me here, however, is the things held in
common and the things that unite the members of
the movement. What we have in common is corn-
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passion towards the oppressed man, defenceless
and facing a mighty state, towards the minority
oppressed by the majority. We are not so naive as
not to know that the numbers of those who act
openly are very small, that the majority of the
nation does not hear us, doe:, not understand us.
On the other hand, we know that we are not alone,
that large numbers of our people secretly sympathise with us, that they place their hopes in us,
that they are grateful to us for saying openly what:
they dare not, due to a natural human weakness,'
and we know that there are many among thPrm
who are silent participants of our movement if
only because they read, type and distribute samizdat. Of course, without these people the movement
would not be able to exist. And we ourselves continue to act and speak not because we expect some
direct comprehensive results, but because we can-

exiled to a squalid, distant, and miserably cold vil-

lage in Siberia near the Mancl nian border

as

one of seven participants in the August 25, 1968 de-

monstration in Red Square against the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia. Although he had been
trained as a physicist and although the village to
which he was sent had no physics teacher in its local school Pavel had to work as a manual laborer
in a fluorspar mine. When he returned to Moscow
in December of 1972, he found it impossible to
get regular work or to get re-registered for residence
in Moscow with his wife and two small children. In

the Yakir investigation, he was interrogated and

blackmailed with offers to work and a residence per-

mit if he would cooperate with the KGB. He refused. Somehow he managed to get private jobs
tutoring high school students in physics and trans-

not but act, because we cannot stay silent, and
because we are confident that evil is to a large
extent based on men's belief in its omnipotence.

lating scientific works from English, and also to re-

It is this very belief that we are trying to destroy.
We know that without the support of Western
public opinion our movement could never exist
and we are always grateful for this support. Meanwhile we hope that our experience may be of help
to the people of the free world. That is why we
want to bring our experience to those who have
not had it, by reminding them of the bitter truths
that violence cannot achieve anything good, that
there are no simple and universal means of solving
all problems, that something can be achieved only
on the basis of tolerance and compassion, that it
is useless to divide people and the world on the
basis of politics, and that extremism of any sort,

se -ral run-ins with the secret police.

no matter what noble purpose it is meant to
achieve, is dangerous for any society.

0

Index on Censorship, v. 4, No. 1, Spring, 1975,
pp. 11-15.

READING 68
Pavel Litvinov
Without many people in the West taking notice,
an entire school of the more defiant or outspoken
intellectuals was dealt with this waypushed out to
the West, like Solzhenitsyn, most of them lost in
the flow of Jewish emigrants, though some were
not Jewish. . . . Some people were bluntly
warned by the KGB that they cculd either get out
to the West or be shipped off to Siberia on an endless cycle of trials and convictions.
Pavel Litvinov's case is a classic example of the
new tactic. The grandson of Stali i's foreign minis

ter, Maxim Litvinov, Pavel is a tall, husky, rather
Irish-looking young man with a gregarious smile

and unaffected directness of manner. He was

gain his Moscow registration. But he was drawn
Lack into his human rights campaigning and had

Events reached a climax on the evening of
December 5, 1973, as Pavel headed for the brief,
annual human rights vigil in Pushkin Square. Half

a block from the square, he was surrounded by
four men who said they were from the KGB. They

ordered him to go with them. "I refused," Pavel
later told me. "I asked to see their identification.
They refused to show me anything. The leadera

short, stocky man with wide shoulders and a
boxer's face, an unpleasant face with his nose
pushed intold me, 'if you do L'ot come, there will
be a fight and then you will gei, 15 days in jail for
hooliganism.' So I agreed to go." They led him to a
local police station where the leader took Pavel to

a little room and talked to him for 20 minutes.
Rather humorously, Pavel called the pug-nosed
agent "my sponsor" in the KGB for he "knew
everything anout my case, my life history, my
pnvate life, my family. He was probably in charge
of me."

"Oh, Litvinov," the KGB man said, "you are
really going back to your old business again. Of
course, you must understand that we will not tolerate this. We will not stand for such things. It is
better for you to stop this business or you will be
in much worse conditions tha 1 last timeand for
many years." Pavel took this as a clear warning of a

long term in the labor camps. But then came the
alternative. "I know you have an invitation from
the West and from Israel," the KGB man said. "If
you apply for an exit visa, it will be the best solution for all. Otherwise, ou will go East."
The alternatives were clear. "He didn't promise
me, but there was mutual understanding of cours,"
Pavel said. "They must have known how I was feel-

ing because I had made no secret of how discour-
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aged I was about my future prospects. I had even
talked with friends about going abroad. Of course,
the KGB prefer for people who are well known in
C..e West to be abroad rather than send them to
Siberia because there is less of a scandal.

Within a month, Pavel had applied to emigrate
and two months later he was in America. it was a
pattern repeated in a number of important cases
with the same choicego West into oblivion or see
yourself slowly destroyed here. A fair number, like
Litvinov, chose the West and the dissident mowlment lost them for good.
"We are so alone," lamented one woman who
stayed behind, "First Solzhenitsyn; then Nekrasov,

Galich, Litvinov and all these others. Living in
Moscow now is like living on the moon."
Note: Pavel Litvinov teaches physics and calculus at
The Hackley SchooZ Tarrytown, New York. He wasa
special lecturer in the summer workshop associated
with this project.
Hedrick Smith, The Russians. New York: Ballantine Books, 1976, pp. 618-20.

prosecutor to prove that Mr. Airikian had previous
"contact with foreigners." Mr. Airikian denied the
charges. He was sentenced to seven years in a strict
corrective labor camp followed by three years' exile.
Alexander Dmitrievich Feldman
Alexander Feldman born in 1947, is a Ukrainian

Jew. In 1972 he applied to be allowed to emigrate
(leave) to Israel. Immediately the police searched his
flat (apartment) and took some of Mr. Feldman's literature. Emigration officials refused his application.
They claimed that Mr. Feldman knew "military se-

crets" even though his military service had ended
four years earlier. He protested the decision and was
put ir, orison on three separate occasions (about fifteen days each time). Mr. Feldman was subject to frequent arrest, surveillance and harassment by the police.

In October of 1973 Mr. Feldman was arrested and
charged with "malicious hooliganism." (In the Soviet
Union malicious hooliganism is described as: "intentional actions which grossly violate public order and
express an ob'iious disrespect toward society.")

The police claimed that he had attacked and

READING 69
Summary of "Profile of Five Prisoners of Conscience"

The following are case histories that intend to
show the reasons why prisoners
arrested in the
Soviet Union. In these cases, the prisoners of conscience were arrested because of their political or re,

ligious views.

Parvir Airikian
Parvir Airikian, born in 1949, is a native of Arme-

nia, a Soviet Union republic south of the Caucasus
Mountains and bordering on Turkey and Iran. Mr.
Airikian was a student at Yerevan Polytechnical Institute when he was arrested in 1969. He was charged

with forming an organization with "anti-Soviet
aims" and with distributing "anti-Soviet" literature.
The literature wal about the Soviet policy on nationalities and the cif ation of an independent Armenian
state. Mr. Airikian was given the heaviest sentence
because he was supposed to have been the leader of
the group. His punishment was four years in a prison
labor colony. While he was in prison, he and eight
other prisoners signed an appeal to the International
Red Cross about prison conditions.
Mr. Airikian was released in 1973, but was arrested again because he tried to attend the trial of two of
his friends. He was sentenced to prison for two years
but was not sent at once to serve the sentence. Instead, he was kept under observation in a KGB prison. He was eventually charged with."anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda." A letter was used by the

caused physical injury to a woman and had violently
resisted two male citizens who had tried to assist the
woman. He was sentenced to three and a half years in
a corrective labor colony.
A large amount of information is available to support Mr. Feldman's claims that the case against him

was a "frame-up." At the last minute his trial was
shifted from a regular court building to a factory,
where even Mr. Feldman's friends and relatives were

not allowed to attend. Only prosecution witnesses
(against Mr. Feldman) were questioned. Mr. Yezhov,
Feldman's lawyer, appealed the case. He was almost
immediately retired on a pension.
Mr. Feldman is serving his sentence in a labor colony in the Ukraine. There have been reports that he
is ill but has not received proper medical attention.
He has not been excused from hard physical labor. He

has been in punishment cells and has been denied
visits by member:, of his family.
/Cron& Arkadevich Lyubarsky
Kronid Lyubarsk.7, born in 1943, is an astro-physicist. He has written a number of articles on meteors,
planets, snace biology, etc. He has also writtm three
scientific ., ,ks and has translated books into Russian.
In January 1972 he was arrested, along with sev-

eral others, for being involved in the publication of

the human rights journal A Chronicle of Current
Events. Mr. Lyubarsky was detained for eight
months before he was brought to trial. In October
1972, he was charged with "anti-Soviet agitation and

propaganda." At the trial Mr. Lyubarsky admitted
that he had distributed several samizdat (typewnt-
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ten manuscripts considered unpublishable in the Soviet Union) works, but denied that his intention was
"anti-Soviet." Mr. Lyubarsky pointed out that socialism would be strengthened if citizens could criticize
official policy. Instead they are prosecuted for stating
opinions.

they are parents of a teenage daughter, Dzvinka.

Mr. and Mrs. Stasiv-Kalynets had protested in

Mr. Lyubarsky's lawyer asked for a reduced

1970 and 1971 about the arrest and imprisonment of
two other Russian citizens. Mrs Stasiv-Kalynets had
also taken part in organizing a Citizen's Committee
in Defense of Nina Strokata (a micro-biologist who
was arrested), and was dismissed from her job.

charge and asked that Mr. Lyubarsky be allowed to
continue his scientific studies. Both requests were de-

In 1972 Mrs. Stasiv-Kalynets was arrested and
charged with "anti-Soviet agitation and propagan-

nied. He was sentenced to five years in a labor colony.

da." She was tried in a closed session. She was found
guilty and sentenced to six years' imprisonment in a
labor colony, Mowed by three years in exile. The following month, her husband was arrested and given
the same sentence. Dzvinka has been left in the care
of relatives.
Mrs. Stasiv-Kalynets is serving her sentence in a
colony for women. She has been irvolve -I in a number

Before his arrest Mr. Lyubarsky had part of his
stomach removed in surgery. In prison he has been
given no special diet. He was moved to a different prison after a number of protests and hunger strikes.
Yakov Nikolayevich Pavlov
Yakov Pavlov was born in 1935. He is the father of

eight children and is an Evangelical and Christian
Baptist. He is a member of the "dissenting wing,"
which means he refuses to accept some of the restrictions placed on religious activity. One of the restrictions is on the right to instruct children in religion.
In 1973, Mr. Pavlov was arrested with five other
Baptists and charged with several offenses in connection with their religious activity.

At the trial, the prosecution charged that the accused had spread re;ig,inus propaganda through the
use of sermons, tape recordings, and performances of
religious verses and songs (some of which were "accompanied by musical instruments"). The prosecution also charged that religious lessons were organized for under-age children, a violation of the "sepa-

ration of church from state and of church from
school." Evidence consisted of printed and tape-recorded sermons and songs taken from the defendants'
homes. There was also eyewitness testimony that the
defendants' children gathered together on Saturdays
and Sundays and religious songs were sung at the
gatherings.
Mr. Pavlov denied the publication of anti-Soviet li-

terature, but admitted that he had distributed copies
of the Bible because they were in short supply. He admitted that he had criticized official policies and actions toward religious believers in the U.S.S.R., and

had taught his children about their religion. He reminded the court that Lenin had defended the right of
each person to preach his faith.

Mr. Pavlov was convicted and sentenced to five
years in a labor colony. The court also took away his
rights as a parent. Three of his co- defendants also lost
parental rights over their children
Irina Stasiv-Kalynets
IrMa Stasiv-Kalynets, born in 1940, is a Ukrainian poetess. She has written poetry for children and
has received high praise from critics. She was a lec-

turer in language and literature at the Lvov Polytechnical Institute. Her husband is also a poet and

of appeals to authorities for prisoners to be able to
practice their rights. The prisoners, for example,
were not permitted to take part in religious services
for Easter.
Mrs. Stasiv-Kalynets has been reported (1974 and
1975) to be suffering from a serious condition affecting her liver and kidneys. She has not been able to receive medicines and warm clothing.
Summarized from: Prisoners of Conscience in the
USSR.: Their Treatment and Conditions. London: Amnesty International, 1975.

READING 70
IOSIF MENDELEVICH

Born into a family close to Jewish tradition,
Iosif Mendelevich studied Hebrew on his own as an
adolescent and read whatever he could find on Jewish history and culture. He and his family were re-

fused permission to emigrate to Israel three times
between 1967 and 1970.
On June 15, 1970, Mendelevich was arrested at
Leningrad's Smolnil Airport for the alleged attempt
to steal a plane to Israel. Simultaneously, Soviet
Jewish activists were apprehended in cities throughout the Soviet Union.
After world-wide expressions of outrage, Mendelevich's original sentence of 15 years was reduced to
12 years in a f trict regime labor camp.

The release in April 1979 of seven prisoners
serving heavy sentences imposed at the infamous
Leningrad trial would have marked a triumph
for morality and justice; yet it was marred by the
cruel avid unexplained retention of the last founding members of the group, Iosif Mendelevich, as
well as the two non-Jewish members, Yuri Federov
and Alexsei Murzhenko.

Although Iosif carried a lighter sentence than
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some of his comrades, his release was refused.
Throughout the nine long years of his internment,
Iosif has courageously persisted in the strict observance of his religious beliefs, despite the additional
hardships and suffering this has brought upon him.
In the spring of 1977, he was accused under the
Corrective Labor Code of "maliciously violating

the regime of confinement"the main evidence
being his refusal to work on Sabbath (though he
worked extra hours on other days to make up his
lost time) and his " violation of the form of camp
dress," i. e. his insistence on wearing his "yarmulke." He was punished by being transferred to
the notorious Vladimir prison and thereafter to
the equally notorious Chistopol prison in Central
Russia where he is today.

Mendelevich refused to eat any unkosher foods
in his grossly inadequate daily diet, and he has lost
considerable weight. During the eight days of Passover, he existed on nothing more than a few ounces

of unleavened breadthe only ration he was permitted. According to Soviet law, every prisoner is
entitled to receive only two food parcels of 1 kilogram each per year, and this has made it impossible
to provide Mendelevich with sufficient provisions
for his sustenance.
Iosif suffers from hypertension and his health is

rapidly and dangerously deteriorating under the
subhuman conditions in which he lights to exist.
Throughout his painful struggle, Mendelevich has
never complained, but in a desperate letter to his
family in Israel, he expressed his fear and anguish
at his increasingly failing health and overwhelming fatigue.
New York: National Conference on Soviet Jewry,
1980.

Sakharov has been stripped of all his awards for
his nuclear research, including his title "Hero of So-

cialist Labor." Legally, he is entitled to a trial on
criminal charges before enforced residence or internal exile is imposed. Sakharov was picked up around
3 p.m. by uniformed police when he was on his way to

a science meeting. He and his wife were put aboard
an airliner about 6 p.m. Uniformed police and plainclothesmen surrounded his apartment.
In 1968 Dr. Sakharov wrote an essay denouncing
censorship and other issues. He charged that the Soviet authorities consistently violated articles of the
International Declaration of Human Rights by jailing political prisoners. In 1975 he received a Nobel
Peace Prize. In an interview on January 2, 1980, he

asked the United Nations to pressure Russia to
"withdraw its forces from Afghanistan," calling the
situation "tragic, dramatic, and dangerous."
At the time of Sakharov's arrest, Deputy Prime
Minister Vladimir A. Kirillin resigned. Mr. Kirillin
is also a physicist and has supported Sakharov in the
past. Prime Minister Aleksei N. Kosygin is Kirillin's
immediate superior. Craig Whitney writes, "It appeared that Dr. Sakharov's arrest would be taken by
other dissidents here as a signal of what might await
all of them. There has been concern here that the next
step after Afghanistan would be a crackdown on dissidents." The number of dissidents in Russia has declined because of arrests and emigration. Dissidents
or members of religious minorities in distant areas of
Russia often appealed to Dr. Sakharov to pass along
information about their situations to foreign report-

ers. He has reported at least 40 arrests of human
rights activists. In Gorky he will more than likely
have little contact with dissidents or foreigners.
Tass, the official press agency, reported that "Andrei Sakharov ..as been conducting subversive activities against the Soviet state for a number of years,"
and "he was repeatedly warned . ." Sakharov was

READING 71
warned by a prosecutor in 1977 to discontinue his
Summary of `Sakharov Arrested by Soviet and Sent "slanderous activites" or be prosecuted. A letter from
to Restricted Area" by Craig Whitney, New York
President Carter was written in Sakharov's behalf
Times, January 23, 1980.
and he was left alone.
On January 22, 1980 Andrei D. Sakharov was arNew York Times, Jan. 23, 1980.
rested and flown out of Moscow. Relatives were told
that Sakharov and his wife were being sent to Gorky,
a center of military production. The city is closed to
READING 72
foreigners.
".
something
made me different, 1 happeneu .:o
Sakharov, a nuclear physicist who helped develop
be
born
a
Jew."
the hydrogen bomb, is Russia's foremost dissident.
Alla Rusinek, a young Russian
The timing of Lakharov's banishment has been taken
ut:man, describes her Jewish awakas a sign of a shift towards a tougher policy towards
ening in tin, excerpt from the acdissidents. Russia is currently under American criticount winch she calls -How They
cism for its invasion of A fghanistan. Russia has also
Taught Me I Was a M.(
appeared
.

been removing active dissidents from Moscow in

.

.

.

on March 4, 1971 in the New York
Times Magazine.

preparation for the Olympic Games.
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You ask me how l came to the idea

READING 73

of leaving the Soviet Union and

'

going to Israel. I think that though I

r

tk

1-4

-

14!"%

heard about Israel only four years

L..

,

aeo my whole lifer was the way to it

You can see it yourself.
- t.t tai -

I was born in Moscow in 1949 and

was the most typical Soviet girl. I
studied well, was a young PioneerLeninist. ...
I gave all my tune to my school,
my Pioneer organization and later
the Young Communist League
the Komsomol. I worked hard ...
And I loved my country, my Soviet
people.
My? Yes, I thought it was mine.
But there was something that made

me different from other people. I
happened to be born a Jew. I didn't
know what it meant but it was written in my identity card. Yevreika. My

Russian classmates insulted each
other with this word. i saw it written
in chalk on the walls of the houses. It

was written very distinctly in my
identity card and legalized by a
round seal of the government. ...
Little by little I began to uncer-

There is u vt a-r,ing for a rePtiri to

was about 20, I felt some moral

traditional J, u F`1 root:, among, a
number ofJe,c k born after tile revo-

uum I wouldn't call it a ref':
longing. lust a sense of so-nee:

lution The hiliouing is one such
personal account as reported by

missing from life. I would r' -

he Rus-

Hedrick Smith to his book.

sians

rehkous literature to find cot
the Bible. I would read. for t ,,771
and this is very rough -- -ce

the Flood in one place and
Roman Rutrnan, a short. quiet,
well-composed middle-aged mathematician told me not long before
his departure for israel in 1973 that
he had been brought up in a Corrand had learned
niumst Party
p;ecabout Judaism backwards
ir.g it together by reading be.Neen
the lines of atheistic attacks on religion As a boy. he had never been to
synagogue "It was almost impossible for someone to have a Bible then
(the Stalin years)," he said. "When I

stand what it meant to be .h.w.sh. In
1961 I was not admitted to a spec,a1
English high school. In 1966 I was

Noah in another place, and I

o

put them together." By tie tirnkncw him. Retrean went faimularlv to the synacInglie hint 1'. 0
to maintain contacts w ith,,ther
ish actiA ,z,ts, net to atterd. con:
Not until almost the ev? of 11:5

parture, liutria conf,ded, d
rabbi persuade him to du.: a pr:
Biblc beau'.
shawl. "I found

112 said. It's really poetry L
He begun to study Judas'
love!

and to teach it to his son.

The Record: The Jews of RussiaA Question of
Human Rights. Washington: Anti-Defamation
League, B'nai B'rith, 1980.

not admitted to the institute
Foreign Languages I thought it ,

my personal failure and could:,
understand why the examiner, lei.-

READING 74

ing at my identity card, said that
didn't speak good Russian.

el

Well, in other words, I understa

t

at last. They don't want me I

L 16q..56

1.

stranger. this is not my country _
where is a place for me? I began
be proud of being Jewish.
... I understand that to be Jew .

plastic.- 'Where will
_

_J

I get
cellophane?" "That's not me business; I
,

meant to belong to the Jewish
lion with its history, culture. re

'Even after permission has been
granted. the emigrant often faces a

gion.

humiliating ord?a! This is an exzerpt from an account by Eduard

...You ask me what I thtnk ab'
Israel now that I live there It is d

opens tl'e suitcase then picks out a
little. new, factory-wrapped box of
cleaning powder, "Open It, put it in

lTopol of hs deparoire from the

ficult to answer this question
the same as if voi' asked me +t
thought about myself. I cant pra

Soviet L'mon

myself. Israel is inc and I am lsrae,

in

More the official
spots a porcelaie cup "Weren't you
told you can't take it out without a

can't let it go

permit?" "I inherited it from my
mother, are) r..n.a, ay it's cracked

"It's a Soviri-made cup: you can't
take it l'ack your suitcase Hurry!" A

well-drtssel customs employee,
stnel:ing of whiskey, c,r( ulates. "I'll

Thousands of foreigners. t'rt :sad
their fineries, pass through
Shereme hew Airport and ale

pack the suitcase for you. Ten rubles. 0 K.'"

treated with the utiaireo courtesy
The Record: The Jews of Russia: A Question of Not Jew ish ermgrae's They must

"Children's paintings" "Nu, they're
regular paintinls "But my daughter drew them "Doesn't matter.

Human Rights. Washington: Anti-Defamation
League, B'nai B'rith, 1980.

cee to the

three days ahead of time They can't
leave until they hear the announcement:' Who is leaving for Israel?"
Then the torment begins. An old

woman in her elOt:es is forced to

carry her luggage several times
from one inspection station to the

next. For another. the Inspector
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No chance to relax. "What's this?"

You need a permit from the Ministry
of Cut ere, you've got to pay duty on
them""

It's lawful robbery. To a person
who's emigrating a limited time is
given to prepare for ins trip Force
him also to knock on tha doors of so
many offices for permits that he gets
disgusted with the whole thing and

139

says to hin,sei;. '1

leave everything

What did that emigration official

I've accuivulated in my lifetime to

tell me? "You've ben dyed our country, so what do you expect, for us to
pamper you" My friend's old

It aye my bags and run r,e r to her
She just couldn't taL.t the mar-ier in
which he w as pulling out her

inAlier t.,id

a.rp:,rt "Valera, you left them your house, car.

underwear publicly and examining
a statement that I had contraband.

out her small trai.)aft violin he.

job, fur mture and sa :trigs act runt If
they want the siker. let ihem have it

cause it was
one, and that °Ms

Let them go to hell"
Meanwhile, my sister isn't run-

i

them. Just get me out 0! here quick

Do Western: rs now w hat's forbidden for emi?r,nt_s to take? Sugar,
salt, salami, and canned loud. My
seven year-old
couldn't take
a Soviet
uu pay duty on

it.

every seam She begins to cry

it. Then came the demand that I sign
and tne gynecololiu al search of me,

wife and ter year-old dauguter The

boarding time is announced it's

nirg anywhere She stands, stunned.

hard to believe our ti ibulations

as the inspector pulls out her little
udagilitt.s
Namining

have ended

The Record: The Jews of Rt...3siaA Question of
Human Rights. Washington: Anti-Defamation
League, B'nai B'rith, 1980.

READING 75
The Right to Cultural and National Identity: Overview
Karl Marx once called Tsarist

Jews ere now in a kind of Catc h

"the prisonhouse of
"To a large extent. that
description is still true. The USSR is
composed of 15 national republics

22" preilo-ain"rit. i trey are scat-

Russia,

and over a hundred national groups.

All of Mein are legally guaranteed
full rational and cultural development; they even have the right. according to the Soviet Constituto
to s.cede from the Soviet Union if
they wish in reality, a pervasive policy of "Rd: s,li:ation,"of subordinating all nationalities to the dominant
Great Flus.aan group, continues unchanged from the days of the Tsars.

Toe )11.i:ion of the Jewi. h national minority in the Soviet Union
r.e-peciaily tragic. The Jews of Russ.a ha t c re ated a rich national and

cultural hi: under the Tsars, under
the mg .st difficult of conditions.
1 hey had meir own schools, theaters. literature and languages. That
heritage was savagely attacked in

the lid's, and its destruction was
completed by Stalin in 1946. He shut

down the presses, melted the type
and murdeied the writers

I

tered tin o.u.:hout the Soviet Urron.
There is no Jewish national republic
is Russia. Yet in their internal
passports, the line for natiomlity is
stamped "Yevrei," Jew. Markel with

their national identity. they have
t :en robbed of its content. Hebrew
is the only langu:.ge that is banned
in the So% lei Union Zionism is outlawed and Zionists are branded as

"encinks of the people' Although
each nationality group in the USSR
ha., the right to its own school system in its on language, there are

no Jewish schools in Russia. In a
country where t ise to a third of a
milLuri J'W, ciaira
mother torque, there are only two
Yiddish-language poblications a

monthly journal, and a four-p:-Ie
newspaper in Birobiclzhan Few
Yiddish hooks are printed. There

liable evidence that .'ews are subject to ii.iotas in universit,.s and in
certain belels of employment 'I hey
are excluded altogether from sensitive set i,rity areas, the diplomatic

corps, and the higher, decisionmaking echelons of the government
and the Communist Party.
The Kremlin's policy of suppress-

ing Jewish culture while maintaining Jewish separater.2ss has had in-

teresting results. It has heightened
national awareness, especially
among the younger generation of
Jews. If we must be Jews, they say,
we want to know what it is we are.
Th: pressure has forced the Soviet
goveri,r;:,nt to announce recently
the forniati,M Of a professional Yiddish tt.cater troupe. But most Jewish ae,t cot les are "unofficial," that is

not sarl, honed by the government
ant

ducted in secret. Jews have
study Hebrew, to hold cul-

are no Jewish publications in Rus-

tural seminars i n religion, history

sia, and not a single book on Jewish
history is sold in the Soviet Union in
any lang tage.

and literature, and to circulate Jew ish samizdat material The Jews of
Russia are asking that their national
and cultural identity be restored to
them.

Jewish identihcahral carries with
it ninny disadvantages. There is re-

The Record: The Jews of RussiaA Question of
Human Rights. Washington: Anti-Defamation
League, B'nai B'rith, 1980.
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READING 76
The Right to Practice Religious Beliefs: Overview
All faiths face discrimination in
the St viet Union Opposition to reli-

gious beliefs and practices have
been part of the onininnist credo
since Karl Marx f.rst cane,' religion

"the opiate of the people." Communism demands the total allegiance of its adherents, thi re is no
room b r alternate iileologies.
'I he history of Soviet persecution
of retie on began iminediateiy after
the Revolution. Within the first few
weeks. churches and synagogues
across Rassia were wrecked or con-

verted into factories. warehouses,
or "museums of atheism." whose
purpose was to "en); .se" religion. In
the 4.0
a snook force of professional a .litators c idled the League of

the Militant Godless attacked religious institution- Clergymen were
arrested, peecu:eil and shot dur-

gious Ai airs ( an name or d,
religious officials Most imp, tan: of
all, religious education of child.en
under 14 is str.ctly
bidden, violation is a crime ounishable by prison.
In addition to all these regulations,

rell;;Ious observance is a bai to
promo:ion or eve n, employment.
Children of religious families are
ridiculed and sometimes even removed from their homes for
"reeducation."
Judaism is in a spec ia: position in
the Soviet Union. Not only does it

suffer from all the restrictions imposed on other religions, it is subject to added disabilities. The Jewish religious community is the only
denomination in the Soviet Union
that has no central organization.

ing Stalin's great pages The war on
religion lame fo an abrupt halt with
the Nezi invasion 01 Rcissia in 1941.

This means that each synagogue is
isolated, and that there is no recognized authority to act as the Jewish
spokesman to the government. Unlike other groups, Jews are not al-

Stalin realized that he needed the

lowed to publish periodicals or

support of all chess ars in Soviet so-

manufacture ritual articles like
prayer shevels, inezzuzahs, etc. Matzah production was forbidden from
1957-1964 and is still severely lim-

ciety, tncluuing the still considerable force of religion. The campaign
was renewed in the late 50's. Dissi-

dents report that 10,000 places of
worship were closed down in those
years.

Although the Soviet Constitution

guarantees the right of religious

ited. Jews are the only religious
group unable to maintain regular,
official contact with coreligionists
outside Rassia Jews are also prevented from ti :ening future leaders:

tery at Mmse was levelled to make

way for a footbell st, (nom and a
dance hall
The at' ac ks on Juaatsm have
been particularly fierce and crude,
as in Trofim Kichko's bcok.Judaiim
Without Embellishment. When Judaism is attacked, all Jews, religious or
not, are affected. An attack on Islam
does not single out any on _ national

group, but an attack on Judaism
applies only and universally to Jews.

Despite all government attempts
to eradicate it, religion is still very

much alive in the Soviet Union.
There is no way of knowing exactly
how many Russians are still reli-

gious. Only one census, in 1937,
asked about religious beliefs When

one-third of the population declared themselves believers, the returns were destroyed and the census officials arrested. Since then, the

question has not been asked. But
Soviet authorities admit that there
has been a religious revival in recent years, especially among the
young. The magazine Science and
Religion reported that one-half of
the couples in some areas, including

Moscow, have religious weddings,
and that more than one-half of all
newborns are baptized. The Buddhist group of eastern Siberia. Moslems in Central Asia and many Prot-

only one F env' ry, opened in 1957,
exists in all of the Soviet onion, and
it has never ordained a Rabbi.
Jews have been particularly hard
hit by the anti-religious campaigns
About 60 synagogues remain, half of

estant groups are very active The
Georgian Jewish community still

tions. No youth or study groups are
permitted. Private meetings are restricted; serf ices in homes or
cemeteries must fist
t special

them in Georgia and Central Asia
where only 10"e of the Jews ni the

dance and sing in the streets of

permission of the civil authorities.

the ()Id ones have been desecrated
and all of 'item are suhied to Soviet
regulations which say they can be
turned into public gardens 20 or 30
years after their last use. Because of
this rule the historic Jewish come-

freedom, a series of laws have severely limited that right. In practice,
the only activity peril:Med religious
groups is the narrowest typo of worship. No religems instriu tion is al-

lowed in pulei or private institu-

This means :hat mourning rites
cannot be observed in Jewish
homes, or lest rites administered by

a priest. All clergy must be registered and tie Stste Council on Reli-

maintains its strong religious traditions Among many Jews with no religious background there is a new
spirit. It is evident when thousands
Moscow and Leningrad to celebrate

Jewish

the holiday of Simhat Torah The

cemeteries are permitted Many of

synagogue has become the "Jewish
address" of many young Jews. For

USSR

live,

No

new

many people in the Soviet Union,
the right to practice one's religious
beliefs has taken on increased importance.

,

The Record: The Jews of RussiaA Question of
Human Rights. Washington; Anti-Defamation
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READING 17

interest in human rights wcie disaepo ree,i that
the provisions of th.
ni Dcefaration v. .e

Vladimir Shelkov

not more specific; Orlov thought it would be helpful to establish groups w the countries which had

Members of the

MOSCOW
Seventh-Day Athent,st church said
Vladimir Shelkov. who spent 23 of

signed the Helsinki Declaration to see how far
the citizens of hose countries enjoyed the rights

MIS, has died in a labor camp in

set out therein.
The C3-oup to Promote Observance of the Hel-

eastern Siberia. He as last arrested
In 1378 for circulating tracts against
the Soviet system.

the human rights movement. I was a founder

his 84 years in Soviet camps or pris-

sinki Agret.oents in 'i.e USSR was formed in May
1976 by ten people who had been participants in
member. The formation of the group was our own
idea. From the beginning we made no secret of
what we wanted to do, and announced our intentions at a press conference on 13 May at the home
of Andrei Sakharov, whose wife, Elena Bonner,
was a member of the group.
From the beginning the Soviet authorities knew

The Record. The Jews of Russia: A Question off-InWashington: Ai -Defamation
League, B'nai B'rith, 1980.

man Rights.

exactly what we were doing. On 13 May Orlov

READING 78
the Orlov Tribunal
Lyudmila Alexe va and Others

was interrogated by the Kr e; about the formation
of the group He was told that no one could doubt
the Soviet Union's sincerity in implementing the

Helsinki Declaration, and was v-arned that the
formation of the group was unconstitutional.

On 12 May, 1976, Professor Yuri Orlov, a Soviet

Orlov's response was that it was absurd to suggest

physicist, founded a Group to Promote the Ob-

that a group desismed to promote t.e undoubted
policy of the Soviet government could be unconstitutional.

servance -1 the Helsinki Agreements in the USSR.
This was the first of many such similar groups

Eastern Europe and had nine members to begin

&mem 12 May 1976 and 10 February 1977

with. On the day of its foundation, Professor

(when Orlov was areested) the grout .,sued 19
major
,
c questions of human rights as

Orlov was warned by representatives of the KGB

that his ac:on was unconstitutiona and illegal,

well as a number of shorter statements on particular problems During this period I was in constant

but no evidence was offered to support this accu-

sation. In the course of the following year the
Group issued 19 major reports on violations of

.,;t'1 1'u'; Orlov and knew pre'cisely what
Orlov was doing, as I was responsible for much

the Helsinki Accord in the Soviet Union, and on
10 February, 1977, Professor Orlov was arrested
on unspecified charges. In May 1977, Professor
Orlov's wife re!gined the Er.glish barrister, Mr
John Afacdonald, to act as her husband's defence
lawyer, but Macdonald was
sed a visa to
enter the Soviet Union. He men hit upon the idea
of conducting his case for
defence of Orlov
in the form c a special tribunal, at which evidence
was heard ). om several doze,, expert 'messes,
including some former members of the Helsinki
Group now in the West. Th? tribunal was held at
the Institute of Physics in Belgrave Square, London, on Mc ,iday 13 June, and the .-vidence subseque tly transcribed and submitted to the Soviet
courts for cons.de,ation. What follows here is a
condensed selection of some of the testimony that

of the secretarial work of the group.

The work of the group quickly became well
known. People wrote to us, telephoned us, and
came to see us from all parts of the Soviet Union.
Some of them were indisiduals who felt they had
bun badly treated. Some of them, like the Pentecostals, the Cri.ner,1 Tai tars, or the 11,1eskhet

as,

were represemativ,s of wider communities, who
wished us to consider whether the way they were
t-eing treated accorded with the princi; es of the
Helsinki Declaration.
Orlov spent. must of his time seeing people who
came to him veth their problems, examining their
docemi-ints
questionine them to test the accuracy of the statements they made. When kieople
came without documents, er when the documents
they brought were unsatisfactory, members of the
group travelled to dee places from which they had
come to find out v.hether the information we hare
been given was correct.

was offered.

Formation of the group

We sent all the moors to the Soviet goserit

Lyudmila Mexeyeva

ment by registered pest and receis ed an official
acknowledgetnent. Neve sent the first siN reports
by registered post to the embassies of the countries which were sgritories to the Helsinki Declaration, but received no notifteat'on that these
reports had been delivered. We also gave our reports to the foreign correspondents in Moscow.
usually at a press conference held at the home of

Yure Orley and his wife Irma Valitova live in a
small two-ioom flat in Moscow near the University. Orlov is a scientist. He t a very quiet, capable man; he listens carefully to wl,at people have
to say and that is why people like talking to him.

The Helsinki Declaration which Mr Brczhnev
signed it 1975 was widely publicised throughout
the Soviet Union. Many of us who had taken an

one of the members of the group.

In lieu of notification that the six documents
posted to the embassies had been real% ed, we

1 e-

1I
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decided to send the subsequent documents to the
governments of the USA, the United Kingdom and
Canada. We also sent some of them to the government of West Germany. i was responsible for
delivering these documents and did it quite openly;
I was the only member of the group who delis ered
them.

Prison condi: iJns
Vladimir Bukovsky
am 34 yars old. I hate beer arrested four time;
because I expressed opinions which were not ac-

ceptable to the Soviet authorities. In all I have
spent more than eleven years in prison, camps
and psychiatric hospitals.

I spent a long time io Vla4imir prison. The

normal cells there have i' on screens on me win-

dow so that no ray of light can penetrate. The
cells are of different sizes. with th.ce. five or ten
men in the same cell, locked up all throrah the
day except for half an hour of exercise, which
takes place in a small courtyard like a room without a roof. Only people who are in the same cell
are allowed to exercise together.

The walls of the cells are made of rough concrete so they cannot be written on. They are damp.
There is a heating system, but part of the punishment is to keep it deliberately low even In w mtertime. The guards shove food throteah a trap door.

Sometimes the cells have no lavatories at all,
only a bucket. Sometimes there is just a hole in
the floor without any separation from the sewage
system; all the stench from the sewage system thus
comes back insid.: the cells, which have no proper
ventilation system.

In punishment cells the conditions are worse.
You are kept in solitary confinement in a room
which is about 21 sq.m. The only light is from a
small bulb in a deep niche in the ceiling.

At night you sleep on wooden boar ds raised a
few itches off the ground without any mattress
or blankets or pillow. You are not allowed to
have any warm clothing. Often there is no heating at all in winter. It is so cold that you cannot
sleep, you have to keep jumping up and running
round your cell to keep warm.

At 6 o'clock in the morning your wooden bed
is removed and there is nothing for you to do for

the rest of the day, no newspaper to read, no
bool's, no pen cr pencil or paper nothirac,.
According to the regulations a prisoner can
only be put in solitary confinement for 15 days,

but quite often when one 15-day pe'iod ends
prisoners are put back fog another 15 days. I was
lucky, because although I wa.-. in solitary cor,finement several times, I wily nad 15 days at a time.
Others were not so fortunate. It is ot,te customary for people to spend 15 days in solitary.
In solitary confinement prisoners get a specially
reduced diet. This is part of the punishment which

I received in Vladimir prison in 197o after Mr
Brezhnev had signed the Helsinki Declaration. On
alternate days I had nothing to eat or drink except
a small piece of coarse black braad and .some hot

water. On the other days I had two meals in the

middle of the day some water; soup with a tew
cabbage leaves, some grains of ba;ley, sometTines
two or three potatoes. Most of tl:r: potatoes were

black and bad. In the evening I had gruel made
from oatmeal or some other cereal, a piece of
bread and set eral little fish called Oita, which
were rotten. How eser hungry I was, I could not
cat thc.n. That was all.
The shortat:e of food, the poor quality of the
food you are given, and the appalling livirg conditions mean that almost everyone who has endured imprisonment suffers fiom siornach ulcers,
enteritis or diseases of the liter, kidneys, heart,
and blood vessels.

When I was first arrested I was s'ery healthy,
but after I had been in prison I too bepn to suffer
from stomach ulcers and cholecystitis. This did
not make any difference to the way 1 was treated.
I was still put in the punishment cell on a reduced
diet.

I was in the same cell with Yakos Suslensky,

who suffers from a heart condition. He had a
severe heart attack in an isolation cell. but was
not taken out of isolation. After we had protested
he was moved, but only to another isolation cell.

After he came out of isolation he had a stroke.
This was in March 1976.

I was also in Vladimir prison with Alexander
Sergienko who had tuberculosis. Notwithstanding
this he was put in solitary confinement on
reduced eiLt. The de;ails s' Itch the group issued

on the punilunents which he and I endured are
correct.

I was also in pri;on with Mikhail Mak, who
suffers from Hodgkins' disease. Ile was released
early, but not until three years after confirmation
of his diagnosis. I knew many other people who
were not released even thot.,:h they had cancer
and other serious illnesses.

In Vladimir prison I knew Zinoviy Antonyuk,
Vladimir Balakhonov, Nikolai Buciulak-Sharygin.
Georg' Da\,yclov, Gabriel Superfin, Leib Knokh,
and Bograt Shakhverdyan All of them were ill

and the state of their health would have justified
their early release.
In prison you are allowed to send out one letter
a month, but the authorities can depute you of

that. If prisoners try to describe their state of
health or the lack of nualical help in prison, their
letters are confiscated.
In prison hospitals essential medicines are often
not available. For example, they have eo t loci
bank. I remember in 1973 a man named Ku:kis

who had an ulcer whi,h perforated. There was
no blood available to gise him a transfusion. He
lay blecch,r; for 24 hours and then he died
When tau come out of prison or camp you
sill subject to surveillance. You have to lis e and
work where you are told. You are not 'lowed to

go out of sour house after sesen at night and

before eint i i the wornin:, You are not allowed
to visa public places like restaurants, cinemas,
churches. You lime to go to
police station to
report eery week, That is normal, it is part
of life in the Soviet Union
I left the USSR in Dec ember 1976, eighteen
months after t'ie Helsinki Declaration was signed.
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Three nNas

Andrr3i i\TilalrEc
I was an ested op 21 May 1970 and for Lin teen
months 1)"s held in :nve.-1.gation and tra,,it Fri-

he heating

vu y low and there was a

but it had o g!,ss in it so that the in.

sons in Moscow, the Urals and S.beria From

tence cold .ame right into the cell. It was impossible to sleep. You had to keep moving about all
night in order to keep warm.
I was luely I only scent five days in the punishment cells. The usual period was 15 days. Frequently people spent 15 (-flys in the punishment
cells, were let out for one day and then put back
for a further 15 days. Repeated solitary confinement means the slow destruction of the human
body. Your personality is slowly destroyed.
Medicines are very poor and s cry few. In the
camp where I was, there was one doctor who was
not well qualified. one male nurse and one female
nurse, whose objective was to see that people
went to work.
have ,pent two periods in exile. In 1965 and
1966, I was exiled to a small village and worked
on a collective farm. Yea have no right to lea,,e
your place of exile and has c to register and report

June 1971 until April 1913 1 leas in a al ct
reaime camp at Kolyina in the Magadad.
of North-Eastern Russia. f then spent

months in an investigation prison in

:Irani) t in the punishment cell

in pr: on. but th
o as of, mndow and it was
like
in a stone hex In the punishment cell

1%1:-.Jdan.

and was subsequently in exile there. 1 leit the 1,.,.stt
in July 1976.

The strict regime camp of i:olynia is 300 kiloitetres noith of Magadan, w.,-re the v, inter 11,sts
elzh: months and is very hatch; the temperatuie
varies between 20 and 60 d-e,-;;..:es c.:ntisrade below
zero.
The camp is surrounded by several rows of wire.

Inside the wire are two wooden fences, and dogs
patrol the space between them. The camp is

divided into a living compound and a work compound. In the living compound are four barrack
huts accommodating 800 prisoners.
All the prisoners have to wear uniform made of
thin erey cloth and very thin boots. Everyone has

to the militia once a month. The conditions of
exile vary, they can oe tolerable, or so had that it
is worse than being in camp.
All former political prisoners face restrictions

their naeae and number sewn on their clothes.
You march everywhere in columns.

Prisoners are fed three times a day. Breakfast is a sort of thin porridge, dinner is soup.
Those who have fulfilled their work norm get
extra porridge. The soup is very poor and has

In most cases when you come out of priron or
camp you are not allowed to return to where you
used to live, or to your family. You are sent to
a place where it is d:fficult to find accommodation,

very few vitamins. That is why most of the prisoners are ill. Every minute of the day is plenned
and prisoners get less than an hour to themselves.
Pris..ners work in the machine and furniture

and very difficult to find work of the kind for
which you are qualified. Usually, former prisoners
are placed under administrative sums eillance, en-

factories where the dust fills your lungs, or outside
cutting wood an:i in the construction brigades.
It is difficult enough to work outside when the

tailing a curfew, a ban on public places, housesearches by the militia at any moment.

temperature is less than minus 20 degrees centigrade; at minus 50 or 60 degrees the conditions
are almost unimaginable. When it is as cold as
that there is a sort of dry fog, which means that

Psychiatric Abuse
Lyudmila Alexeyeva

if you extend your arm, you cannot see your

TF,.. day before Orlov was arrested, I was interrogated by the KGB. They had taken a number of
reports which the group had published frcm my
flat. They were particularly interested in the documents relating to psychlAric abuse and to prison
conditions. The wanted to know how these docu-

hand. Yet every day you have to go out and work
(with the exception of only one day when I was
in can-0 It is so cold that many prisoners suffer

inflammation of the ear, which can lead to loss
of hearing. You are not alowed to wear extra
clothing or a fur cap I made a band to go over
my cars out of some socks. but the guards believed that I must be wearing this so I could

ments had been compiled and hat part 1 had
played in preparing them. I told them that I had
signed the documents, but I refused to answer any
other questions.
They asked me about two documents relating to

listen to the BBC, which of course was nonsense.

I was put in a punishment cell en two occasions. Once in prison and once in camp. I was in
a cell by myself. The cell was 1+ m. wide and 2f
m. long. the bed in the cell w as made of wood. It
was attached by hinges to the wall. In the daytime
it was raised up and locked a.zainst the wall. The

psychiatric abuse, which we issued at the beginning of October 1976, one of them being an appeal
to the Supreme Soviet and the American Congress
to establi,h a jo.nt commission to investigate

allegations of abuse in N,chiattic hospitals in

only thing to sit on was the concrete block on
which the bed rested.

the tisr, and the So% let Union.

When I was put in the punishment cell my
usual clothes were taken away and I was made
to wear specially thin clothes, There were no
books. You were not allowed to smoke. I was

the United States had been placed in mental

This appeal had beta prompted by an article
in Litcratir)nnya Gazeta alleging that people in
asylums for criticising White House policy. We
said that we were prepared to present the information which we had in our possession about
abtucs in the Soviet Union to the Joint Commis-

given warm food only v eery other day and then

it was of very poor quality. On the other days
I just had bread and water.

sion.
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In making this statement we had in mind the
of Leonid Plyushch, Victor Fainberg,
Natalya Gorbanevskaya, General Grigorenko,
cases

Esenin-Volpin, Krasivslsy and Plakhotniuk. General GriLorenko was a member of the group and
tne others were all known personally to me,nbers
of the group.

Dr Marina VolkhonsLlya
I trained as a doctor at _eningrad and quahiled
in 19( I. I took up psychiatry because I think
mentally disturbed people are the most unhappy
and the most melancholy in Russia and I wanted
to help them.
For the first ten years 1 rally enjoyed my prac-

tice and I loved my work. Of course I didn't
like many. many things in my hospital. I didn't
like the conditions in which my patients were kept.

I didn't like the doors always being locoed. The
food was poor and the diet vel mi t e d Relatives

we' e able to bring food with them when they
visited, but the patients who had no visitors simply
went hungry.
There were other things I didn't like. The szrong
patients beat the weak ones. Sometimes the nurses
stole from the patients. Sometime:, the nurses beat
the patients. Sometimes alcoholics beat other

patients. Once we warted to bring a court case
because some of the nurses beat a boy so badly
?that they damaged his liver, but we couldn't do
it because the only witnesses were mentally ill
people. I didn't like tilc fact that the patients only
had a bath once in ten days, and that only once
in ten days were they able to have clean clothes.
For the first ten years 1 really didn't know about
the abuse of psychiatry in the Soviet Union. The

first serious abuse that came to my notice was
at :he end of 1973. hanov, an artist and a completely sane man, was in my hospital and had
been there for six months in another department
before I found out about him.

The head of that department was a friend of
mine When I asked her about Ivanov, her whole
manner changed. She became very angry and told
me not to concern myself about him and refused

io show me his file. But I could %Bit lvanov
because doctors are allowed to visit all patients in

Then there was the case of an engin..er called
Kamerov. He was transferred to my department

from another ward. He had been treated with
high doses of a very strong dru3 haloperidol.
which we only use f, mentally ill people When I
first examined him I didn't know whether he was
mentally ill or sane, b,.it ! thought something was

wrong His records showed that he was suffering
from schizophrenia.
When I first saw him he didn't know me and

didn't want to talk to me. It was very difficult
to know what to do, but I decided to stop the
drugs. So I did, and two days later. whet their
effects had worn off, he was completely normal.
and we became friends He is completely sane, but
he is still in a psychiatric hospital.
There were other cases in my hospital of completely sane people being treated with drugs.
Iialoperidol is a very useful drug when it is pro
perly applied and it can help people who are mentally ill. It has unpleasant side-effects and it has
to be administered with correctives to counteract
them. There is. however, no justification for giving
it to people who are sane. and if it is given without the correctives, it is a form of torture. for it
induces appalling reactions. This happens in the
Soviet Union It happened in my hospital.
Another drug which was used in my hospital
was sulphazine It isn't really a medicine at all.
Injections of sulphazine were given as a punish.
ment. It is only supposed to be given on the directions of a doctor. Some doctors prescribe it because they are very badly trained and think it is
a useful drug. Others give it because they know
what the KGB expect of them.

For the last seven or eight years, whenever there
is a public holiday, or when the head of a foreign
state visits Moscow, all the sane people who have
been in psychiatric hospitals are rounded Lp and

kept in hospital over the holiday so that they
cannot cause any disturbance. The hospitals become overcrowded with too few beds, people lie
oil tho floor in the corridors.

When I started to complain about the abuses I
had &covered in my hospital I was transferred
to the geriatric department. I was nct allowed
to continue the work I wanted to do.

the hospital. I visited him every day for five
months. Poor man ice was very gentle but was
in a ward with dangerous patients. He didn t have
any toothpaste or soap, books or pea and pencils,
or paper. He was completely normal and he did
not need to be in a psychiatric hospital at all.
When I started visiting Ivanov the attitude of
the other doctors towards me chanced. They pretended not to notice me. They wouldn't talk to

Lconid Plyusheli

me. The head of Ivanov's department said to

Dnepropetrovsk special psychiatric hospital. It was
hell. I subsequently found out that I was supposed
to hal, e been suffering from sluggish schizophrenia
from an early age.

me: ' He is sane bc,t don't tell anybody about it.'
I was very angry that there was a sane man in
my hospital. I tried to speak to the other doctors
about it, but they thought I was crazy and urged
me not to make a fuss: ' Sometimes it happens,
but it doesn't matter.' After a few months I started being watched by the KGB ^ -d Ivanov was
transferred to another hospital.

In January 1972 I was arrested and acensed of
anti - Soviet propaganda. In January 1973 I was
tried in absentia, behind closed doors, at which
neither my relatives nor the medical expert repre-

senting them, were present. (This in itself was
illegal.)

From July 1973 to January 1976, I was in the

On the first day i was taken to the quarantine
ward, where we were given underclothes that
were torn. There were more patients than beds.
I was put as the third person on two bvinks that
had bec pushed together. The next morning I
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voles up and saw two orderlies beating up my
neighbour, simply because he wanted to go to the
lavatory. All the orderlies are. criminals serving
out their sentences.

Mesh of my time I spent in Department 9,
v.Iiich is the worst in Dnepropetrovsk. I was put
in a sue ervlsed ward with the violent cases.

()thee poltnel prisoners warned me that one
shouldn't complain. They said if you did sou were
given intensified treat-rent with neuroleptics and
injections of sulphaeine.

When we v.ere allov.'ed to go to the lavatory
we rent in groups and it was awful. People were
112liting for a place and searching for c'eerette
stubs among the tinsd lavatory paper. Some of
the patients ate their excrement or masturbated.
I don't want to blacken the picture, so let me add
that this did not happen every day.
Sulphazine was n_.cr given as a gcnu;ne treatment but only as a pt'nishment. ft was usually
given by miections in the thigh or the sheulderbta.le. which is worse When sulphazine is administered the patient's temperature hi:tone's very
high and after a cent se of injections of this sort

the person is not able to sit, stand, or walk. I
myself saw a pation, who was practically dying
from the effects of this treatment.

I was nes er given sulphazine myself. I was,
however, given neuroleptics both

haloperidol

and triftazin. I was also given two courses of
insulin, over three-month periods.

The first course of insulin was given to me
for shock purposes and it was administered in
very large doses. I v as told this by one of the
nurses. I reme, ,ber that I was tisd down to the
bed and rey eeiseles were tnAg.rie. The second
time I was given much smaller doses and they did
not tee me down.

Wnen I first went to Dnee opetrovsk I was
given haloperidol in large doses without correctives to reduce the side-effects. For me this was
absolute torture. I writhed and cooldn't sit down.
I couldn't sit still, then when they took me back
to the ward I continued to writhe in pain. The
physical effects of the drug make your tongue
loll out and your eyes bulge. I simply couldn't do
anything, there was no way I could get any relief. I just kept asking for correctives.
I think they gave me haloperidol because they
wanted to frighten me and to break my will. I

my face and they didn't gibe me anything while
that condition lasted. 1 felt my willnover returning to me and my mind improved a lot. Then 1
was put back on the drugs again and ever; thing
was as before.

There were about 60 political prisoners

in

Dnepropetrovsk.

I was not given any warning I was going to be
released. The morn:ng in January 1976 on which
I was set free I vets given chugs as usual. Later
on, the senior doctor in the hospital told me that

I had become well during ny stay and that I
would be going where my wife wanted to take me.

Even today I 'till feel the effects of the treatment I was given in Dnepropetrevsk. From the
emotional paint of view I can say that lire not
the same person I
psychiatric hospital.

was

before r ring

into

Struggle to emigrate

Emilia Eina
On the 9th day of my hunger strike Vladimir
S:epak and Poli'hchuk came to Leningrad from
Moscow or. behalf of the group to visit me.
At eight o'clock that day I sent a telegram to
President Podgorry saying I was on hunger strike
because I had not been granted a visa. I sent a
copy to Orlov. This had considerable effect. Two
days later I was rung up by Inspector Pilin of
who was ;cry polite.
the Visa
told me that they had received an invitation for
me to go to Israel.

Wnen 1 vent to the Visa Department they
showed me tne invitation. It was on a clean sheet

of paper. It said the Literary Union of Israel
request that a visa for the well-known Soviet
writer Emilia Ilina should be eranted quickly. I
am not a writer. I have only eve. written one or
two stories for my own amusement. These have
never been published, although manuscripts which

I lent to a frierd were confiscated by the KG&
when my friend's house v:as searched.

I explained that I had no relatives in Israel. I
said that I wished to go to Canada. I made it clear

that I was not going to produce an invitation to
go to Israel ard beat I was not prepared to ray
to renounce m Soviet citizen-11;p.
As the authorities were not e.epared to let me

was in constant fear of becoming insane. I couldn't

emigrate to Canada, I decided to continue my

talk, my intellectual capacities decreased drastically. The doctors said that I didn't want to talk
and that I was just hiding my anti-Soviet feeling, although this was not the case at all. I felt
that I was becoming like an idiot who couldn't
think, who couldn't do anything. I was terrified.
I lost my memory, I lost my power of thought.

me to stop my strike. I took their advice and

In the beginning, I wrote letters, but as the
drugs began to take hold of me I found it more
and more difficult to write until I got to the point
when I stopped writing altogether. I couldn't see
properly, when I tried to read the letters seemed
to be floating around. When my wife visited me,
I couldn't see her properly.

There were periods when I was not given any
drugs. This happened when a rash broke out on

hunger strike.
After 22 days I N as very weak and my daughter
was ill. Members of the group in Moscow asked

applied to emigrate to Israel I dig not, however,
produce any invitation from people in Israel. This
tone my apelleation was granted.

Tne Visa D:gartment told me that I should
have to pay to renounce my citizenship. I said
that as they had provided me with a fictitious
invitation to go to Israel perhaps they could provide- me moth fictitious money to pay the heavy
fine for the renunciation of my citizenship.

A few days later I was informed that the
Finance Department had decided that it would not
be necessary for Inc to pay the flee.
I left the Soviet Union in April, 1977.
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Religious persecution

Yevg/nly Bfeserden

1,142.a Vo:onina
In the summer of 1976 a deputation of Pentecostals came to Moscow to ask the group to help
'heir communities emigrA te from the Soviet Union.

depthation was led by Nikl Sedenko and
Va-,.ly Patrushev, who came from the town of
Nakhodka en the Pacific Coast and the village of
Slarotiterovskaya in Kramodar region. I mct
members of the delegation.

The delegation asked Yuri Or lov whether it
would be posse 'L .or a representative of the

Group to visit their communities On 2 Deem.
ber 1976. the 7roup held a pre,s conference in
Moscow at which the members of the delegation
Y.escnted the dos,,,er, and Or lov announced that I

vectild he visiting the communities.
I was away from MO-cow for about three weeks.

All the time I was kept under coy close surveil3.nce by the : or. 0'1
V ay in file airport I was
fellowed by te-io :;is with ei,_tht people in them.
\\Inert we arrit.
et Krasnodar v.e were met by
abut 30 peop'.e, all in civilian clothes. who tookQs cc the surveillance.
Starotitorevskay a is a very remoie villaete. When

I arrived I was met by Niko lai Petrovich Goritoy,

.eho is the spiritual leader and ex-pastor of the
eommunity. My werk censist.'d of listcninz to
what people had to say. Many. many people came
and told of years of oppres,ien be the authorities.

I visited people in their liofts and attended
Cuurch meetings. While 1 was (hare several people

ere summoned by the KC.I and told not to try
emigrate and not to have ary contra with dissidents.

During my short stay T was able to see for my
how they were persecuted. arii how life vas
niacIe difficult for them by the aLihonties.

The comniumty numbers auut 100 people.
Time end it e;iticuit to fino jabs for which they
are qualified. Them children are mrcked at school

and beaten up. and the teachers do nothing to
stop this.

Most of the P tecostals have large farruhes,
beet even motb.rs who have ten or twelve child-

rem. do not get the benefits to which they are
entitled.

1 also observed for myself the way in which the
Pentecostals are ostracised by other people living
in the N111 isle. The whole time that I was in the
eilla2e the buildin't where I was, was surrounded
by police cars and motorcycles.
When I left the vi)la-ee I had to return to Moscow before I could fly to '-habarovsk From triers

I went to Nakhodka by ;cad. Again I was followed by the police. Again most members of the
community came to talk to me and ask me for my
help and advice.
All the documents, including names. addresses
and data minting to court hearings surveillance
and other illegal actions of the authorities, were
confiscated during the search of Ginzburgs flat.

am 36 years old. I was born in Barnaul in
Jibe, ia. My lather died during the Second World
War My irothei was a Pentecostalist. In 19-19,
she was Pc-rested, charged with being an America

spy and s ivenced to 10 years' iroprsenrnent. Our
home was confiscated. Almoct all other chtirchgoers in Bat nal: received seollar treatment. V,Iien
my mower was released after six years our home
was returned to us.
Dunne the time that my roodier was in prison
I was at a Site orphanage i 'Zrandinother had
wanted to ' ot: after me, 1..e.t this was out permuted by tale authori.tes. At the first orphanage
I stayed in. I would play and
religions seites
with the other rel.elous cluYren. As a result. we
were separated and I was bullied and mocked by
other children at the orphanage.
I went to live in Nano ilea, v hich is near
Vladivostok. and worked there as a eabinet maker
1 became 1 ric.h.,n as a Christian and was dis:niss:d from a succession of jobs On sever: occa
sions I was beaten up by garers of youths kno,vn

to be recruited by the Militia. The

al-

ways denied this

In November 1962, I was arrested. The official
reason was that I had refused to perform military
service despite an official medical report exempting

Ire from rmIttary service on grounds of lican't.
I ...ame out of a nnsUil camp after a thre -yeqr
sentence 1 then worked as an electrician. which
ga' e me an oieortuoity to if e :l I was very active
in the Pentecost dm Church and acted as a COilli,21-

between Pen eozelest Lhure'ics in Siberia, the
Far East and the Ukraine On several oc_asions
visited Mo,cc.v As a result, I became
Yuri Orlov.
acquainted
In 1974.. 1 ,iplied for permission to emierate
I

after the authorities mut inter i,cd me unofficially

that :t had been (lectded to toe m-) rbie,
ren away from me. I did not v.int them to go
tiro igh what I had been thro,;,lt. They were then
aetel three years, two years. Jed seven montns. I
was ummoned to app.:ar berme a committee of
the Nakhoeka Regional Council and said that I
did intend instructing my children in religious
education. Rastigaeu, the deputy chairman of the
committee then informed ,e officially that my
children oeld be takci e..% i,V,il r
time I v,2, rn Mo,cov 1 rem
t,reveli the
foreign curl e:ponelents a. a the e r, ,cion to reme% c my cluldren
11,`t
_Ca
altho,.!gh
it v as never fonemlie v,i,hdrawn. ',t another
meeting v Hi the Cea
acts told by Ra<t;g,aeu
that I had leten or
de: !noted
insane. 1

also lost tar; job in Seri:- 1.,:r 1974. or tore.:
,nonths I vas unemmoyed ann men founo Only
mcr.'al -,vo. t Le:mu:illy 1 wa,,
ed to ennerate
in Scptembel 1975.
Relieious repression takes r'any forms. Christian

children are rroele'd at scheal beaten en, forced
ainst their will and that of tle.tir rarents to pin
the Pioneer Youth Orpoisatiori, elven cli.bero ILI)/

.1
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low marks, refused references upon leaving school,

or given poor ones. Students are expelled from
university if they are found to hold religious be.
fiefs. Adults lose their jobs or are depth cd of
State benefits. They do not get proper hosnital

Uinetiurg vas arrested on 3 February. I he previous day Orlos had lett Moscow for a fee. days'
rest in a tiny village not fa; from Moscow, where
he ha, once lived.

When Orlov heard that Ginzburg had been

treatment. I know of a number of pregnant
women who have left hospital before giving birth

arrested, he decided to return to Moscow to make

because they are receiving no proper treatment.
Christians are fined for holding praget rrdetings.
They are allowed to emigrate only after great
difficulty and at considerable personal risk of de

once, and as he knew that I had been given permission to lease the USSR and therefore 'sought

consequences

of appling

for permission to

emigiate. All of this is so commonplace as to be
taken for granted in Soviet society.

a statement. He did not wish to be arrested at
that my flat might no loid.ter be watched, he came

to my flat inst"ad of going home. No one saw
him arrive. I was not there because I was being
interrogated by the icon.

When I returned home I opened the door and
saw Orlov. He put his finger to his lips and we chd

Searches and arrests
Lyudmila Alexeyeva
From November 197 onwards Orlov, Ginzburg,

myself and other members of the group were

not speak because c knew that the flat was
bugged. We started writing notes to each other.

Orlov wrote that he would

ii;:e

to make a

statement to foreign correspondents, so I left the
flat and rang up some foreign journalists and told

them to come to my flat without telling them

work which we were doing because we had nothing to hide.
On 4 January 1977 there was an official search
of our flats.

why. At 5 o'clock three correspondents arrived.
Orlov made a very short statement. During this
conference my telephone was disconnected.
I was worried. I told Orlov not t_s, leave with
the correspondents. I left with them. When I
opened the door I saw that KGB officers were
welting. They had rushed there as sore as they
heard Orlov's once. I went back and told Orlov
he could not leave as the house was surrounded.

My husband and I were expecting a friend to

He decided he would stay there and that we

visit us that morning. At 8.30 there was as a knock

would not talk to each other. We would act as if

on the door and I opened it thinking it was our
friend. He was there, but eiLltt people burst into

he was not there. He started making plans for
helping me in the house, as we thought that he

the flat with him.

was likely to be there for a few days.
At 5 o'clock in the morning I sent m, son outside. When he returned he told us that there were

kept under constant surveillance by the xci3. Cars
were parked outside our homes, we were followed
wherever we went. We suspected that telephones

were tapped and that our homes were bugged.
This was unpleasant, but it did not affect the

We had a small flat with two rooms and a

kitchen. One of the men produced a search warrant and told me that if I had any anti-Soviet
literature I should give it to him straight away.
From the start it seemed as if they knew where
everything in the flat was. The went straight to
those places where I. kept my papers. They didn't
touch any of my husband's papers, but confiscated
most of nine.
At 7 pm they finished the search and asked me

to sign the warrant to :how that they had conducted the house search. I refused and file:, left
the warrant on the table.

When they left I went out to a phone box and
rang up the Associated Press correspondent to tell

him what had happened. He said that Orlov's
flat was still being searched and that an hour previously Tass had announced through their foreign
language broadcasts that the house sear:} es had
shown that Orlov, Ginzburg and I were members
of a Russian emigre organisation.

The search of Orlov's flat did not end until
10 pm and that of Ginzburg's flat until 3 o'clock
the next morning.

We held a press conference the next day.
The search of Orlov's fat V. as similar to the
search of my flat, except that they broke the door
down because he refused to open it. In Ginzburg's flat the lain plaided 1,003 German marks
and Hi) Ls dollars in a cupboard.

KGB agents outside the door,

In the morning I took some rubbish out. There
were two more agents standing there. It was clear
that our plan had not worked.
At about 10 o'clock there was a knock on the
door. We thought it was Orlov's wife. We asked
who was as there. The ans'-'er came: The procura-

tors' I went back, told Orlov, and asked him
whether I ought to open the door. He was not in
his own home and he said they Should be let in.
He put on his jacket.

I opened the door. The minute I did so my
tiny entrance hall filed with oEscers from the
Mir ia. One was a civilian. One of the men in
uniform had 10,..."!P in the grout, which searched
my home. The erocarator's office a; therefore
just a cover. There were about eight or ten in the
entrance hall. Tie uniforms were brand new. They
were all probable hod officers in new uniforms. I
asked whether this was another search. They said
no.

I asked why they had come then. They

answered that different people had come to my
flat. Special people. People who think alike.
The or, in ciilian clothing started opening cup-

boards in my room. I asked for his search warrant

I fruited tern in but did not take them

into the room where Orlos was. One of them
however opened the dcor and found Orlov. An
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on hi, colt
small man All

officer said: '''srltat is he do,n; here winle your

fore he

husband is not 1t home? ' They asked for 01 luv's
document!. He '...ox.ed them his passport, 'They
did not say w'teth,c they were ftrrcting him or
taking him foerlov. did not ask

They su.rour.,10.1 r. ra I

'Men he vas
I saw him.

fug thLa wa;tat,.. as he p,ot-a'oly did cot think
it right .:3 he ssac
som.:on: cl.,e's home. He
wanted to he as on-.tolcnt << 1,3:7sible. Thcr!-
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Prisoners ofConscience in the USSR. (extracts)
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Ground plait of zone number 1 (special regime) in corrective labour conretex
ZhIC. 385 in Mordosia
Key

a Guardhouse
b Gates
c Fence
d Work area, 14rn x 12m x 3.2m
e Exercise yards

f

Latrines

g Grinding machines
h Permanent pool of stagnant water

o Store, stall, barber, library
p Warders' room

r
s

Baths
Hand basins

t Hospital punishment cell
u Washingup room
Corridors

w Entrance

and industrial waste

i

j

Censor
Camp head

k KGB office

This general plan of special regime

I

colony Zlilth 385.1 was originally
sketched by a prisoner in 1974.
(Not to scale)

Head of prisoner supervision
m Medical depar
n Punishment cells
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Raba Palatnik, a Jewish librarian sentenced to 1971 to 2 years' imprisonment for "anti-Soviet slander", has descnbed as follows the daily diet in an
ordinary regime colony in Dnepropetrovsk region in the Ukraine:
They fed us three times a day. In the morning, a thin soup of gruel,
rotten fish and tea with three-quarters of an ounce [20 grams] of
sugar. lr, the evening, the same, only without sugar. The main meal
at lunchtime was cabbage soup made from water and bones. The
second course at lunch was oatmeal or sometimes a small potato
with vegetables. A little more than a pound or bread [500 grams]
was distributed daily.
Mato ly Marehenko has described the typical strict regime diet on the basis
of his experiences of imprisonment in the 1960s:
Breakfast: 2 cupfuls of watery gru
Lunch:
2 cupfuls of soup made with rotten cabbage and
2 ladles of thin gruel
Supper:
2 ladles of the same gruel, together with a piece of boiled
cod the size of a matchbox.
Ex-political prisoner Yury Gendler has descnbed as follows the rtrict regime
diet in Mordovian colony ZhKh 385/19 in 1973:
Breakfast: (served in half-hour shifts from 7.00 to 8.30 am) soup with
potatoes and barley bread
Lunch:
(served from 12.00 noon to 1.00 pm) cabbage soup, gruel with
either pearl-barley, oatmeal, or millet; bread
Supper:
(served from 5.00 to 7.00 pm in shifts) gruel; fish or fish-cakes;
bread .
r.

A legal though very limited way of supplementing one's diet is through
food parcels. Depending on their regime of sentence, prisoners who have
served one half of their sentence may each year receive as many as three parcels
each weighing up to five kilograms. The range of permitted foodstuffs is very
narrow: dry goods s,tch as biscuits are allowed, but bouillon cubes are forbidden because of their meat content. and chocco.zte is banned because, in the
words of one camp official, "it leads to excitemene Visitors may bring certain
very restricted items into the colony for their relatives. However. this small concession is tightly superv.sed. Ltke some other prisoners' rights, the receipt of these
parcels is iri practice treated as a privilege, and the nght to receive them is often
cancelled as a punishment.

Thus, not only the law itself but governmental decrees and the policy of
colony and prison administrations ensure that prisoners remain hungry as a
basic condition of their imprisonment. Though not acknowledged formally, the
punitive intention of this policy has been affirmed orally many times by officials. For example when the Ukrainian prisoner Valemyn Moroz complained
to the deputy procurator of the Mordovian camp administration that prisoners
seriously ill with stomach ulcers were being kept on a starvation diet, the official
replied: "That's just what the punishment consists of hitting the stomach?'
Anatoly Marchenko has summarized the results of this policy:
Thus the camp administration wields a powerful means of exerting physical
pressure on political prisoners a whole system of escalation of hung,
The application of this system results in emaciation and avitammosis 1.,
disease caused by lack of vitamins]. Some prisoners are driven by the permanent malnutrition to kill and eat crows and, if they are lucky, dogs. In
the autumn of 1967 one prisoner from camp 11 in Mordovia found a way
of getting potatoes while in the hospital section. He over-ate and died
the potatoes were raw,
.

Obviously such lengthy deprivation can, and in many cases does, have serious consequences for prisoners' health. The combination of low-grade, badly cooked,
hastily eaten food with heavy labour in unhealthy conditions and a harsh climate
causes some prisoners to emerge as chronic invalids. Most inmates suffer from
stomach ulcers and other gastric complaints after two or three years. Colony
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and prison me d 'al facilities are inadequate to cope with the health problems of
prisoners subjected for long periods to these detrimental conditions.
By law each colony must have a first aid post or larger medical unit (medpunkt or sanchast in Russian), including a doctc r's surgery, a dispensary and a
laboratory. One colony in each district may have a full-scale hospital: in the
Mordovian complex for example, this is attached to colony 3 at Barashevo.
According to the Commentary to the Fundamentals of Corrective Labour
Legislation of the USSR and Union Republic.;, "all the achievements of medical
science's are utilized in corrective labour institutions. Yet standards of medical
care have been a very common cause for complaint by prisoners. 1 he staffing
of medical facilities in the colony and pnson system is deficient.
Raisa Palatnik worked in a sewing-room with 200 women prisoners. The work
involved sewing gloves, overalls, underwear, jackets and quilt covers. In 1968,
the norm for jackets had been 100; in 1972 it was 145 using the same 10-yearold equipment. There was no ventilation, first aid equipment or disinfectant. If
an accident occurred, the victim had to walk back to the living zone for treatment.
Industrial injuries are common. For example, Father Pavel Adelheim, a priest
arrested in Jun! 1970 and sentenced to 3 years' hard labour, had to have a leg
amp"tated as a result of a work injury sustained in a colony.
Representative of pnsoners' accounts of colony labour conditions is the follow
ing extract from a letter sent out by a group of prisoners in Mordovian colony 19
in 1972:
[In the machine-tool] shop the most dangerous part of the process is the
removal of the finished piece and the installation of a new one. There is no
provision for switching off the press dunng this technical operation, which
is a serious infringelaent of technical safety completely inadmissable in an
outside environment. The rotating reamer may easily injure the prisoner's
hand: such injuries are fairly common. In addition. sharp, hot chips fly
out from under the reamer. To work in gloves is forbidden in case the glove
and with it one's hand becomes caught and pulled into the reamer. As
well, there are splashes of emulsion which burn the skin, fumes, and horrible aoise, not only from one's own press but also from the entire workshop. Shimon Ltvit has small cuts all over his hands ... No one is able
to fulfil the work quotas, which are tremendously high; failure to fulfil
means punishment ... The loading work is even worse. We all lea, issignment to this particular job, which :.onsists basically of loading and
unloading railway wagons. The work is very difficult and dangerous, and
one may be awakened [for work] at any time of the day or night without
advance warning. Even on Sundays. ne works.

According to law. prisoners are to be paid for their labour at the rates estHowever, most of their earnings disappear into
ablished for all Soviet worker,
automatic deductions for their upkeep. The prisoner is guaranteed receipt of only
10% of his earnings. Most of this sum goes automatically into the prisoner's
account, wl-ere it is kept to cover any future fine, penalty for damage and suchlike.
Prisoners are not allowed to be in possession of cash. However, as was described above, they are allowed to spend in coupons a set amount from their
earnings on "food and basic necessities" and on books retailed by the government.
At any time pnsoners can legally be subjected to a body search or to search
of their possessions. The list of personal possessions allowed to prisoners is set
by administrative regulation and is quite meagre. Prisoners are not allowed to
have money or valuables in their possession. Possession of radio or television sets
is Always prohibited. Prisoners may possess books, although Instruction 020 has
restricted the number of allowed books to five. Bibles and religious literature
are banned, as are playing cards or any form of gambling game. Prisoners are not
allowed to possess artists' materials such as paints, coloured crayons and brushes.
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Certain other routine regulations seem to contradict the leg requirement
that punishment does not aim at "degrading human dignity". The following regulation established in all corrective labour institutions after the issuing of instruction 020 conflicts with reasonable standards of civility:
When meeting a member of the camp personnel or other persons visiting
the camp in an official capacity the convict must greet them by standing
up and, in the warm seasons of the year. taking off his cap. The convict
must use the polite form of address to the camp personnel and call them
"citizen" or "citiziness", followed by their rank and official position.
Instruction 020 also restored the former practice whereby prisoners are
required to wear a patch bearing t';:eir family name and their prison serial number
on their clothing. Particularly disturbing are recent reports (emanating from
colonies both in Mordovia and in Perm) that prisoners are as a matter of routine
shorn bald.

Discipline and Punishments
It is in the context of this routine disrespect for pnsoners' persons that the
administrations' right ro impose punishments must be understeld. Some of the
most common pretexts for application of punishments are:
lodging complaints which are regarded as dangerous
absence from work for whatever reason

failure to fulfil norms
refusal to doff cap to prison or camp officer
injury or self-mutilation for whatever reason
singing, knocking messages on cell wail, making noise
possessing "unauthorized" items
lateness for roll-call, meal, work
hunger striking
wearing unauthorized clothing for work
refusal to attend political classes

raying cards
making political remarks
signing protests and appeals to Western organizations

Shukhov went to sleep, and he was very happy. He'd had a let of luck
today. They hadn't put him in the cooler. The gang hadn't been chased
out to work in the Socialist Community Development. He'd finagled an
extra bowl of mush at noon. The boss had gotten them good rates for
their work. He'd felt good making that wall. They hadn't found that
piece of steel in the fnsk. Caesar had paid him eff in the evening. He'd
bought some tobacco. And he'd gotten over that sickness.
Nothing had spoiled the day and it had been almost happy.
There were three thousand six hundred and fifty-three days like this in
his sentence, from reveille to lights out.
The three extra ones were because of the leap years.
These were the thoughts of "Ivan Denisovich Shukhov" at tl-e end of a day
in a labour camp near the end of the Stalin era. They reflect the only honest means
of survival which Alexander Solzhenasyn could conceive for those who were
faced with long years of imprisonment in a labour colony as he had been. Ivan
Denisovich tried only to satisfy his elementary needs without stopping anyone
else from doing so and never complained to officials or took chances which
might make things worse.
There were and are other means of survival. Religious prisoners "escaped" from
the brutality of prison life through prayers and faith. Many still do, and it has
been remarked many times over the years that some of the hardiest and most
upstanding inmates of Soviet prisons and colonies are devout religious believers.
Other prisoners find survival in debasement. Many prisoners seek favours
from guards and administrators by spying on and informing on other
prisoners.
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Colony and prison administrations show great flexibility in deciding what
Constitutes grounds for punishment. Such actions as wearing carpet slippers,
rising from bed "three minutes late" and brewing tea concentrate have served
as pretexts for formai punishment.
Article 34 of the Fundamentals of Corrective Labour Legislation gives a
comprehensive list of officially approved penalties:
warning or reprimand
extra duty for cleaning the premises and the territory of the
place of confinement
deprivation of one visit to the cinema or a concert, and of participation in athletic games
deprivation of an ordinary visit
deprivation of the right to receive a Legular parcel delivered by mail
or in person, and of the right to buy foodstuffs for up to one month.
cancellation of the improved conditions envisaged in Articles 23,
24 and 25 of the present Fundamentals
placing up to 15 days in a punishment cell (PKT) of convicted persons
in prisons without permission to attend work or study
placing up to 15 days in a penal isolation block (SHIZO) with or
without permission to attend work or study
placing up to 6 months in cell-type premises of persons in ordinary,
intensified or strict regime corrective labour colonies; up to one year
in isolation cells in colonies with a special regime; and. in prisons,
transfer to z strict regime for the period prescribed in Article 15
[2 to 6 months] ; transfer of persons from the ordinary living quarters
of a special regime colony into cell-type premises in the same colony.

The importance of a mere attempt at communication with life outside the
prison system was described by Edward Kuznetsov in relation to his Prison
Diaries:
I write only to stay human. This is a diabolical place, its purpose to
drive a man deeper and deeper into despair, to make him doubt whether
truth after ali is sacrosanct ... A diary is for me a way of consciously
opposing an impossible way of life. The very act of writing down the
features of prison camp existence, as it were, objectifies them, allows
me to stand back and every so often stick my tongue out at them!
Mr Kuznetsov, who is still serving his 15-year special regime sentence, by now
knows that his Prison Diaries have circulated in samizdar within the USSR and
in book form outside the country.
For political prisoners like Mr Kuznetsov, articulation of convictions and
experiences represents a means of surviving prison conditions without submitting
to them. Imprisonment strengthens the politically dissident convictions of
prisoners of conscience. Ukrainians, Jews, Baits, etc, imprisoned for protesting
against nationalist discrimination. find greater discrimination in prison. Persons
imprisoned for opposition to the influence of security organs in Soviet life find
themselves at the disposal of MVD and KGB officers. Thdse convicted for
demanding more exact adherence to legal and constitutional norms find greater
illegality and arbitrariness inside penal institutions than outside.
Consequently many political prisoners continue their dissident activities
during imprisonment. Nlany political prisoners exhaustively test all legal
channels of protest against prison conditions. In this they probably do not
differ from the majonty of the prison nopulation. However, they do not
desist when such institutional approaches prove fruitless.
Especially in recent years. Soviet political prisoners have succeeded in communicating to the outside world much information about conditions in penal
institutions and about their own activities. Despite the body searches of most
visitors and of prisoners being released. there is a regular flow of written appeals, complaints, memoirs and oral information from the Perm and Mordovian
Colonies in particular. Many such documents circulate in samizdat in Moscow
and elsewhere and figure in appeals and statements made available to nonSoviet press representatives in Moscow.
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READING 80
HOUSING
ne USSR. As a result of the economic backwardness of
tsarist Russia and the poverty and political powerlessness
of the popular masses, the housing of the working people was
of especially poor quality. !n St Petersburg in 1913 more
than 50 percent of the worker families did not even have a

separate room for the entire family, while the weavers

gians, the Russians, the Ukranians, the Azerbaijanis, the Uzbeks and the Lithuanians all get together
to beat up the Jews.
Note: Yerevan is the capital of the Soviet republic (

Georgia, whose inhabitants are known for their
quick wit and acerbic humor.
The Bridge, Fall, 1979.

of 1 anovo, the miners of the Donbas, the petroleum workers

of Baku, and others lived in basements, shanties, and
semitlugouts. After the October Socialist Revolution largescale private building ownership was abolished :tad a mass
resettlement of w oi kers (in Moscow and Petrograd alone
more
in 1 million persons) to comfortable apartments was
cameo out. 'fins was done by moving bourgeois families into
smaller quarters . . . .

At different stages in its existence the Soviet state has
dened the nature of housing construction through a series of
party and government Unrees. la the mid-1920's economical

four- and five story ri--.tered7 Irtrrnnt buildings appeared.
By 1925 the design of the first standard section for multistory
housing construction in Moscow had been created. The demands of the economy and the acute need for housing determined the type of apartment: predominantly two separate
rooms with a total area of 40-45 sq m with modest indoor
plumbing (for example, sometimes there was no bath); provision was made for a larder for food, built-in closets for storage. basements for household needs, and self-scn ice laundry
rooms . . . .
Housing quality in the USSR is determined by state norms.
The country is broken down into zones that take local climatic conditions into account. Thus, in hot climates provision is
made for construction of buildings with cross s entilation, increased ceiling height, and balconies and spacious terraces
that improve the apartment's microclimate. Modern residential buildings are electrified, and in the cities many of them
have gas hookups and centralized hot water (or a water heater). Buildings with more than five floors must be equipped
with elevators. Each city or settlement apartment includes a
living room and one or several bedrooms and a foyer, kitchen, and bathroom . . . .

READING 82
Woman Question
The conditions for a genuine solution of the woman
question wer3 established for the first time in history

in the Soviet state, which was created as a result of
the Great Octobt.:* Socialist Revolution. In the first
months of its existe;ice the Soviet government repealed all laws confirming th.: inequality of wom-

en.

.

.

Through a series of acts adopted in 1917-18, Soviet
power gave women complete equality with men in labor rights, civil rights, family and marital rights, and

education. The government also adopted measures
concerning female labor and maternity and child
care, and it established the principle of equal pay for
equal labor.
With the establishment of socialist production relations, the industrialization of the country, the collectivization of agriculture, and the cultural revolution, the de facto equality of women with men has
been essentially achieved in Soviet society . .
Great Soviet Encyclopedia. New York: Macmillan,
v. 9, p. 530.

Great Soviet Encyclopedia. New York: Macmillan,
v. 9.
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Humor from "Radio Yerevan"

How Liberated Are Soviet Women?
Reinhard Meier
As elsewhere in the world, "In-

Two friends meet in a Moscow bistro. "Ivan, you

ternational Women's Year"
proclaimed by the UN was

should hurry. They are distributing potatoes."
"Where?" "In Minsk." "How can I get some?" "Easy.
Take the train to Smolensk." "Why Smolensk?" "Because that's where the queue ends."

celebrated in the U.S.S.R. by a massive

public relations effort. Almost daily
longwinded articles appeared in the

***
The housing shortage has prevailed for sixty years.

press on the role of women and their
achievements under socialism. Only
socialism makes it possible for women
to play an active and decisive role in the
economic and social structure of Soviet
life, said the former cosmonaut, Valentina Tereshkova, who since the death of

Two writers meet. "I've just written a new book," says
the first. "Good, about what?" "A young man meets a
young woman." "Ah! A novel!" "They're in love." "Ah!
A love story." "They marry and find an apartment."
"Oh! A fairy tale!"

E. Funseva has become the leading

***
A R.Y. listener asks: What is 'Friendship Between

spokeswoman of the establishment
Impressive statistics are cited to sup-

Peoples' in the U.S.S.R.? R.Y. answers: 'Friendship
Between Peoples' is when the Armenians, the Geor-

women of working age are employed or

port this claim-90 per cent of all
pursuing their studies. Soviet women
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make up 51 par cent of all employees in

grad saw their jobs as an income sup-

industry and service functions, 49 per

plement for the family. "The women
have no free time," the report found.

cent of all collective fanners, and 50 per
cent of all students. Some 70 per cent cf
all doctors and teachers are *omen. A
third of all seats in the Upper Soviet, or

parliament, are occupied by women.

"They are unable to cope with the
household and cannot properly care for
the children. There is only one t..oncluson: We have to develop a division of

Although by i.o means all have taken
jobs of their own free will, the fact that
they do work nas had a liberating effect and vastly increased their options in
comparison with their grandmothers.

In general women, especially ki the
cities, are marrying later than they did
twenty years ago, both because of a

For millions of women "under the capitalist yoke," says Mrs. Tereshkova, the
Soviet Union offers a convincing argu-

duties to resolve problems within the
family. Women are unduly burdened by
the effects of this social injustice."

longer period of education and be-

ment for socialism and a "steady

Sociologists and demographers

support them. Similarly the high rate of

twenty-seven divorces annually for

men's questions consists exclusively of
such simplistic slogans. But even Mos-

agree that the double burdens bome by
women, plus cramped living conditions,
contribute significantly to reduced birthrates in wean areas. Government plan-

cow must perceive that the reality is
iuch more complex and that the true

ners are increasingly worried by the
trend toward one-child families. Abor-

lem3 than (If women's greater mobility.

problems of Soviet women will on', be
solved by a propaganda barrage And in

tions, which since 1955 have been legal

procedil;v: have accelerated this

up until the third month of pregnancy,
are the most widespread family planning method. There is a great demand
for Westem contraceptives, either be-,

trencl
Her more a*

beacon of Inspiration."

The official Soviet position on wo-

fact, beneath the surface these problems

have been serously and critically discussed for some years. This dialogue has

taken place in the more intellectual
weekly and monthly magazines and
deals chiefly with the tensions arising

cause Soviet products are inferior or, as
in the case of "The Pill," are unavailable,
allegedly on medical grounds.

from the conflict between family and job. It

Compared with other countries,

is a problem, common to every modem
industrial society, which is particularly
acute in the Soviet Union.
While Communism may have made
woman legally 'equal to man and assimilated her into the production system it
has in noway freed her of the burdens of
homemaking and motherhood. She is

Soviet women are well represented in
medicine, engineering, and teaching.
But their role at the management level,
except in education, is infinitesimal in
relation to their numerical presence.
Similarly, in industry, although half the
employees are women less than 9 per
cent are in management position , ac-

virtually debarred from opting for a

cording to official statistics. This is

fulltime domestic role, for the cost of

comparable to the ratio elsewhere in the
world but it indicates that true equality of
the sexes has not been attained.

living exceeds the average work
eamings: Since a man alone cannot
support his family women are forced to
contribute to the household budget, a
situation that not all see as a blessing.
According to a sociological "Report
on the Soviet Family" recently published
by the monthly Nash Sovremennik, 53.5
per cent of all women polled in Lenin-

This is not to deny that there have
enormous gains in women's status
hi, the Soviet Union. The transformation
of a feudal agrarien culture ink+ a mod-

em industrial state' has fundamentally
altered both the position and the self-

cause they do not need husbands to

every hundred marriages (somewhat
more than ;n Great Cntain) may be less

indicative of increased marital prob-

Since the Sixties liberalized divorce

younger ones especially seem disinclined to accept the life of a drone in a
dark kerchief and drab coat. At least in
the cities, Western styles are well known

and often adapted with success.
However. Soviet women's drive for
emancipation collides headon with the

limitations of the political system. All
fundamental political and social questions are decided by the Party, within
which women have a minuscule voice.
Although 15 million are Party members
(close to a quarter of its membership)

and many hold high government or
Party posts, none is a member of the
powerful fifteen-member Politburo and
only 5 per cent are on the 400-member

central committee. Women's surface
representation in parliament and local
Soviets is of little significance since
these bodies have no real power to
make fundamental decisions.

perception of women within the system.

Tr. from Neue Ziircher Zeitung, Zurich. World
Press Re vie w, v. 23, No. 2, Feb. 1976.
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,e role has increased

the Soviet woman's self - assurance. The
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The pr000rton of women on the job vanes ereaily in
varions sectors of the economy For example. women
constitute F,4`;- of those engaged in trade and "social nutrition-. the jobs of store clerks. cooks and outdoor food
.

Status of Women in the
Soviet Union
rrHE DOVISH:\ RN Moscow in July .'f three w omen
1 accused of publishing a t-ennnist

und:r-

snored the gap between the So% iet rt.d.unes claims about
the status of women in the Soviet Union and the realities.
Speakirc in Vienna. the three exiled w omen told the West-

ern press that they had tun into trouble for publishing the
first and 1, . issue of a journal entitled "Women and
Russia- last September. for smt.ggling some material on
the subject out to Paris afterward. and for stalling work

on another maeanne called "Maria." In addition, a
"Maria Club" v as formed w ith a dozen embers whie
sowtht to examine the "harassed- position of women in
the USSR from all points of slew. While furtherance of
the feminist cause in the Soviet Union was the. major focus

of its activity, this group also demanded withdrawal vf
Soviet troops from Afghanistan and urged Soviet men not
to SC7 e in foreign countries.

The Soviet Union has long boated of the achievement
of foil equality between men and women. Art:-le 35 o'the
constitution of the USSR, ad nted in 1977, states.
"Women and men have equal rights in the L SSR. Evercise
of these rights is cacti; ed by at cording it omen Num access
with men to (dm( 'ion and tocational and pnifc...sionel train-

inc. equal opportunities in employment. 'enumeration, and
ptomotion, and in social and pol'iticc,;. and cultui al activity.
and by spec
lobo, And health mote( riot! measures for
women: by pan iclat:, conditions enabli,ig mothers to it crA;
b% l,tid -wet :ion, and mate, :al and moral supqui t
crs and clid:ilen.
h ding paid lc a1 es and other benefits for
expectur.' f?), )(hers. and gradual 'e.iuc non of%toi hin4 time for

mothos with small children.According to the census results of January 1979. printed
in the. monthly Vestoil. Stanstrhi for January 1980. females

the Soviet Union outnumbered males by 140.1 million
to 122.3 million. or 53.3 percent to 46.7 percent. The large
i,

diffetence is due primarily to the treat losses of males
suffered by the So% net Union dot in World War IL The
great disparity in numbers is now confined for the most
part, to the over-50 ace group w hich bore the brnnt of the
war. As this group aces a more balanced population will
begin to assert itself as it already has among the postwar

generation. (In the Soviet Union toil i

there are 17.8

million mon: %.omen than men, down from 21.8 million in
1951.)

The degree to %k hich Soviet women share labor burdens

in the USSR is unquestionably great in comparison v. ith
any other countr% . According to an article by former

cosmonaut Valentina Nikoln-e%a-Tereshkova. entitled
"Women and Socialism." which appeared in the journal
Social Sciences No. 2 in 1978, The Soviet Union ensures
full employment to all its able-bodied population . . more
than 93 percent of all able - bodied women in the USSR are
gainfully employed or are studying."

vendors being almost cisclusiely rose t r oL'i'ec Of %%omen.
Women also make up 74r-; of the teching pi 'lesson. and
of all do:to: s,
v. omen ,tool, a for 4S -( of
hose engaged in agneultuie. F% en in the six predominantly. Nloslem republics of CL nti al Asia and the Caucasus, w here tradition.., strictui.:s ne,,inst he tole of . % omen
outside the home cnt tine to exe; t an inilu.snee. the ricure
for women employed outside of asst }culture is 44.6rin

The prime reason for the high deuce o_ I iicipation
by women in the labor force is the pine economic necessity of ha% ing both parents work e'en in families %%here
there is only one child. This is w h% the Soviet
ernment
has made an eftort to pi o% ide
e taellines for working mothers. The above referenced issue of I 'e%nni, Statist:la reported a total of 122.300 sikh pie- school institutions
taking cart of 1 :77,000 child' en.
As in the West. one of the chief a% enues for ad% ancement in society is a um% ersity education. During the 197879 school -year 51.4'i of those students attending Sov'nt
higher educational establishments were w omen. In 1978
27.000. or 29'-i of Sot iet gr,,duate students were women.
In 1978 there were 522.500 w own listed under t; title of

"scientific walkers- out of a total of 1.3 million Of this
number 5.200 were "doctors of science'' (an
eanced
Ph.D.). while 104.200 were "ca'ndida'tes of science,"
equivalent to an American Ph.D.
However. all too often women are relegated to the most
menial physical labor. both on the farms and in the cities,
white the men occupy the admmistrame positions. Visitors to the So% let Union often rennuk w it'. some amazement at the large number of women they see encased in
repairing roads. buildings. and sho% cling snow from the
streets. Soviet officials stress the need for alle%nitinn this
situation. but little seems to be being done about it.
Particular ly burdensome for the modern Sot iet woman
are the demands placed upon her by both job and family.
The Soviet oman not only works alongside m.m, but
finds that she I', expected to perform her traditional housefink; anj child-rearine duties as well. oftentimes w ith little

or no help from her spouce The combined burden of
. shoppme tahich generally means standing in line
for low neriods of time each day cooking and cleaning
lea% e the typical So% let woman exhausted at tree end of
the day . 1 he result of these pressures ha%e a deleterious

effect Li. the phy sica! and mental health of women and
may ne one of the causes of the declaim:: Soviet Lnrth rate.

In he- ankle. Nikolayeval et-L.
harly Soviet definition of the roll:

gi% es a pecu-

,omen in Soviet

society:
"Sot hit you el* t. its the fiLff 10 lc( 0.'111:C 1110111t m flOoil ns
woian's minor sue nil and 110f 111(1CA 1)101')::1C.11 11111(11.011.

«
c,!obilm; it ashen fo «rinhire g(tittiiil
h, coma and
,rt«rl a, tit u
othe ul,fec a me
Mlle 11011(1 . .
a mat:, r
T(,;'( them' It all the lather of
(It r ,lop in ;he child
seek,
the children . . . .
a se 'ice OfeirU clan . 01111011%M 01141 late, 1101101101j.%111.
The c leation
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One such area of state concern is the institution of women. And again at the positions 01 real pow er at both
motherhood itself, w ith the state taking an active role in

encouraging a high birth late. One such means is the
granting of subsidies to mothers of four or more children.
la 197s. such subsidies were paid t-, 2_731.000 mothers.
.Another means is the official 1:mink:Joon of prolific mothers. For example, the state aw ards orders and medals to
mothers producing large numbers of oftspling according
to the tollow mg criteria: 1) A mother giving birth to and
raising ten or more children reeeiv es the honorary title
"Hero Mother": 2) A mothei _iv mg birth to and raising

the regional and national level. women are most conspicu_ us by then absence. Of the 165 regional pity committees below the republic level, not one woman serves as
Net Iry , iFc mast iroroitant post. This is also true
at the union repablic level, \% here there are no women as
first sec retaries.
In the CPS U Cential Commute,. la late 19-9 there were
only 13 women in the entire 1-atl of 400
candidate
me mbers--:l' Only eight of the !3 iiol.i important party
.

se .en. eight or nine children. roceives the order of or governmental posts. the others being diaw n from the
"Maternal Glory." 3rd. 2nd or 1st Class: 3) Mothers giving birth to and raising five of six children are awarded
the "Maternity Medal of the 2nd or 1st Class.

Minor Political Role
To gain a fuller understanding of the role women play

in Soviet society one must also examine the extent to
which they are involved in the country's political life. The
official Soviet view is upbeat about the progress that has

been n ide. General Secretary lirezhnev's letter to the

token numhcr of true woikers in the Central Committee
to give it a semblance of pioletai Ian coloring. This com-

pares w nth 17 full or candidate members w. ho hold militaty

rank-97c.
The current CPSU Secretariat of ten members contains
no women. a figure w hick is equally true of the 23 full and

candidate meinbes of the Politburo, the ruling organ of
the party and the country Only one woman, the late Ye.
Furtseva. formerly Minister of Culture. has ever served
on that body, fro 1956 to 1960 However, if rumor is
correct. she owed her position more to her personal re-

participants of the U N World Conference in conneeniii,
vv ith the Women's Decad
_allied in Pundit On July 14,
1980 is typical of this official optimism: "A great gam of
the Soviet people, of real socialism in our country is the
attainment of true equality of the woman in all fields of
oolitical, social and cultural life."

lationship vv ith Nikita Kin ushchev than to any thing else.
In short. women have a long w ay to go before achieving

At the lower levels of government the raw figures are
striking. For example. as a result of the local elections of

den -c indicates that it is extremely weak. One of the
expeiled feminists indicated that her interest in feminist

1975 women made up 35(.. of all deputies to union republic
Supreme Soviets (the legislam e bodies of the fifteen constituent republics of the USSR), and 49'" of all delegates
elected to territorial, regional. district. city village and
other local soviets in 1977. according to Vesuril,

Again. accordin2. to Nikolay eva-Tereshkov. "Ifw e sum
up the number of w omen w ho have been elected deputies
to the local Soviets of all convocations. the figure will he
a most impressive one: more than 5.5 million w onion have

positions of any real power at either the regional or
national level.

Pro,,,--:cts for Feminism
1...tespite the existence of a feminist movement. all ev

ideas stemmed from contacts w ith the West an ,e rising
attention in So.. 1. ournals to I he movement in the West
may rub off to some extent among Soy let \.1 omen. However. the heavy burdens of life for Soviet w omen would

appear to limit the possibilities for dissidence on their
part.
At the same time, the strong part lc ipatior .women in
the labor force and their grow ing education nas clearly
given rise to a SON iet woman w ho is much less dependent

-Sov let elected in March 1979 contained 4F7 women
panes. or 3.:.5ci of the total. This ignoi a f course, the
purely ceremonial value cf tieing a deputy.

on males than her predecessors. While this change has
not been reflected politically, it has been reflected on the
family level. Thus a leading Soy let writer on women's
affairs w rote in the August 10-17 issue of 1fosi
Not's:

Hoy, ever. w hen one examines the leadership positions
in governmental bodies at the regional and. especially, at

"Re« tit similes lune net Baled a scenunqiv parado VIC ai
situation. most diou es are at the 1..oman s autunite, those
II Osiers it hi), as 11(1(1111(111 11(11 11, 1110111.1 ;('(1h)11111 grund their

wined experience in running the state." The Supreme

the national level. quite a different picture emerges. Of
clonal chairmen of soviet executive committees
and autoaomous repubk councils of ministers, only four
are women. Of the fifte-n union republic councils of ministers chairmen. none are women. The Presidium of the
Supreme Soviet of the USSR has only four women out of
a membership of 41. And, at the highest level. the USSR
Council of Ministei s. none of the 98 members ale women.
the 165

Within the Communist P;rty itself' the story, is muc.

.e

nests. This fiat sheds li.ktht on It hat 1 thud, is the most impor-

tant it.sptt of the d. or( e pl()1)11111. Mc position of Soviet
ivonien has (hanged ,so rud1«1115 that then et (mond( (11/v
independ ent. edii«itcd and minim:ails imam e---1 chose to
scope egoist.s, la:\bones, sarelos husbands and fiithers.-

Soviet World Outlook, v. 5, No. 9, Sept. 15, 1980

Washington: Advanced International Studies Institute, No. 9, Sept. 15, 1980.

same. As of January 1979 the CPSU numbere't some
16.721.322 members. of which 4.1S'`.6iS. or 25.6'

were
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Kathrin Meier-Rust

Balituhka Power
Soviet grandmothers iire an imposing power bloc. As a result of the last

war and Stalin's ten:f there are twice as many women as men over
forty-five in the U.S.S.R. Because sr many, mothers wc. . this older
generation plays an indispensable role in family life. While a third of all preschool

children ci working mothers are in nurseries or day-care centers the rest are
most likely in the care ci grammothers, babushkas.
Babushkas' services are ims.7tant because child care in the Soviet Union is
much more time-consuming than in the West. Prepared baby food is rarely
available; there are queues at "Children's Kitchens" where, fresh milk is dispensed. Housing is cramped, soap is hard to find, washing machines are
scarce, as are disposable diapers. Yet many yc'rng working mothers find time to
iron drapers because babushka says that is the way it must be.
According to a recent opinion poll in leningraa only 20 per cent of the parents
felt day-care centers were preferable to raising preschoolers at home. Nevertheless the demand for places at the centers exceeds available space. Meanwhile
there are the Jabushkas. One might quibute mill their notions of childreanng but
there is no doubt their personal attention and affection provide something no
day-care center can offer.

Tr. from Neue Zurcher Zeitung, Zurich. World
Press Review, v. 23, No. 2, Feb. 1976.
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Alexander Gorlov
How I 'Read' the New York Times in Moscow.
Durin..; a recent tele% ision encounter between So' iet and
American journalists [July 1977] there ,%as a statement

made by Heinrich Borm ik about how difficult it was for him
to ft- 1 an issue of Prat da in Washineton and h ,w easy it is
to read any American ne' spaper in Moscow. This r ;minded
me of one episode that I would like to recount.

It was summer of 1973. At that time I was the chief
specialist 'n the research section of the Moscow Institute
known, as isNIPIASS [Tsentrarniy Nauchniy Issledoatcfskry i Proektniy Institut Astomatirrro'annikh Sistem
Stroitel'staCentral Scientific Research and Project Institute of Automated Systetns of Construction] whose ;unction was [the study of] the utilization of computer technology for automaton planning. In some brief article in the
journal .Vanka i Zlii.:Pe [Si tence and Life]. I saw a reference
to the New York Tinier in connection with the use o pocket
calculators in the eneineering field (there were no such
calculators in the USSR). And in my sim),I.c:-.:, I decided to

"1 can't make this decision. Please ask the chief assistant

on duty, o'er there by that table"
E'en though I could not see w hat there was to decide. I

repeated my request t; he chief assistant. She listened
attentiel to "hat I had to say and asked.
"Why do y ou need this newspaper!"

"What do ou mean w hy9 To read somc,hing...."
"I understand that But do y ou ne d is for our work or,
for eample. for y our dissertatinn7"Well, for my w ork...." I was eetttru:: a little uneasy
because of this interrocation

"Wondertal Then you should bring a letter from the
administration of s our institute hich iodicates that y ou
nced a certain issue of the Nev. Yolk 7 lines for our w irk
"But the administration does not nced the r ewspaper. I
personally need it The _dministration does not e'en read
English
"Please understand Comrade (she lookeu at my reader's

pass) Gorlo. these are our rules Newspapers from capitalist countries are g.i en out to readers only by official request
of their administration Bring me si_ch a letter and y ou can
read all y ou like
W ha, could I do' Rules are rules

read this new sparer.,..
As a screatific worker with a degree. I had access to the
A few days later. rreparing to isit the lihr-ry again.
Science Reading Rooms of the L; lin Central Library. On
asked my secretlry to type the follow mg letter on °lima!
the k::cond floor tit this library there is a large hall where stationery
pet iodicals and new'pape:s horn tort:1p countries are kept.
\nJ th,Lt w nere I went one day to look for the New York

Twit''.
I walked up to a pleasant young lady at the emu loon
desk. showed her my reader's pass. and asked for that

To the Director of :h: I n.r, Central Lihmr%
Inc T' \11'1 \ SS
certain ,tie of the \
1.,tk
Tyne, for t'..*tp,e t.f A
Cork I hi, muco.nc..:.dedr. Con 7
Corlo% for o. vorl,
colnerted ,A it h toe nearer 01 ire
4

I

certain 1,,sue of the New York Tinie. She smiled and said:

Director of the Ts\ IN \SS In,t,tute

\ A (,to
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I thrm went 'o the director for hissignature He stiked the
letter mefully, reading it twice oser and trying to figure out
its purpose, and then said.
"What is this nonsense? Why can't they just give you the
newspa perr
"1 hey just won't. They say those are the rules
He read the letter again. thought it oser briefly and said:
"But why do y ou need this newspaper?"
"Well, you know. Alexander Antonia\ ich. I am interested
in finding out what they write about calculators. Perlin., it
will be useful sometime in the future
"Interesting.... But there is so mur.h that is interesting
...Soon there will be a festis ai of French filmsa thousand
times more interesting than this Neu York Truces."

I tried to laugh it off:
"1 agree, but it will be nude girls then, not calculators
"And is that worse ?" The cony ersation began to take a
different turn
"Of coursc that's not wit -se. but it cannot replace work. it

can only be enjoyed 'letore or after it.... And in the
meantime I need your signature."
There was a pause, and
the director said.
that ou would get the New York
"This would mean that
Times and I will has e to be responsible for this. es en though
I don't have the slightest need for this newspaper And I am
sure , .at you hay e no need for it either: you won't find
anything interesting thereonly advertising and propaganda."
"Perhaps you are light. but first y ou must read it and only
then can you be sure that this is so."
"Alright. First cet this letter approved by the secretary of
the Party Bureau and the head of the Special Section and

then I will sign a."

"But what do they have to do with thr9 Especially
Kostromin" (head of the Sp-cial Sc-tion. something like a
representative of the KGB in cy cry Soviet e.
"who doesn't understand any thing in this matter'"
"That's all. Comrade Gorloy. The library has its rules and
we hay: ours. Get the appioyals and then come hank
I could contact the head of the Special Sectin. Kostromin, only after a few days. since he yy as "on the road" around

Moscow all that timeprobably on some go, ernment
business. He, too. took his time readik: the letter from p
to bottom and in reYerse, asked about the calculatois, and
final's said:
"What do I have to ao with this? I don't understand
anything in this
"That's just at
hat I told Gusakm. but he said that he
would not sign wi,nout your approval
"And are ours worse":
"What, newspapers?"

"No. these calculators...."
"They don't make them here
"Then. maybe, we don't need them
"I don't know, but it is always useful to rind out

how.

Naturally. this Yenturc with the New. 1 ork Trines was not
my principal actiyity. and only atter seyera! da, N \\ as I able

to find the time to see Slepukhin. I found h,m esamininrc
some round cactus w high. as he later told me. he acquired

through influential means (Slepuk'nin was famous at the
ins'ute for .us cactus collection. which he had accumulated
thra nchout the sears and of which he was very proud).

He read the letter to the library staff attentively and
suddenly asked me:

"Tell me, do y ou think you could sit on this cactus with
y our pants oft?"
I was taken aback ane :sponded:

w hat can I say' Perhaps I could" (and I almost
repeated the joke. if that 5, as what the Party demanded or if
I could sha' the neeLles off the cactus!). "But why should I
do this?"
"You certain!, don't have to! But y ou are asking me to do
the same sort of tning with this letter! What is the title of the

article that y ou would like to read?"
"How can I possibly know w hen I have no access to the
newspaper?"

"Well, find out somehow and then come back; I need the

title'
In about two weeks I had to go to the Lenin Library again
and decided to persist in my attempts to get the New 1 ork
Times. I went to the Periodicals Department and quickly
found the assistant on duty w ith whom I had spoken the first
time.

"H: flu. Three or four weeks ago I requested to sec the

newspaper -the New York Timesand you said that

" N ot yet, since my management requests that I get the lute
in the ..litiCie ni..ed. Could y ou just show me the newspaper

so thai I could w rite dow n the title?"

`,,n i ,tit the leiter.

"But l can't bring the letter until I land out the title of the
article Let's do it tnis way You hold un the new spaper and I
,111 eon) the titie from afar I pro, use th I w ill read
notinng else. I sill not Late you and mil not tear up the
new sna per."

"I can see that sot, are a normal person But the
newspaper is kept in a re 'meted collection and I myself can

onl., take it out of there w hen I bring sour letter Do you

"I understand But I don't ki,o the title...."
"1nd I can't do any
I tried to Nine my point further. but it was absolutely
When I came into his office. he was locking his er' in

s

"Well, if y ou hay e never seen it. then how do y

I

ne..0.-.d a letter from my institute."
"Oh. yes 11 ell. did you being the letter?"

hopeless. So I decided to try once acain to make Slepukhin
chance his mind.

"11 hat does it look III e?"
"11 hat? the cr'culator9"

that you need it"

.ead about.... Aside
from sour calculators :t's probably one hundred percent.
propacanda. Ana I have to put down my signature Let
Slepukhin sign first (secretary of the Party Bureau) Ideologythat's his field. And I will sicn later."

understand?"

these things

"No. this New 1 ork
"I hay e ne,er seen it."

Stupefied. I glared at him_ not know Inc liow to answer
such a question.
He continued'
"And how do I know what y ou

knoyi

preparation for his yacation.
"That's
rye finished my w orl,. so lon't bother me.
Tomorrow I'll he sw ,mminc in the sea For Party wow k I will
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he replaced b) Kits Mikhailosna Punt.' losa Ask her to
approse sour I tters or wnateser eke She is a warm and
kind woman. And m) ads ice to )ou in general is fhrow this

irbatze out of sour head and lie like a normal Sas iet
pe. son."

hat garbage'
"Well. ahout that New York Time,. Why don't You read

Kr +ko.h1 [Crocodilethe satirical Sos iet magazine] instead and take care of ,our health?"
con.ersation with Pantilova was ery

"I am not anthor!7ed to sign an thing until Slepukhin
returns. I only collect Party membership dues."
This. str:ctk speaking. is the NN hole story.

Once again. probahl) in a month's time. I spoke to the
assistant on dut), in the Periodicals Department.

"Is it possible to somehow read the New York 'butes
without a letter from my administration''"
Yes. but only if you are ss mine )cur dissertation. for
example. connected with a topic in the paper. Do) ou have
anything like this in mind?"
"I am not quite sure about the extent of the connection.

...

ill he defending m); doctorate in a tcw days....
I
"On which topic''"
"On the structural design o!. sarious types c. construction."
"Well, that's wonderful. This means that )(ill c 1 bring
letter from the director of the institute NN here you will be
defending your doctorate and then you tna) read the New
York Tune to ou heart's content."

tures and tolindations for the To,..thatti autoplant complex and
other protects haee been Jc,:omplished

\

\I (judo% a thc author of fate scientific papers published in

pet iodicals and .1 monograph (co-authored e% ith R \ Screbriarn) )
in %s Mai he otters the solution to mane new and actual problems rat

structural mechanics For his \cork on the automation at structural
design he m as rewarded with medals 01 the DN. Kh [V 1,1`11/4.1

Ehibition of the Achicxe-

Dostiiheme Narocinogo 1.110/J1NR

m.ents of the People's Fconoin[-- in 1965 with a "Csold,- and In
1965 and 1969 wall "Bronze' medals
\ \I Gortoe is on triendlx_ terms with
nits, n and his lamil. In connection al) this. in 1971, ht name
ex's licquentle used b the bourgeois press and radio for the - .1*,Intwormlitinto ptupae inda 111,-. leadership. the PartV
1)k)s
and the I °cal ( omnintee !lace discussed this with A M.
Go' toe. sug 2..sting that he make an of

statement in the 'so, let

p ess concerning his disagreement exalt the tau that his name is

being used for that pm pose IlosN incr. A M (,oiler, did tot do
A

this 10 slew u1 Ihs: Imo le\ cl of his mina! and political

\1. COI lo has been icheeed of his duties asuuleaderof thecolleeti C
111 charaeter .cfelence has been issued for piescittation to the
Scientific Council 01 the 11 [`.,itichno Issledmatcrski Institut

Scientific leselch Institute] of foundations and underground
souctures in I. onnection with his doctors dissertation

Dilectoi of I ,N1P1 \SS.
Secictar of the fatty Bureau.
1

Chan exontan of the I o.al Committee A

1

1

6uako,

}a ')/(plitillm
1/

Prm/1/01,1

29 December 1973

Hast.ag heard the ssord "letter" once again. I decided that
it was real') tune to"throw the garbage out of my head" and
to take care of my health.
And so. I was nes er able to find out NS hat the article in the
New York Tunes was all about And. perhaps. as the director
said. there was nothing of interest in that paper anyway or.

for that matter, such a paper ma) not e en exist But is it

The author is associate professor of engineering at
Northeastern University, Boston. Born in Moscow,

hcther this is so w ithout an appropriate

he was ostracized in 1974 by Soviet officials for his assistance to Alexander Solzhenitsyn, and in 1976 emi-

letter?
So. my recommendation to es er) one s ho intends to read

grated to the United State. This article is reprinted

possible to find out

the New York Tinfes in Moscow is to throw this "garbage"
out of their heads and to read KroAuclu instead, svhteh,
occasional'). publishes amusing anecdotes.
And this will be a lot more use: i1 than putting your trust
in Heinrich Borovik.

CHAR \ CTER REFERENCE
on Chief Spe:talist Alexander N1oiseexicn GORLO"
A. \1 Gorlox. born in 1931. non-Part, member. college
raJuate. assistant 01 technical sciences employed b, I's'. I PIASS
Institute since 1961 [head cl the unit. chief prcnect engineer. and
le^...:ing specialist of the section since P.'67].

A M Gorloe is a qualified specialist in application of malty.
matical methods and come uter technologx t )r structural d.sien
and construction He participated to the progr,?mm.ne of complex

from The Sammdat Bulletin (San Mateo, Cal.), no. 56,
December 1977. At appeared first, in Russian, in Nuv /e. Russkoye Slovo (New York), July 24, 1977.
Freeaom at Issue, No. 46, May-June, 1978.
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The Chicago Tribune in 1980 published a cartoon
showing two bundled-up laborers chopping wood in a
forced-labor camp in the Soviet Union, with the cap-

tion: "No kidding, comrade . you really won a
silver medal playing hockey in the Winter Olym.

pics?"

automated desien for structures and made use of the EVM
[Electronno chesliternaa N1ashina El...:tronie Computer] in
preparing a senses 01 programs tin the design and construction of
prefabricated reinforced concrete buildings
In cooperation with other professional engineers. A \1 Gorlox

oeelopcd complex programs for reinforced concrete design.
which are %sickle used b he design agencies Asa result of these
programs. the design of standard -,,pe reinforced concrete struc-
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tone to the deliberations on that fo
island last year has clouded over, a thanp

HUMAN RIGHTS ISSUE

A TOPIC IN WARSAW
Armand lizmmer, at Meeting, Says
Afghanistan Darkens Outlook
By JOHN DARNION
*KW TheNvt Yak Time

WARSAW, Poland, July 5 Armand
Hammer, the American Industrialist who
maintains top-level contacts dueughout
the Soviet bloc and sponsors an annual

inference on human rights and peace,

said yesterdsy that the =Met in Ai=t"haw like a cloud" over the
orworid peace.
11 same cloud, it appesred, was hang-

ing over an unusual ausemby of scholars,
and politichms from 32 nations

who gather d at a convention hall here
for the third annual Armand Hammer
Conference an Peace and Human T fights

Human Rights and Peace.

The repetition in the title is hooded to
show that
and human rights are so

iL

linked that they are in a

that was reflected In a number of

speeches and working sessions here.
This year's conference it the Net in an
Eastern European country, and although
Mir 55 delegates are attending as individ-

uals, not as reoresentattves of govern-

ments, and although they include a number of internationalists such as Sean MacBride of hieend and PU* J. Noel-Baker

of Britain, who are Nobel peace laureates, some have not totally shed the

conflicting viewpoints of their countries.
An exchange was touched off yesterday

in the convendoe room of the Victoria
Inter-Continental when one of the United

States delegates, Jerome J. Sbestack,
who is delegate to the United Nations
Commission on Human Rights, denounced the Soviet intervention in Af-

ghanistan.
He was promptly answered by a Soviet
elegate, Semen Zivs, from the Institute
''311COW. The session
ofd State and Law
IV= dosed to the pi. , as are all the calference deliberations.
Afghanistan also seemed to be between
the lines of a message sent by President
Carter, nod read to the delegates that'

said: 'Where there is military awe-

skin there can be no human rights, human
dignity or human welfare. Where there is
therecan berm

C=iftlehtMelsian 'spirit.

it also appeared that the subject was

sense interchangeable. The idea of defining
as
right also preoccsthe delwhuman
tes, who are members of

going to be raised in a speech scheduled

the International Institute of Human

Rights, at their coeference last yet!. on

Bivalent, an adviser in the National Security_ Council, attending as observer an

Campobello Island, off Canada

behalf of the White House.
Mod-Slinging en Human !Rights

military intervention In Afghanistan. The
atmosphere of detente that lent a hopeful

All in all, the tone of the session, even
though it was a convocation of concerned

The difference this year is the Soviet

in the three-day meeting by Marshall

individuals acting on behalf of the world's
conscience, did not bode well for official
forums of East-West dialogue such as the
follow-up conference scheduled for Ma-

drid this fall on the European security
and cooperation agreement of 1e75, the
so-called Helsinki accords. It is widely
predicted that the meeting could demcrate into roud-slinging on the topic of
human riglus.

The orgarizers of the current conference expleaed that its intent was to disseminate the ideal that peace is an Ina
bitable human right. It belongs, they say,
toe "third generation" of
follow-

ing the gradual intamftnal acceptance

of a first seneration of civil and political
rights and a second generator' of social,
economic and cultural rights. The third

generation would include the right to
peace, the right ..) developmwt and the

right to the common heritage of mankind,
such as protection against environmental
pollution.
In tbe previous conferences the in
has not been able to come up with a

precise definition of the right to peace
that would cony teeth and could be apphed to specific Mts ustang. The delegates
rejected attemp to define
including

die

the right of individuals to mitre

service, fw example, or to waiting
others in epodng player blocs against
military preparations that go beyond the
needs of national self-defense.
UnderilUng the political overtones of
the conference, this is the first time that
the institute, which was founded 11 years

ago in Strasbourg by a French jurist,
Rene Casein, has met in a Communistruled country. The organise's insist that

it is the first truly international symposium on humor rights in Eastern Europe.

New York Times, July 6, 1980
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Education and Human Rights
Andrei Amalrik

When discussing human rights, we should keep
in mind that there exist two categories of human
rights: one category can loosely be termed civil
Sights; the second catepory social-economic rights.
The first category includes the rights of thought,
expression, movement and association, in sum, the

The second category includes the rights to gain-

ful employment, ,o medical treatment, to social
security, in sum the right to be shielded from
social injustice. . . . We call this category as a
whole the right, to security.

right, to display initiative
"to do one's own
thing." . . . We call this category as a whole the

Journal of World Education, v 8, No 2, Summer,

right to freedom.

1977
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Wary of Moscow, Georgians
Worry Over Language Rights
By AMR(' Ny AUSTIN
Special tone New York limos

TBILISI, U.S.S.R., Dec. 19The plane
from Moscow to Tbill takes the traveler
tram Russia to a seemingly foreign country belonging more to the Mediterranean
world than to the Slay.

The Kura River, cutting through the
center of Tbilisi like some Caucasian
Tiber, is flanked by hills that are almost

Florentine in their canopy of ocher

houses and red tile roofs. The poplars

that shift from green to blue in the moody

Georgian light have a romantic Italia rate air. The main street, which parallels
the Kura, is a stage or public show ;sad

stylised courtship redolent of Sicily or
Rome.

And just as Mediterranean as the look
at Tbilisi is the quick, exuberant sound of
Georgian speech. The language, the glory

at a civilization that can be tread to the
18r...ne Asa, is everywheret in the street*

tbe restfurants, the shops.
Courses in Georgian

At the Tbilisi State University, the
courses are taught in Georgian. In the of-

fices of the Central Committee of the
Gangly) Communist Party, .11 major
brines is said to be conducted in Gear,
pm In 9e
bthwy, Georgian is
the vehicle of an artistic Dowering that
'reproduced the most interesting movies

being made in the Soviet Union.

All the more surprising, therefore, to
Illsgover the existence of the "language
qmstion." In conversations with Geerglen students, in tha long evedny of talk
with the Georgian intelligentsia, the fob
jest of the language the fear that Re
=net preeminence Li
of eftd on under the weight of
off new policies
from Moscow is apt to come up more
frequently than any other topic.
Evidence of such Muscovite policies is

an indirect; no dear-cut directives can
be cited. Several years ago, it is said,
Georgian instructors in the Writings of

higher learning became aware of a move

within the power structure to have nil

major subjects taught in Russian. The
move petered out in the face of determined faculty opposition, but it reportedly came up again more recently at
Thine State Univenity.
The university rector, David Chalkyis said to have called the faculty
together, informing them that the plan
was again being brooded. The faculty
reopensv was said to have been hostile;
some professors apparently threatened
to resign. The student reaction was said
tc have been rebellious, and notio ,a more

has been heard of the projat shit?. Perhaps, it is rason4 the authorities
feared "another April 14."
An Extraoromary Demonstration
On April 14, 1978, Rustaveli Avenue,

that main street that is named after the
12th-century Georgian epic poet Shota
Rustaveli, was the scene of an extraordi-

nary demonstration. Some 5,000m=
mostly young, mostly students,
from the university and massed noisily
before the building of the Georgian Good' of Ministers.
The issue was the Georgian language.
A new draft constitution had been mitre:a
loco Georgia, as for all the Soviet republics

and for the Soviet Union as a witule. The
old Georgian a ostitution bad proclaimed

Georgian to be the state language. The
new one did DOL

Precisely what happened next
not fully clear, since no Westerncorms
cone-

spondents were in Tbilisi at the time and
there has been no official account once.
But a widely credited version goes ram
thing like this:
As the demonstrators became increao.
ingly unruly, the Georgian Communist
Party leader, Eduard A. Sh.evartinadze,
came out of the building to reason with

A Hurried Call to Moscow
Moscow but

Mr. Sbevardnadze

could not get throu 4. to the proper authorities. The potential for bloodshed, ac-

cording to this account, was averted by a

Russian general in charge of security
who did get through, reported that the

situation was ugly, and suggested that it
would be wise to yield on 'he language

dare. His recommendr. er was evi-

dently accepted and Mr. Shevardnadee

was able to assure the demonstrators
that he would do what he could to satisfy
their demand.
In any event, the language clause was

reinserted the next day. The Georgian

constitution that went into effect Oct. 7,
1978, along with those of the i4 other con-

stituent republics and the 'werarching
constitution of the U.S.S.R., retains the
definition of Georgian as the official tan-

talite.

Interestingly enough, the lesson was

applied to the two other Soviet republics

with a similar language clause in their
constitutions, Armenia and Azerbaijan.
In both cases, the clause was dropped
from the new constitution and hastily
reinserted after the uproar in Tbilisi.
In official circles, there is only disdain
for the view that the Georgian authorities
could be in league with Moscow on some

underhanded plan to downrade the
Georgian language iv favor of kussitn.

So clearly is Georgian pre-eminent au an
official level and in all spheres of public
life, his reasoned, that it is no longer neeessay to insist on its official status.
The obsolete clause, according to this
explanation, is an echo of the era when
the revolutionary government in Moscow

them. "My eons and daughters," be

began, and was drowned out by shouts of
"We are not children!" and demands /sr
the reinstitution of the language clause

New York Times, Dec 21, 1979

CHAPTER THREE

Teaching Strategies for Elementary and Secondary
School Classrooms
This chapter contains, in as standardized a form as
possible, teaching strategies based on or suggested by

the materials and documents appearing in the previous chapter. The strategic-, have been grouped into

elementary-level and secondary-level for convenience sake, but teachers may find that they wish to
adapt and utilize freely from both sets.
For the elementary strategies which require materials from the preceding chapter, the readings have

been rewritten to permit asier access. 'I eachers of
elementary students are urged to refer to Instructor
Magazin6fs October 1978 issue which contains a provocative article by William W. Crowder (v. 88, No. 3,

pp. 165 et seq.). This is not reproduced here for the
magazine is so readily available.
Both groups of strategies contain suggestions for
further activities, for wider application and use concerning countries which are not included in this project. Teachers may use the strategies in any order at
all. There is no set sequence, although some of them
suggest others from the list as extension or follow-up
activities. Adapt single-nation strategies for more
than one or for others.
Additional strategies for use by community
groups, public libraries and others may also be appropriate to secondary school use. The Community
Resource Manual is included in most copies of this
Handbook.

TIME REQUIRED:

At least 5 days.
MATERIALS:

(1) General information on the country selected,
from encyclopedias, atlases, reference books,
Reading B.
(2) Readings in Handbook.
(3) Readings from Student Bibliography

(4) Materials for interviews (videotape or tape recorders, if desired; badges, etc.).
(5) Readings 1, 16, 34, 43 or 59 constitutions.
(6) Readings 15, 33, 42, or 57: country retorts (Soviet Union not included.)
HOW TO PROCEED:

Discuss interviews. Include: why and how they
are conducted, preparation, settings, approaches,
body langi! age, wording of questions, ground
rules, preconceived notions, formats, tangents,
supportive quotes and documents, defensive and
offensive answers, avoidance, not answering the
quesL'on, sensitive questions, slander, in'.erviewer bias, etc.
(2) Assign one group (or partner) the role of interviewer. Assign a matching group a specific character role. (For example: Indira Gandhi, a Russian dissident, a pickpocket in Bogota, etc..) Give
matching groups access to the same materials.
(3) Prepare evaluation form together.
(4) Interviewers (as individuals or group panel) are
(1

to prepare questions that pertain to human
rights issues. Emphasis should be on ac sieving
explanatory answers to controversial questions

EXERCISE 6: Myths or RealityAn Interview Strategy

(yes-no questions are to be avoided). Group.3 may
assign one person to present the questions or play
all ask questions.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

After completing this exercise, the student will:

(1) Have assumed the role of an intervie ter or respondent.

(2) Have investigated appropriate quests ms and
answers based on materials and specific roles.
(3) Comprehend the possibility of duai meanings of
questions and answers.
(4) Recognize and/or explain the differences between
cultural myths and realities.

(5) During class presentations, respondents are to
answer questions according to roles that they
have assumed Panelists may field questions. Respondents must attempt to get their point of view
across.
(6) Class then evaluates interview process and content and completes evaluation form
(7) As a group, discuss the myths and realities of hu-

man rights in the countries assigned. Compare
legal rights to actual practice.

TYPE OF GROUP:

Elementary class, partners, or small groups.
1621
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PROBLEMS TO ANTICIPATE:

(1) Students who hesitate to speak before the class
should be given the opportunity to prepare questions rather than field them.
(2) Role-playing unfamiliar characters is difficult.
Class discussion should center around content
rather than acting or misinterpretations of the
role.
EVALUATION:
As a class, prepare an evaluation form that concen-

trates on preparation, cooperation, and efforts to
apply content affectively. Deemphasize skill at
role-playing, participation in fielding questions,
etc.
EXTENSION ACTIVITIES:

(1) Ask students to scrutinize TV interview techniques, such as 60 Minutes or Barbara Walters
(ABC-TV) and the wording of newspaper interviews. Discuss. (Reading 50.)
(2) Repeat the process, switching toles and assuming
new characters.

Before the class begins creating novel crimes,
present the following questions for discussion:
(a) Would giving a speech in a park constitute
hooliganism?

(b) If you wee to participate in a debate at a
meeting, would you be a hooligan?
(e) If you published articles about the government, would that be considered hooliganism?

(3) Distribute the Soviet definition of hooliganism
taken from the Russian Criminal Code.
HOOLIGANISM: intentional actions which
grossly violate public order and express an obvious disrespect toward society.
(4) Discuss the definition, using the following questions as a guide:
How can "disrespect toward society" be determined?
What is a definition of public order?
Who determines what "obvious" disrespect
is?

How can actions be identified as "intentional"?

Concentrate in the discussion on the issue that
the definition is vague and general, but it is a

EXERCISE 7: Hooliganism
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

After completing this exercise, the student will be
able to:

common charge in the Soviet Union.
(5) Discuss Reading 61, followed by Reading 69, em-

phasizing Alexar'er Feldman.

(1) Describe hooliganism from the Soviet perspective.

(2) Analyze the crime of hooliganism in the Soviet
Union
TYPE OF GROUP:

PROBLEMS TO ANTICIPATE:

Students may be more interested in discussing
possible acts of hooliganism. Quickly move the discussion into the Soviet definition.
EVALUATION:

Elementary; large group.

Present the following question for small group dis-

TIME REQUIRED:

cussion or for short answer evaluation:

1 short lesson.

Describe the Soviet Union's use of the term
"hooliganism."

MATERIALS:

(1) Multiple copies of definitions of "Hooliganism",
if desired.
(2) Multiple copies of Reading 69.
(3) Multiple copies of Reading 61.

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES:

Discuss the runishment for hooliganism and other
crimes in tne 'Soviet Union. Use Reading 79, as a
source of information about prison conditions

HOW TO PROCEED:

(1) Discuss the following definition of hooliganism
with the class:
HOOLIGANISM: The behavior or character of
a hooligan (young ruffian, member of a street
gang, hoodlum); rowdiness, vandalism.

(2) Ask the class to list as many activities that they
can think of that would fall under the rubric of
hooliganism. The purpose here is not to be judgmental, but to determine the nature of the crimes
that constitute hooliganism. You miot list, for
example.
graffitti
e rumbles, riots, violent protests
loud music, talking, etc., in public
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EXERCISE 8: Analyzing A Constitution
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

After completing he exercise the student will be
able to:

(1) Describe the general content and purposes for
constitutions.
(2) Compare and contrast the pirtoral constitutions
(Handouts A and B).
(3) Comprehend that limitations on human rights do
exist.
(4) Determine why limitations on human lights are
necessary and/or unnecessary.
(5) Recognize how certain phrases in constitutions
limit human rights.
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TYPE OF GROUP:

Elementary; small groups, partners, class.
TIME REQUIRED:

1-2 lessons

(2) Read other portions of the Indian Constitution
and identify the limiting phrases.
(3) Illustrate the Indian Constitution in chart form
in a format similar to Handout B.

MATERIALS:

Handouts A and B showing portions of the Indian
Constitution with and without elaboration (multiple copies).
HOW TO PROCEED:

(1) After discussion of what a constitution is and
what it is designed to do, provide students with a
copy of Handout A. Do not i. ntify the source.
(Source: "Universal Declaration of Human
Rights" prepared by the National Council of Educational Research and Training, Delhi, India)

(2) Ask class: Could they live under this constitution? What might they want added to, or deleted
from the document?
(3) After discussion of "A", hand out pictoral constitution B. Do not identify the country. Handout B
contains the actual wording of specific articles of
the Indian Constitution.

(4) Ask class: How do they feel about the new
changes? Would they wish to add or delee anything? In what way do certain phrases limit the
rights guaranteed by the Constitution?
(5) After discussion, teachers should inform the class
of the origin of the Constitution and background/
problems connected with it.
(6) Should students feel there should be no limitations on individual rights, teachers may wish to
tie the discussion in with personal rights of ch ildren, i.e.:
Can you watch TV? . . . anytime? . . . anything? why? why not?
Can you talk at home? . . . say anything?
. . . anytime? why? why not?
Are you fed at home? . . . can you eat anything? anytime? why? why not?

(7) Ask students to drqw conclusions about the extent to which limitations of human rights should
be carried out. Discuss the ro of government (as
compared to parents, teacher, and peers) in limiting human rights. Compare the formal document
with informal societal practices.
PROBLEMS TO ANTICIPATE:

Teacher may need to review terms such as "public
assistance," "worship," "society" and "castes "
EVALUATION:

In a written exercise, ask the students to select one
article from the Indian Constitution as shown on
Handout B, and describe in as nany ways as possible how the government can li mit a specific right.
EXTENSION ACTIVITIES:

(1) Investigate the constitutional legality of Indira
Gandhi's Emergency.

EXERCISE 9: Nigeria's Constitution
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

After completing this exercise, the student will be
able to:
(1) Determine the need for specific constitutional ar-

ticles for the implementation of a democractic
government.
(2) Draw conclusions about articles from the Nigerian Constitution.
(3) Describe the governmental activities needed for
guaranteeing the rights stated in the given articles.
TYPE OF GROUP:

Elementary small groups and cl- -3s discussion.
TIME REQUIRED:

1 long lesson.
MATERIALS:

(1) Teacher background, Readings 50 and 51.
(2) Multiple copies of Readings 50 and 51, if desired.
(3) Excerpts from Nigeria's Constitution. as follows:
Art. 4. The state shall foster a feeling cf belonging and of involvement among the various
peoples of the Federation, to the end that
loyalty to the nation shall override s °ctional loyalties.
Art. 5. The state shall abolish all corrupt practices and abuse of power.
Art. 2. Government shall promote science and
technology.
Art. 20. The state shall protect and enhance Nigerian culture.

Art. 22. The National ethic shall be Discipline,
Self-reliance, and Patriotism.
Art. 30 W. Any person who is arrested or detained
shall have the right to remain silent or
avoid answering any question until after
consultation with a legal practitioner or
ar v other person of his own choice.

Art. 30 (3). Any person who is arrested or detained

shall be informed in writing within 24
hours (and a language that he understands) of the facts and grounds for his arrest or detention.
Art. 34. The privacy of citizens, their homes, correspondence, telephone conversati ns
and telegraphic communications is hereby guaranteed and protected.
Art. 36 (7). When any person is tried for any criminal

offense, the court shall keep a record of
the proceedings and the accusPd person or
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any person authorized by him in that behalf shall be entitled to obtain copies of

the judgment in the case within seven
days of the conclusion cf the case.
HOW TO PROCEE:'.
(1)

Divide class into groups of three or four.

(2) Distribute the pages of constitutional excerpts.
Explain that the group is going to be analyzing
portions of the new Nigerian Constitution.
(3) Discuss the contents of the two articles (above)

with the class. Emphasize that Nigeria is attempting to build a democracy modeled after the
American system. Give a brief decription of the
past governments of Nigeria.
(4) Quickly review each constitutional excerpt
aloud, clarifying any confusing terms. Assign one
excerpt to each small group
(5) Write the following list of questions on the board,
explaining each one individually. Each group is
responsible for analyzing their excerpt according
to the questions on the board. Explain that some
questions will be more applicable than others. Allow 15-20 minutes for the groups to discuss their
constitutional excerpts.
Questions for discussion:
1. Rephrase the article in your own words to
make sure you understand it.
2. Why is your part of the Constitution necessary for a democracy?
3. What would the government have to do to
make sure your excerpt comes true?
4. What kinds of things could be done by the
government to violate your part of the Constitution?
(6) Each group is to present their conclusion to the
entire class.
PROBLEMS TO ANTICIPATE:

Some groups may finish earlier than others. Encourage them to analyze other excerpts or to compare their own excerpts with ) thers. You may
wart to reserve 2 or 3 excerpts for groups who finish earlier.
EVALUATION:

Ask the students to summarize the findings of each
group in three or four sentences. Encourage them
to take notes during presentations, or to write the
summary after each presentation.
EXTENSION ACTIVITIES:

Distribute the entire Nigerian Constitution and
either (a) discuss the articles, (b) compare it to the
United States Constitution or (c) consider how democracy is evident or not evident through evaluation of the Constitution.

EXERCISE 10: Media Censorship
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

After completing the exercise, the student will be
able to:
(1) Identify the purposes of censorship.

(2) Evaluate the impact of censorship on public and
private media.
(3) Describe personal feelings when censored
TYPE OF GROUP:

Elementary; small group and class discussion.
TIME REQUIRED:
1 long lesson.
MATERIALS:

If assigning collages or newspaper as class projects, materials such as books on the country, National Geographic, articles on human rights, etc.,
will be required.
(2) Readings 16 and 18
(1)

HOW TO PROCEED:
(1)

Assign students group project (i.e., prepared collage on a censored country such as India or Colombia using construction paper with magazine
photos, student drawings, etc., or plan a newspaper that realistically depicts life in India.) Note
that the activity is to give students a chance to ex-

press their own ideas and to tell what they believe is the truth about the country. After some
time . . .
(2) Stop two of the groups in class announcing to
class that you do not like what they are doing.
Have other groups continue their activity. You
may want to allow the censored groups the option
of changing their approach. After about five minutes . . .
(3) Ask the group how they felt about being stopped
from completing the assignment. Was it fair? Did
they continue anyway along the new guidelines?
When might such an action be fair?
(4) Introduce the word "censor." Note that, although
Constitutions do provide for freedom of press, the
government in some countries is often permitted
to stop (and does stop) newspapers from writing

certain things. India's Constitution is an excellent example of censorship possibilities. Poirt out
the loopholes in the Constitution and the Emergency Clause.
(5) Discuss with the class
(a) Why censorship is used
(b) When this practice should be permitted
(c) What impact it might have on
What is said or not said in the media
The people's awareness of current issues
The people's attitude toward :heir
government
Personal feelings when censored
a
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(d) What they would do in this situation if they
were the editor of a newspaper
PROBLEMS TO ANTICIPATE:

The teacher will have to determine the most appropriate time for censoring 2 groups. There will
undoubtedly be a negative reaction as the other
groups are permitted to continue. It may be more
effective to periodically censor each group as they

attempt to include . -ems that the government
would not like to see in print.
EVALUATION:

Ask students to prepare an editorial for a newspa-

per that is not censored. A partner is then to rewrite the editorial so that it can be published in a
censored newspaper.
EXTENTION ACTIVITIES:

(1) Share Reading 1S with class.
(2) Investigate Soviet dissident movement and de-

termine why and how it exists, beginning with
Reading 86.

(3) Study various American newspapers, concentrating on the editorial page. Relate discussion to
censorship.
(4) Discuss books banned in the Soviet Union (Reading 65).

may wish to borrow the original book from a library and read it out loud. We could not reprint
the article in the Handbook without permission.
See citation at end of Reading 43.)
(4) Write on the board the following statements. (for
primary grades, read aloud and discuss vocabulary)
Everyone has a right to life.
No one shall be deprived of his/her property.
The law shall apply equally to everyone.
(5) Discuss how these laws apply to the story. Discuss how they are violated.
(6) Discuss articles from the Nigerian Consti`xti3n
and how they can be violated (either by government interference or by individuals) in real 11.'2.
PROBLEMS TO ANTICIPATE:

(1) The underlying message may not be initially
clear to the students. Before role-playing, review
the plot and the meaning of the title.
(2) It may be necessary to explain the term "constitution."
EVALUATION:

Ask students to write a story about the violation of
one of the rights discussed. The story should include a solution to the problem or a comment (moral) relating to objective #3.
EXTENSION ACTIVITIES:

EXERCISE 11: Don't Pay Bad for Bad
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

After completing the exercise, the student will be
able to:
(1) Explain the moral of "Don't Pay Bad for Bad."
(2) Analyze articles from the Nigerian Constitution
discussed in class and possible vioiations.
(3) Understand that customary practices may supersede constitutional regulations.
TYPE OF GROUP:

Primary-Intermediate class.
TIME REQUIRE.).
1 lesson.
MATERIALS:

(1) For the teacher, Reading 43.

(2) Copies of Reading 44 (or, written on board in
summary form to renal aloud).
HOW TO PROCEED:

(1) Read Reading 43 aloud to class.
(2) Discuss:
The basic events of the tale.
How the judge may have arrived at his conclusion.
What the title means, i.e., what is the moral of
the story?
Related classroom incidents.
(3) Encourage volunteers to act out the folktale (You

(1) Act out student stories.
(2) Extend discussion to other articles of the Nigerian Constitution or other constitutions.

EXERCISE 12: Preventive Detention
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

After completing the exercise, the student will be
able to:

(1) Explain the process of preventive detention in
India.

(2) Describe personal feelings when preventively
detained or when witnessing others being detained.
(3) Identify the purpose of preventive detention.
(4) Evaluate the impact of preventive detention on
individual lives and on society
TYPE OF GROUP'

Elementary class.
TIME REQUIRED:

1 long lesson.
MATERIALS'

(1) For teacher background, Reading; 24 and 32.
(2) Materials for Indian lesson prepared by teacher
(see below).
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HOW TO PROCEED:
(1)

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES'

After you have begun some other lesson on India,

Discuss issues that occur in the classroom, from
both sides of the question. Determine where human rights are involved and whet e they may have
beta violated. Encourage students to provide explanations for behavior that take into consideration the feelings of other.

instruct four students in the class to go to separate corners of the room and to stand there, facing
the wall not the class.

(2) Announce to the class that there will be no discussion as to why you told them to do this, nor do
you give any reasons.

(3) Continue your original lesson for several minutes. Then stop.
(4) Without having the students in the corners turn
around and face the class, ask them to explain
how they felt about your order to face the wall.
Ask members of the class about their reaction to
your order.

(5) Explain that in India the government has the
right to arrest people and then in some cases
place them in prison without a trial or explanation. Illustrate by reading from the Constitution
and from the articles listed in the materials sec-

410

tion. Discuss:
How does this compare with what happened in
class today? How did it feel to be detained or to
witness the process?
Why would the government of India want to do
this?
Discuss with the class the reasons for trials.
(g) Note that in India, the Constitution does provide
that a person must have a hearing as soon as pos-

EXERCISE 13: The Story of Arumugam
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

After completing the exercise, the student will be
able to:
(1) Describe bonded labor in India.
9) Analyze the actions of Arumugam.
(3) Explain the difference between legal and customary practices in society.
TYPE OF GROUP:

Elementary class or small groups.
TIME REQUIRED:

1-2 lessons.
MATERIALS:

For teacher background, Reading 21.
(2) Multiple copies of Reading 21 (teacher may wish
(1)

either to summarize the story or read through t
with vocabulary assistance for students).

sible except where the government has passed
laws to put a person in prison without a trial or an
explanation.

Ask the students whether they think there
should be aii, 3xceptions to the "24 hour" rule,
i.e.,

How is it tc effect the quality of the trial?

HOW TO PROCEED:
(1)

Read the attached story aloud or tell it i'

Jur

own words to your class

l2) Discuss the following questions with your students
What has happened to Arumugam?

preparation of the defense? government pol-

V liy did he work for such low wages?

icy?

Why did he run away and why was he hunted

How would the students feel if they lived
there How would knowledge of preventive
detainment influence their everyday life?

down?

How does it influence their image of Indian
society?
(7) Note that in the United States preventive detention is not permitted. In India, there is currently
a movement against "preventive detention."
PROBLEMS TO ANTICIPATE:

Student reaction may be negative at first. Be firm
i your stance that you need not give an explanation. Be cautious in your selection of students.
(2) D. not encourage students to carry out this exercise on their own.
(1)

EVALUATION:

Divide dass into halves. One half is to justify the
government's use of preventive detainment. The
other half is to produce arguments against it. Ask
the two sides to compare their reasons.

How do you feel about Arumugam? How did
you feel about him when he ran away?
If bonded labor is illegal in India why does it

still exist? What is the difference between
something that is legal and something that is
customary?
PROBLEMS TO ANTICIPATE:

Students may have difficulty comprehending why
Arumugam lives this way and why he returned to

the landlord. Discuss Arumugam's exposure to
other ways of living and compare to people in
America.
EVALUATION:

Students

should research other instances of

bonded labor, slavery conditions, etc., in India and
other countries. Reports should include a comparison of what is legal and what is customary practice
in the country identified.
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EXTENSION ACTIVITES:

"Working Children"
(1) Begin activity with the following set of discussion
questions:
Do any of you have jobs to earn money?
What do you do with the money you earn?
(2) Many Indian children (over 11 million) under the

age of fourteen work to help their families get
enough to eat. In the cities, these children drop
out of school to:

Sell lottery tickets and newspapers.
Polish shoes.
Carry baggage at bus and railway stations.
Help clean the homes of the rich.
(3) Discuss the following:
How would you feel if you had to work to help
out your family?
How might you have to change your life? What
things couldn't you do that you do now?
Should children have to work? Why?

For the some 11 million Indian children,
school is not possible. How might this affect
their lives?

(a) Law enforcement by your peers can be effective.
(b) Law enforcement by your peers can be dangerous.

(c) Laws can be interpreted differently
(d) Personalities can interfere wit', effective law
enforcement.

(3) As the skits are presented, the class should attempt to determine the underlying theme( s). Discuss the presentations.
PROBLEMS TO ANTICIPATE:

Students may need specific guidance in preparing
the skits. If necessary, assign a theme and a duty to
be depicted by each group.
EXTENSION ACTIVITIES:
(1; Reverse roles.

(2) Discuss how community patrols wo.

in the

U.S.A.

(3) View "U.S.S.R.The Soviet Citizen and His
Community" (1968, 23 min., color) from Visui-.1
Aids Service, University of Illinois, Champaign,
Illinois

In your opinion, what should be done to change

this situation in India?
Supplement this activity by using multiple copies
of Reading 20.

EXERCISE 14:
nee-kee)

Druzhinniki (Droo-zhee-

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

After completing the exercise, the student will be
able to:
(1) Describe the role of the druzhinniki in the Soviet
Union.
(2) Analyze the effectiveness of people's patrols.
(3) Devise and produce a skit with a theme.
TYPE OF GROUP:

Elementary; small groups.
TIME REQUIRED:

1-2 long lessons.
MATERIALS:

Multiple copies o' "Duties of the People's Patrols"
(next page).
HOW TO PROCEED:

(1) Beginning in 1958, People's Patrols were formed
in the Soviet Union. The Patrols, called "druzhin-

niki" are a type of auxiliary police. Millions of
people joined the druzhinniki in order to carry
out the functions described in "Duties of the People's Patrols." Explain the role of the druzhinniki
and divide the class into groups of three or four.

(2) Each group is responsible for preparing a short
skit based on the duties of the druzhinniki. They
are to select a specific duty and demonstrate the
role of the victim(s) and the role of the druzhinniki. Each group is to convey one or more of the following themes:

"Duties of the People's Patrols"
1. To maintain public order on streets, in stadiums,
parks and other public places, at meetings, demonstrations, sports events, etc.;
2. Together with police, court and Pi °curacy agencies, to combat petty crime ("hooliganism"),
drunkenr,_'.3s, theft, violations of trade regulations, speculation, moonshining, and other of-

fenses;
3. To enforce traffic regulations;
4. To combat neglect of children;
5. To make suggestions to state and social organizations for taking measures of influence against persons who violate public order;
6. To send materials concerning offenders to Comrades' Courts or administrative agencies, to send
druzhinniki as social prosecutors where necessary,
and to report offenses in the press, wall newspapei s, posters, window displays and bulletins.
7. To participate in educational work among the population concerning the observance of socialist com-

munity life and the prevention of anti-social of
lenses.

Tne druzhinniki has the right to demand that a citizen stop violating public order and to demand that he
produce identification papers or a driver's license; to
take an offender to the headquarters of the Patrol, to
the police, or to the local soviet; to obtain transportation for the victim of an accidert or a crime; fl rely to

enter clubs, stadiums, cinemas and other public
places, in order to maintain order.

1'7
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EXERi.11SE 15:

/n The City, In The Country

EARNING OBJECTIVES:

.titer completing the eercise, the student will be
able to:

(1) Explain how the caste system affects the lives of
individuals in India.

(2) Cor 'prebend the influence of religion in India
and compare it to the influence of legal documents.
(3) Describe pe-qonal reactions to the caste system.
TYPE OF GROUP:

the Indian caste system. Give Group 4 a copy of
Part XVI of the Indian Constitut,on.
(2) Allow groups 15-20 minutes to prepare presentations. Groups 3 and 4 are to describe what they
have read to tho rest of the class )Suggest that
they immediately divide up the responsibilities)
Groups 1 and 2 are to:
(a) read aloud or retell the story.
(b) answer the question on the board.
(3) Ask Groups 3, 4, 1 and 2 to present to the class in
that order.

(4) Conduct class discussion about constitutional

Elementary; small group and class discussion.

-ights as compared to firmly entrenched religious
practices. Keep objectives in mi. d.

TIME REQUIRED:

1-2 lessons.

PROBLEMS TO ANTICIPATE:

MATERIALS:
(1) Teacher background; Reading 26

(2) Multiple copies of the two stories which follow at
the end of 'Exercise.
(3, Multiple copies of Reading 1E, Part XVI,
(4) Textbook or article describing Indian Caste System. Our recorr. tended de
'ion is "That group
into which one is born and within which one must
marry; related to other such groups according to a
Hindu ritual pollution hierarchy."
(5) The following, written on the board in advance:
Group 1:

1. What does it mean "to beg?" Have you ever
heard the word used? If so, where?
2. Have you ever seen someone beg? Where? How
did you feel about the person :> ou saw begging?
3 How do you feel about the people 'n the story?
4. Why might a person have to beg? What might a
person gain? How wouk you feel if vou Dad to?
5. Vi hat did the man mean when he said, "That is
our profession."
6. What if anything, should a government do for
Ise poor people?
Group 2:
1. Define these words:
Hostel
Rupees
Banglore
Lingayat
2. Who do you think is telling thi, story?
3. What happened to' he person in the story? Why
couldn't the person find a house to rent?
4. Why didn't the storyteller lie?
5. How do you feel about what happened?
6. How would you feel if you were the person looking for a house to rent?
HOW TO PROCEED:

(1) Divide the class into four small groups. Give
Group 1 copies of 'In the Cou try" and Greup 2
"In the City." Give Group 3 the assignment of
presenting basic information (from a text) about

/9

(1) Groups may be .00 large. A fifth group could
study the remaining portions c the Indian Constitution.
(2) It may be necessary to explain the profession of
Jgging" to the class.
EVALUAT'ON:

Ask students to explain why they believe that
changes in India will occur slowly, despite the
det
itic government and constitutional
chi 'ges
EXTE NSION ACTIVITIES:

(1) Discuss how religion in all countries affects personal employment, activities, outlooks, etc. In-

clude discussions of Northern Ireland, Israel,
Russian Jews, Indian Muslim uprisings, and
even the founding of the American colonies.

(2) Ask students to prepare additional case studies
related to this topic.
In the Countryside
One day my grandfather's Lrother with whom we
were staying took me with him. I saw him begging
and accepting what was given, and I sew that he belonged to some different kind of community and that

all were very, very poor. I ass-ed my grandfather's
ther why he beggc i. "In B -imbay," I said "we nev-

er begged." And he
"This is our profession, we
have to do it."
In the City
When I came back from England, I found it difficult to

rei.' a house For the first few months I stayed in a
hostel while looking for a house foe myself. Then I
learned that a doctor in Bangalore had a house here I
wel.t to see hin and offered 60 rupees rent for a house
that normally gets only 45 ripe( 3. He wrote out a letter of agreement, it was all i eady and then he asked

me if I wat, a ',,itagayat (member of a caste group
which is outside the mainstream of Hindu culture). I
said true to my conscience, no, I was scheduled caste.
The'. he said he would not rent to me, that he could
not overloott the wishes of his friends and family. And
this was a doctor, educated in England.
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bon, preparation of materials, and comprehension
of constitutions and articles.

EXERCISE 16: Panel Discussion of Consti-

tutional Violations
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

After completing the exercise the student will be
able to:

(1) Recognize the difference between constitutional
guidelines and actual practices.
(2) Identify clauses in constitutions that permd violations of human iiglits or appear to protect human rights.
(3) Synthesize materials in a coherent manner.
(4) Present information about human rights to the
class in an organized panel discussion format.

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES:

(1) Evaluate other portions of individual constitutions
(2) Read aloud articles of the Constitutions and ask
class to determine the country.

EXERCISE 17: The Little World of Rama
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

" -ter completing the exercise the student will be

Intermediate grades; small groups, large group

able to:
(1) Describe the life of a member of a scheduled caste
in India.

discussion.

(2) Explain why Ramu cannot alter the conditions of

TYPE OF GROUP:

TIME REQUIRED:

4-5 lessons
MATERIALS:

(1) Copies of Reading l (Articles 15, 23, 28. 38, 42,
121), Reading 34 (Ai ,.s. 3, 10, 13, 14, 16), Reading
44 (Arts. 15, para. 2-5, 16 para. 2-3, 20, 21, 36, para. 1), Reading 59 (Arts 64, 70, 72, 190-3).
(2) Copi ,s of Readings 15, 33, 42, 57.

(3) Copies for small group use of Readings 2, 12, 36,
38, 40, 48, 49, 50, 51, 68, 71.
HOW TO PROCEED:

(1) Divide the class into four groups: Color out, Italy,
Nigeria and the U.S.S.R.

(2) Allow at least two class periods for students to
read through and discuss materials. They are
eventually responsible for preparing a panel discussion to present to the class.
(3) Group discussion should center around: definitions, wording of articles in the Constitutions,
contents of the country reports, existing prac-

his life.

(3) Compare and contrast Ramu's life to his or her
vn life.
TYPE OF GROUP:

Elementary; class discussion.
TIME REQUIRED:
1 lesson.
MATERIALS:

Copies of Reading 22 A for each student.
HOW TO PROCEED:

Tell or rea I the story of Ramu to your siAdents.
Use each part of the story separately-for discussion pu:poses. Then ask:
(1)
What does Ramu do to earn a living?
What problems does he face?
What does the person mean-"No time to know
freedom9"

Describe what life might be like for Ramu's
children.
113W does Ramu's life compare to your family

tices, description of human rights violations, pos-

sible solutions, and person-4 reactions to contents.
(4) With the class, decide a panel discussion format
including role assignments, time limits, question
and answer periods, visual illustrations, etc.
(5) Present panel discussion. Videotape if desired.
PROBLEMS TO ANTICIPATE:

It may be nece nary to define "Constitution."
;2) Groups may be too large. A fifth group could in-

(1)

vesi,igate India's constitution and related articles.

life?
(2)

What has Ramu done with his vote? Why?
How do you feel about his actions?
Why dot.,3 the writer say "Ramu did not un-

derstand the issues involved in that or in any
previous election?"
(3)

According to the story, why can't Ramu improve his way of life?
Whht is meant by "The caste leaders in Ramu's

community are also there to make sure that
kamu continues to do his work and does not

(3) Students with 'learning difficulties can be in-

try to change?"
What do you see as Ramu'3 future?

volved in moderating the panel, preparing visual
aids, reading sho ter excerpts, eic.
(4) Students may require aid when reading artich.s.

situation9

EVALUATION:

Prepare panel evaluation criteria with the following categories: orgiAnization, individual participa-

How would you

.,1 if you found yourself in this

PROBLEMS TO ANTICIPATE

Students may have difficulty understanding why
Ramu cannot change his life. A discussion of the
caste system may be necessary as an introduction.

A
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EVALUATION:

Ask students to write or discuss the question. Compare your definitions of "democracy" and "government" with Ramu's.
EXTENSION ACTIVITIES:

structure of both societies is significant in understanding the departure of the two.
(4) Restudy the Universal Declaration the light of
what was learned about Athens and Sparta.
(5) Select similar major .:rises of Western civiliza-

tion, such as the barons' rebellion that led to
Magna Carta, the turbulence that ended in the

(1) Find out more about India's democracy and election process. Is it a true democracy if votes like
Ramu's can be purchased?
(2) Prepare similar case studies of members of sched-

English Bill of Rights, the industrial revolution
chat gave rise to the mining and industrial legis-

lation of Victorian England, the Evangelical

uled castes. Identify the constitutional clauses
pertaining to scheduled castes and tribes and

movement from which the abolition of the slave
trade arose. In each instance, study the historical
and cultural context, then the human rights doc-

compare to customary life in India.

uments which relate to them, aid finally compare analytically the Universal Declaration. P
not select air "forward looking" points treat thc
Holocaust in the same manner; the Dreyfus affair; the spread of slavery in the New Work'
thro'igh Dutch and English traders; ale colonial
imperialism of the Wes; ..rn nations in the 19th
and 20th centuries which was in many respects

EXERCISE 18: A Progressive Definition of
Human Rights
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

To realize that perceptions of human rights have
evolved in history.
(2) To recognize that human rights have developed
and faded, not remained static.
(3) To become aware of the influence special interest
groups bring on the human cone ,ience.
(4) To recognize that an internat,onai conscience has
(1)

not yet developed that will permit the same
meaning and acceptance of "basic" human rights
to be recognized everywhere.
TYPE OF GROUP:

Grades 10-12.
TIME REQUIRED:

Initial lesson, 2 class periods.
MATERIALS:

antithetical to Human Rights. Also raise some of

the questionable points, too, such as the War
Crimes Trials in Nuremberg, the trials of dissidents in Russia (the Soviets view them differently from us), the riots against Muslims in India,
the Biafran War, the status of Protestant Christians and native Indians in Colombia, the role of
the Church in Italy.
(6) Periodically, the Universal Declaration should
be reviewed, r lad, and charted to determine
how far along civilization has come tov,ard the
statements contained in it in practical terms; the
evidences of steps backward as well as forward;

One copy of Universal Declaration of Human

the explanations for backward and forward

Rights, from Reading C, pp. 3-7, for ear ;h student;
normal textual materials for the course.

movements.

HOW TO PROCEED:

In the context of a Western Civilization, European
History course, human rights will be stuCiied in
their W, stern ancestry.
(1) Assign the Declaration to be read, providing a vocabulary list/glossary (or use the glossary in this
Handbook ).
(2) A brief or extended discussion of the term huma,
rights should result in a class-produced "defini-

tion" or operating agreement. This should be
posted or used as a heading for a worksheet foi
further development.
(3) Ass' rn reading in the texts on Athenian democracy. If possible, have students read the Funeral
Oration of Pericles. (Note: The Shaping of Western Society has a record of contrasting values in

EXERCISE 19: Opposites
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

To gain an insight into two diametrically opposed
human rights viewpoints.
(2) o develop resea: ch skills.
(3) 10 learn to express controversial stands without
passion.
(1)

TYPE OF GROUF:

Grades 10-12.
TIME AL AIRED:
One class, period plus preparation.
MATERIALS:
(1) Library resource materials.

Athens and Sparta, a possible starting point.

(2) Human rights materials in this Handbook, as applical

(Sparta and Athens are good, for both offer oppos-

HOW TO Ph,)CEED:

ing philosophies which emerged almost siinultaneously from similar social origins. The class

(1) From among cue following topics or similar topics

conceived by the class related to World uistory or

1 81
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European History, teams of students should se-

MATERIALS:

lect one:

(1) Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Read-

Athens versus Spf,rta
England versus the Third Reich
USSR versus Czechoslovakia
India (Nehru) versus Pakistan (Jir ih)
(2) Taking the topic Jf human rights as the context,
the teams should prepare a defense of one side in
each of these oppositions.
(3) Team should select one member as El ,okesman for
a television panel show.
(4) Another student will be selected or volunteer to
be the moderator.
(5) One representative from each side of the opposites will sit at a table with the moderator in the
manner of a television panel discussion, and an-

swer the moderator's questions about human
rights in that countrj.
(6) Shift moderators for each topic.
(7) After each interview, the panel should be thrown
open to the class for questions, but the simulation

should be maintained, that is, it should be presumed that this show is on television.
(8) If possible, videotape the show.
EVALUATiON:

Critique in class discussion 2 replay of the videotape to assess:
(1) Which side made the most convincing argument
for its stand on human rights?
(2) Did the moderators questions strike to the heart
of the matter?
(3) Did the representative avoid the questions, or did
they respond directly?
EXTENSION ACTIVITIES:

A possible alternative is to try this on a smalLr
sea's during the course of the year, rather than isolating it as a human rights exercise.

ing C, pp. 3-7.

(2) Materials in this Handbook.
(3) Library resout ,:.es on Republic of South Africa.
HOW TO PROCEED'
One possible approach to human rights is to select

a single article in the Universal Declaration, then
compare and contrast the practice of that right in

several nations, and in the United States, with
whi-h student. are already familiar.
Article 13 is a splendid example, for freedom of
movement within the USA is subsumed by American students. They may not :MOW that there are
restrictions to freedom of movement in several other nations:

Pass laws in South Africa (students may research this)
Internal passport in the Soviet Union (included
in this Handbook )
Preventive Detention in India (see materials in
Handbook)
Internal exile in Italy (materials in Handboo!-)
To what extent do these practices violate Article
137

(1) To launch the lesson, the teacher might ask why
students are required to have a .ss when they
leave the classroom. Is this a violation of their
r;ghts% If they were not required to ;.ave a pass,
would there be any problems created? How would
they feel if passes were necessary for travel out-

side of school? From city to city? From state to
state?
(2) Transition to Articie 13 may be made after this
discussion, and consideration made of the documents cited above.
EVALUATION:

Students might write essays cn movement within
the United States if any one of these laws we in

EXERCISE 20: Article 13, Universal Declaration of Human Rights
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

force here.
EXTENSION ACTIVITIES:

Seek other exarliples from oth,ir nations.

(1) To understand the relation between Article 13 of
the Uni -msal Declaration and the rest of the document.
(2) To be able to compare and contrast freedom of
movement in the USA, USSR, India, Italy and

EXERCISE 21: Human Rights Victims

the Republic. of South Africa.
TYPE OF GROUP:
Grade 12 and above.

TYPE OF GROUP:

TIME REQUIRED:

TIME REQUIRED:

One class ,:,eriod.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

To learn procedures for appraising the practice of
human rights in specific nations.
Grades 11-12, undergraduate; adult.
Independent.

1 -,2
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MATERIALS:

should be encouraged. It is not advised that quan-

(1) Chart below (or teacher's adaptation of chart be-

tification be applied to these matters. Compari-

low).

(2) Newspapers, pericicals, United Nations documents
HOW TO PROCEED:

sons are dangerous because they cross cultures, so
keep the dialog open and as free of judgment as
possible.
PROBLEMS TO ANTICIPATE

Using the attached matrix for organizing re-

Do rot allow for grading of results according to vic-

search, student teams or individuals should compile specific information on human rights victimization in each of the five nations.

timiz..tion. Only grade the quality of student research and reporting.

Note: The specific "vic'Am" group may be changed
according to circumstances of the time.

Sharing: Each team or individual researchers
should summarize results orally according to the
organization of the matrix. Questions and answers

EVALUATION:

Debriefing session: Ask students whether this exercise has changed their view of human rights violations. What new did they learn? Is there a significant difference between one country and another?

VICTIMIZATION

Indians in
Co.'ornbia

Radicals in Muslims in
Italy
India

Ibo in
_Nigeria

Describe status of group

Jews in the
_

_Soviet Union,

Rights violated or in jeopardy
"Official" justification

Local remedies which haw, been attempted
--------

Relief which has been sought through international governmental organization:. (UN, etc.) and nongovernmental
organizations (Amnesty Int.)

Response to relief attempts
Outcome

EXERCISE 22: Perspectives on RightsS %n u /at /on: Opiates, Medates, Sublates

HOW TO PROCEED:

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

(1' Break the class into three groups, as follows.

(1) To learn the difficulty of making judgments on
"oppression" of one group by another.

(2) To learn that cultural context drastically affects
behavior with respect to rights and privilegesiluties and responsibilities.
TYPE OF GROUP:

Grades 9-12.
TIME REQUIRED:

Two class periods plus preparation.
MATERIALS:

Role-playing items on the following pages.

1S3

Day 1

Optates: 1C% of the class
Medates. 45%
Sublates: 45%

(2) Pass out role-models photocopied from sheets 0,
M, and S to each group. Do not permit the group
to see the other groups' role-models; they are "secret."
(3) Provide ample space and privacy for each group
to build itself up for role-playing. Note that the
role-model sheets raise some questions the group
must resolve before the simulatior
(4) Reassemble the class in the following format: Op-
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tates are seated behind a table with the Medates
seated on chairs on their right, the Sublates seated on the floor on their left.
(5) Simulation proceeds as expected. Allow decision
to be made on the issue.
Day 2
(1) Announce: "The new Constitution of this country

requires democratic institutions at the village
level. The new village council is composed of one
Optate, two Medates and two Sublates. Because
the village has been unable to offer clear election

results, the Government has appointed the following to the council:" Then announce your choice of the :epresentatives on the village council.
(2) Ask the new council to reconsider the question of
admission of Sublate children, boys and girls.
(3) Allow no more than 30 minutes for the simulation. Ask for a decision.

(4) Debrief the class. Discuss what was learned
about interdependent rights and duties, about social structure and its effect on rights and status.
Ask.

Are rights and status the same?
Can you define "oppression"?
PROBLEMS TO ANTICIPATE:

Kids tend to get very noisy. Be sure you've noted

nearby classrooms that this will happen and ask

their indulgenceor hold the simulation where
noise doe- ft, matt,

Time will fly. Teacher must

keep movement going, tie up simulation in no
more than 30 minutes (20 is even better).
EVALUATION:

Have students study the India and Colombia materials in this Handbook and write a paper on "Oppression and Human Rights."
EXTENSION ACTIVITIES:

Construct a similar simulation for key epochs of
other nations: the South before the Civil War; Indians in Colombia; Ibos in Nigeria; Soviet Unicn before 1917, etc.

EXERCISE 23: Liberty Versus Security
LEARNING OBJECTIVES'

HOW TO PROCEED

(1) Annour" topic by discussing the balances between fr r_uum and security in the United States
Announce that there will be a class discussion on
Liberty versus Security at a certain time
( 2) Divide the class into ten groups. Five groups will
argue for Liberty above Security, five will argue
for Security above Liberty Or pair of these procon groups should be assigned to each of the five
nations in this stud (You may wish to add a sixth
i.air ,.oncentrating on the United States or some
other nation you are studying).
(3) Have each group pursue research on the relation
of Liberty versus Security in s particular nation,
return to class with an oral presentation ready to
be given, sustaining its point of view.
( 4) Select from the errs for a presentation not t
take over 30 minutes. Spend 'he remainder of the
class hour discussing.
What are the trade-offs which have emerged
from the research?
Are there trade-offs which are similar in different countries9
u Is there any way of resolving this question in

general terms for the future9 in all countries
alike?
PROBLEMS TO ANTICIPATE

Inadequate research, sloppy presentations, excessively long presentations
EVALUATION:

Choose from among the discussion questions an essay topic. Grade the essays
EXTENSIONS:

Extend to other nations you would like to consider
Extend back into history to other times when liberty and security were balanced in a self-conscious
manner by cultures or nations.

EXERCISE 24: Guess the Constitution
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

To understand how cultural differences affect a
people's view of its own and its government's responsibilities and rights

To learn that there may he trade-offs for securing
liberty; trade-offs of liberty to enjoy security
(2) To learn to understand possible trade-offs in their
historical and cultural contexts

TYPE OF GROUP

TYPE OF GROUP.
Grade 12 and above.

MATERIALS:
Readings 1, 16, 34, 44, 59.

TIME REQUIRED:

HOW TO PROCEED:

(1)

One class period plus preparat. on.
MATERIALS:

(1) Country materials in this Handbook.
(2) Research resources in Library, especially newspaper files.

Graties 9-12.
TIME REQUIRED:

30-45 minutes.

This is a two-stage exercise.
(1) Select a group of students to select articles from
the five constitutions included in the Handbook,

the U.S. Constitation and the U.N. Universal
Declaration of H'iman Rights (Reading C, pp. 3-
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Continued on page 178.

Sheet 0
OPTATE
You are the "twice-born" -automatically. You are

the preservers of the historic tradition which you di
question. You have been on top for 3,000 yea: s,
even though you have not served as kings or priraces,
for you have been the powers behind the throne at the
top and you have dominated the village cour ^ils on
the bottom, where you do take an active role. You
read and write, and indeed your group has written all
the treatises c i law and government and justice of
this rich cultural tradition.

'our education has been mixed. Many of your
o studied at the feet of learned religious masters
drawn fror- special little groups of Optates. No one
from another class or group studied with these .rasters, only Optates. But in recent generations, because
you could read and write, you learned the language of
the huropean conquer r and read his books and studied his treatises. You A iew about John Locke, Tom

Paine, Thomas Jefferson, Jeremy Bentham, the
English, Ai Pri can, French and Russian Revolutions. You have read John Stuart Mill's On Libert it
the universities ee,ablished by the foreigner in yt,__
land. The Optates, many of whom are trained lawyers, were instruments: in drafting the new Consti-

tution with its fundamental human rights provisions.

Whenever your group votes in nations. elections,
however, you vote for another Optate. Most of your
village group has joined the regional Association for
the Revival of Customs, Arts, Ideas and Courtesies
(or ARCHAIC, for short). A splinter fringe of ARCHAIC trains in the use of arms and rigorously fights
against foreign ideas and ideas of other religions (the
former conqueror's in particular). You see no incompatability between your professed democratic ideals
and the customs valued by ARCHAIC.
Optates have always dominated the village council. There are no Medates or Sublates an the Council.
The very idea is unthinkable. The council works extremely well to resolve any potential conflicts in the
village by referring to tradition for the answers. In
thi way, each class knows its own place and the
peace is kept.
Optates hold the land, but do not farm it as :arming may dirty the hands. You have given it to Medates to farm, in return for which you automatically
recieve a fixed share of the annual harvests. Over the

years, you have been able to convert some of this
share into rnoney and you have been able to lend the

money to some of the farmers who need it for improvements or for "..e marnages of their daughters.
With the Medates, you converse and n3gotiate almost daily. You will not sit down to eat with ti,9in,

take water from he
hands of one of them, for their hands are dirty and
and you certainly would ne%

they are otherwise uncouth. The Medates are coarse,

loud-mouthed and vulgar. What makes Medates
laugh so much? Don't they know smiles are only for

the intimate family? They are always overbearing
and culturally offensive. You do not believe that their

children should go to school, for their lives will be
worked out on the farms, and what need do they have
of it? But you do recognize that modern agricultural

techniques may require some reading and arithmetic, so you are reluctantly willing for some of tneir
boys to enter the new school i, . the village which the
council is opening next month.
You do one other thing for Medates: you help arrange the marriages and perform all of the religious
rituals of life and during the year. You usually receive a bag of grain for these services,
harvest
time.
The Sublates you will speak to only to give an
order If possible, you will speak to them through a
Medate. You share the village well with the Medates,

for they helped dig it and line it with stone generations ago, but Sublates have to draw from their own

well, whose water is nowhere nearly 7s sweet as
yours. To touch a Sublate requires a thorough ritual
bath to cleanse both body and spirit. Even the shadow
of a Sublate falling on you requires purification (although it's easy to say a quick prayer these days). A
Sublate will never speak to you. If one does, you don't

hear it. You will, however, give a gif of grain and
perhaps cooking oil to the Sublates who clean your
house and carry out your g -..bage, leaving it in a
place where the Sublates will know it is for them.

You are determined not to let the Sublates send
their children to the new school. They don't need edu-

cation do they? Their presence in the school will
make it impossible for Optate children to remain
pt-e. If Sublate children are there, then how long before a Sublate teat ler follows? God forbid! But you
think that perhaps the Medates will support the Sublate request that the children of Sublates attend the
school as they always speak for Sublates at council
meetings. You wish to prevent it by referring o the

precedents against it which are so rch in the tradition.
QUESTION: How should you Ontates and the village council respond if the Medates raise the ques-

tion of Sublate children attending the school':
WI- at decision will the council make?

(NOTE: Before starting the simulation, please elect
five males to serve as village elders, and they shoult
choose one of themselves as the chief or headman
Women have no place in village ccuncil matters, an
know their place.)
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Sheet M
MEDATE

You are basically a farmer, whether male or female. If you're male, you a() the heavy work behind
the ox-drawn plow and join the women at other tasks
on the farm. If you're female, you work with the men
on the farm, prepare all the v eals and raise the children. You take care of the old folks, though your husband's mother or granny usually helps out with singing the zient songs to the little children as they fall
asleep. If you're a child, you begin work at three or
four years of age shepherding or cowherding. When
you're old enough, you go to work on the fields cultivating the grain and vegetables.
The land which you work but which i eally belongs
to the Optates who dominate the village used to be
fickle, giving a good harvest aft cr the rains one year,
withering and dying another year for lack of rain. In
the last five years, however, with Government assistance, the Medate farms in your village have had waer from a new tube well, pumped by a new electric
pump which gets current from a new diesel electric
generator. This has allowed Medate farms to produce
far more than the families could eat themselves, so

Medates have been able to buy motor scooters,
watches, transistor radios, a couple of tractors and
even one car You wouid like to keep the increase in
crops going and you'd like to cut down the Optates'
"rent" which is a share of the harvest which has been
fixed by tradition. In view of the fact that much of the
capital for the new well came from lo-ns fiom village
Optates, at very high interest rates, you would like to
square what y a see as a very serious economic imbalance in favor of the Optates.
On the other hand, it is important that the cultiva-

tion of land for each family depends on the family
having enough heirs to farm it. So good marriages are
essential, aod the Optates' help is necessary, not only

in finding a good wife, but in making sure the stars
are right for the marriage and that the gods bless it
and make it proQper.

You don't like the way the Optates never smile.
You have never seen an Optate smile in public. Medates hire you love to talk and you generally talk very
loudly ant' enthusiastically. There's a lot of laughter
in your group, and when someone says something
that is funny, you have a practice of slapping your
right thigh loudly. You speak to the Optates respectfully, although loudly, but you are not above sneak:-..:narks into your conversations with
ing some

Optates that tease them even at council meetings.
For some reason, this always seems to surprise them
and make them impatient with you, but you go ahead
anyhow because afterwards other Medates will congratulate you on your humor.
When you vote in the new national elections, you
vote for the biggest party. You know that the local
party representatives are all Optates and you have a
feeling that the national government is dominPted by

Opta. es, t-ut you follow the crowd in supporting
them. You don't really know what aemocracy is, but
you have a pretty shrewd idea of how to get the Cptate to do what you want by somehow threatening the
Optate's power. Why is it they get so upset when you
say you're going to vote for the other party? Why is it
they get so upset when you say you're going to run for
silage council the next election? You don't know the
answers, but it's great fun trying.
Now on this issue of the Sublates' kids going to the
new school: Won't it be fun to see how the Optates
squirm when you speak for the Sublates? Medates
want their boys to go to school, so they can learn to be
better farmers, but you a -in't see why the Sublates
Medate girls would bother. Yet it is your traditional
duty to speak for Sublates at village council meetings.
The Sublates make your harnesses and the shoes
you wear when you go to market in town. They also

carry out our film), garbage and sweepings. They
build the funeral pyres for the dead at the time of
your grief, and that's hot, heavy, hard work. They
have worked longer hours in recent years after the
new seeds and fertilizers made it necessary for more
hands to work. And you give them an extra share of
those good harvests. They cone work on your fields
when you need help sowing seed or harvesting grain.
They do the work they :ire expected to do and they get
a share of the harvest as they expect you to give them.
But you don't like them. You tend to ignore Sublates, there:.....e, in almost everything you do. Even in
village council meetings on the village square, you
glare at Sublates when they titter or move around.
None of them hi: yet spoken up at a council meeting,
because they depend on you to speak for them and
none of them, hopefully, would dare. Medates will
speak for them now as they have in the past.
QUESTION: What position should Medates take
when the Sublates ask them to speak for Sublate
kids going to the new school? What do you do when
the Optates oppose it?
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SUBLATE
You do specialized work in the village. Everyone
else is a farmer of a priest. No one else skins cattle for

leather or makes it up into useful objects such as
shoes or harnesses. No one else would want to carry
the wood or build a funeral pyre for the dead in the
heat of summer and at the time of their sadness. No
one else sweeps out the houses, carries out the slop
and the garbage. No one else collects the cow dung
from the barn-rooms in the houses or from the fields
and stmets and makes it up w;;1 straw into fuel cakes
for the cooking fires.
You know the viilage would not work without you
Sublates there to make it work. The Optates' houses
would grow (Artythey can't stand dirt for some reasonand the Medates' crops would never get planted
or harvested without Sublate labor.
The family and clan take care of:.ou if you get sick.
Old age is a time of family love and care. There is no

cumstances. But a Central Government extension
worker has been in the Sublate part of village recent-

' (and he's a Sublate, so you know him) and he has
s. _d some things to you that make you want to sneak
up in the next village council meeting.
He said that Sublates aren't getting en ugh ..alo-

ries, vitamins and protein in their foodthings you
don't understand but you believe the educated Sublate, He told you that you should also live on the high
ground, so your children would be able to live beyond

the first few years. That would give you Sublates
those big familiesthe most comfortable thing in the
world you can think of: a big familythat the Optates and Medates enjoy.

He also told you that you should speak up and
claim your rights to free education for your children.
He even told you that the Government's laws made
elementary education compu/sor:t -o not only should
you claim the right to education, i' your dut: to educate your children. Your kids have to go to school!

unemployment, but there are times when there

You're not really sure about all this, but you think

seems to be more time than work. But you don't get
paid by the hour, but by the year. You have the Optate and Medat.e families tha4 will share their harves;, with you, and you can rely on the sham to stay
the same for generation after gem ration E s it has

you might ask a medate to speak for you on this at the
nex, village council meeting. The Extension worker

sr id that you should speak up for yourselves at the
meeting But you will wait to see if the Medates will
speak for you.

stayed since the gods walked on earth. When the

What you do not wish to do under any circum-

harvest is bad, you suffer, but then so doJs everyone
else in the other classes. When the harvest is good,
you all prosper.
When conflict breaks out in the village (usually
-yea division of the land or over women), you can be

stances is to endanger the share of the crop you have
been getting these last few prosperous years. You've
never had so much to eat, the crop has been so good.
With the new seeds and fertilizers the Medates are

certain that justice will be swift and that it will be
made according to tradition, for the village council

even slipped in a little extra share for the extra work.
You've been able to sell some of that and that allowed
you to buy some nicer material for your wives to wear
in their dresses. That makes them like you better and
makes the whole village look nicer.

recognizes that a peaceful village is necessary to the
survival of all. All the other Sublates will help you if

the council asks for testimony, just as the other

using, they need more labor on the ' rms and have

groups will support each other. The Medates always
speal. for you when the council meets, but they know
what you want to say for you tell them beforehand
and listen to them when they present your case It's

And what wh n hard times come again, as they
used to for centuries and surely will again? What if

only when you have a dispute with Medates that

you speak for yourselves? Then who will protect you?
QUESTION: How should you brief the Medates as
you Fit down for the council meeting? Should you

things get confused, for usually the Medates depend
on you for your labor and can't really stand against
your interests and still get wJrk out of you.
You do not usually speak in the presence of other
groups. You never speak to an Optate under any cir-

the gods get angry at your talking to an Optate?
What if the Medates will no longer speak for you if

speak for yourselves for a change? What should
you do if the Optatus and Medates gang p against
you?
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Continued from page 174.
7), according to how "different" the articles are
both from each other. These selections should be
prepared for copying without notation or reference to the country from whose constitution it is
taken.
(2) While assigni 1g the original group to another exercise, the rest of the class would proceed As fol-

man rights violations (as they interpret them) in
the country Officials respond as defensively as
possible. Audience takes notes.
(4) Now have the reporters interview the investiga-

tory team, with the officials as andienee A ndience takes notes.

(5) Finally, have the reporters interview the officials, with the team as audience Audience takes

lows:

Inform students that the constitutions in question are from the following 6 nations: Italy, India,
the USSR:, Colombia, Nigeria, and a mystery nation. Have them read the selections from the constitutions (or break them up into groups and have
et...ch group read a section) and form an opinion as
to the source country of the selections. Encourage

them to consider more than "giveaway" words
such as socialist or caste, but to look deeper into

the values behind them and the concomitant
rights and responsibilities of citizen and government alike.
Questions for Discussion:
Why do you think X Constitution belongs to Y
country?

notes.
(6) Each group writes up a report of the investigation
from its own perspective.

(7) Class discusses what were the dynamics of the
confrontation. What did this tell about human
rights definitions? practices? procedures for protection of human rights? the role of the media in
interpreting complex international events?
EVALUATION:

Contained in written reports and in class discussion.
EXTENSIONS:

Apply to other nations, other times of history (Caligula's Rome, Peter's Russia, Elizabeth I's England, British India, Spanish Latin America, etc )

Substantiate with examples, facts for your
deduction.
Is this a highly centralized government? How
can you tell?

Are there any disadvantaged groups which
receive special attention or treatment in
these constitutions?
Does the stzte reserve the right to 'nfringe on
personal liberties in times of crisis? If so, do
you feel that this is justified?
PROBLEMS TO ANTIC.PATE:

Students will see and think no further than the
above-mentioned giveaway words.

EXERCISE 26: Human Rights Behavior in
School
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

To practice human rights in the school.
(2) To evaluate human rights attitudes by observing
respect for human rights in behavior.
(1)

TYPE OF GROUP:

Any school: Some parts are possible for a single
class to carry out.
TIME REQUIRED.

One month.

EXERCISE 25: Investigation of Human

fr its Vitiations

LE, RNING OBJECTIVES:

(1) To learn that human

ghts practices are influenced by cultural and political contexts.
(2) To learn how to apply general human rights principles to specific nations.
TYPE OF GROUP:

Grades 9-12.
TIME REQUIRED:

Varies
MATERIALS:

(1) Materials in this Handbook.
(2) Library resources on the five nations, on international human rights groups.
(3) With the reporters serving as an audience, the investigatory team queries the officials about hu-

MATERIALS:
None.

HOW TC PROCEED

This exercise is desigr ed for school -wide application, but it can be deve;oped by a s. lgle class as a
sub-exercise in human rights
(1) Ascertain the rights and duties of students within the school.

(2) List them.
(3) Through student government and school administration, obtain endorsement of these rights if
such endorsement does not already exist.
(4) If procedures for the protection of rights exist already, then it is necessary that those procedures
be publicized. This may be done through public
hearings and trials in which student rights have
been impinged upon. If the administration will
not agree to this, then it should be possible to
stage "moot court" or "mock tn. ." sessions before
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the whole school body or before those classes
which are studying human rights.
(5) Each student should be provided with a list of student rights and responsibilities.

(6) Each teacher and administrator in the school
should be provided with a list of student rights
and responsibilities.

(7) Invite the student government from another
school to engage in a panel discussion of student
rights and responsibilities, comparing and constrasting them.

(8) Seek lists of student rights and responsibilities
from student government organizations in the
state or in the USA` Compare them with your
school's student rights and responsibilities. Work
to change the ones which seem the most limiting
on human freedoms, working within the procedures established for change.
EVALUATION:

Feedback.
Discip!; le in the school.
EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Extend the activity to the local community.

( 1) Two teams of three member-, each
One presenter

One rebutter
One researcher
(91 One moderator and or time keeper
(3) Select with the class a debate topic from the list
that follows. or make up your own Be sure that
the topic is not a clear-cut statement of an unequivocal truth, but offers equal opportunity for
both sides
(4) Allow a week for preparation, while the remainder of the class does another activity One possible activity is for students to research and write
short papers on one of the debate topics.

(5) Present the debate, if possible, to the whole
school, or at least to the whole class Allow no less
then 30 rningtes for the debate, although the fol-

lowing time limits are required: Presentation
and rebuttal each of no more than 5 minutes The
other 10 minutes will be eaten up in moderator's
introductions, and necessary movement.

(6) The group which is in the audience should be
asked to vote on which side presented the most effective case, but it may also he possible for there
to be a pt-nel of three judges. If judges are used,

then each judge should give a statement of no

EXERCISE 27: Debate, With Topics
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
(1) To learn how to organize and stage a formal de-

bate or an issue which has no clear right or wrong
position.
(2) To learn how to research a debate topic.
(3) To learn how to work in a group to prepare a debate which argues convincingly one side of a complex issue
(4) To learn that some topics do not yield simple descriptions
TYPE OF GROUP-

Grades 9-12.
TIME REQUIRED

Preparation plus 1 class period
MATERIALS:
(1) Library and textbook resources

12) Resources found in this Handbook
HOW TO PROCEED:

Acquire from your school's debate team coach or
team member the handbook used in the school's
debating league. If your school does not participate, it may be possible to get assistance from the

American School Forensic League Debates arranged according to the established procedures
tend to be more effective than ad hoc arrangements. If you cannot get such help, here are some
suggestions:

more than three minutes un why he or she -.o.ed
as he or she did See Debate Form which follows.
Topics

Human rights are universal and immutable
7-1ilman rights pertain tc, tie individual, oot to the
group.
Human rights are an example of American moral imperialism.
Human rights are more important than human life.

There is no difference between "abstract" human
rights and "real" human rights.
Economic and social rights are ider tai ana do not
conflict.
Human rights are guar --inteed by the State
War for the protection co:human rights is just

The U.S. Constitution will work equally well any
where else.
The right to property is fundamental to humanity

Human rights include the Right to Freedom from
Error.
Human rights exist above and beyond the historical
and cultural context of a single nation
Some human rights are more fundamental thw I others.

Protection of human rights justifies the interference
by one group (nation) in the affairs of another.
Human rights cannot be enforced in a one- p,. -.y
state.
Human rights without the sanction of religion are
meaningless
(c?, 9
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follows (outline the specific right violated
and how this violation has made you a vic-

Democracy will not permit the protection of minority
rights.
Only affluent nations can afford human rights
Economic development must precede establishment
of human rights

tim):
(c)

country by:
(d) The response I have received has been
( e ) That response is clearly inadequate to reli,we

Human rights are more soundly protected under a
paternalistic government than in a democracy

me:

Sample Ballot

(f)

BALLOT
PRO

1

234

I have already sought remedy in my own

CON
5

1

2

34

5

Anal sis
Reasonim
Evidence
Ogianization
Refutation
Presentation

I am now writing to your organisation be-

cause it offers (list what the specific organization may offer by way of relief):
(2) Divide the class into groups representing various

organizations receiving the letters. Distribute
the letters to the groups for response. NOTE: Be
_ure that no student is in the group that must respond to her or his letter.
(3) Groups write letters responding specifically to
the letter from the victim.
EVALUATION:

Ask: What has had to be learned in order to be able

Check the column on each item which,

to write the letter and the answer? Ask each student to make i.; list of le, :niiig procedures which

on the following scale, best describes
your evaluation of the streaker's effectiveness.

had to be follov 9cl to be able to carry cut this exercise.

1-Poor
2-Fair
3-Average
4-Excellent

EXERCISE 29: Human Rights in Italy, A
Comparative Evaluation
EXERCISE 28: Victims and Remedies

LEARNING OBJEC ("IVES.

LEARNItJG OBJECTIVES:

(1)

(1) To learn h .w to define human rights by outlining
possible "violations."
(2) To learn what are the constraints on remedying
human rights violations in five nations.

3) To learn some of the complexities and political
tradeoffs involved in providing remedies from
outside. or above the national government.
(4) To learn how to state a case dearly.
(5) To learn to work in groups.
TYPE OF GROUP:

Grades 9-12.
TIME REQUIRED:

Preparation plus class period
MATERIALS:

Pencil and paper.
HOV 10 PROCEED.
(1)

Each student writes a letter complaining of human rights violation to an international governmental organization (e.g. UN, UNESCO, etc.) or
a nongovernmental organization. The student
must be the victim of a human rights violation.
Letter should contain:
(country).
(a) I am a citizen of
(b) I am a victim of human rights violations as

To show how student interactions are manifestations of the denial or practice of human rights.
(2) To learn that conflict in a community or nation
may be a manifestation of the extent to which human rights are practiced or denied.
TYPE OF CROUP

Grade 12 and above
TIME REQUIRED
-',

or 3 class periods.

MATERIALS.

Reading 34.
(2) Readings 34 through 42.
(3) Books and articles in library on Italy.
(1)

HOW TO PROCEED
(1)

In traditional manner, have students locate and
read materials on political conditions in Italy
Have students report, or teacher makes a report,
on the role of political parties in Italy and in the
USA, comparing and contrasting their organization, objectwes, operations. Wherever possible,
human rights implications should be highlighted

(2) Two student volunteers make presentations to
the .:lass, one of whom role-plays an Italian policeman, the other an American policeman.
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The presentation should be along the lines of

HOW TO PROCEED:

such presentations in schools by local police officers.

(1

The presenter should attempt `: depict the police officer as the protector of human rights
The presenter should face up to the problems
that exist in his or her country which the police
are apparently unable to resolve, such as vio-

lence or terrorism, violations of human and
political rights

Students should ask the questions they would
ask it the presenter were in fact a police officer
from Italy or the USA
( 3) Role playing by the entire class.
( a) Political party representatives (select a
range of parties from right to left )
( b) Government bureaucrats

(c) Police officers (Note there are two or three
different types of police in Italy as there are
in the USA, but they do not directly equate
with FES!, State Police and local police.)
( d) Terrorists of both left and right.
( e ) Citizens who have been physically or politically injured by violations of rights
Purpose: To highlight and subsequently analyze the
cleavages which exist in Italian society and the intol-

erances that such cleavages have fostered, the response the public officials and parties are able or not
able to give to these problems
EVALUATION.

Have students write an evaluation of the role playing which not only must point out the major
learnings, but must appraise the quality of t.!-,e.
"p-, formance."
EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Practice makes perfect: try the same routine with
respect to another nation.

Students read Reading 36. Students may per-

ceive in this that the number of political parties,
the regionalism, the individualistic proclivities
of Italians and the evidence of political terrorism
all suggest a pervasiie instability. If students do
not perceive this, lead it out.
(2) Students should then read articles cited above
(3) Pause to develop vocabulary of human rights.
(4) Discuss articles.
EVALUATION

Students should write "Agree-Disagree" essays on
one of the following topics:
(1)

terrorist actims necessitate government sui.)pression of human rights.

(2) Constitutions do not always guarantee human
rights.
(3) Amnesty International should not be necessary.
(4) Human rights are guaranteed only by political
stability.
(5) The Dalian people are not concerned about human rights.

EXERCISE 31: Youth In Nigeria
LEARNING OBJECTIVES'

(1) To learn to draw inferences from selected materials.
(2) To appreciate the needs and aspirations of the
young from another culture.
(3) To devolop an understanding of human rights
among teenagers in one nation
TYPE OF GROUP:

Grades 9-12.
TIME REQUIRED:

Preparation plus 1 class period.

EXERCISE 30: Political Instability and Human Rights in Italy
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

MATERIALS:

Reading 43 through 58.
(2) Alternatively:
(1)

Film: Nigeria (2 parts) Contact BOC ES, Yorktown, NY
Mark and Virginia DeLancey, Tinkering with
School (Center for International Studies,

(1)

To learn that official written documents, including Constitutions, are not always guarantees of
human rights.
(2) To learn techniques for analyzing human rights
issues in a particular nation

Duke University, Durha, NC 27706, $1.95)
Chinua Achebe, Things Fall Apart, No Longer
at Ease, Sorrow ;1 God, or Man of the People
(Fawcett Paperbacks, Greenwich, CT)
African Writers Series titles by Cypenan Ekwensi or Wole Soyinka (Heinemann Educational Books, 4 Front St., Exeter. NH 03833)

(3) To learn that human rights are threatened by
political instability
TYPE OF GROUP:
Grades 10-12.
TIME REQUIRED

One class period plus preparation

Guy Arnold, Modern Nigeria (Longmans,

MATERIALS:

Readings 36, 38, 39

Green, London, 1977)

(3) Research inaterials in library.
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HOW TO PROCEED:

(1) Have students prepare a written or oral presentation on "Looking for Work," based upon their own
experiences or those of teenagers they know.
How do you look for a job?
Do you use your relatives? are they useful?
What legal obstacles did you encounter?

Should the Government h-lp young people
looking for work?
Are you entitled to a job?
Should you be forced to postpone a job to finish
your education?
(2) Have students read or view one or more of the materials suggested above.

(3) Have students prepare in a sys,ematic fash in a
chart comparing their own experience with a typical Nigerian teenager's experience.

Chart may be in any manner the students
choose, but should 1.2 based upon the princi-

ples of chart-making that are generally accepted in the social sciences.
l4) Conduct classroom debate on:
"Resolved: The life of a Nigerian teenager is more
enjoyable than the life of an American teenager."

HOW TO PROCEED

( 1) Select a film Preview it Prepare a questionnaire
on political rights in Nigeria in the context of the
film Questionnaire may also serve as a research
guide to se. ? students as they try to locate materials on Nigeria in the library.
(2) Students should pursue research in school and

public libraries, local college or university library (arrange permission for this, if at all possi-

ble). Using the reference resources. students
should mentify articles and books which will provide information on social and political rights in
Nigeria
(3) Show the film The film may inspire fresh visions

for research possibilities Ti-) to draw out research areas on political rights which the film
suggests.
(4) Arrange for the class to meet with a Nigerian or
another person who is personally knowledgable
about Nigerian political conditions P-inor to the
visit, the Lacher should discuss with students
how to frame which will yield productive answers
without offending the guest.
(5) Play Nigerian Highlife or Reggae records which

frequently reflect political opposition or aspira-

PROBL.EMS TO ANTICIPATE:

Failure to acquire necessary adjunct material resources.

tion

(6) Conclude with a Nigerian meal, not as a taste
sensation as much as a lesson in social organization who grows the food, where; who prepares the
food, how; how are rights to the land determined.

EVALUATION:

Prepare an attitudinal questionnaire for pretestposttest use (see Chapter Four for suggestions)

by whom; how do rights to land affect human
rights in Nigeria. Then. hon appetit '

EXTENSIONS.

Apply to other contemporary nations, to historical
situations.

EXERCISE 32: Human Rights in Nigeria

PROBLEMS TO ANTICIPATE

Inability to acquire satisfactory film for showing
Skip the film if this happens
EVALUATION.

Test.
Student abil-ity to identify political aspects of human rights.
Ability to apply facts to particular situations
Ability to solve problems in human rights through
skilful approach and process.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

(1) To ..aderstand the problems of protecting politic' rights in a developing nation
(2) To Earn how to use libraries, human resources
and non-print materials in studying developing
countries
13) To understand that the problem of human rights

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES.

Develop parallel lessons for other nations

is a concern of all societies.
TYPE OF GROUP:

Grade 12 and above.
TIME REQUIRED:
1

or 2 class periods.

MATERIALS'
(1) Select a film on Nigeria from Film section of Me-

dia Bibliograph or other source.
(2) Library resources, including Statesman's Yearbook, Reader's Guide, New York Times Index
(3) Readings 43 through 58.

EXERCISE 33: Slate of Siege
LEARNING OBJECTIVES.

To learn how to make judicious comparisons on
governmental response to crime and violence between two nations.
( 2 ) To learn how to present both pro and con arguments for a particular statute with which the student may not agree.
(1)
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(3) To develop an appreciation for the complexities of
the human rights "issue"

12) To plan solutions to oppression in other nations
TYPE OF GROUP

TYPE OF GROUP

Grade 12 and above

Grade 12 and above
TIME REQUIRED

TIME PEQUIRED

Open.
MATERIALS
(1)

Human Rights Directory. 1979 Human Rights
Internet List of human rights organizations with

special interest in Latin America, including Amnesty International. USA: Inter-American Committee on Human Rights. Organization of American States: InterAmerican Association for Democratic Freedom; Inter-American Foundation.
Latin American Documentation Center; Tucson
Committee for Human Rights in Latin America
(2) Country Reports on Human Rights Practices for
1979, U S Department of State (see Bibliogra-

One class period plus preparation
MATERIALS

Reading 3
(2) Reading 9
11)

HOW TO PROCEED
(11

Treat with deference one group. treat with a
measured level of intolerance the other group
Continue until the protests from the class become
specific and overt
Discuss how the groups feel about themselves.
about the other group. about how they have been
treated
Discus ; concepts of "ins.- "outs,- "scapegoats
Introduce articles cited above. with vocabulary
guide, if needed
is guidance for reading. ask the following questions:
Who are the Indian people

phy).

(3) Conscience and linma-1 Rights An Amnesty International Curriculum (see Bibliography)
(4) Readings 1, 2.6, 7, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15
HOW TO PROCEED

This exercise is a mock legislature procedure

(1) Students read the materials on the Colombian

What problems are the Indian people expe-

Constitution and the state oc siege which was es-

riencing')

tablished there, and the reasons given for pro-

What human rights do they feel deprived of

claiming the state of siege
121 Organize a mock United States Congressional
committee or a simulation of your own like it, ad-

r)o all of them feel deprived`' How would you
find out about the other Indians and how they
feel'?

justed to meet the size of your class and time

What group is making the problem the Indians

available.
(a) Student volunteers, working in small groups.
prepare a case for proclaiming a state ofsiege
to meet the growing pressure of violence and
crime, as well as a case against the siege and
as many other positions as may emerge from
class discussion.
(b) Students serve as committee members, ques-

are protesting'
How can we find out more about Indians of Colombia? of the Americas')
(a ) Where can we find unbiased information'
(b)

(3) Debrief student participants by ascertaining
from them what was learned through this exercise about political process in the US and in Colombia and the differences both in Constitutions
and in Human Rights perspectives
EVALUATION

As in Step 3

EXERCISE 34: We the Indian People (of
Colombia)
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

'1) To understand oppression and what it means to

the oppressed.

Where can we find biased information
from the other side`' other sides')

(c) Who can we find who has had first-hand

tioning witnesses, and eventually voting to
recommend a course of action which will respond to growing violence and crime

Distribute two different badges to two gi ()lips of
students

(

experience in Colombia'
7) Discuss various solutions to the problems identified by the Indians.
How did we handle the symptoms of oppres-

sion in class' And be sure to discuss the fact
that y - exercise with the badges only treated the symptoms and not the illness discrimination of this kind treats the "accidents" and
not the "substance" of race relations )
How would you identify "oppression- in the
United States')
How do we treat oppression when we find it in
the United Strtes9
How can Colombians treat oppression within
their system')
What are the differ .;es in responding to oppression in the US and Colombia')
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PROBLEMS TO ANTICIPATE

"Oppression" is heavily laden with cultural conno-

tation. What on film seems logicalthe Indians as
the bad guys and the white men as good guysis
oppression to the American Indians today. What is
oppression to one group may not be to another. Per-

sonal and cultural perspectives are different A
teacher who does not step very carefully around
this one, helping the students to understand that
what is one person's soup is another person's poison, will simply be reinforcing preconceptions that
we are the good guys and they are the bad
EVALUATION

Have students write a brief essay on "Oppression

(4) Role playing will consist of interviewers (selected
as you feel best fits the nature and composition of
the class) questioning the groups cited above.
Audio- or videotape the interviews.

Students not participating are instructed to
look for, and write down in notes, any instances of "myth" or "reality" which surface in the
interview.
(5) Debriefing consists if evaluating the exercise as
a whole, getting feejoack for improving it for future applications.
(6) Evaluation
PROBLEMS TO ANTICIPATE

Students who try to figure the angles may destroy
this house of cards before it has been assembled
EVALUATION:

EXERCISE 35: Myth and Reality
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

(1) To learn to identify three issues of myth and
three of reality within human rights as guaranteed by a State ( in this case, India).

(2) To develop pertinent questions from research
materials to use it an interview
TYPE OF GROUP

Grades 9-12.

Write a comparative essay on three myths and
three realities of human rights in India. Students
may be encouraged to state their opinions or judgments as they perceive them. The teacher should,

however, answer these statements in relation to

the resource materials without judgment of
whether the students' opinions are right or wrong.
EXTENSIONS:

Apply to another culture, another historical era.

TIME REQUIRED'

Eight class periods
MATERIALS'

Readings 16 through 33
(2) Library resources, such as magazines, newspapers (Assistance of a resource specialist would be
helpful.) (Assistance of a community resource
(1)

group or person would be helpful.)
HOW TO PROCEED
(1) Divide materials up and distribute to four groups

representing:
Political leaders
Business persons
Local panchayat (village council) leaders
Members of castes
(2) Each group will he divided in turn between those
who will intervi, and those who will be interviewed in a role-playing simulation
(3) Allow.
(a) One class period to explain tl.e procedures
(b) One class period for organization
(c) Two class periods for research and reading
(d) One class period for (1) questionnaire or inter-

view question-writing or (2) anticipat'ng
questions from interviewers
(e) Two class periods of presentation/role playing
(f)

One class period for evaluation and debriefing

EXERCISE 36: Bonded Labor and Human
Rights
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

To understand why many persons are willing to
accept and justify violations of the laws which are
meant to ensure human rights.
(2) To learn to express perceptions of human rights
which are based upon judgment rather than prejudgment.
(1)

TYPE OF GROUP

Grade 9
TIME REQUIRED

The class periods plus home assignments.
MATERIALS*

Readings 16 through 33, but especially Reading 16
(Constitii.tion) and Reading 21 A or B ( depending
upon reading level of cla-c)
HON TO PROCEED
(1)

Day I: Motivation
a) Hold a class discussion on
(1) Who has a job9
( 2) Describe wages, working cor dawn:,
benefits ofjob-holders ye-i know

(3) What right, does one ra

as an em-

ployce9

'4) What resnomibil:tes does ne 11a, e as an
cimp!ayee9

L
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( b ) Hand out article and read it aloud A vocabulary sheet with the following words would be
helpful
insolence
serfdom
political
defiance
activist
imminent
cohorts
usurious
mute
brothels
pauperization
rehabilitate

MATERIALS
(1)

Readings 73 through 77, and the periodical, The
Recordpublished by B'nai B'rith (See Bibliographies)
(2) U.S. Constitution (Bill of Rights)
(3) A. Rusinek, Like a Song, Like a Dream
HOW TO PROCEED:

Have students write a definition of "treason
(2) Have students read the references in the Soviet
and American Constitutions to "treason Compare Article 52 of the Soviet Constitution with
the First Amendment to the US Constitution.
(3) 1-1 'e students read a dissident's statement from
(1)

tribals (In India, groups of unassimilated
landless societies, many of which are itin-

erant, some of which live in and off the
forests. In the Constitution, these are labelled "Scheduled Tribes.")

( 2) Day 2: Present the following three statements
about India in the year 2000 AD; small groups
are to evaluate the possibilities of each happen-

the Soviet Union.
(4)

(a) What is your experience with religion, religious instruction and education? Has there
been any limit on your practice of your religious beliefs, rituals?
1 b ) Given your own religious beliefs and practices, how do you believe you would fare in

In the year 2000 Arumugam has a twenty-

acre farm and is sending one son to a university
( b ) In the year 2000 Aruntagam's three sons are
paying off their father's debt.
(c) India has a Harijan Prime Minister
Each student is to write as homework

the Soviet Union, given the context you have

already learned'

(d) Write your own scenario for the year 2000,
using the article you've read
(3) Day 3: Small groups report on their evaluations
of the Year 2000 scenarios, discussing and col-

(5) Following this discussion, students should be assigned an overnight paper on one of the following
options:
(a) Why professing atheism is the best course for
a Soviet citizen to follow.

tecting responses to the four scenarios. Reference
must be made to the Constitution of India

(b) Why practising religion in secret is the best

EVALUATION:

Rate group responses to tasks assigned Read and
grade papers on scenario 4.
EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Use this type of exercise with other violations e f
human rights in other countries.
( 2 ) The land-labor issue may be used for comparisons
with China and Latin America
(1)

EXERCISE 37: Religion and Human Rights
in the USSR
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
(1)

)iscuss the dissident's statement in the context
of "treason " Nsk:

ing, giving supporting evidenceIa

Reading 59 (especially Art. 1), 68, 69, 70 78. Also

To understand the differences between the theory and practice of human rights in the Soviet

course for a Soviet citizen.
(c) Why professing religion at the price of being
called a dissident is the best course for a Soviet citizen.
PROBLEMS TO ANTICIPATE

Some students may lose objectivity and become
crusaders before they have sufficient knowledge or

experience to know fully what they are doing.
While crusading for human rights is itself a right,
the wise and educated person knows the subject
first.
EVALUATION

Step 4 above may be used for evaluation
A report, one or two months after this strategy has

been used, may be used to assess the active role
which students have or have not assumed. See also
Exercise 26, Human Rights in the School

Union with reFpect to religious freedom.
(21 To create an awareness and concern for the denial of human rights to anyone in any nation
(3) To encourage active application of these new understandings in daily life

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

TYPE OF GROUP

(2) Study the local and state moves to limit the
"Moonies"the Unification Church of the Rev

Grade 12 and above

(1) Study the Church of Scientology controversy in
1978-79

Sun Yong Moon

TIME REQUIRED:

(3) Study West Virginia versus Barnett'

One class period.
1
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(4) Study the internment of Japanese-Americans
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during World War II
(5) Study the famous "Monkey Trial- in Tennessee
(6) Study the issue of abortion in the United States

(7) Study the issue of school prayer in the United
States

what each says about Soviet life or discuss this
topic with them informally.
(5) Discussion:
(a) How is the view gained from these materials
different from your expectations as an American?

(b) How would the Soviet political system ap-

EXERCISE 38: The US and the USSR:
Rights and filmdom,
LEARNING OBJECTIVES.

(1) To actively invlov, students in analysis of primary and secondary materials.
(2) To compare the status of human lights in the US
and the USSR.
(3) To gain a deeper understanding of the strengths

pear to be different from our own?
(c) How would the Soviet economic system appear to be different from our own?
(6) With the class, go back over the original materials. How can students explain the differences

between what is in the first set of articles and
what is in the second set?

(7) Conduct a general discussion of which system
US or USSRoffers more freedom, or more security.

and weaknesses of each system
TYPE OF GROUP:

Grades 1J -12.
TIME REQUIRED:
Two or three class periods.
MATERIALS:
(1) Readings 59 through 90.

(2) Research materials in school or public library.
HOW TO PROCEED:
(1) Give students copies of:

(a) Soviet Constitution (or excerpts concerning
political freedoms, and the social and economic security provisions).
(b) Excerpts from Leonid Brezhnev's article critical of Western concepts of rights.

(c) Short articles and letters from Soviet Life
magazine.

(2) Ask students to forget for a moment anything
they might know about the Soviet Union and

EXERCISE 39: Women's Rights in the Soviet Union
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

(1) To learn what rights women enjoy in the Soviet
Union under the Constitution.
(2) To learn what effective rights may be practiced
by women in Soviet society.

(3) To learn how to use library resources for research.
(4) To learn how to organize a debate.
TYPE OF GROUP'
Grades 10-12
TIME REQUIRED
Five days
MATERIALS

write a paragraph about what it would be like to
live there according to these materials: What are
individual's rights? What benefits do people en-

(1) Readings 59, 82, 83, 84
(2) Library resources

joy?

(1) Students should read the SGviet Constitution and
the articles cited above. List the specific changes
on the status of women's rights and conditims in
Soviet society against ei:her( a) status of women in Russia before 191.7

(3) Discuss student writings:
(a) What American problems would these Soviet
documents lead you to believe were cured?
(b) What human rights do they have which we in
A.nerica do not?
(4) Givo students:
(a) Excerpts from current articles about Soviet

dissenters or your own capsule profiles of
slime Soviet dissenters
(b) Anecdotes, jokes from the Handbook.

(c) Brezhnev statement on the dictatorship of
'Le Communist Party in this Handbook.
_Excerpts from the Soviet criminal code, espek,. .Ily the definition of "treason."

(e) Articles referring to housing.
(f) Trial records.
You can have students write a line or so about

HOW TO PROCEED:

(b) status of women in selected Western European nations
status of womel in USA in 1917 and 1980
Assign a student moderator for a debate
(3) Arrange for a debate in the following sequence
(a) Lead students through a lesson on how to use
library reference resources.
(c)

(2)

(b)

With student participation, select a debate
topic on women's rights, such as Resolved:
Women in the Soviet Union are Unliberated
Soviet Women Enjoy More Rights than Women in
Soviet Women Do Not Need to be Liberated
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(c) Break the class into two debate groups, one
audience group. Debate groups limited to 5
students each side
( d ) Hold the debate, with audience group voting
on two issues:
(1) Which side presented its case the most effectively 1 use American Forensic Assn
rules, if desired)
12 ) Which case is the most valid, irrespective
of the arguments.
( 4 ) Audience group will prepare a letter to the editor
of Pravda and to the New York Timesor west Eu-

( b)

(4) Return to class unit and evaluate through clasp
discussion the degree to which the ideals of the
Soviet Constitution are applied in everyday life
in the USSR
EVALUATION

Observation of discussion in step 4; self-reporting
by students.
EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Prepare students by study of structure and func-

ropean paper, either proving that Women's
Rights in USSR at a superior to those in the US or
a western European nation, or condemning them
as inferior (This part of the strategy may be used

With respect to Reading 86, give examples of
the problems faced by a Soviet citizen in reading a foreign newspaper

tion of Soviet government

for the entire class, but it does offer an assignment for those who are not participating in the

EXERCISE 41: Banned in Moscow

debate)

(1) To illustrate perceptions of human rights
through studying list of banned books
(2) To learn to see perspective, bias, slant, opinion in
books: learn hew that perspective or bias may be
seen as good or bad according to the political or
cultural context in which it is read.
(3) To compare hypotheses with "official" explanations for book banning

PROBLEMS TO ANTICIPATE

Inadequate library resources to substantiate the
debate group research.
EVALUATION:

Evaluation of the debate provided by audience
group. Evaluation of letters to the editor similar to
grading written work on other topics
EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

TYPE OF GROUP

Grades 9-12

Read Hedrick Smith, The Russians.

TIME REQUIRED

Two class periods

EXERCISE 40: Evaluating Soviet Human
Rights
LEARNING OBJECTIVES( 1)

To learn critical reading skills with reference to
original source documents.

( 2) To be able to relate the ideals of a national constitution (the USSR) to the practice of human rights

in that nation
TYPE OF GROUP

Grades 10-12.
TIME REQUIRED

3-4 class periods
MATERIALS

Readings 59, 62, 69, 86
HOW TO PROCE.zD:

D Provide students with the Soviet Constitutio
and relevant portions of the Soviet criminal code

(2) Have students read these and list those provisions which deal with human rights This is an
13

individual activity
Provide students with Reading 69 and 86 Break
into smdler groups to discuss.
(a) With respect to Reading 69, identify the reasons why prisoners were arrested.

MATERIALS

Reading 65.
(2) Readers Guide to Periodical Literature (library )
(3) Review of Reviews or Book Review Digest (library).
(1)

HOW TO PROCEED

(1) Each student selects a title from the list of
banned books
(2) Each student conducts his or her own research by

finding a copy of the book in the library or
through loan, looking up possible American reviews through Reader's Guide or the Book Review collections
(3) A synopsis of the book's contents and perspective
should be prepared as a book report
(4) Book report should be delivered orally

(5) In small groups, the student should categorize
the books into subject-matter arras
(6) Each group should evolve an hypothesis for why
the books in question should have been banned.
(7) Hypotheses of each group should be compared

with published reports of why the book was
banned ( if such reports are available) or by reference to an informant in the local community who

has first-hind familiarity with the issue
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(8) Class as a whole discusses how book-banning re-

flects a perspective on human rights and their
meaning in that nation. Comparison should be
made with the United States and recent legal
cases with reference to the publication of CIA
agents' names or the "secrets" of the hydrogen
bomb.

MATERIALS:
(1) Reading 86

(2) Blank sheet of paper
HOW TO PROCEED

(1) As a home assignment, have the students read
the article and then make a map or chart illustrating the steps and obstacles involved in trying

PROBLEMS TO ANTICIPATE

It may not be possible to find in library resources
articles which reflect the official reasons for the
banning. In this case, the hypothesis may be tested
against an informant's jadgmeni or recollection of
the event, or against the context which has been
ascertained by more general research

to secure the article on calculators (a sample
chart follows here for teactrar use).

(2) Encourage students to think of similar difficulties they may have encountered in trying to locate sources in the library. How do these diffi-

Self-reporting; observation of class discussion.

culites compare with Gorlov's?
Questions:
(a) Why is Gorlov refused access at the Lenin Library Circulation Desk?

small group work.

(b) What are the objections and/or excuses of-

EVALUATION:

fered by each of the following individuals?
(1) Chief Assistant at Circulation Desk.
(2) Gusakov (Director of the Instibite where
Gorlov worked).
(3) Kostrimiri (Head, Special Section of Party Bureau).
(4) Sleplikl_in (Secretary, Party Bureau).

EXERCISE 42: Mapping/Charting"How /
'Read' the New York Times in Moscow"
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

To create and digest a graphic representation of
the steps and stages involved for a Soviet computer
technologist in trying to secure access and permis-

(5) Panfilova (Substitute for vacationing
Slepukhin).

sion to read an article published in the Western

Why do they offer these excuses or objections? What is the predominant attitude portrayed here towards

press (New York Times).
TYPE OF GROUP

Grades 9-12.

American technological achievements?
the American press?
the American economic system?

TIME REQUIRED

Preparation plus 15 minutes in class
12.
Panfilova
(Slepukhin on vacation)

/4
9 & 11 ez 13
Slepukhin

Secretary, Party Bureau
8

3.

Kostromin
Head, Special Section,
Party Bureau

Science Reading
Rooms,
Lenin Central Library

6.

Chief Assistant,
Li' rary
5.

Circulation
Desk
2.

Read article in Soviet publication,
Science and Life, on use of pocket
calculator. in engineering, article referred to New York Times description.

1.

7.

Chief Speciaiist
Summer "13
GORLOV
Moscow Central
Scientific Research

Gusakou,
Project Institute
Director,
Institute. Automated Systems Construction

<--

START HERE

19J

4 & 10
Periodicals Department
(to get title of article)
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EXERCISE 43: Student-Produced U.S.S.R.
Internal Passport
4110

Page 1:

5 Nationality How do you feel about declar-

LEARNING OBJECTIVES.

ing your own ethnic identity for your gov-

(1) To understand the significance of an internal

ernment? Why do you think the Soviet govern-

passport system.
12) To think about oneself, one's life and one's origins
from the point of view of the government

ment cares about the "nationality" of its citi-

TYPE OF GROUP

text' Why is "Jew" listed as a nationality')
6 Social Origins: The Soviet Union claims to
be a classless society. Why do you think it requires citizens to list social origins? Do you
think ---ne origins are better than others? If
so, which') During the first half of the Soviet
regime. there was another category here Nobility Why is this no longer listed as a choice?
What would have been the official attitude towards people listed as "From the Nobility" in
their passports? How can such distinctions as
Nationahtt a
ocial Origins be used to proan right;`'
tect or 1.1olati

zens? Can you see any benefits to being one na-

tionality or another, within the Soviet con-

Individual students or entire class, grades 5-12
TIME REQUIRED'

Preparation plus one half-hour OR no preparation
but one class period spent in filling out passport
and discussing implications of exercise.
MATERIALS NEEDED:
( 1)

For teacher and student background reading.
(a) General Introduction ' Internal Passport
below
( b ) Reading 71

(2) For assembly of Internal Passport (for making
one facsimile per student)
(a) Dark grey (almost black) construct. on paper
for coven-1 sheet.
(b) Photocopies of the facsimile pages which fol-

Page 2
3 Certificate ofret urn from abroad. Why must

Soviet citizens surrender their internal passports when applying to go abroad')
4 Release Certificate from Place ofDetention:
Why would having your passport taken from
you in prison or a forced labor camp constitute
punishment9
Pages 5, 6 & 8

low exercise For greater autlenticity, students might treat paper with pale green water colors and allow to dry before using. The
desired result is official-looking, unrepro4110

ducible-type paper such as that on paper
money and the inside of U S. passports
(c) Blue ball point pen.
(d) Stapler or needle and thread for assembling
passport.
(3) Assemble, as time and interest permit

Permanent and Temporary Residence Permits- Do you think these regulations are always possible to enforce') What would you do if

you went to visit a friend for a week? How
could this sort of policy affect the behavior and
movement of people engaged in non-approved
activities') How does this statute help the state

HOW TO PriOCEED
( 1)

Introduce your students to the phenomenon of an
internal passport, using the materials presented
in this Handbook (listed under MATERIALS)
The exercise assumes the students already have
some familiarity with the Soviet Union, although
this is not essential. In fact, the Passport Exercise
may be used as an introduction to any centralized
government Have the students read the articles
mentioned above, as well as the information pro-

keep track of its citizens9 How can the state
use the reside-ice permit as an instrument of
control and even punishment9
Do we in the U S have anything resembng an
internal passport What documents do American
adults regularly carry with them') Compare these
to the Soviet inte -nal passport

vided on how to register for your passport and
how to fill it out This should be a home assign-

PROBLEMS TO ANTICIPATE

Students may simply fill in blanks and think no
further.

ment, if possible. Each of the points needing clari-

fication is marked with an asterisk.
(2) Ask the students to read the instructions and fill
out the passport pages at home. At the next class
meeting, go through the steps involved in filling
out the passport and registering for it Discussion
should naturally revolve around some of the following questions

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Ask the students to interview their parents and fill
out another set of forms

INTERNAL PASSPORTU S S R

In many countries of the world, including the
USSR, citizens are required to carry with them a

1
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personal identity card or passport for use within the
country. This document serves as their official identification for everything from working papers to hotel

registration to transportation passes The Soviet
Union's version of such an identity card is called an
"internal passport," and it contains, in miniature, an
overview of a citizen's life from age 16. Internal passports are not a new phenomenon for Russians, since
they were a feature of Tsarist times as well In fact,
one of the promises made by the Bolshevil.s after the
October Revolution was the abolition of the internal

BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND INSTRUC-

TIONS FOR FILLING OUT YOUR INTERNAL
PASSPORT
Page 1
1

month and year
3 Patronymic- (Son or Daughter of
= F'ather's name( As anyone knows who has

ever tried to read a Russian novel, Russian
names can be confusing Part of the confusion
stems from the fact that Russians use a sort of
middle name arrangement unfamiliar to present-day English speakers, but not really as foreign as it seems at first glance. Russians have
first names, (given names) and last names more
or less as we do, although women's surnames
often sport a final "a" where the male counterpart does not For example, Leo Tolstoy's her-

passport. Although the practice was revived akid
reintroduced in 1932 and remains in effect up to to-

day, there is no official (ie., published in the
U.S.S.R.) description of the contents of an internal
passport By the way, it is called an "internal" passport only for non-Soviet audierces; Soviets refer to it
simply as a passport. We have managed to reconstruct the detailed description of an internal passport

oine Anna Karemna (from the novel by the

given here from t!-,e memory of several recent Soviet

same name) is married to a Mr Alexei Karenin
The patronymic is a middle name which indicates your father's name If your name is Peter,
and your father's name Paul, you would be re-

emigres. The documents are not permitted to be
taken out of the U S.S.R., with the result that we
have had to rely on memory alone
IF YOU WERE A 16-YEAR-OLD SOVIET CITIZEN,

ferred to in Russian as "Peter Paulson," Le

YOU WOULD REGISTER FOR YOUR FIRST

called "Mary, Daughter of Andrew The 'Rus-

sian language has a special way if forming
these patronymics, of course, and they are not as

clumsy as they seem here in the description

Anyway, it's the father's name that counts

ing registration lists, and will give you the
necessary forms and residence certification
to pursue your passport registration If you

at the Housing Office These contain the information which will appear in your official
passport, and they will be checked carefully

Those of us with surnames like Johnson, Stevenson, Peterson, MacHen:y, MacAndrew, etc ,
near traces of the fact that English had a system
of patronymics once, too.

5. Nationality: This is known familiarly and infamously as the "Fifth Point," and is extremely
important. It is not citizenship which is in ques-

tion here, but ethnic background. Soviet citizens are of many ethnic groups, and this is the
place where background is listed. Possible en-

by the person who eventually issues it to you

Step 3: Take the completed forms to the Passport
Registration Bureau of your local Police Station. Wait in iine from several hours to several days. Eventually, you will be seen by an official, who will begin filling in your passport,

taking the information from the forms you
brought with you, but often asking you the
questions again anyway, in order to verify
the accuracy of your answer:,

Step 4: While you wait, the Passport Official takes
your new passport and accompanying photograph to the Chief of his division. who will af-

fix the photograph with an official seal and
sign where appropriate. The passport 's then
returned to you, with congratulations. Getting your own passport is viewed as one of the
landmarks of' adulthood

,

"Peter, Son of Paul " Similarly, if you are Mary,
and your father's name is Andrew, you would be

PASSPORT THIS IS HOW IT'S DONE
Step 1: Go to the Passport Bureati of your local Housing Office. (Every city is divided into housing
regions, and each of these has a Housing Office.) Officials there will confirm that you live
at so-and-so address by looking at their hous-

live on a collective farm, you go to the administrat;ve office of the farm for these forms
Step 2 Fill out the forms which you have been given

Birthdate Russians list the day first. then the

tries by Soviets are: Russian, Georgian, Ukran-

ian, Armenian, Uzbek, Belo-Russian, Tartar,
1 adzhik, Jew (!), Kazakh, Lithuanian, Kirghiz,
Latvian, Azerbaizhani, Estonian, etc.
If a citizen is of mixed parentage, he or she has
the right to choose between the two nationalities only once in a lifetime, at age 16 when the
first passport is issued.
6. Social Origins:This refers to your parents' occupations and, therefore, their class status.
Choose one of the three following descriptions,
and write it on the appropriate line:
1) Blue-collar workers (Laborers)
2) White-collar workers (Managers, office
workers and professional workers)
3) Peasantry (farmers)
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own passports. Russians normally have 1 or 2

Page 2.

children, while families from Soviet Central Asian
republics tend fn be much larger

1. Previous passport: Passports are issued at age

16, then must be exchanged and reissued 5

years later, at age 21. After that, they are

Marital Status
Most Soviets get married in so-called "Wedding
Palaces," which are municipal buildings devoted

reissued at age 31, 41, and 55. After age 55, the

passport is called a "termless," or permanent
one, and is retained until death.

exclusively to this purpose. A short civil ceremony
by a special marr ;e official, who urges the couple
to maintain a marital relationship in ke- ping with

3. Certificate ofreturn from abroad: When Soviets
travel abroad, they must surrender their internal passport in order to get an e.:ternal one. Up-

the ideals of Soviet citizenship, and to raise their
children in the spirit of Marxism-Leninism. A re-

on return, they must submit the re-entry visa
and external passport in order to reclaim the internal passport.
4. Release Certificate from Plate ofDetention: Soviet citizens who have been imprisoned, sent to
forced labor camps or internal exile have their

corded version of the Wedding March from Lohen-

grin is played, the official pronounces them man
and wife, and family and friends applaud. In an adjoining room, champagne may be served. Usually,
friends and family accompany bride and groom to a
festive wedding dinner, held either at home or in a
local restaurant. There is much eating, drinking,

internal passports confiscated as part of their
punishment. Upon release, they may register
for a new passport, but must bring a release certificate as evidence of completion of the term. If
a citizen has this point checked in the passport,
any future employer will be wary of him or her,

and will usually contact the Security Police
(KGB) for details as to the person's behavior and

reliability.
Military Obligation
Compulsory registration for military service is required &young men as soon as they reach the age
of 17. The registration is carried out at regional
draft centers. Active military service ranges from
1 year (for those with higher education) to 3 years.
Length of tour of duty depends upon the branch of
the armed services involved. After discharge, men
enter the reserves until age 40-65, depending upon
rank. Women enter the armed forces in the USSR
on a voluntary 1-1sis.
Page 3.
Children

and shouting by the guests of the traditional expression, "it's bitter!" (referring to the wine), 3,t,
which the newlyweds are required to kiss, in order
to sweeten the wine and the proceedings. Divorce
is frequent in the U.S.S.R., and is obtainable from
the civil authorities, too.
Pages 5, 6 and, especially, 8.

Permanent Residence Permit (pro-pees-kal and
Temporary Residence Permits
See the articles "You Can't Live There!" for the full

implications of this practice. This is how Andrei
Sakhrov was forced to move from Moscow to the
town of Gorky in January, 1980; his Moscow Residence Permit was revoked. See also the last page of

the internal passport, containing excerpts frem
the Residence Registration Statute about the consequences of violating these regulations.
Page 7.
Employment.
Changing jobs, like changing place of residence in

Children are listed in their parents' passports until they reach the age of 16 and are entitled to their

the Soviet Union, is done much less frequently
than in the U S
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PASSPORT
*

s

CHILDREN
Name

Birthdate

1. Born on

Day

Day Month Year

Month

Year

Month

Year

Month

Year

Place of Residence

2. Last name
*

3.

First name

Patronymic

Name

Birthdate

4. Passport issued

Day

Day Month Year

Place of Residence

in
*

5. Nationality

*

6. Social origins

Name

Birthdate
Day
Affix photo

Place of Residence

here
No. 675442

4

MARITAL STATUS

2

Marriage performed on

Passport issued on the basis of the following document(s). Check those that apply.
*

Month

Day

1. Previous passport

Year

at the

2. Birth certificate

(enter location)

*

3. Certificate of return from abroad

*

4. Release Certificate from Place of Detention

* Wedding Palace
by

(Signature of presiding official)
Marriage dissolved on
Day
*

MILITARY OBLIGATION
Period of Service
Place of Service

/

/

Month

at the following location
/

/

Witnessed by

Date of Discharge

0 -. ,,,.,9

4,

Year

5

0

*PERMANENT RESIDENCE PERMIT

The bearer of this passport is permanently registered at the following address.

EMPLOYMENT

The bearer was hired by the following enterprise
(enter name and location)

City

Street Address and Number

on
Day

Month

Year

in the capacity of (occupation/trade)

The bearer of this passport has been de-registered from the above address as of
Signature of Personnel Officer
Day

Month

Year

and re-registe:ed at the following new address:

The bearer was dismissed frcm the above position on the following date:

City

Street Address and Number

Day

Month

Year

Signature of Personnel Officer
6

*(blank page follows for other job changes.)
8

* TEMPORARY RESIDENCE PERMITS

* EXCLWPTS FROM RESIDENCE REGISTRATION STATUTE.
1)

Residence anywhere within the USSR for
more than 48 hours without a Residence Permit is not permitted.

2) Up to two (2) warnings may be issued in the
event of non-compliance with this regulation.

3) A third violation brings criminal charges.
The citizen is then liable to prosecution and
sentence of 1-3 years imprisonment for violation of passport regulation.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Evaluation
Clearly this chapter is not a textbook on instructional evaluation By concerning ourselves with the
peculiar attributes of evaluating a program in Human Rights and Citizenship, however, we may be
breaking fresh ground for the user Human rights, as
a topic for learning, presents a host of problems for

human :'fights invc.lve culturally-derived values and

the woul-i-be evaluator and for the classroom

demanding both intuition and inductive thinking in
addition to the more expected learning skills. Coming up with an evaluation that will satisfy the princi-

attitudes, as well as behavior toward others, will
have an unexpected consequence Instead of revealing human rights as a crystalline concept open to cognitive learning, it will be seen as an elusive, paradoxical and infinitely complex set of interrelated issues,

teacher
This Handbook began with the formulation of
learning objectives Note that these were called
"learning objectives," not "instructional objectives

pal, superintendent or school board is going to be improbable if the evaluation is structured according to
normal American educational practice itnough

This was done on purpose, and that purpose should be
recalled here.
The subject of human rights is so elusive, so much
like quicksilver, that we can only focus on the learn-

(

leaders in the growing field of evaluation, rooting
their concepts and procedures in social science meth-

odologies, are moving quickly ahead of actual in-

ing, not on the instruction The objectives, we hope,
were formulated not by those outside the classroom,
but by the individual teacher and the class. These
will be abandoned and new ones evolved each time
the subject of human rights is taught Obviously, as
the teacher gains experience, a pattern is bound to
rmerge, but emphasis should nevertheless still be
placed upon formulating learning objectives as an initial class experience. Otherwise, the definition 'tf human rights and how human rights will be studied

school practice). Human rights, in short, won't be eas-

comparatively will be so culture-bound as to make effective learning unlikely.

for more penetrating and enduring learnings, this

ily tested, nor a program in human rights education
easily evaluated.
So in this cnapter we concentrate on the elusive
qualities and how they may possibly be captured in a
way that measures outcome against objectives.
The outcomes we may expect fall into four categories1

Learning about human rights in other na-

tions- facts, figures. illustration. A vehicle, we hope,

learning is at a lower cognitive level For each of the
five nations in this Handbook, learning some basic
facts a-id even some basic cultural phenomena would
represent a satisfactory outcome.

Second, the process of attaining those objectives
varies with the class and with its objectives While
this Handbook has offered some strategies and exercises, some illustrative materials and case studies,
the way in which these are used will be unique to

Sharpening critical thinking skills- The capacity to observe and interpret another culture with
enough sensitivity to avoid the cultural baggage
2

each classroom and will change each time the subject

brought to the inquiry by the student To use an earli-

of human rights 's approached. This procedure can
generate a good bit of uncertainty and insecurity for
teachers who have learned that most school subjects
are easily defined, the facts well-delineated and the
learning easily measured by either criterion-referenced tests ( what has been learned against pre-set

er Dr age, we may call it the skill to crawl inside
another culture and see it on its own terms without
prejudgment. This is a skill, and it belongs among the

in our experience to be one of the most important and

higher cognitive, critical thinking skills. The usual
definition of critical thinking skills is fundamentally
a western cultural conception, and therefore in fact
even the definition imposes upon cultures under
study certain subtle prejudgments which may be unfair or insensitive to the subject studied. Knowing
that a culture under study is not the same as the culture itself is a skill of no small value It is here, too,
that making cross-cultural comparisons between the

enduring learnings. Unccvering the basic fact that

five nations is called for.

criteria) or normative tests (students measured
against another group or a national sample).
Third, those objectives involve a heavy dose of of
fective learning, the sharpening of underpracticed

skills and perhaps even a change in behavior The
very difficulty of defining human rights has proven
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New attitudes toward human rights Study

Obser% at ional skill perceiving as much as po:.sible ithout seeing what Isn't there
C Skill in recognizing a prejudice. stereotype. preconception in oneself

must be divorced from the value system from why:h

the student comes Human rights practiced in the
five nations and expressed in the international Instruments are influenced by ti - political, historical

Deduction following from the general to the

and cultural contexts from which they ewerged It is

very hard to understand that human rights are

particular in a logical fashion
Analysis sorting out facts. classifying and cat-

values which are influenced by one'..; own cultural

egGrIzing

values Somc rtudents, for instance, come to the
study of human rights with the preconviction that

Synthesis bringing It all together into an interpretive whole
We would add to this something which does not re-

the Bill cc Rights of the United States is immutable. a
self - contained truth that the rest of the world is inev-

ceive the attention It deserves in this committeedominaLed American cc tune the skill of working
and learning effectively in a group The point has

itably bound to , :cognize as the best Such an attitude may make the studet insensitive to the somewhat different assertion of human rights in other nations which citizens there think are equally the best
Egocentrism and ethnocentrism touch the cognitive,
but are fundamentally affective in quality
4. New be,5aviors rn respectu.g and reacting to
the rights of other individuals. groups. cultures and

been made that a group estabhshes its own little culture which governs the behavior and thus the learning of its member s The study of human rights or other culturally-influenced topics may yield most effec-

tive resu,s if It is conducted in a group process In
working as a group, an operating understanding of
rights and responsibilities may emerge, together

nations, and to procedures for protecting those rights.

new behavior related to learning about other cul.
tures. other peoples
The first of these four is so well-known and the processes for constructing evaluation instruments so fa-

miliar that it needs no special attention here, with
the exception of a single point. The teacher whose
evaluation of human rights learning is restricted to

learni.., skills. Without attempting to be heretical,
we would seriously advance the argument that intui-

the purely factual or even to covering concepts of human rights noes a disservice to the student and does
not help to evince an understanding ofhuman rights
When this Project asked 100 adult professional educators to define human rights, the task proved almost
beyond the capacity of the group Individuals differed
widely over what they meant by human rights, even
though all but five were Americans, and almost all

were commi..e-1 to the western liberal democratic
system Individual predispositions and membership
in advocacy ,roups made it not just difficu:L but almost impossible to arrive at a consensus on human

rights Thus the classroom teacher should be ,n
guard not to impose a definition or to assume that the
class is already in agreement on a definition Evaluation of cognitive learning in human rights w.il yield
mainly a confirmation of preconceptions if a definition of a hard sort is subsumed from the start So, by
all means, if you wish, test the Pacts about our five nations and about human rights in them that you think

are important, but put some real attention toward
evaluating the other three outcomes as Nell
A number of skills have been needed to meet intended learning objectives, if your pattern followed
ours. Pere are some of them:
Bibliographic s1-111. finding additional resourc
es for learning, classifying them.
Reading skill. re.,ding and understanding original source materials.

with a structure which permits the protection and enforcement of rights Group process requires skills in
handling interpersonal relationships in an operating
context, making those Interpersonal skills in effect
tion is a more come ,n method of learning than most
educators would like to believe The random quality
of intuition may more nearly match the random quality of all existence than the intensely logical learning
processes we would like to think prevail. Intuition .5

rare'y rewarded in our system In a subject as abstract and yet as concrete as human rights, we might
well encourge it a bit more There is no need to fear
that it v ould run out of control. real constraints exist
in the 1- lup context on unfounded intuition with all
the give nd take that implies LA the group dynam-

ics both encourage and limit intuition. rather than
attempt to prohibit it
It is necessary to emphasize again in this context
that any student comes to V e study of human rights
with a well-developed set of conceptions, even a child

in elementary grades. This is normal and natural, a
simple fact of life. Any culture, our own included,
evolves socialization and educational procedures for
inculcating in its young the controlling values of that
culture. The problem, of course, arises when a person

looks at the values of another culture. The cultural
values already instilled are so thoroughly a part of
the person's persona:ity, so thoroughly sublimated,
that it is extremely difficult to prevent them nom
controlling the observation. Thus, for an American

student to evaluate human rights practices and
procedures in other nations without distorting the
evaluation requires the conscious identification of
his or her own values and c
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11 withholding ofjudg-
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ment until the observation and evaluation has been
completed and comparison and interpretation undertaken.
Here again, process in rudes. The skills needed for
separating oneself and one's cultural attitudes and
values from the study of another culture are extremely difficult to isolate. In fact, we know of no single
technique which will isolate them for evaluation by a
teacher or program director. They are measurable for
cultural learning, and for human rights learning in
particular, only insofar as they are to be se3n th process. The process, both indiv dual and group, through

which the students learn about human rights is not

fective learning and especially avoid testing it Yet
when the subject requires the student to unload her
or his cultural baggage, as human rights learning
surely does, there is a necessity to face up to the problem. Some observers might suggest that what we are
talking about is not affective at all They might argue

that it is the student's ability to render cognitional
some matters which are usually sublimated by psychological and social pressure upon the individual.
Our aim is to make the student aware of the preconceptions, mis-conceptions, prejudices and stereotypes
which culture forces him or her to bring to the study
of peoples who are different. We have labelled this

independent of the learning and so cannot be separat-

"cultural baggage," but it is baggage of a great

ed out in any evaluation, as is customary in most

weight which appears weightless to the student. Our
task is to make the student aware of the burden and
to react to the world as a person so burdened should.
That does not mean to challenge American values or
even to change student attitudes as much as it means

American evaluation. Recent developments in edu-

cational evaluation put stronger emphasis on the
teacher's contribution, the syllabus and methods,
even the learning environment. No longer should we

disregard these factors in our quest for measuring
student achievement. Likewise, we should develop
more experience in seeing learning as part of an interactive process within a group of individuals.
From this perspective, evaluation should concen-

trate on the group rather than the individual student. There is additional argument for this recommendation.
Human rights learning is affective. This may not
be apparent on the surface, for most writing about affective learning deals with school and community related !earnings. One recent book on evaluation says,
for instance, that measures in the affective area deal
with how students feel about themselves, school and

certain topic ,1 areas such as drugs, mathematics,
ethnic groups. The word "feel" is misleading here.
Yes, attitudes and values affect feelings but affective
education deals more broadly with the way in which
values and attitudes, both overt and subliminal, affect a student's perspective of the world. Edward T.
Hall's writ; igs (The Hidden Dimension, The Silent
Language and Beyond Culture) make the point that
culture so surrounds us that it is supremely difficult

to rise above culture, to get beyond culture. Hall
argues, however, that the only way to understand
oneself and one's own culture is indeed to go beyond
them through the medium of other cultures. If the final goal of education is self-knowledge, then here is
that goal restated in terms of cultures. To know oneself is to know one's own culture, but this is impossi-

ble without seeing it through the perspective of
another culture. To do this requires putting values
and attitudes (which are very largely culturally-induced; on a shelf, putting feeling aside. That is, in
fact, affective learning.

making the student learn and act as if aware that
values and attitudes can affect behavior. While this
may involve a cognitive process, it is a path which
leads through the thickets of culturally-formed
values, family-generated perspectives and commonly

held attitudes as well as how the student "feels"
about something.

We return to the issue of evaluation. Common
procedures for affective evaluation measure affective

outcomes against prevailing social norms. Here
again, we run into trouble. How, if the social norms
generally prevailing are quite in contrast to the freedoms from preconception advocated here, can we appraise the student's learning?

There is real danger if we approach evaluation
through a testing procedure for each individual student. If we isolate a student from the group when
dealing with a subject close to the religious and social
norms of major importance to community and nation,
we are laying ourselves open to accusations of tampering with etaics. This is not our purpose, but individual testing may make it seem so.
The answer is always to r.-.2a: are the group, not
the individual student. Lk) we come back to the same

point made earlier: The learning has been taking
place in the context of a group which involves other
students, perhaps a teacher. Part of the group context
should have included a sharing process, structured or
unstructured. A subculture evolves in a group which

works together, and procedures are developed for
sharing. If the group is a learning group, then learnings are shared. There are ways for the evaluator to
syphon off some of the shared learning for evaluation.
The point to emphasize here is that the evaluation of

attitudinal shifts and behavioral differences in a

Affective '.earning deals with sensitive issues,

group must be measur -.%1 for the whole group and not

closely related to a person's self-esteem. Rather than
rick psychological damage, many educators avoid af-

from testing or observing a single individual. So,
even if this flies into the face of most routine class
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evaluation procedures and our American tradition of
evaluating by testing the achmements of individual
students, look to the group's movement not to the individual's achievement.
1. Self-Reporting
Most stu0,-nts on the secondary level will be able to

understand questions you ask about human rights
and have sufficient self-awareness to »:nvide the necessar information in response to questions. Self-

reporting techniques are recommended for human

rights learning at this level. There are disadvantages, however, so they canna be used alone but only
in conjunction with other techniques.
One way to do this is to provide systematic feedback from each student at each stage of the learning.
Daily feedback reports are helpful, but they do take
five minutes of class time and students may object to
their daily use. An opportunity may be given for the
feedback form to include the student's name, but only
if the student feels that her or his identity is impor-

tant. Normally, because you are after the group's
reactions, anonymity would be preferable. A feedback form would include:
(1) Statement of Learning Objectives
(2) Subject of study today.

(3) Team or group partners today
(4) Scale of 1 to 10: Did today's activities meet the

learning objectives? Sentence or two statement of why or why not.
(5) Problems or questions which arose which were
not solved.
(6) Things I would like to know more about.
One possible example is shown later
Another useful procedure is for students to main-

tain a systematic log, diary or journal devoted to
rights and responsibilities. In it, a student should
write:
(1) All human rights facts that were acquired during a given day from any source: newspapers,
radio, television, reading, conversation, class
activity or sharing.

(2) Observations about human rights.

(3) Questions about human rights that are not
clear.

(4) Human rights in practice in the school, in the
home, in the community, in the nation.
The problem for the 4 )acher is the sheer volume of
logs to look over. Because they will be subjective, it is

virtually beyond the realm of possibility for any
graded assessment to be made (but you can gain an
overall impression of the learning of one group compared to another).
Process-generated opportunities are plentiful for a
form of self-reporting. In other words, if small groups
or the class as a whole are working on human rights
topics, it is the teacher's responsibility to encourage

routine sharing of what is learned If the objectives-
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setting exercise, Exercise 1, has been used, that time
would offer a good chance to introduce and discuss
ways by which learning may be shared There are few
limits to ways to snare, trom skits and role playing, to
writing poems and essays, bulletin boards, and so on
The sharing should, however, be structured in such a
manner that the members of the class or sub-group
from the class must share with their peers. and not
just with their teacher via the normal quiz or test A
rule of thumb we have found useful )1n spite of the

fact that it cannot always be done') is for sharing
to take place in a manner .,:rnilr to how the learning was learned Thus, it may be possible to avoid the

awful show-and-tell sessions, or the endlessly dull
book reports, or any other overreliance on individual

displays. Sharing should 13e group sharing with
group, rather than individual with the group The
teacher is a receiver of this sharing, too, and may use
it for evaluation, noting the effectiveness of the sharing as well as what was shared
This evaluation process has been placed quite consciously in the "self-reporting" category, even though
it is clear that the evaluator is an observer. This has
been done to emphasize that the heart of the sharing
is not to prove to the teacher that the group has learned anything, but to actually share meaningful learn-

ings with peers in the class. The ,,ormal observational evaluation will have the evaluator observing quietly, noting what is happening and who is do
ing what to whom on a pad That this is separate and
apart from what is transpiring before the observer is
ridiculous. Just as the anthropologist inevitably affects what it is that he or she is observing in a culture,
the observer is not apart from the process, but an integral part of it. We suggest that the observer not be
just the teacher Let the entire class be the observer.
Let the sharing constitute an evaluation not simply
by what has been transmitted to the receptor group
but by how that receptor group reacts to the learnings
transmitted This can be done in a number of ways,
from formalized reporting (each student has a pad') to
conscious appraisal in interactive form by the recep-

tor group Just as the learning cannot he evaluated
apart fro i the -)rocess so the process may not be
evaluates apart from the group The observer is a
part of the group, so instead of pretending that that is
not so, it is Lest to proceed with the group's own process-related aluation of the group
2 Reports of Others
There is still room for reporting. First, the personto-person relationship of teacher and student has not
evaporated, for all that has been said of group process The student expects the teacher to appraise in-

dividual work and accomplishments The student
will not be surprised or put off by a private interview
in which some of the affective dimensions can be explored This is a procedure that can come to grips with
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some of the problems of self-reporting Because students are quick to "psyche out" or to anticipate what
it is that the teacher wants to hear, and because students have been involved in the process of setting out
learning objectives, there will be a tendency for them
to report what it is that they think the teaches wants
them to say No matter how hidden the agenda, students are remarkable ferrets
A personal interview permits the follow-up question, the probing of areas which the student can keep
out of sight in self-reporting. It does have the danger
of entering psychological doorways that might better
have been avoided, but if there is a friendly relation
between teacher and student, it is possible Remembei , however, that a report or. the individual
student is not the aim here, but an assessment of the
class achievement, particularly the capacity of the
glass to divorce itself from its American cultural context and se-2 human rights in a different context. If
that new context is communicated through several
interviews, there can be a high measure of satisfaction with the learning.
Questionnaires are also possible Again, testing in

human rights is possible, but the results are valid
really only for the group, not the individual Thus,

when we recommend a Likert-style attitudinal reference test, suite as the one which follows, we must condition its use with these words Do not use this test for
individual measurement, but only to measure group
movement in a pretest-posttest situation. This questionnaire is designed to show movement toward regarding human rights in their cultural context By it-

self, it is static and meaningless If, on the other
hand, half the questionnaire is administered before
the study of human rights and the other half toward
or after the end of the study, it may be possible to see
if any changes in attitude have occured in the group
It is a group test, a -id should not be graded for individ-

uals Under no circumstances should individual
"scores" be recorded or reported outside the c!assroom On the other hand, it may prove useful in deter-

mining if human rights learning has an impact on
cultural preconceptions and stereotypes in other
learning contexts
Additional questions may be developed Rules are
ti- it they should not contain more than one concept or

item, the question asked should not be ambiguous.
the question sLould, if possible, appear in reversed
format at a different part of the questionnaire Testing of questions is always advisable
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ATTITUDINAL QUESTIONNAIRE FOR ELEMENTARY GRADES
(See following Questionnaire for Grades 7-12)
WHEN YOU GROW UP
When you grow up, what sort of person do you want to become? In each question that follows, we give you something that a different person has said. Then we ask you whether you would want to be like such a person or not.
Of course, you would really need to know a lot more about each of these people before you could decide; on the
other hand, you can sometimes tell quite a lot about a person from the way he or she talks.
Here is the first question:
1. "I think women should stay out of politics," said Mrs. A, "anything to do with politics is for men to decide."
Yes
Will you think like Mrs. A when you grow up? (Pick one)
No
Can't decide
"I
will
sell
my
home
to
a
colored
family
if
I
want
to,"
said
Mr.
B.
2.
Yes
Will you think like Mr. B when you grow up? (Pick one)
No

Can't decide
3. "Of course people with different religions teach their child' n different ideas," said Mr. C, "but if that
is what they want to do then I thinlr we should leave them alone."
Will you think like Mr. C when you grow up? (Pick one)

Yes
No

Can't decide
4. "It's better to rc id more than one newspaper," said Mr. D, "that way you get different points of view about
public affairs."
Yes
Will you think like Mr. D when you grow up? (Pick one)
No

Can't decide
"We
should
always
speak
up
when
we
disagree
with
the
government,"
said
Mrs.
E,
"that
way we get better
5.
laws in the end."
Yes
Will you think like Mrs. E when you grow up? (Pick one)
No
Can't decide
6. "We must give you a chance to say what you think," said Mr. F, "even if we don't agree with you."
Yes
Will you think like Mr. F wnen you grow up? (Pick one)
No

Can't decide
7. "What's the use of complaining," said Miss G, "'the government won't listen to people like me anyway."
Will you think like Miss G when you grow up? (Pick one)

Yes
No

Can't decide
8. "If you try hard enough," said Mr. H, "you really can make a change in the way the country is run."
Yes
Will you think like Mr. H when you grow up? (Pick one)
No

Can't decide
9. "Some newspapers go too far in blaming our government," said Mr. J, "and if I were a judge, I'd close them
down for being disloyal."
Yes
Will you think like Mr. J when you grow up? (Pick one)
No

Can't decide
10. "Wi'at is the point of giving education to boys from poor families," said Mr. K. "It will only make them want
things they can't ever hope to get."
Yes
Will you think like Mr. K when you grow up? (Pick one)
No

Can't decide
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11.

"There are millions of other people who will vote in this election," said Mr. L, "so it does not matter whether
I vote or not."
Will you think like Mr. L when you grow up? (Pick one)
Yes
No

12

Can't decide
"It is not my fault if there are people who are unemployed," said Mr. M, "so why should I pay taxes to help
them?"
Will you think like Mr. M when you grow up? (Pick one)

Yes
No

Can't decide
13. "Most politicians are selfish," said Mrs. N. "They only want to do things for themselves or their families."
Will you think like Mrs. N when you grow up? (Pick one)
Yes
No
14.

Can't decide
"The only way to get peace in th world is by supporting the United Nations," said Miss H, "even if it means
we must give up some of our own independence."
Will you think like Miss H when you grow up? (Pick one)
Yes
No

Can't decide
15. "If I had my way, we would all pay less tax," said Mr. 0. "After all, the government only gives it away to the
sick and the old and the unemployed who are no use to us anyway."
Will you think like Mr. 0 when you grow up? (Pick one)
Yes
No
16.

Can't decide
"The Russians will never let those dissidents out, so why don't the dissidents just shut up and go back to
work?" said Ms. J.
Will you think like Ms. J when you grow up? (Pick one)
Yes
No

17.

Can't decide
"The South Americans must like dictatorship, because that's all they ever seem to have. Just when they get
a civilian government in office, the military throws it out. We should ignore them, for they're hopeless,"
said Mr. P.
Will you think like Mr. P when you grow up? (Pick one)

Yes
No

Can't decide
18. "The Red Brigades and the right wing terrorists like them are trying to tell us something about human
rights. I want to find out what it is they are saying," said Mrs. R.
Will you think like Mrs. R when you grow up? (Pick one)
Yes
No
19.

Can't decide
"The Indians," said Dr. Q, "abolished caste and untouchability in their Constitution o ver 30 years ago. I'd
like to find out why caste still exists."
Will you think like Dr. Q when you grow up? (Pick one)

Y -s

No

Can't decide
20. "The American Bill of Rights contains all the rights anyone needs now or for the future," said Mrs. S.
Will you think like Mrs. S when you grow up? (Pick one)

Yes
No

Can't decide
(The first 15 questions are from A. N. Oppenhein, "Attitudes in Civic Education in Severol Countries: Develop-

ment of Cross-National Scales." Hamburg: International Association for the Evaluation of Educational
Achievement, May 1970, pp. 38-41. ERIC ED 068 408. The last five questions relate to our five nations.)
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ATTITUDINAL QUESTIONNAIRE
FOR SECONDARY STUDENTS

List your agreement with the following statements on the scale at the right.
Strongly
Agree
with statement

Do not feel

strongly
either way

Strongly
Disagree
with statement

1. Everyone agrees on what human rights are.

X

X

X

X

X

2. The United States Bill of Rights contains all human rights.

X

X

X

X

X

3. All human beings are created equal.

X

X

X

X

4. Freedom ofexpression should have no limits.

X

X

X

X

X

5. Freedom of movement within notions is universally recognized.

X

X

X

X

X

6. Freedom from hunger is as important as freedom
f speech.

X

X

X

X

X

7. Freedom from error should be maintained by the
State.

X

X

X

X

X

8. The right to hold private property must not be
limited.

X

X

X

X

X

9. The right to rebel is the most important freedom.

X

X

X

X

X

10. Definitions of human rights vary from country to
country.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

13. The right to work should be guaranteed by the
State.

X

X

X

X

X

14. The right to practice any religion should be protected by the government.

X

X

X

X

X

15. Everyone agrees on what a particular word
weans.

X

X

X

X

X

16. All prisoners are political prisoners.

X

X

X

X

X

17. No country has a right to impose its values on another country.

X

X

X

X

X

18. A generally-accepted definition of human rights
exists.

X

X

X

X

X

19. All women should enjoy equal rights with men.

X

X

X

X

X

20. Human rights practices are not affected by economic conditions.

X

X

X

X

X

21. Human dignity and worth are universally respected.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

11. If human rights are properly defined there will
be no conflict.

12. Freedom to marry the person of your choice, even
if from a different race, is a universal human

right.

22. Human life is more important than human

rights.
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X

23. The right to bear arms should be guaranteed by
all constitutions.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

25. Economic and social rights are identical.

X

X

X

X

X

26. The U.S. Bill of Rights will work equally well
anywhere else

X

X

X

X

X

27. There are no "political prisoners" in the United
States.

X

X

X

X

X

28. War may be necessary to protect human rights.

X

X

X

X

X

29. Each culture has a different definition of human
rights.

X

X

X

X

X

30. Human rights should be gtaranteed by the government.

X

X

X

X

X

31. Human rights exist above and beyond the historical and cultural context of a single nation.

X

X

X

X

X

32. Health is a fundamental human right.

X

X

X

X

X

33. The goal of all government is the guarantee of
human rights for its citizens.

X

X

X

X

X

34. Everyone should have the right to be, not the
right to have.

X

X

X

X

X

35. The right to freedom from forced entry into the
home should not be claimed ifthere are suspicious people in the home.

X

X

X

X

X

36. Freedom from fear ar I want should be the highest aspirations ofthe common people.

X

X

X

X

X

37. Police wear uniforms so everyone will obey the
law.

X

X

X

X

X

38. Some human rights are more fundamental than
others.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

40. All persons arrested for an offense should be assumed guilty until proven innocent.

X

X

X

X

X

41. Human rights are universal.

X

X

X

X

X

42. There is no difference between abstract human
rights and real human rights.

X

X

X

X

X

43. All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights.

X

X

X

X

X

44. Human rights do not exist in undemocratic nations.

X

X

X

X

X

45. Everyone has the right to effective remedy by
competent courts for violations of fundamental
human rights.

X

X

X

X

X

24. Human rights are for individuals, not for groups
of people.

39. Protection ofhuman rights justifies the interference by one group in the affairs of another group.

2 2
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46. No one should be subjected to arbitrary interference with privacy, family, home or correspondence.

X

X

X

Y.

X

47. No one should be subjected to attacks on his or
her honor and reputation.

X

X

X

X

X

48. Everyone has the right to seek and enjoy in other countries asylum from persecution.

X

X

X

X

X

49. Adults should have the right to marry without
limitation by race, nationality it religion.

X

X

X

X

X

50. Marriage should be entered into only with the
full and free consent of the intending spouses.

X

X

X

X

X

51. It may be necessary for human rights to be imposed by one nation on another.

X

X

X

X

X

52. There are no religious practices which cannot be
tolerated.

X

X

X

X

X

53. Human rights have not changed through history.

X

X

X

X

X

54. No one should arbitrarily be deprived of his or
her property.

X

X

X

X

X

55. Everyone has the right to equal access to public
service in his country.

X

X

X

X

X

56. Ever, one has the right to change his or her religion.

X

X

X

X

X

57. Everyone has the right to receive and impart information and ideas throuffi any media and regardless of international frontiers or boundaries.

X

X

X

X

X

58. Everyone, as a member of society, has the right
to social security.

X

X

X

X

X

59. Everyone, as a member of society, has the right
to protection from unemployment.

X

X

X

X

X

60. Everyone, without any discrimination, has the
the right to equal pay for equal work.

X

X

X

X

X

61. Everyone has the right to form and to join trade
unions for the protection of his or her interests.

X

X

X

X

X

62. Everyone has the rj;ht to rest and leisure.

X

X

X

X

X

63. Everyone has the right to a standard of living
adequate to the health.

X

X

X

X

X

64. Everyone has the right to enjoy the arts

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

66. Everyone has duties to the community.

X

X

X

X

X

67. Everyone has the right to preserve his or her own
distinct language.

X

X

X

X

X

68. Human rights apply to persons both as individuals and as members of social groups.

X

X

X

X

X

65. Everyone is entitled to a social and international
order in which human rights can be fully realized.
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69. Free education is a basic human right.

X

X

X

X

X

70. Freedom of art and science is a right.

X

X

X

X

X

71. Traffic in human beings violates human rights.

X

X

X

X

X

72. Sovereignty of the nation comes before any individual's human rights.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

75. Freedom to participate in administration of the
State is a fundamental political right

X

X

X

X

X

76 The right to street processions and demonstrations is a fundamental political right

X

X

X

X

X

77. The right to vote is a fundamental political right

X

X

X

X

X

78. The right to lodge complaints against the actions of the State officials is a fundamental political right

X

X

X

X

X

79. Personal lives of citizens and the privacy of their
correspondence, telephone conversations and
telegraphic communica,:ons should be protected
by the law.

X

X

X

X

X

80. The realization of rights is inseparable from the
citizen's performance of his or her duties

X

X

X

X

X

81 The citizen has a responsibility to be uncompromising toward antisocial behavior

X

X

X

X

X

82. Defense of the fatherland is a saszed duty of each
citizen

X

X

X

X

X

83. Military service in the ranks of the armed for,es
is the honorable duty of the citizen.

X

X

X

X

X

84 National security justifies the use of telephone
wiretaps

X

X

X

X

X

85. It is the internationalist duty of each citizen to
promote friendship and cooperation with peoples
of other countries

X

X

X

X

X

86 The State and the Catholic Church are, each
within its own ambit, independent and sovereign

X

X

X

X

X

87. Human rights do not apply to foreigners

X

X

X

X

X

88. War is an instrument of aggression against liberties

X

X

X

X

X

89 Personal liberty is inviolable

X

X

X

X

X

90. Human rights are another example of western
imperialism, moral imperialism.

X

X

X

X

X

91. Preventive detention of suspicious persons is
permissable if police inform the courts within 48
hours.

X

X

X

X

X

73. Groups of people who are disadvantaged should
have special rights until they are like everyone
else.
74. Fundamental 1- tan rights are the right to
work, to rest a ..., o health care.

92. Personal domicile is inviolable

X

X

X

X

X

93 Personal movement is inviolable except where
limited by law for reasons of health and s. ,:urity
94 All are entitled to freely profess their religious
convictions save in cases contrary to morality

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

95. No one may be deprived of his or her legal status, citizenship or name for political reasons

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

96 Defense is an inalienable right at every stage of
legal proceedings.

9 /. No one may be punished save on the basis of law
that was in effect when the offense was committed.

98. It is the duty and right of parents to support, instruct and educate their children, even those
born out of wedlock.

X

X

X

X

X

99 Punishment must not consist of measures contrary to humane precepts.

X

X

X

X

X

100 Hee Itli safeguards are a basic right oft he individual.

X

X

X

X

X

101 Nc one may be forced to undergo an ' particular
medical treatment save under the provisions of
the law.

X

X

X

X

X

102. An employed person is entitled to a weekly day
of rest and to annual holidays with pay and he
or she cannot relinquish this right.

X

X

X

X

X

103 Conditions of work for females must make it
possible for them to fulfill their essential family
duties and provide for the adequate protection
of mothers and children.

X

X

X

X

X

104 Workers are entitled to adequate insurance for
their requirements in case of illness

X

X

X

X

X

105. The right to strike should be recognized

X

X

X

X

X

106 The right to lockouts should be recognized

X

X

X

X

X

107. All property, without exception, is inviolable

X

X

X

X

X

108. To vote is a civic duty.

X

X

X

X

X

109 All citizens have the right to join a political
party

X

X

X

X

X

110 The defense of the country is a moral duty of
every citizen

X

X

X

X

X

111. Military service should be compulsory for
everyone

X

X

X

X

X

112. Judges cannotbe removed from office

X

X

X

X

X

113. Judges are subject only to the laws, not to the
President.

X

X

X

X

X

114. It should be the duty of the State to encourage
intermarriage among persons from different
places of origin or ofdifferent religious. ethnic
orlinguistic associations or ties

X

X

X

X

X

115 The State shall control the national economy in
such manner as to secure the maximum welfare, freedom 'Ind happiness of every citizen on
the basis ofsocial justice and equality ofstatus
and opportunity

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

117 The State shall protect children, young persons
and the aged against moral and material neglect.

X

X

X

X

X

118. Every person has the right to life and no one
shall be deprived intentionally of his or her life.
save in execution of the sentence of a court in respect of a criminal offence of which he or she has
been found guilty.

X

X

X

X

X

119. A court may sentence a person to forced labor
without violating human rights

X

X

X

X

X

120. The government should adopt one religion as
the State religion.

X

X

X

X

X

121. Citizenship should be limited to members of one
particular race.

X

X

X

X

X

122. Naturalized citizens should not be obligated to
bear arms against their country of origin

X

X

X

X

X

123 Labor is a social obligation.

X

X

X

X

X

124 In no case may the lawmaker impose the death
penalty when enacting laws

X

X

X

X

X

125 No student should be required to receive reli- ,
gious instruction if it relates to a religion other
than his or her own.

X

X

X

X

X

126 Property is a social function that entails obligations.

X

X

X

X

X

127 The general direction of the economy should be
a responsibility of the State

X

X

X

X

X

128. Freryone should be free to choose a profession
or occupation.

X

X

X

X

X

129 The law may require certificates of competency
for the profession.

X

X

X

X

X

130. The law may prohibit the production and consumption of alcoholic beverages.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

116 The State shall direct its policy towards ensuring that the material resources of the community are harnessed and distributed as best as possible to serve the common good.

131. The press should be responsible for attacks on
personal honor, the social order, or the public

tranquility.

2 : Gi

132. Any number of people should be free to assemble

X

X

X

X

X

133. The authorities should not use the excuses of a
meeting "degenerating into disorder," "riot," or
"obstructing the public thoroughfares" to restrict the freedom of public assembly

X

X

X

X

X

134 Permanent political assemblies of the people
should be prohibited.

X

X

X

X

X

135 No person should be permitted to carry arms in
a settled area without permission.

X

X

A

N

.

X

136 The freedom ofall sects that are not contrary to
Christian morality should be guaranteed

X

X

X

X

X

137 The law of life is concern of all, for the good of
each and concern of each for the good of all

X

X

X

X

X

138 A developed socialist society is a natural logical stage on the road to communism.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

139 The land, its minerals, waters and forests,
should be the exclusive property of the State.
140. The free development of each is the condition
for the free development of all.

141. War propaganda should be banned.

X

X

X

X

X

142. Citizens should have guaranteed employment
and pay in accordance with the auantity and
quality of their work.

X

X

X

X

X

143. The citizen should have the right to health protection.

X

X

X

X

X

144. The citizen should have the right to rest and leisure, ensured by the establishment of a working
week not exceeding 41 hours.

X

X

X

X

X

145. Citizens should have the right to housing.

X

X

X

X

X

146. Citizens should have the right to enjoy cultural
benefits.

X

X

X

X

X

147. No one should, without lawful grounds, enter
the house of a citizen against the will of those
residing in it.

X

X

X

X

X

148. Human rights have changed in time.

X

X

X

X

X

149. Each country sees human rights differently
from others.

X

X

X

X

X

150. The U.S. Bill of Rights arose from European
ideals of the 18th century and the culture that
generated those ideals.

X

X

X

X

X

151. The ultimate patriot is he or she who dies to
uphold human rights.

X

X

X

X

X

152. A nations that offers political asylum also permits political emigration.

X

X

X

X

X

153. No op P should tell me what I can do with my
own property.

X

X

X

X

X
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154. "Due process" is a way of protecting the rights
of those who can afford to use it.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

156. Civil rights and human rights are entirely different.

X

X

X

X

X

157. When we say "human rights," we mean political rights.

X

X

X

X

X

158. There is no general agreement on human rights
among nations.

X

X

X

X

X

159. Because history and cultures change, there can
be no agreement on human rights in the world.

X

X

X

X

X

160. Human rights exit only in a particular cultural context which is right for that culture.

X

X

X

X

X

155. English is the language of democracy in America.

2

4.

j
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Hints for administration: Select no less than fifty,
evenly balanced between the categories above. For
pretest-posttest, select 80 evenly-balance I questions

American Rights (Bili of Rights, Declaration of Independence)
2, 9, 26, 27, 150, 155.

each. It would be wise to add an additi:nal precaution
of selecting at random within the categories.
To analyze your results . . .

Procedural Rights
40, 45, 46, 91, 96, 97, 99, 112, 113, 119, 124, 154.
Economic and Social Rights
6, 8, 12, 13, 19, 25, 32, 34, 36, 47, 49, 50, 54, 58, 59,
60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 67, 69, 70, 71, 73, 74, 79, 92, 93,
98, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 114, 115,
116, 117, 118, 121, 123, 127, 128, 129, 130, 138, 139,
140, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 153.

Here are the main (....tegories of the questions
which appear in the attitudinal questionnaire:
Human Rights: General, philosophical abstract
1,3, 4,5,10,11, 15,17,18,20, 21,22,24, 28, 29,30,
31, 38, 39, 41, 42, 43, 44, 51, 53, 57, 68, 87, 88, 89, 90,
131, 132, 133, 137, 147, 148, 149, 151, 156, 158, 159,
160.

Duties and Responsibilities
80, 81, 82, 83, 85, 108, 110, 111, 122, 126.
Religion
14, 52, 56, 94, 120, 125, 136.

Political Rights
7,16, 23, 33,35, 37, 48, 55, 66, 72, 75,76, 77, 78,84,
86, 95, 109, ; 34, 135, 141, 152, 157.

To analyze your results first be sure the answers to
s:.-t.ements referring to a specific attitude are gathered together, not mixed up with other responses.
Then fi

calculate each student's mean score on the scale, then
find the average of the students in the class (add the
scores, divide by the number in the class). Here is an
example.

the overall mean score of the class or group

on the scales related to specific attitudes. You may

SAMPLE SUB-SCALE FROM A STUDENT'S
FORM

Assign numerical values to the five X's (it doesn't

matter which way you go: if you feel that
agreement is more like a 5, then reverse it).
1

3

2

4

5

ATTITUDES TOWARD RELIGIOUS RIGHTS
14. The right to practice any religion should be protected by the government

X

x

52. There are no religious practices which cannot be
tolerated.

X

N

X

x

X

x

3

4

56. Everyone has the right te change his or her religion.

94. All are entitled to freely profess their religious
convictions save in cases contrary to morality

Scale mean =13

4 - 3 25; 4 -,- 4 -1- 5 - 13

Repeat this procedu .e ' each scale in the survey
Then graph the results 1. .., simple manner Here are
a couple of ways tG Lk) it.

('LASS MEANS ON SUBSCALES

Attitudes toward

SD
1

Human Rights/general
Religious Rights
Political Rights
Duties
Pre-test
0Post-test

D

A
3

2

..,....---- ,,0
.

A"

-------74-___ ,

2*9

SA
4
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or this:
CLASS MEANS ON SUBSCALES

Rating

POST-TEST SHADED

4
3

2

Human Rights
Material adapted, with permission from Henry Ferguson, Manual for Multicultural and Ethnic Studies.
Chicago: Intercultural Press, 1978.

Finally, feedback is a useful device for evaluating
learning, and certainly has merit for evaluating C, ny
human rights program as a whole. A suggested form
appears opposite. Your own form will be more suitable, but the principal points are to ask what has been
the most significant learning and what has been best
liked and most disliked. These comments indicate the
success or failure of a particular strategy or exercise
If you are going to use feedback, it is best to systematize it and to regiilarize it.
Do up a form, your own or the one which appears on
the opposite page. Use it regularly, every day, every

other day, once a week. Make sure that students
know it is to be expected and that they are to take it
seriously. Be sure no one hands in a blank paper or
skips handing it in.

Feedback should also be encouraged orally. A
teacher who cares will allow a few minutes at the end
of class or at the beginning of the next one for a care-

ful review of what was !earned. But this review

Religious

Political

Duties

and students becomes regular and something to be
anticipated.
If systematic and regular feedback has been solicited during the course of a human rights program,
then it will be easy to get an overall report from students. This might be in a more formal document reporting on the learning attempted, but don't confuse
a term paper or report on whatwas learned with feedback which should concentrate on howand whywhat
was learned was learned. A one or two page free-flow
reaction to the subject of human rights, the activities
and the group would suffice.
What, in sum, will you end up with?
You will be able to change your approach to meet
the needs students express in their fc 'back, and respond to the gaps which have shown up ..I both the affective and cognitive testing. Next time around, you
will be doing a better job, for students will be learning
more effectively about human rights.
What you will not have will be a series of individual grades on students' human rights attitudes. What
you will have will be the capacity to judge movement
in a group, and the capacity to judge a student's overall willingness to learn and skill in learning.

should also include an open opportunity for students
to state their likes and their dislikes. Why they liked
something more than something else should be a subject for discussion. It is important to know the effects
of a particular strategy or sequence on student tastenot because you are always going to do what the student likes to do, but because when students like a particular form of learning they may be learning more
effectively. Feedback which is solicited and received
in a friendly manner and which shows up in future
activities demonstrates to students that the teacher
regards their feedback highly and that it is not simply an idle exercise. Cooperation will emerge between
teacher and students leading toward most effective
and most entertaining learning. Changes in strategy

have asked for demonstation of sensitivity to rights
and responsibilities. The strategy specifically calls
for highlighting the school's established procedural
rights to protect the basic rights. The behavior of the
school may well reflect the human rights attitudes
which you have been able to develop in your class-

will be easier if the give and take between teacher

room.

About attitudes of individuals toward human
rights, you may do more than just hope. There are behaviors which can be seen and encouraged. Integra-

tion of human rights into student citizenship has
been suggested as Exorcise 26 In that strategy, we
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Suggested feedback form. Note that anonymity is not
possible if partners are named.
FEEDBACK

Date

Today's topic

My most important learning today:

Questions I would like to have answered:
1.

2.

3.

My team partner or partners today:
111)

Who I would like to have as partner:

The things I like BEST about today's class:

The things I didn't like about today's class:

On a scale of 0 (poor) to 10 (very good), today's lesson met its objectives:
5
7
6
9
8
10
Objective 1:
7
6
5
9
8
10
2:
7
6
5
9
8
10
3:
5
9
7
6
10
8
4:

4

4
4
4

3
3
3

3

2

1

2
2
2

1
1
1

0
0
0
0

